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The velocity and temperature fields of several air cavities have been
surveyed.
The cavities operated in the transitional boundary layer regime with
vertical, opposing, isothermal heated and cooled walls.
The cavity height, width, temperature difference and wall insulation
were all changed during the study, with the aspect ratio varying from 4 to
10, and RaH varying from 2,263x10 	 to 4.486x101e.
The local velocity and temperature were measured simultaneously using
a laser Doppler anemometer and a 25jim chromel-alumel thermocouple. This
allowed the turbulence quantity tT to be measured directly, as well as the
mean and root mean square of the fluctuations of velocity and temperature.
Several other quantities, which have not previously been available,
were derived from the measured data, these were the wall shear stress, the
mean lateral velocity, u'v', and v'T'.
The effect of a decrease of the level of insulation on the vertical
walls was to decrease the non-dimensional temperature of the fluid at the
vertical centre-line.
Different thermal boundary conditions on the horizontal walls resulted
in significant differences between the heated and cooled wall, thermal and
velocity, boundary layers.
A decrease in the cavity width was seen to alter the characteristics
of the mean velocity and temperature profiles when the width was less than
twice the lateral extent of either boundary layer in a cavity with a larger
width.
Near wall distributions of u'v' have shown that the viscous sub-layer
was approximately 4mm thick.
Calculations of power spectral density, together with inspection of
time histories, have confirmed that a laminar flow was present at the
bottom of the heated wall.
P.S.D. calculations showed that the dominant frequencies of transition
were multiples of a base frequency and dependent on the local temperature
drop between the wall and the "environment".
The power relationship between frequency and power spectral density
has been shown to depend on the local vertical temperature gradient.
Three sub-ranges were identified in the velocity spectra, whereas four
were identified in the temperature spectra. The equivalent ranges in the
2
velocity and temperature spectra exhibited different powers on the
frequency, with those of the temperature field being larger.
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTIOK
1.1 INITIATION OF THE PRESENT STUDY
Natural convection in rectangular cavities arises in a number of heat
transfer scenarios which are of importance to Engineers. Examples include:
nuclear reactor cooling systems; insulation systems, such as double glazing
and cavity walls; the heating and ventilation in buildings, including the
spread of fire; the growth of crystals, particularly in the cooling of
castings; and solar heat collectors.
A very important practical scenario involves the use of molten sodium,
to transfer heat by turbulent natural convection, within various
geometrically shaped cavities which form part of the proposed designs for
the cooling system of the Commercial Demonstration Fast Reactor (C.D.F.R.).
To design such a cooling system suceesfully it is necessary to be able
to predict the heat transfer, and flow characteristics, of the sodium within
the cavities.
As it is both difficult and very expensive to undertake experimental
studies using sodium, a programme of data collection using fluids of
different Prandtl numbers was initiated by the National Nuclear Corporation
(N.N.C.) who are responsible for the design of the C.D.F.R. The data
collected by this programme will serve as a check against the computer
codes which have been, and are being, developed.
The numerical solution of turbulent natural convection flow within
cavities is complex and one faces two tasks. Firstly the qualitative
understanding of a given fluid's motion (what are the flow patterns, general
features, structures and mechanisms?) and secondly the quantitative
prediction of a given fluid's motion, and the turbulent transport quantities,
by reliable computer codes (what are the suitable mathematical models, the
permissible approximations and the empirical input?),
In the development of a full three-dimensional computer code it was
decided, by N.N.C., that initial efforts would be put Into the development of
two-dimensional codes. Once these had been verified by experimental data
progress could then be made to three-dimensional codes. Indeeed, this is
the approach which has been taken by most researchers.
The Department of Mechanical Engineering at Queen Mary College was
commissioned to carry out extensive measurements of: the velocity and
temperature fields; the turbulence quantities; and the local heat transfer,
within a large air cavity across which there existed a temperature
difference which was large enough to induce a mainly turbulent natural
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convection flow. The flow was to be two-dimensional and all closing
boundaries were to be adiabatic. During the study the cavity Rayleigh
number and the aspect ratio were to be varied to examine their effects on
the flow.
There is a need for all the quantities, described in the previous
paragraph, to be predicted accurately in any given scenario.
The temperature field is required in order that the heat transfer
across the cavity can be determined. In addition, when one considers the
effect of cyclic, temperature induced, stresses on the cavity structure, the
prediction of the root mean square (R.LS.) of temperature fluctuations, near
the closing boundaries, becomes important.
The mean velocity must be predicted correctly so that one may have
confidence in the temperature predictions, as temperature and velocity are
linked by the equations of conservation of mass, momentum and energy.
The turbulence quantities are important in that they are required to
establish the empirical constants for the computer codes.
All of the quantities are very important when one considers the large
range of fluids (whose Prandtl number varies typically from O.S-1øø@) that
the computer codes must deal with.
1.2 THE CAY ITY CONF IGURAT ION
There are many possible cavity configurations. The most notable
variables are: the thermal boundary conditions on the active and closing
boundaries (the active boundaries may be isothermal or subjected to a
constant heat flux, and the closing boundaries may be adiabatic or subject
to a condition such as a linear temperature gradient); the aspect ratio (in
respect of it being less than or greater than one); the angle of tilt; the
position of the heated and cooled boundaries; the geometry of the cavity;
and the surface roughness of the boundaries. Therefore it is necessary to
define the exact configuration which has been studied.
The configuration studied was that of a rectangular cavity with a
vertical Isothermal heated wall and an opposing isothermal cooled wall. The
four remaining boundaries which closed the cavity were nominally adiabatic,
but in practice allowed heat transfer. The cavity aspect ratio of height to
width was varied between 4 and 10, and all boundaries were plane so that
there was no artificial enhancement of heat tranfer. A basic sketch of the
cavity configuration, and co-ordinate system, is shown in Figure 1.1.
The flow within the cavity is of great importance and has been
categorized In terms of flow regimes. These flow regimes are known as
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conduction, asymptotic, laminar boundary layer, transitional boundary layer
and turbulent boundary layer. The cavity was designed to operate primarily
with the latter two flow regimes present.
In practice, the basic configuration described here does not occur
very frequently (indeed there are no instances of a rectangular cavity in
the design proposals of the C.D.F.R.) but in order to develop and verify the
computer codes, for any fluid or cavity geometry, one must first
successfully predict data for a basic configuration such as the one studied.
The configuration is basic in that the cavity is rectangular, the flow
is nominally two-dimensional and the boundary condition on the closing
boundaries is nominally one of zero temperature gradient in the
perpendicular direction.
1.3 THE DEFINITION AID EQUATIONS OF NATURAL CONVECTION
A free convective flow is one that is driven by body forces so that
the momentum equation is coupled to either the energy or diffusion equation.
(In the present study one is concerned with a flow driven by temperature
differences, therefore it Is the momentum and energy equations which are
coupled).
Natural convection Is a sub-division of free convection where the body
force is that due to gravity.
For two-dimensional flow there are initially four equations of
interest. These are the equations representing the conservation of mass,
momentum (in the vertical and horizontal directions) and energy.
The full equations describing variable properties are too complicated
for most needs and so use is made of the Boussinesq approximation. This
approximation considers all properties to be constant (i.e. evaluated at a
reference temperature) except for density when It contributes to a buoyancy
force. The resulting equations are:




Equation (1.1) represents the conservation of mass.
udiL + vjj = -j	
+ j{-u'u' + (
uR)duJ - g(p - p)
dx	 dy	 R dx d	 (pR)d
+ 9-u	
+ iR) dul	 (1. 2)
(p)dyJ
Equation (1.2) represents the conservation of momentum in the vertical
direction. The pressure, P, Is the absolute pressure minus the hydrostatic
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pressure, and the subscript 	 Indicates conditions at the cavity centre-
line.
u	 + vd.y. =	 +	 -u'v' + ()LR)dvl
dx	 dy	 R dy dx	 (pR)dxJ
	
+ thJ-v'v' + () dvi	 (1. 3)
dyL	 (pR)dyi
Equation (1.3) represents the conservation of momentum In the
horizontal direction. The pressure, P, Is the absolute pressure minus the
hydrostatic pressure.
	
v'T' + andlI	 (1.4)u + v =	
+	 IJ +	 dyJdx	 dy d
Equation (1.4) represents the conservation of energy.
EquatIons (1.1) to (1,4) are for cavity flow, the equivalent flat plate
flow equations utilise the absolute pressure in equations (1.2) and (1.3)
and the subscript w Indicates environmental conditions.
All properties with the subscript R are evaluated at an appropriate
reference temperature.
The present author's choice for the representation of the buoyancy
term (the alternative being g$-rtT) will become clear when the calculation
of wall shear stresses Is explained in Chapter 7.
For the boundary layer on each wall of a cavity, equations (1.2)-(1.4)
can be further reduced when the boundary layer approximations are applied.
The resulting equations are given below.
uthi + vthL =	 -'V + (PR)dul - g(p - p)	 (1.5)
dx	 dy dy	 (p)dyJ
udi + v =	 -VT + c*dI1	 (1.6)
dx	 dy dy	 dyi
The co-ordinate system, used In equations (1.1)-(1.ö), Is defined in
Figure 1.2, which also shows a typical velocity and temperature profile.
1.4 PREVIOUS WORK
Early work on cavity problems only considered the overall heat
transfer and considerable effort was given to provide experimental
correlations on the basis of a power law relating the relevant non-
dimensional groups. This work covered all types of flow regime, from
conduction through to turbulent boundary layer, and was sadly lacking in
proper co-ordination.
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Work then progressed to computer simulation of the laminar boundary
layer regime, with only a small amount of associated experimental work.
The main thrust of recent work has been in the field of computer code
development, although only a few attempts have been made at predicting the
turbulent boundary layer regime.
)Iost recently a few papers have been available which have presented
experimentally measured mean temperature and velocity fields in turbulent
cavity flow, but no data on two-component turbulence quantities have been
published.
Although a few researchers had presented experimental mean velocity
profiles In the pasts the most recent measurements are notable because they
were made using laser Doppler aneniometry (L.D.A.).
L.D.A. has many advantages over the possible alternatives (such as
hot-wire aneinometry) and has lead to reduced uncertainties In the data.
The present study has utilised L.D.A. which is an Improvement on hot-
wire anemometry, used by a previous researcher on the same cavity, most
notably in being able to measure velocities below O.lm/s, Including negative
velocities.
Among the standard list of comments which are made about L.D.A, is
that It does not disrupt the flow, This Is clearly a plus In It's favour.
Obviously, if one were to use hot-wire anemometry in cavity flow, then
It would be necessary to calibrate the hot-wire for many temperatures
within any range of practical Interest. With L.D.A. all one requires Is one
initial, relatively fast, calibration of the signal processing system before
work can begin.
In assessing data from cavities one cannot forget the parallel
classical problem of natural convectioD from a vertical plane surface.
Research for this problem has been proceeding for a longer time than that
for cavities.
A number of theoretical studies of cavity heat transfer have assumed
that a cavity can be considered to be the equivalent of two vertical plates
in a stratified environment. A comparison of the results for the heated and
cooled walls and similar plate scenarios Is useful. However, data for a
vertical plate in a stratified environment (the cores of the cavities
studied here were startlfled) are extremely limited and use has to be made
of data from vertical plates in isothermal environments.
Because It is simpler, the plate problem has received more attention
in the derivation of an analytical description than the cavity. It is,
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therefore, a natural first step to apply the scaling parameters for
velocity, length and temperature (so far derived) to the data from cavities.
1.5 THE PRESENT STUDY
Data has been collected from two air cavities, one at Queen Xary
College (Q.X.C.) and one at L'Ecole Nationale Superleure de ecanique et
d'Aerotechnlque (E.N.S.X.A.) Poitiers, France. The major differences between
the two cavities was the level of insulation provided on their four closing
boundaries, and their aspect ratios.
A systematic study was carried out where the temperature difference
across the cavity, the cavity height and cavity width were all varied.
The Q.X.C. cavity allowed the height to be varied whilst the width was
kept constant. The variation of width was achieved with the Poitiers cavity.
Both cavities allowed the variation of temperature difference.
Seven surveys were carried out, using two heights (2.5m and 2.øm) two
widths (ø.5m and O.2m) and three temperature differences (32K, 46K and
61K).
The temperature fields were surveyed using 25im chromel-alumel
thermocouples, and the velocity fields with laser Doppler anemometers.
The same type of thermocouples had been used successfully by previous
researchers at Q.I.C. and so there was no need to choose an alternative
temperature measuring technique.
A different signal processor was used in each of the laser Doppler
aneinometry systems, namely a tracker at Q.}LC., and a counter at Poitiers.
The Poltiers counter was configured to yield a near continuous output
similar to that of a tracker.
Both systems utilised frequency shift to allow the measurement of
negative velocities.
The Q.M.C. data were digitised and stored on magnetic tape for
subsequent analysis. This allowed the calculation of power spectral
densities in order to obtain a better understanding of the flow.
Data from two of the Q.X.C. surveys have been kept which will allow
the calculation of additional turbulence quantities in the future.
Unfortunately, the Poitiers data could not be stored and consisted
only of the mean quantity and R.J.S. of the fluctuating components.
Nany of the quantities presented In this thesis are the first of their
kind to be published. This, together with the practical and commercial use



























GO-ORDINATE DEFINITION PLUS VELOCITY AND TEIIPERATURE
PROFILES FOR NATURAL CONVECTION OF AIR ALONG A VERTICAL WALL
y
CHAPThR 2 - LITERATIJRE SURVEY
2.1 1ITRODUCTlO
This survey follows n from that of Zial (1] who concentrated on
descrtbing the various types of flow regime; the heat transfer relationships
for each regime; and pertinent flat plate data. In addition to the
presentation of new material somenof the points discussed by Zial (1] will
be investigated in greater depth as they are relevant to the research
undertaken for this thesis,
Jost Sections deal with particular points which are of relevance to
the results presented later. However, some Sectione discuss additional
topics which are ilearly not fully appreciated by current researchers in
the field of natural convection in vertical cavities.
The survey starts with a consideration of the flow regimes within a
cavity and the dimensionless groups whose magnitude* indicate the presence
bt each regime. It is known, from dimensional analysis, that, for a two-
dimensional flow, lu	 Ju(Gr,Pr,H/L), but the choice of the characteristic
length for 
1i 
and Or Is not straightforward. The situations in which H or L
should be used are discussed and the available experimental data, in
subsequent Sections 1 are recalculated to fit in with the recommendations.
Having established the relevant characteristic lengths, the survey
then goes on to discuss the information available for the two flow regimes
which are of direct concern to the author. These are the transitional and
turbulent boundary layer regimes which both exhibit regions of turbulent
flow.
Before discussing the transitional boundary layer regime, the
-important phenomenon of transition is described with reference to cavity
and vertical flat plate work.
Transition, from laminar to turbulent flow, is a very important feature
of the transitional boundary layer regime. Indeed, in the analysis of the
experimental results, considerable effort was put into the calculation of
power spectral densities in order to establish 'the frequencies of
transition 1 and the nature of the turbulence.
The general characteristics of the transitional and turbulent boundary
layer regimes are reviewed in general, with separate Sections describing
the mean, and R.XS. of the fluctuating components, of the velocity and
temperature fields.
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The "core" region is discussed next, with particular reference to the
thermal stratification which exists in both regimes of interest, and the
definition which one may use to determine the lateral extent of the "core".
Having dealt with the basic aspects of the two flow regimes (these
have formed the bulk of material published) the turbulence quantities,
including turbulence spectra, are then discussed. Because of the
unavailability of cavity data for most of these quantities, recourse to the
limited amount of data from flat plate work has been made. It is expected
that the general characteristics of these quantities will be similar for
cavity and flat plate scenarios, especially near the wall.
Following the discussion of the turbulence quantities comes a
complementary Section on the attempts to provide velocity, length and
temperature scales. These attempts have so far been restricted to the case
of a vertical flat plate in an isothermal environment and are reassessed
with particular emphasis on the effects of a stratified environment.
Thereafter, attention is turned to the effects of the cavity structure
on the internal flow. These Sections deal mainly with the effect of heat
transfer through the closing boundaries, and the associated difficulties in
obtaining truely two-dimensional and anti-symmetric flow. Bearing the
former in mind, some global heat transfer correlations (which were the
objective of much early research) are reassessed, and the added
complication of temperature dependent properties is also considered.
The survey finishes with a resume of the important points brought
forth by the survey and an outline of how they have affected some details
of the objectives of the present study.
Please note that throughout the text the term "boundary layer" will
refer to the velocity boundary layer. Whenever the thermal boundary layer
Is under discussion it will be referred to in full.
2.2 FLOW REG1XES
Batchelor (2] undertook the earliest analytical work on cavity flow
and found that, for a two-dimensional flow with a moderate temperature
difference between the walls ((T,-,Tc)/Tc < @2) non-dimensionalisation of
the governing equations gave Ju = Nu(Ra,Pr,H/L). The use of Ra <which
Incorporates both the kinematic viscosity and the thermal diffusivity)
rather than Gr, has resulted in Nu being less dependent on Pr
The Rayleigh number has also been shown to be a reasonable first
choice as an indicator of the presence of flow regimes, however, it must be
stressed that this finding is limited in the range of Pr investigated, and
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that there is no guarantee that the use of Ra (in the manner to be
described) will be valid when dealing with liquid metals, as in such cases
molecuirar heat transfer is a significant factor, even in regions of intense
turbulence.
B*tchelor chosa -the characterjstio ength, or Ra,, to be L. His
choice of 1 waa due to his interest in the application of his work to the
insu].tton -of buildings (by cavity walls) where l was easily changed. He
predicted- that the existence of -each flow regime would be governed by the
magnitude of R&.. He only concerned himself pith four flow regimes but it
is now known that there are 'ive possible f)ow regimes within a. vertical
çav1,ty oonduction -eymptotic laminaz boundary ].ayer transitional
ouidary ayer and turbulent boundary layer.. Please note that some early
researchers have incorrectly termed the asymptotic regime the transitionalM
regime.
The dominant parameters governing the existence of -each regime are
now c-lear? The conduction and asymptotic regimes are governed, predominantly
by R&.1 as j.s the onset o the laminar boundary ayer regime. The
trans,iUonal- -*nd turbulent. regimes are- governed by .Ra..,.-
pixon nd Probert [3] and Eckert and Car.on (4J confirmed that, as
Batcbelqr 2) euggested was the correct choice for the- conduction and
asymptotic regimes, and for the indication of the onset of the laminar
boundary layer regime,
h- use p R&. was extended tq the laminar, transitional and turbulent
boundary layer regimes until Sekt et l L.a] showed that for these regimes
the use of RaM was significantly superior. They considered that as the
occurrence of. transition (and o turbulence) In the case of natural
convection on a vertical flat plate was dependent on be height, then once
a laminar boundary iayer regime Aadr developed in a cavity any subsequent
change- would be governed predominantly by the cavity height rather than
the width (when (TNTc) remained constant)
T1ie is an instinctive assua?tion which is supported by the work of a
-number of researchers4 Batçbelor 2i had tentatively suggested that
inasmuch as the convective motion is in the vertical direction, the cavity
height would have an Influence on the heat transfer (and so the flow
regime, as the heat transfer coefficient for turbulent flow i9 bigher than
that for laminar flow).-
Bauman et..a1 IC) also.expressed the view that a choice of RaM would be
more meaningful since heat transfer rates and. transition to turbulence are
dominated by the height of vertical surfaces.
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The experimental work of Mull and Reiher (73 found a dependency of the
heat transfer coefficient on height.
In addition, MacGregor and Emery [8] indicated a dependency on RaM at
the asymptotic/laminar boundary layer interface, and that significant
changes in the global heat transfer coefficient occurred as ilL Increased.
Elsherblny et al [9] noted that, at constant Ra, the trend toward a
1/3 power on RaL in a power law heat transfer relationship (indicative
of a turbulent boundary layer regime) was quicker for higher aspect ratio,
thereby showing the effect of H.
Griffiths and Davis (10] concluded that heat transfer In the laminar
boundary 1ayer regime was unaffected byr an increase in cavity .ddth,
providing the width was greater than the lateral extent of an equivalent
boundary layer on a vertical flat plate (by boundary layer It i5 presumed
that they were referring to the velocity boundary layer>. ZIai (1] in his
survey determined that once the laminar boundary layer régime was fully
established, any Increase in the cavity width only had a minor influence on
the centre-line temperature distribution. These findings show that for a
given temperature difference any increase in the cavity width does not
result in the transitional or turbulent regimes, as the heat transfer
characteristics and centre-line temperature remain essentially unchanged
with increasing width.
The presentation of data in terms of RaL In some recent papers,
dealing with the transitional and turbulent regimes, appears tcr indicate
that the Importance of Ra1-., has not been fully appreciated by current
researchers.
However, one must bear In mind that the Rayleigh number is only the
dominant parameter, and that In the cases of large and small fi/L this
second parameter will have an important Influence. It will be seen in
subsequent Sections Just how this parameter influences the flow patterns of
the transitional and turbulent regimes.
The Prandtl number Is also of importance, mainly in governing the
thickness of the boundary layers and the effect this has on heat transfer.
This will be discussed later.
2.3 TRAISITION
Before discussing the transitional boundary layer regime It Is logical
to first consider the phenomenon of transition which ocufs In this regime.
The onset of transition Is exaeined With particular reference to the values
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of RaH and ilL. The instability mode and transition frequencies are also
considered.
2.3.1 ONSET OF TRANSITION
The criteria for the onset of transition to turbulent flow have not
been properly established, but it is clear that there is a dependency on
Ral.4, H/li and Pr (the dimensionless groups resulting from the dimensional
analysis of a two-dimensional flow).
The most important point to note is that when transition occurs the
entire flow does not become turbulent, which is the impression that some
early researchera gave. The transitional regime exhibitc regions of laminar,
transitional and turbulent flow.
Xost estimates of the onset of transition- make use of experimental
data and mrs primarily based on RaH, but two etudies have been carried out,
using- numerical techniques, which have attempted to account for 'both Ra,-,
and ilL. When assessing these two numerical studies it must be borne In
mind that no numerical, code exists which Is able to predict the onset of
transitional flow accurately, so that the results can only be used to
Indicate possible trends, and are not to be ued for hard and fast
deinarkatlons of the existence of flair regimes.
The first attempt 'to provide a criterion for the existence of
turbulence in a vertical cavity (taking into account different RöL. and H/L)
was by Elder Lii) who suggested that turbulence was present In a cavity for
RaH ) 1Ø. Another suggestion (for different RaM and ilL) has come from
eki et al (53, who suggested (fron experimental data at ilL 5-47.5) that
turbulent fluctuations exist when RaH ) 4x10'.
Cowan et al f 12] investigated the first occurence of temperature
fluctuations in high aspect ratio water cavities. They positibned a fast
response thermocouple In the geometric Centre of the cavity and recorded
rL 'at 'which fluctuations first appeared AssumIng a Pradtl number of 3.26
for their experimental conditions, turbulence first Occurred at RaH =
1.9x10 1 for i/L 45.6 and at Rapi = 5.2x10" for ilL 60.8.
JacOregor and Emery [83 observed turbulence at R&. = 10 1 with H/L =
10 and at RaN = 10'' with i/L 20, for a fluid of moderate Prandtl number.
They concluded that the difference was due to the narrow vertical cavity
damping oscillations and so delaying transition. 1he results of Cowan et al
[12) support this, and indeed, it is a reasonable explanation.
In a subsequent paper, macGregor and Emery t13) went on to comment on
their previous data of (8), stating that there were other examples of
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increasing critical R&H with decreasing L at constant H. However, the effect
was only noticed for L below certain values.
One must ask why some research has not produced an H/L dependency. It
is possible that, for those cases which have exhibited an H/L dependency,
the boundary layers on each wall have met at the centre of the cavity. In
this scenario the volume of fluid available to form the boundary layers is
reduced and the flow pattern must suffer .some change. Thus one may propose
that the walls only influence the critical Rayleigh number when the
boundary layers meet. The influence becoming stronger as the distance
between the walls decreases.
Based on the boundary layer thicknesses of Schmidt and Wang (141 and
Giel and Schmidt (15], one may estimate that the boundary layers have only
met for the highest aspect ratio studied by Cowan et al [12), This would
explain why they found no aspect ratio dependence, as the majority of their
data was taken from cavities with lower aspect ratios than the highest one
they studied.
The comments of )IacGregor and Emery [131 concerning a limiting value
of L beyond which there is no effect would also tend to support the
proposal. If, then, the proposal is correct, one sees that it is not possible
to consider only RaH and H/L as affecting the onset of transition, as the
boundary layer thickness will be dependent on Pr. Normally Pr is only
associated with the ratio of the thicknesses of the thermal and velocity
boundary layers, but the dependency of the absolute thickness is shown by
comparing water and air boundary layer thicknesses at similar values of
RaN (i.e. comparison of the present results with those of Schmidt and Wang
114] and Giel and Schmidt (15]).
In attempting to assess the experimental results one must bear in
mind that the position at which turbulent fluctuations first occur need not
necessarily be at the geometric centre.
ThQ view that turbulent fluctuations first occur at mid-height and in
the boundary layer was supported by the work of Elder [Ii] who found
temperature fluctuations to be largest in the thermal sub-layer and mixing
region of the boundary layer. Batchelor (2] also proposed that the
amplification of a natural disturbance would be at the position of maximum
velocity gradient,, which would be nearer the wall than the centre.
However, the view that turbulent fluctuations first occur at mid-height
was challenged by the work of Seki et al (5) who reported turbulent
fluctuations as occurring Dear the top of the heated wall as H was
Increased for constant R&., and by MacGregor and Emery (13] who reported
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initial fluctuatipns at i/H = 0.1 which then took the form of a sinuous
motion at i/H = 0.2, finally tripping again at i/H = 0.9.
There have also been some attempts to determine a local Rayleigh
number at which transition starts. For -a vertical flat- plate In an
isothermal environment the value has been quoted as Rax 2x109 by
Saundere [16) and Rax ) I0 by Bauman et a]. t8] For a cavity, the value
has been quoted as Rai - 4.85K10 for air -by Raithby and Hollands (17), and
.44x10 for water by Bohn et a]. L18).
-Bohn et al (18] carried out experiments using a cubical? water cavity,
and. -observed travelling -waves between Rax = 10 and 10' They compared
their experimental -result 'to the estimate of Elder- [111-, for the initial
presence- of travelling waves in water (Ra,r
Travelling waves are essentially unsteady motions (also referred to as
instabilities)- which are a precursor to turbulence as described later in
this Section., Unfortunat.:Iy •Rax itself cannot be considered an ¶absolute
indicatr cZ lbe -onset of these waves or transition.
-Godeaux -and Oebhart f19 conducted a thorough analytical and
experimentali study for- a- constant heat flux vertical plate in an isothermal
water environment and concluded that transition was-' dependent on Grx, Pr
and the energy imparted to the ulow. Although the general conclusion was
that transition, could be reasonably-estimated tQ- occur at Gr ) 10'.
Under similar cdrcumstances Jaluria and Gebhart [20] speculated that
the onset -of ttansition was dependent upon a number- of parameters such as
the total heat transfer to the flow; the local momentum flurt and the
kinetic' energy flux.
Elder (111 made a brief note that an- increase of r -from 6 to 1000
increased.. 4be critical Rayleigh number' for a cavity. This observation was
not f-allowed up at the tine but it does have euppoFt from the numerical
work of Bergholz (21] which -ta- described in Section 2.32.
Br'igga an& Jones (22] surveyed -th. velocity field of a square air
cavity, with a. linear temperature gradient on the- horizontal closing
boundaries, and found unsteady notions -to occur at ROM = Ø3f7• There was
a considerable variation in velocity envelopes (which are shown in Figure
2.1) the maximum peak being nearly twice that of the mini.auii peak. These
unsteady motions arsi of considerable importance for they mark the
beginning -of- the transitior process and do not represent turbrlence which
only occurs -after RSH 15 Increased to-. a value beyond that at which the
unsteady motions occur. This was first noted by Elder fill who found that
unsteady motions, in the for. of -travelling lcaves, appeared at
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approximately Ra-	 8x1Pr. These unsteady motions have been the
subject of two numerical studies.
Chenoweth and Paolucci [23] undertook numerous numerical calculations
in an attempt to show the dependence of the flow regime on VL and R&.,
The fact that the Rayleigh number was based on L rather than H for 'this
1986 paper is an indication of the lack of understanding of the importance
of R&4. Their data, in the form of RaM, are replotted in Figure 2.2 along
with the other data presented in this Section and in Section 2.4. (Figure
2.2 represents the best available criterion an which to predict the presence
of unsteady motions and turbulence in a cavity). Their predictions of
unsteady motions compared extremely well with the experimental data
available to them 1 however, their predictions of the presence of turbulence
are only of -use in showing the general effect of H/L on the critical value
of Re,4.
Le Quere- and Aiziary de Roquef art (24] suggested (from numerical -wOrk
at H/L = 4-6 and with an adiabatic floor and ceiling) that unsteady motions
occurred when RaN > 10g . The influences of the floor and ceiling are
discussed in Section 2.12, and are shown to be of considerable importance,
so much so that some of the experimental critical Rayleigh numbers quoted
in this Section may be subject to significant uncertainty.
From Figure 2.2 one notes that the two sets of numerical data for an
adiabatic floor and ceiling agree very well in predicting the presence of
instabilities (unsteady motions) in the range H/L = 1-10. The prediction Of
the presence of turbulence by Chenoweth and Paolucci 1233 is in reasonable
agreement with all the available experimental data but care must be taken
when estimating uncertainty on the log-log graph at H/L ) 30.
Clearly this area requires more thorough -experimental investigation,
especially with reference to the Prandtl number, but one postulate is
confirmed by Figure 22, and that is that the critical value of RaM for the
presence of turbulent fluctuations increases' as H/L exceeds a certain value.
The numerical predictions plotted on Figure a.2 indicate that this value may
be approximately § for adiabatic horizontal closing boundaries.
2.3.2 INSTABILITY lODE
Bergho]z [211 undertook numerical calculations to investigate the
instability of flow in a cavity, with special emphasis on the stratifkation
and the Frandtl number. He concluded that both had a signiflcant CfTeot on
the mode of instability and the critical value of GFL. He defined a non-
dimensional temperature gradient, 	 which was the vertical temperature
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gradient non-dimenslonalised with L and (TH-TC). The choice of L was
unfortunate as was the Lack of any mention of H in the analysis. However,
there are- certain trends in the results which are of considerable interest.
One must note that he considered 0 4 4 15 and that the lower values of 1
are not- applicable to the boundary layer regimes. He predicted horizontal
temperature inversions- at = 4.8 and velocity reversals at 1 = 8. This
latter value nay be considered to be the point at which a boundary layer
regime exists. But more important is the proposal from the results that the
existence of a temperature inversion does not guarantee a velocity reversal.
At both low and high Pr Bergholz (21] noted a change in the mode of
instability as i changed4 lie defined the value of I at which this change
occurred as Ii.. Pot 0.73 4 Pr 4 12.7 the instability was of stationary mode
for y <- 1 and travelling wave mode for g >	 . g decreased with
Increasing Pr and became zero at Pr 	 12.7, thus resulting in travelling
wave Instability f or all 1. However, at higher values of Pr (considered to
be above 20> the critical mode was travelling waves for g but
stationary for I > Ii. li decreased as Pr increased, and approached zero as
Pr approached Itifinity.
For the boundary layer regime (I > 8) at constant Pr- (in the range
0.73 4 Pr 4 1000> -Bergholz 1211 found that an increase In resulted in an
increase in critical Gr At constant I an increase in Pr resulted in a
decrease in critical GrL. Bergholz's graphs for low and high Pr, of critical
GrL against I are reproduced as Figures -2.3 and 2.4. In general, for the
boundary layer regime and Fr ( 50, the mode of instability was predicted to
be that of travelling waves, These have been observed experimentally by
Elder [11) and Bohn et al [18]. For Pr > 50 the instabilty mode was
predicted to be stationary.
Although most of Bergholz's [-211 work was concerned with the rashof
number he did present a graph of critical R&. against which is of some
sigatficance, in that, for a constant I it shows that the variation of
critical R&. is small within the ranges 0.73 Pr 4 12, and 50 4 Pr 4
although different for' each. This graph is reproduced as Figure 2.5 and
supports the observations of Elder [11] mentioned in Section 2.3.1.
For the boundary layer regime Bergholz (21] found the stationary and
travelling wave Instability modes to be dominated by the buoyancy force,
except at the lower values of Pr, in which case shear -instabilities could
occur If was not too large. Unfortunately no numerical values were quoted
for I in this case..
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2.3,3 TRANSITION FREQUENCIES
Godaux and Gebbart [19) carried out experiments for the natural
convection flow of water along a vertical flat plate and found the initial
disturbance frequency for temperature to be approxImately 0.08Hz, increasing
to 0.35Hz during transition. It was found that small disturbances entered
the laminar flow from the environment, and as they were convected
downstream a narrow band of frequencies were amplified, initially resulting
in one dominant frequency. The position at which Initial amplification of
disturbances first occured was at the outer inflexion point of the boundary
layer (d2u/dy2 = 0).
Jaluria and Gebbart [20) Investigated experimentally the processes
occurring in the transition of the natural convection flow of water next to
a vertical constant heat flux surface. They presented a grap1 of f/CQ"
against Grx4*. The definition of C was:
C	 (g$'r/k)es/2x 	(2.1)
On this graph (reproduced as FIgure 2.6) Jaluria and Gebhart [20]
plotted a line predicted by linear stability theory. For the range of Grxo*
= 400 to 1400, the value of f/CQN.s varied from 0.6 to 0.74. Their results
at the Onset of transition did agree with this prediction, but it was found
that during transition the dominant frequency increased. Thus the values
were replotted to show an approximately linear dependency of f on
Grx Q*/xO .b . For a range of Grxa*/x0 '6 of 400 to 700, the dominant
disturbance frequency was in the range 0.13 to 0.59Hz for velocity, and 0.07
to 0.44Hz for temperature. (The graphs are reproduced in Figures 2.7 and
2,8).
Jaluria and Gebhart [20] observed the transition process to start
first in the velocity boundary layer, which then promoted thermal
transition. Subsequently the dominant temperature frequency lagged that of
the velocity.
Gebhart and Xahajan [251 presented a number of analytical relations
for the prediction of the Initial dominant frequency, of transition, which
were apparently Incorrect. They presented equations which involved the
quantity $ which was defined as the dimensionless frequency for the case of
an isothermal flat plate in Isothermal surroundings. One equation described
a characteristic frequency, B, as a multiple of $ and the 1/3 power of a
modified Grashof number and is shown below.
B = $Grx*"	 (22)
In the text the value of B for air (Pr = 0.733) was quoted by Gebhart
and Nahajan [25] as 0.35 based on stablity theory, but also as 0.315Pr
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(which for air is 0.231) agaIn, supposedly based on stability theory. The
quantity B was further equated to another grouping:
B	 2irf {g$i- (Tw1. ) / (p/p )2)a	 (2.3)
low, considering tha1 and Qrx* are botb dimensionless, then the
right7hand aide of equation (Z.3) should, alao be dimensionless, This is not
th caaej and the present author could JlOtr find a correction for this
equation
The last equation of interest presented by Gebhart and lahajan [25]
wasp
f (pfp)Grx*/32wx
Assuming that at transition Grx = IØ and -<j/p.) = 1.&x1G 4air) then
it is clear that. in equation (2,4) ia-i incorrectly positioned in the
denominator" md should be in the numerator Support fo this reasoning
comes fro Taluria and Gebhart [20] whose similar equations for a constant
heat flux wall can be compared to equation (2.4). and th. equation quoted by
Gebbart and ahajan L2] for the constant heat flux case which was
identical except for an error In the positioning of	 the reonatant heat
flux equivalent oL
The corrected version of equation (2.4) is:
/p)Gr *a/32,rx*	 (2,5)
Using example data for the natural convection flow -of air along a
vertical flat plate with (Tw-L.) = 55K, x = 0.5Cm and Grx 	 10 one
calculates Grx* = 503. Therefore if B	 then1 ,	 0,44, and if B =
p.231 then, 4029. These predict f to be L211z and- 24Uz respectively.
The validity Lf these two predictions can be assesed by the work of a
number of authors with similar cndition.
Dastbaz [26) conducted an experIaental investigation of the transition
region in -a1j along an toetbermal vertical flat-plate. Be- found the dominant
frequency at the start oi transition to b04 8,2Hz whIch agrees with the ruse
of B 0'.35r B also detected what he termed an harmonic at- 2.8HZ. This
value de- too large to consider the use of B s •.3lSPr to be correct.
Sait)1 (27] and Cbeesewright and Doan (283w all using the same
apparatus as Dastbaz (2*), reported the dominant frequency to be 3.6Hz and
3.5H respectively. Different experimental conditions probably account for
the difference. between these values and the prevtouei one reported by
Dastbaz t26]
Departing frpm f],at plate work one turus to the only information
available on cavity transition frequencies presented by GieL and Schmidt
U51. .For the temperature field in a water cavity, on the heated wall, the
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first observed frequency was 0.96Hz. On the cooled wall it wa 0.82Hz. At a
height further downstream on the heated wall, but still during transition,
the temperature spectra exhibited peaks at 0.9, 1.8, 2.? and 3.4Hz, the
dominant being at 0.9Hz. They claimed that usThgtTh work of Gebh&rt and
Iahajan (25] the frequency predicted by linear stability theory was 0.97Hz.
B fot Pr 6.? was quoted as 0.25, although using B = 0.315Pr gives B &s
2.11. It is clear from approximate calculations that the value which will
give the most meaningful result is that of B = 025, therefore the use of
the relationship B = 0.315Pr has been shown to be undesirable for air and
water. It is regretable that Giel and Schmidt (15] have not commented on
the presentation of Gebhart and llahajan (251.
Finally, one notes that Pera and Gebhart (29] carried out experimental
work for the natural convection floW of Mr over surfaces Blightly Inclined
from the horizontal. They introduced artificial disturbances into the flow
for a frequency range of 1.5-4.6Hz. The frequency which Was amplified most
was 1.7Hz, which is approximately one-halt of that reported for ertical
flat plate work.	 n
From the results presented in this Section it appears that frequencies
associated with the transition of natural convection flow for air and water
are multiples of a base frequency close to 0.9Hz. it will be interesting to
see if the present results indicate thie also.
2.4 TRAISITIONAL BOUIDAY 'lATER REGIXE
The transitional boundary layer regime ba8 been observed by Seki et ml
(5), Gowan et al [123, enault and Doan-Kim-Son (303 and Giel and Schmidt
(153. Each case had a unique and interesting aspect.
Giel and Schmidt (15) presented the best example of a transitional
boundary layer regime, where laminar, transitional and turlent regions
were observed o both the heated and the cooled walls (with the flow being
close to being anti-symmetric). They surveyed the velocity and temperature
fields of a water cavity using L.D.A. and a thermocouple. The cavity was
operated at RaM = 8.OxlO' • and H/t = 10. The vertical walls, floor and
ceiling were all insulated with 50mm of expanded polystyrene. A laminar
region occupied approximately 43% of the upstream part of the heated wall
and another laminar region -accupied approximately 37% of the upstream part
of the cooled wall. Re-laminarization occurred on both the ceiling &nd
floor. JO dstail was given a th the point at which the re-laminarization
was completed, but a rough- sketch showed it &a being completed after the
flow had travelled approximately 60% of the distance along both the floor
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and the ceiling. This finite distance required for re-laminarization is
important as one must ask what might have happened to the flow if the
cavity width had been reduced to this distance (and below It) for the same
Raw. (Figure 2.9 is a reproduction of the sketch of the flow pattern from
Giel and Schmidt [15)).
The re-laminarization. phenomenon Is discussed further in Section 2.12
with particular reference to: the heat transfer through the floor and the
ceiling; the local Richardson number; and the cavity width in relation to
the boundary layer width.
The velocity and thermal boundary layers are discussed separately In
Section5 2.6 and 2.7, but- it is pertinent to mention here that at the outer
edge of the boundary layers of Giel and Schmidt 115], regions of reversed
flow were observed over the -downstream 10% cof each wall, and that
horizontal temperature inversions also occurred. (Typical profiles of
velocity and temperature are shown in Figure 2.lfi-). The main feature of the
flow reversal regions -was that they did not extend to the cavity centre.
The maximum peak velocity was said to have occurred at mid-height for both
boundary -layers. This was- accounted for by the decrease -in the local
(TwT) with height, but since this curs for all x it is not an
acceptable explanation. One would only expect the velocity to decrease as a
result of two things. Firstly, due th a reduction in mass flow caused by
fluid leaving the boundary layer, and secondly, the balance and subsequent
domination of viscous and turbulence shear forces compared to those of
buoyancy. One must also remember that velocities were only recorded for
specific heights and that the regions above and below mid-height, and the
next experimental stations, may have inoorporated the maximum peak
velocity.
Renault and Doan-Kim-Son (30] surveyed the velocity and temperature
fields 'of an air cavity (using L.D.A. and resistance thermome-try) at Rap. =
6.2x104 *r and H/L w 10. Although the- value of RaM was very close to that of
Giel and Schmidt (151, and the -aspect ratio' the same, there were
considerable differences between the two flxw patterns. (The profiles
presented by Renault and Doair-Kim-Son £30) are reproduced in Figure 2.11).
On the heated wall the velocity profiles had a laminar aspect- up to i/H =
02 where Rax 4-.26x10. The root mean square (.R.M.S.) of the velocity
fluctuations peaked at this position, indicating a transition process, and
fully developed turbulent flow appeared to have developed by i/H 0.5
where Rag = 454x10'. From i/H = 0.5 upwards the boundary layers met In
the centre of the cavity and no flow reversal regions were present. (This
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was in contrast to the boundary layers of Giel and Schmidt (15]). The peak
velocity at the heated wall did not start to decrease until close to the
ceiling at x/H = 0.95. The velocity profiles were said to exhibit "self-
preservation" for mill = 0.5-0.95, but because the temperature profiles
changed with height one would have expected to see a reduction in mass
flow with increasing height. Re-laminarization did not occur over the
ceiling but began as the flow moved from the bottom of the cooled wall to
the floor. There was also an imbalance of mass flow at mid-height which
was attributed to the poor level of insulation on all closing boundaries.
This is discussed in Section 2.13.
For fluids with differing Pr Seki et al [5) found that 201. of the
height of the heated wall was laminar for the range RaM = 4xl0 to 4*102
with H and L both varied Yhilst this result agreed with that of Renault
and Doan-Kim-Son [30), the idea that this is always the case was
contradicted by Giel and Schmidt (15), One would not expect a fixed
percentage of the height to be covered by laminar flow as transition to
turbulence is not governed by this. One may attempt to explain why Seki et
al (5] found the 20% height a common factor as either coincidence In that
all their experiments happened to have similar Rax at x/H = 0.2, or that
their interpretation of their visual observations left something to be
desired. Their heat transfer relation for the transitional boundary layer
regime was given as:
NuH = 0 .084Pr .ØS) Ra .	 (2.6)
The limits of the transitional regime were considered to be:
4.0x1O	 Rap.. 4 2.Ox10	 (2.7)
Cowan et a]. [12) carried out heat transfer measurements for a water
cavity with fixed H, but varying L and Rat.. Their results have been
recalculated as RaM and are plotted on Figure 2.12 (which is a reproduction
of the transitional boundary layer regime graph presented by Seki et al
[5]). Although they did not present velocity data they did comment that
their variation of local heat transfer coefficient with height, on the
heated wall, could only be explained by the formation of a laminar boundary
layer at the bottom, which eventually underwent transition to a turbulent
boundary layer. lo measurements were presented for the cooled wall, but
considering that the boundary layers would not have net at the centre, and
the very high level of insulation, one would have expected a laminar region
on the cooled wall for aspect ratios 5.7 and 11.4 at least.
Schmidt and Yang [14] claimed that an experiment with a water filled
cavity at R&H = 4 .64x10 1 • and ilL = 2 was for a turbulent boundary layer
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regime. If the limits for the transitional boundary layer regime proposed
by Seki et al (5] are correct,.. then this cannot be true. They did observe
that at the top of the heated wall, and at the bottom of the cooled wall,
the -velocity profiles taken with - ,Laser Doppler anemometer exhibited
scatter. This was attributed to turbulence. However, profiles taken- at the
bottom of the heated wall, and the top- .cf the. ooled. wail,r did jiot . exhibit
any cattex). This certainly indicated that the turbulence level was reduced
in these regions, and that- laminar flow might possibly have Jeen present.
Vithout velocity- fluctuation data one is unable to comment further on- this
point. (Relevant profiles from Schmidt and Yang (14] are reproduced in
Figure 213).
Schmidt and Wang (14) reported that the maximum peak velocity
occurred at mid'height, and explained this -'in the same aanner as Giel and
'Schmidt -[iS) which has- been shown to be inadequate.
Ralph et a]: [313 presented prouileeof mean velocity and LJ(.S. of
uelocity fluctuations ±oxr x/H 0fl'-- L9- and 0.95 from an air cavity with a
constant heat flux heated wall and on isothermal ccpaled walls operating at
Ra,i 1 .25x1 • and H/L = 28.68 They claimed that no steady laminar region
was obeerved. If this was true then doubt is cast on the criteria for the
existence of -'the transitional botindary layer iregime as -'given by Figure 22.
One may only propose that, as the size of the eddies were said to be
oaparable with the distance between- the mean velocity peaks in each
boundary layer, the laminar region -that would have exjste4 for a larger
cavity width was affected by surrounding Iturbulent regione- or that their
investigations of any possible laminar region were -pot thorough enough. If
-the former is -the correct explanation then they have produced. evidenca ..of
another Prandtl number effect. Apart from re-stating that this whole area
needs careful examinatiofl one must. attempt- to recommend a common approach
to the problem The' -simplest would appear to be to examine time-'bistories
of the flow and to undertake a spectral analysis. They appear to have
undertaken the latter- and reported no -obvious predominant frequency. If the
heated wall has- been -surveyed properly -this would indicate that a
-transition- procesai was not -observed and that.. all the flow waa turbulent.
One looks back sb the comment of Renault and Dean-ha-Son (303 who
reported the region mt the bottom of the' bested wall as having a "laminar
aspect"-. It is known fro* Renault -132] -(the work which formed the basis for
Renault and DnKim-Son [301) that data were recorded on magnetic tape
-and that spectral analysis was undertaken. Perhaps the choice of the term
was meant to indicate that the flow -was only laminar for some
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percentage of time, and indeed, even the comment of Ralph et al (311 that
there was no steady laminar region, could be taken to mean this. If this is
so then one must classify the work of Ralph et al [31] as being in the
transitional boundary layer reg'ime as all the flow was not turbulent all
the time.
The only other experimental work has been that of Bohn et al (18] who
observed that turbulent flow existed on the downstream third of each wall
in a cubical water cavity at Rae.. 1ø . This experimental arrangement was
somewhat different In that all four walls were capable of being heated or
cooled.
This Section is completed with a look at two numerical studies which
used k-E models in an attempt to predict the transitional and 'turbulent
boundary layef regimes. Suct studies are confronted by severe problems when
it is required that both laminar and turbulent regions exist in the cavity.
The use of a k-E model requires that all parts of the flow are turbulent,
therefore making the modelling of potential laminar regions impossible.
These regions can only be approximated as regions of low turbulence
intensity. If one is to attempt to predict the laminar regions using a
laminar model then cme must provide empirical input to switch over to a
turbulent model. Indeed, I! re-laminarization 16 to be taken into account
empirical input is-' required far this alSo, Therefore the first attempts to
predict flow patterns must rely on the judgement of the researcher as to
what empirical input is relevant. As this surver has already shown, the
relevant empirical input cannot be considered to- be fully known. One must
bear these paints in mind when attempting to glean information from
numerical work, as only gensral trends may be considered as having any
worthwhile use.
Clearly onS can only assess the validity of numerical predictions by
comparing them with existing experimental data from cavities subject to the
same boundary conditions as the numerical cases.
Ozoe et al (33] undertook numerical calculations for a square water
cavity (Pr = 6.7) for Ra = 6,3x10' and 1.09x10', but only the heated
wall boundary layer profile results for RaM 6.3x10 1 * were presented. They
accounted for the transition tin the heated wall but it's location depended
on the set of k-€ model ciinstants used. Two sets of data were presented,
one for a standard set bf k-i model constants, and one for a modified set
of constants which resulted 'in the closest agreement between their
predictions and experimental results available at the time. in both cases
the absolute loct1on ef transition could not be determined from the
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limited data they presented, but there was a trend for the region where the
transition process was still evident to be associated with the maximum peak
of turbulence kinetic energy, and the maximum peak velocity. For the second
case of comparable experimental and numerieal results the maximum peak
velocity did not occur at mid-height but around the position of transition
above which the peak velocities decreased- and reversed flows occured. There
was a flow reversal at the very bottOm of the heated wall at x/H = 0.008
which has not been observed by any of the experimental works described so
far, (The 'owest value -of x/H investigated experimentally by other
researchers was 0.036).
Perhaps the most important trend found bT Ozoe et al t33] 'was that as
RaH increased so did the boundary layer thickness1
Xarkatos and Pericleous- (34] numerically predicted the flow in a
square- air 'cavity at different values of Rak They assumed that turbulent
conditions existed for Rae. > 106 which was too- low a -value. However, the
results that are of interest were in the range RaM 10 ta 10 1 . They
tabulated values which showed that in the transitional boundary layer
regime, the non-dimensional height at which the maximum peak velocity
occurred decreased as R&H Increased. If the suggestion from Ozoe et al
[33), that the position of transition Is the same as that of maximum peak
velocity, is correct, then the above observation Is the logical progression
which. one would expect, amd contradicts Seki et al (51 who' considered
transition to occur at a constant non-dimensional height.
2.5 TURBULBIT BOUNDARY LAYER REGIXE
XacGregor and Emery (13) and Seki et a] (5] are the only authors to
have presented experimental data -f or high RaM (Ra14 ) 10 12 ) whilst larkatos
and Fericleous [343 have attempted 'to predict data far high RaM.
Using the data of )tacGregor and Emery 1131 and their own, Seki et al
-(51 determined the start of the turbulent boundary layer regime to be at
RaM 2.0l0 12 . For this regime one would anticipate that, as RaM increases
above this limit, there would be little change In heat transfer
characteristics (i.e. the heat transfer coefficient) so that for a power
relationship betweew Nus.., and Rau there would be a 1 /3 power- on RaH,
-tndIcating -that the characteristic length does not affect heat transfer.
Seki et al (5) assumed this -to be so and proposed the following
relationship.
JUs.s	 0.039Rau1 '	 (2.8)
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Their plot for this region showed that this did not agree fully with
the data of AacGregor and Emery (13] whose data lead to:
WUH = 0,046Ra,.'3	(2.9
Clearly there must be some dependence on Pr which Seki et al (5) were
unable to ascertain given the small amount of data available to them. Their
graph for this regime is presented as Figure 2.12.
Ilarkatatos and Pericleous (34] predicted data for a constant sized
square cavity at Ra = 1014 and 1016, There is a reasonable level of
confidence (as is possible for numerical predictions) in the results for the
first two values, but not for the third. Considering the height of the
position of maximum velocity, one sees that it changed from x/H 0.3179 to
0.594 to 0.2865 as RaH increased. One expects the velocity to decrease after
the height at which buoyancy forces are matched by shear forces. As the
temperature difference is increased, to increase RaH. one would expect this
height to increase, as reflected by the first two results. Therefore doubt
is cast on the third result. In addition one notes that their comments
implied that the boundary layer thickness had decreased from R&H = 10 14 to
10 1 , which would not be expected. Certainly their numerical technique had
one major flaw which was the use of existing forced flow wall functions to
predict the wall shear stress. These are not applicable to natural
convection flow.
Perhaps the most interesting observation from the predictions of
I'Larkatatos and Fericleous [341 Is that their results were delineated into
three ranges of RaN as regards heat transfer correlations. The first was
for their laminar calculations and the other two were for their turbulent
calculations. As stated previously they considered a turbulent regime to
exist for too low a value of R&H, which formed the demarkation between the
first and second ranges. But the demarkation between their two turbulent
ranges was RaM = 10 12 which is very close to that proposed for the start
of the turbulent boundary layer regime by Seki et al (5]. Yhen a 1/3 power
was imposed on RaM for the whole of their turbulent range the resulting
heat transfer correlation was:
Juu = 0.060Raj-4 11	(2.10)
The coefficient of 0.060 was significantly different from that found
by Seki et al 15] and MacGregor and Emery [13), which would again indicate
a Pr effect. For RaM > 10' Markatatos and Pericleous (34) had initially
calculated the correlation by a least squares analysis to be:
UH = 1.325Ra,-'245	(2.11)
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2.6 VELOCITY EOUIDARY LAYER
Firstly one must define what the boundary layer is considered to be.
It is considered to be that region which ext.nds. from the wall to the first
zercr crossing and does not include the region of reversed flows
iel and Scuiidt (15]- presented profiles of mean velocity and R.I.S. of
velocity- fluctuations for- a water cavity at RaM 6.0x1I and H/L 10.
Velocity reversals were noted- for the upstream 70% of the heate& and cooled
walls. The- thickness -of the boundary layer was reported as being
appccximately constant except at the corner regions. From the graphs
presented lam the heated wall-, one notes that -the distance from -the wall to
the first point of zero mean velocity was constant at approximately 4mm
for x/H = 0.346 to 0.964. The second -point of zero mean- ivelocity denoting
the end af -the- r egion- of reversed flows varied from 8 to 11mm for the same
range of x1Hv The-s dimensions and trends,t of -the- boundary layer and
reversed flow region cm -the cooled wall were more or less the- same-.
Raithby and Hollands (1-l.  claimed that for a vertical flat plate in. an
isothermal environment the thickness -of the turbulent boundary layer is
essentially constant, and -so independent of heigbt Although -the environment
for- a avity ls-'retratified this was also the case for Giel -and Schmidt (15].
iheo Laser uDoppler anemometercdata of Giel and Schmidt [15] produced
apparent velocity fluctuation data In the laminar- flow regions which were
shown to be fully explaimablerin terms-cf the uncertainty introduced by the
iinite-.-isIze of the measuring volume. Further confirmation -of the laminar
characteristics of these -regions was provided by spectral analysis. The
apparent velooity fluctuation data introduced by the finite size of the
measuring volume -were shown to be-nsigniflcant -In the turbulent regions of
the flow where the R-.I.L of the velocity- fluctuations was of the same
order of magnitude as the mean velocity.
Giel and Schmidt (151 measured the horizontal velocity at- the vertical
cavity centre-line and showed that crosef low occurred from the cooled wall
to the heated wall for xla - 0.0-0.4k The -crosef low from the heated to the
cooled wall -appeared to be concentrated in- the region x/R - I.9- 1.0, with
some flow In this direction at z/B e.? which corresponded with the start
of transition om the cooledr -walL. As acted in Section- 2. ths flow was not
perfectly anti-symmetric, -with transition occurring -at different -distances
downstream of each wall. Therefore It is not surprising to note that- there
was some difference In- the mean- -horizontal velocity -prof lie either side of
ald-helght The difference between the location of transition on each wall
can be accounted for by- the variation of -temperature depencent properties
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and the small difference in heat transfer through the floor and ceiling
(indicated by the centre-line temperature distribution).
Schmidt and Yang (143 presented velocity profiles from a water cavity
at RaM = 4.64x10 1 and HIL = 2. The cavity was essentially the same as that
used by Giel and SchmIdt (151 except that the cavity width had been
Increased. The similar values of RaM provide a chance to examine the effect
of the cavity width. As for Giel and Schmidt (151 flow reversals were
observed just outside of the boundary layers on both walls. These reversals
were confined to the upstream 60% of each wall. This Is compared to
approximately 70% for the higher RaM case of Glel and Schmidt (15) (xl.7
that of 'SchmIdt and Yang 114]). The regions of reversed flow were of
limited extent and the core quiescent as before.
Par the heated wall Schmidt and Yang (14] reported the boundarT layer
thickness to be 4-5mm to the first zero crossing and 8-10mm to the second.
The cooled wall B.L, was larger at 5-6mm and 9-13mm. Thus the heated wall
boundary layer thickness characteristics were virtually the same as for
Giel and Schmidt (153, with the cooled wall boundary layer slightly larger.
However, there were considerable differences in the peak velocities. The
peak velocity at each height on the heated wall was higher f or Schmidt and
Wang (14]. This was also true br the furthest upstream and downstream
heights on the øooled wall..
One may seek to explalfr the increase In mass flow for the lower value
of R&H by postulating that the larger cavity provided a greater reservoir
of fluid from which to form the boundary layers. Certainly -there must be a
limiting value of L beyond which the boundary layers, for constant and
Ideal conditions, dG nut grow further and are the equivalent of that
resulting on a vertical 'flat plate under the same environmental conditions.
One other explanation is that the different mass flows have resulted from a
different centre-line temperature distribution which is examined in Sections
2.8 and 2.13.
The horizontal mean velocity profile measured by Schmidt and Wang
(14] at the cavity centre-line was also different from that of Giel and
Schmidt (15] with mast of the crosf low in the regions xtH = 0 0-ø.27 and
0.73-1.0. The profile was much more anti-symmetric for the larger cavity
with peak velocities differing mainly because of temperature dependent
properties.
Downstream from mid-height Schmidt and Wang (141 stated that the
general trend was for the peak velocity to decrease and move away from the
waU,, however; the velocity profiles they presented lent poor support to 'tbe
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comment that the peak moved away from the wall. No comment on such a
movement was made by Giel and Schmidt [15].
Schmidt and Wang (14] compared mean velocity profiles at similar
values of a local. Rayleigh number (which theT defined) and found them to be
similar On closer examination one sees that, because all the profiles were
taken at the same height, Rax was similar also.
Kutateladze et al (35] presented profiles of mean velocity and R.X.S.
of velocity fluctuations for an ethyl-alcohol cavity operating at several
aspect ratios (with constant height> and Raw )' l0 . They only reported
measurements in a turbulent region of the flow, The type of regime was not
iully specified, but is likely to have been transitional boundary layer. For
the turbulent region, a Reynolds number based on the peak velocity, and
distance of the peak velocity from the wall, was found to- be a constant for
a given temperature stratification. Their graph of stratification and Re is
reproduced as Figure 2.14. No other researchers have presented data to
support the idea of a constant Re, but Schmidt and Wang (14] and Ziai (1]
both support the observation of decreasing peak velocity being associated
with movement of the peak away from the wall. When checking the work of
other researchers it must be borne in mind that the constant Re w1ll only
apply to that region where the temperature stratification is constant,
The work of Kutateladze et al (35] contained a most interesting result
which was not apparent to them at the time, as they were concerned with
R&.. At a value of RaH = 1.9x10 1 1 they measured the mean velocity, and the
R.I.S of the velocity fluctuations for cavity widths of 30mm and 15mm (H/L
= 13.17 and 26.33 respectively). The larger width showed a boundary layer
thickness estimated to be greater than 9mm, which was more than half the
second cavity widthr The result of the reduction in width was to
significantly increase the velocity in the region of the peak (y 0.5-3mm)
with only a small increase elsewhere. Here then is the only documented
effect on the boundary layers of reducing the cavity width so- that they
meet in the cavity centre. Their graph is reproduced as Figure 2.15.
The results of Kutateladze- et al (353 nlso showed that at a constant
aspect ratio (ilL 26.33> an increase of Raw from 8.69x10 to 1.9x10 1 1
produced a subet*ntial change in the velocity profile (see Figure 2.15). For
an increase of Ra,-f of x2.2 ((TwT.) increased by xl.9) the peak velocity at
mid-height increased by -xl.?. This suggests an almost linear relation
between the temperature drop across the cavity and the peak velocity at mid-
height. Such an increase in peak velocity with Raw is surprisingly high.
This was not observed in the comparison of the results of Giel and Schmidt
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(15) and Schmidt and Wang (14), but it could be that the change in cavity
width for these cases dominated any change brought about by the change in
Ra,-4.
The peak of the R3L8. of velocity fluctuations was seen by Kutateladze
et al (35] to coincide with the peak of the mean velocity. The peak of the
R.11,S. of velocity fluctuations reported by Giel and Schmidt (15) was on the
core side of the peak mean velocity.
Renault and Doan-KIm-Son [30] presented mean velocity profiles which
met at the cavity centre and showed no regions of flow reversal, Jo change
of peak mean velocity, with height, was found in the turbulent region on the
heated wall, although it was seen to move away from the wall with
increasing height. There was a reduction In peak mean velocity below mid-
height at the cooled wall. This was due to fluid being expelled from the
boundary layer and travelling to the heated wall where a transition process
was taking place.
None of the researchers mentioned up to now have attempted to fit an
equation to the mean velocity profiles they have measured. To find such an
attempt one must look to the early work of Bayley [36). He fitted a curve
to the then available experimental data for turbulent natural convection
flow along a vertical flat plate in an isothermal environment. The resulting
equation was:
U =	 (y/6) 1 '7 (1-y16>4	 (2.12)
Ui was described as a characteristic velocity (which for forced flow
would be the free stream velocity). For the case of natural convection flow
U, was derived as a function of Grx, Pr, the temperature field, ti/p and x. A
graph Indicated that for natural convection Ui might have been con5idered
as the free stream velocity which would have resulted in the viscous sub-
layer mean velocity distribution. It is known that the equation for mean
velocity in the viscous sub-layer Is a cubic, unlike the linear distribution
that Bayley assumed. Therefore his definition of Ui is most likely to be
proved unacceptable, even if his equation describing the mean velocity
distribution is shown to be basically correct. (One notes from these points
that forced flow predictions of wall shear stress cannot be used for
turbulent natural convection flow). The boundary layer thickness was 6, and
must be considered to be the distance from the wall to the first position
of zero velocity. In some cases the constraints of the cavity width will
determine this value. The 'work of Bayley (36] Is worthy of comparison with
future data as the term (y/6)' ' was considered to be typical of turbulent
conditions for both forced and natural convection flow. One point
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emphasised by Bayley's work, which is still valid, is that no-one has
presented data which attempt to describe the viscous sub-layer thickness.
He considered the non-dimensional thickness of the viscous sub-layer to be
l2, but this is very likely to. be proved incorrect.
Very little work has been carried out, either experimentally or
numerically, for scenarios incorporating environmental stratification. A
numerical investigation by Jaluria and Gebhart iS?) did show that the level
of stratification had a very important effect on all characteristics. For a
constant heat flux heated wall in a stratified environment they found that
increasing -stratification lead to a larger temperature inversion; a higher
heat transfer rate; a decrease in the peak mean velocity; a flattening of
the velocity profile; and reduced wall shear stress. 4The reduction in
velocity was due to the modification of the temperature profile resulting In
reduced buoyancy forces. It is immediately apparent that when seeking to
scale temperature and velocity profiles one must account for the level of
stratification. This is discussed in Seotio 2.it.
Chen and Bichorir [3M presented experimental results of natural
convection flow along a. vertical cylinder In a stratified environment. They
proposed that Ju* ' Iu (Ra,Pr,S) where -S -was the non-dimensional
temperature gradient (a measure of the stratification). It was shown that
the ratio of the total heat transfer from the cylinder In a stratified
environment, to that of a cylinder in an isothermal environment, was always
greater than one. (Their definition of the environmental temperature for a
comparable isothermal environment was very important, they used "the average
environmental temperature from the stratified scenario). 1his ratio was
sees to increase with increasing stratification, with good agreement
between their experimental and 'numerical results.
2.2 TIIERIAL BOU1DARY LAYER
The- thermal boundary layer is straightforward to define when a
korizontal temperature inversion is not present. It Is defined ae extending
to that position where the fluid temperature reaches that of the fluid at
the cavity centre. However, it is not easy- to define when a horizontal
temperature inversion is present There'nre three poesibIlitIes Firstly, one
may defiuie t)ie thermal boundary layer as extending to the- position where
the modulus of -(1w-I) is a maximum and cIT/dy ' . Secondly, the thermal
boundary layer may be defined as extending to a position beyond the
maximum of the- modulus 'of (TwT) where the fluid temperature reaches that
of th. fluid at the centre of the cavity. This- position could be at the
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cavity centre or before the cavity centre where dT/dy = d2T/dy2 = 0. The
third possibility is that the thermal boundary layer may be defined as
extending to that position at which the fluid temperature first reaches
that of the fluid at the cavity centre. As the temperature at the cavity
centre is regarded as the reference temperature for the buoyancy term in
the x direction momentum equation, then the second and third proposals may
be considered more suitable. Alternatively, it may be argued that, in
general, dT/dy beyond the position at which the modulus of (Tw-T) is a
maximum, Is small compared to dT/dy near to the wall, and so this outer
region may be ignored, thus favouring the first proposal. The author has
chosen the third proposal for three reasons. Firstly, high levels of
stratification at the cavity centre-line can invalidate the first proposal,
secondly, because the cavity centre-line temperature Is used in the x
direction momentum equation, and thirdly, because this definition is
consistent with that of the velocity boundary layer.
Giel and Schmidt [15] reported the thermal boundary layer to be
approximately 1.5mm thick for the fully developed turbulent regions on both
walls, with the region of inversion extending to Cmx. Schmidt and Wang (14)
reported a slightly higher boundary layer thickness of 1.7mm, but as
scaling off the graphs from both papers is difficult one may consider the
boundary layer thicknesses to be the same. Therefore, it would appear that
at similar Ras for water the thickness of the thermal boundary layer was
unaffected by the change of cavity width.
In both of the above cases the fluid along the vertical cavity centre-
line was stratified and all temperature profiles exhibited horizontal
Inversions. Jaluria and Gebhart [3?) have explained that these temperature
inversions are a result of the centre-line stratification. For a heated wall
the fluid entering the boundary layer from below is lower In temperature
than that at the local centre-line, and, If the vertical temperature gradient
exceeds a certain value, then the Incoming fluid will not attain this
temperature. Obviously, the larger the gradient the greater the inversion.
Events are similar for the cooled wall except that the Incoming fluid
remains above the local centre-line value.
There has only been one reported case where the fluid along the entire
vertical 'centre-line has not been stratified. Ralph et al (31) found the
region x/H = 02-0,? to be essentially unstratified. Jo explanation was put
forward for this but one may speculate that there are two possible
explanations for this. Firstly as noted previously, the eddy sizes were
reported as being comparable to the distance between velocity peaks. This
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may have resulted in substantial mixing which effectively smeared but the
stratification. The second possible explanation comes from the work of Gill
(39).
Gil (39.1 stated thatone would expect' fluid to be entrained into the
boundary layer at the bottom of the heated- wall, sO bringfng in tooler
fluid and nt the top of th cOoled wall bringing in war*er fluid, thus
strong horizonta' temperature gradients wOuld be naintained at the top and
bottom of the cavity resultlng ifl a stable stratification. One notes that in
*he case of Ralph et sI (311 athe regions where 5tratificatuin was present
were those Which One Would assoOlate with bntr&inment. lie lack of
stratification th central region *igbt poseibly 5á'V5 been associated
with a constant ma flow (i.e. no antrafnaent) but aS nO data for this
region were aailable this cannot be chebked. HOweVer, it Would be
interesting to examine the magnitude of temperature invetions in relation
to -the derivative of mase flow lcith height If the foregoing exflanation
hae some-i baei then one would expect comparatively atafl inversions at
positions of lower dmldx, I.e. near cavity mid Teight. It ma b that both
the turbulent mixing and the cavity sie (restticting the SaSS flow) are
both contributor's to the non-stratification.
Vhilst investigating the laminar boundary layer regime in -S square
cavity, deVahi Davis (401 noted that regions of reversed Velocity were
associated with temperature inversions. e proposed thft the reverse
velocity was due to the temperature inversion. Since the govez'fling equa'tions
of natural convection 'require siul'taneou solUtion for veToc1ty and
temperature, this simple explanation CSnnot fufl explain the observation.
One notee that the temperature inverSion 'results' frb fluid entrainment
which thea promotes velocity rrevertal. One &lsO has to bnider the ldcSl
forces of shear and buoyancy 'which may cOmbine SO that -d Zerd mean
velocity may not result at thS position f erb buoyanoy fcltcd. In addition
one motes that rthe presence of a temperature inversion is no guarantee of
velocity reversal as shown' by Jaluria and- Gebhatt' 1371.
Giel and Schmidt (151, Schmidt and Vane tl41 and tOwa st al (12]
have all found that the thermar boundary layer has been thinner than the
velocity boundary layers In addition they foUnd that th regions of
temperature inversion were of limited extent. with the central portions of
the cavity temperature- profiles being or1zontal . This 'WaS not the case for
Ziai (1] and Renault and Doaw-K1m'Son (30] who found that' the regions of
temperature -inversion met at the tentre-Iine of their air davities. The
inversions bbserved by Renault and Doan'-Kiii-Son' (3S) did not tesult in a
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velocity reversal because of the restriCtion8 of their relatively small
cavity width, but those of Zial (U are predicted to have done so. The
temperature inversions observed by Schmidt and Wang (14] did not
superimpose on the region of velocity reversal indicating that local
buoyancy forces were less than those of shear (see Figure 2.13).
Zliukauekas (41] in a study f the effect of surface roughness on
forced convective beat transfer along horizontal boundaries, stated that the
heat transfer was related to the thickness of the thermal sub-layer. The
greater the thickness, or the lower the thermal conductivity of the fluid,
the lower the heat transfer rate. With an Increase in Pr the percentage of
the local temperature irop through the thermal sub-layer-' was said to
increase. Typically it was 25% for air and 90% for transformer all. Ziai [1]
has been the oily researcher to report on the size of the thermal sub-layer
for an air cavity. He found It-. to be approximately 1.6mm, as compared to
aproximately 2.0mm for an isothermal vertical flat plate. in an isothermal
environment, reported by lerokipiotis- -(42] • Zini UI found the thermal sub-
layer to account for approximately 25% of the local temperature drops
Zhukauskas [411 also reported that any surface roughness which
enhanced heat transfer was comparable in height to that of the thermal
sub-layer, thus indicating the dominance of the thermal sub-layer in heat
transfer. This also shows that walls constructed from materials which have
undergone standard surface forming processes will not be rough enough to
promote enhanced beat transfer.
Sparrow and Azevedo (43) carried out experiments in water using a
heated wall,- and an inert wall, where the spacing between the two was
varied with all ends left open. The range of 1aH -investigated was 1010
which meant that the flow was laminar. The spacIng, L, was varied from
approximately 30% of the thermal boundary layer thickness- to infinity (i.e.
a vertical flat plate).- It was found that for a constant Ra..4 a change In
the overall heat transfer occurred at L/H 0.032, where decreasing L
resulted in decreasing heat transfer. The spacing at which the change was
noted was essentially that of the thickness of the thermal boundary layer
on the heated wall, which was calculated to fully occupy the spacing at L/H
0.028 (making the thickness of the thermal boundary layer approximately
4mm) Therefore it is certainly probable that when the thermal boundary
layers on the two walls of a cavity meet In the centre, the heat transfer
will be different to the case when they do not. It has been previously
suggested that the meeting -of the velocity boundary layers effects the
onset of transition and so any change of heat transfer It certainly seems
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likely that restriction of both the thermal and velocity boundary layers
contribute to changes in heat transfer.
2.8 LORE STRATIFICATION
As previously stated the vertical centre-line temperature for boundary
layer Tegimee is -virtuallyT always stratified.' This is generally referred to
s the sore stratification. However, one must be verr careful in defining a
enre'. Early researchers considered the core to- be# a -region of fluid around
which there was' a flew which was 'responsible for heat transfer But now
one may attempt to define the core relative to the velocity or thermal
boundax7 layers, or to the magnitude of th. turbulence heat flux across the
avityi When 'chcosing between a definition' based on the ve]x,ctty -or '-thermal
boundnl7 layer* one notes that the work discussed In Section 2.3, showed
that during transitIon the temperature fluctuations occurred e' a eeult of
fluctuations In velocity. lieref ore -on9 may favour the definition of a core
in relation -ito the velocity boundary layer -as temperature4 fluctuations are
more dependent on velocity fluctuations rathet' than vice versa.
Yhen onsIdsri1fg the' velocity 'boundary layer there are two -possible
definitions. Piratly, the tore is 'that regiow which exists beyond the
velocity boundary layer which endsi at the firstcpositIon of zero velocity.
Secondly, the core is that region 'which exists beyond the region of
reversed flow outside the boundary layer. The logical choice is the first
definition, so that one need onlT tonsider two regions, the boundary layer
and the core. Of course3 this does mean that the wre may -be divided into
two regIonsi one of nonzerui and one of zeror mean vertical velocity
In the case of Schmidt and Wang [14], the reversed flow- regions were
of limited extent and a quiescent region was found to exist where the mean
vertical velocity was zero. The work reported by Ziat Li] Indicated- that the
regions of reversed flow met at the cavity eentre'line, and that the core
CxbIbited fluctuations in rtemperature. Ziat ('U expressed surprIseat the
existence of these temperature fluctuations bscause Schmidt and Wang (14)
had described their core as quiescent. But one can clearly see that it was
the lack of appreciation of the division of Ihe core into two regions which
lead to ZIai's comments.
As for the work of Renault and DoanKis-Son 1303, one sees that with
the boundary layers meeting at the centre-line without flow reversal, no
tore could possibly ecist when using 'the' turrent definition
A definition -of a core in relation to th. turbulence beat flux across
the cavity wis' in keeping 'with the' early view that the vore was not
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responsible for heat transfer. The only known data for pCpVP from a
cavity is that which was measured by another researcher at QJLC. (I.r. A.
Bowles [89] as the present study was drawing to a close. These data, and their
relation to the thermal boundary layer, are reviewed in the Results and
Discussion.
One other frequently claimed feature of the vertical centre-line
temperature distribution is that it is linear. One notes from Cowan et al
[12] and Schmidt and Wang (14) that if nil closing boundaries are well
insulated, and there is a substantial core, then there is a linear
stratification.
Giel and Schmidt (15) showed a- linear stratification up to x/H 0.67
from which point the temperature gradient started to increase, whereas Ziai
(1] showed a linear region up to x/H 0.177 from which point the
temperature- gradient decreased. It is possible that the different flow
regions may have some effect as Renault £323 found that the centre-line
stratification was linear except for the section below xfH = 02 where a
much thinner "laminar aspect s region existed.
Zlai (1), whose velocity profiles suggested similar flow regions to
those of Renault [32],, showed that ithe data for the region up to x/H z 0.23
could form their own -region of linear stratification. The remaining data
would then form a linear region extending much further than x/li = 0.77. The
data of Giel and Schmidt £15], with laminar regions on both walls, are
harder to account for, but it is possible to construct separate linear
regions of stratification above and. below mid-height. These can be seen to
be mirror images, either one acting as the original and being subject to
two reflections.
Perhaps the most surprising difference in the core stratification has
been the equation of the line representing it. All data for transitional and
turbulent boundary layer regimes are plotted on Figure 2.16. Cowan et al
[121 reported the equation of the non-dimensional temperature, as a function
of non-dimensional height, to be:
e	 0.54 (x/I1> + 0.34	 (2.3.3)
Schmidt and Wang (14] reported:
O	 0.70(x/H) + 0,11	 (2.14)
Giel and Schmidt (153 reported:
8	 0.65(x/H)- + 0.11	 (2.15)
Bquatlon (2.13) is an average f measurements from four runs utilizing
different cavity aspect ratios. There was some scatter exhibited by the
data, sa one cannot be too surprised at the difference between equations
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(2.14) and (2.15) which are from the same apparatus, but at different
aspect ratios. Jo trend indicating an increase of the centre-line
temperature, with increasing aspect ratio, was found by Cowan et al (12).
One might have expected this if the cavity insulation had not been
adequate since the .dacrease in L Mould have decreased the surface area
through which heat transfer losses could have takew place, so generally
inGreasing the temperature at the vertical centre-'line.
For air cavities the following have been reported. Firstly Ziai (1]:
0. 0.50z/Ifl +0.19 (2.16)
Secondly Renault C32I:
8	 0.41(xI11)-t 0.14	 (2.17)
It is thought that the- poor levels -of insulationx on the air cavities
resulted in ].ower temperatures at the 'centre-line than would have occurred
for adiabatic boundaries Hence, generally speaking, the magnitude of 8 at
any xfH is greater for a well insulated water cavity than a poorly
insulated air cavity. This ts discussed further in Section 2.13.
For an ethyl-alcohol cavity Kutateladze (351 presented two centre-line
temperature distributions. Firstly for RaM = 5.55x10' and ilL = 8.06:
8	 0.55(xhH) + 0.23	 (2.18)
Seoondy-forRa.	 9.34x10- and ilL 21.94
8 0.33(xlH) * 0.35	 (2.19)
Equatloir (2L8) has a gradient which is compatible with the general
value of 0.55 found by Ziai 111 to exist for all boundary iayer regimes. But
the most interesting observation -arises from Figure 2.16 which. depicts the
data giving rise- to equation -(2.19). Here one can see that the
stratification at the end of each cavity is stronger than for the data for
equation (2.18), but is less in the central region. It would appear that the
increase in aspect ratio (brought about by an increase 'in .11 and a decrease
in L) has started a trend towarder the centre-line itemperature distribution
reported by Ralph.. et al. (31]. Regretably no boundary layer information was
presented for these conditions to compare with that of Ralph et al (31].
For the ase of a fluid (whose only temperature dependent property is
density) enclosed in a cavity with adiabatic closing boundaries, one would
expect 8 to be 0.5 at xlH 0.5 because all features (e.g-. flew pattern and
temperature distribution) would be expected to be anti-symmetric. Vith heat
loss through the olosing boundaries one might expect 0 at mid-height to be
less than 05 as was reported by those using air cavities. The ethyl-
-alcohol cavity of- Kutateladzs {35] showed 8 	 0.51, whereas the well
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insulated water cavity of Schmidt and Wang [14) showed 8 	 0.46, both at
mid-height.
The water cavity of Cowan et al [12] showed 8 0.61 at mid-height.
One may consider this to be: the true value, as the cavity was well
insulated against heat losses; a false value, because of additional heat
input by the incorrect setting of guard heaters; or a false value due to a
constant uncertainty in the y intercept of the equation. Without recourse to
the original data one cannot claim that either of the last two explanations
are correct. However, one may try to gain an indication as to whether 0
should be greater than 0.5 at mid-height by assuming that the heat transfer
from the heated wall and to the cooled wall, are equal at mid-height. Taking
into account the temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of air
and water, one finds that the greater temperature difference, between wall
and cavity centre, should be on the cooled wall side, thus indicating that
at x/H = 0.5 one should expect B > 0.5.
Eckert and Carleon [4) reported the centre-line temperature for a
laminar boundary layer regime in an air cavity to be:
B	 0.54(x/H) + 0.17	 (2.20)
This is very similar to equations (2.16) and (2.17) indicating either
that the centre-line temperature distribution for different regimes is very
similar, or that researchers have tended to use the lower points on a graph
(which are associated with a laminar region) to draw a line of best fit.
Ostrach (44] proposed that the non-dimensional temperature gradient
may decrease as Pr increases, but this has not been supported by the
available evidence for the transitional and turbulent boundary layer
regimes.
2.9 TURBULENCE OUATITIES
Apart from the R.XS. of velocity and temperature fluctuation data, no
experimental data on turbulence quantities have been reported for cavity
flow. One must therefore turn to the limited amount of experimental and
numerical data available for the vertical flat plate, to gain an insight
into the likely distributions of turbulence quantities in cavity flow.
Certainly one would expect the near wall region in both cases to be
similar.
Before proceeding one' should note that some of the data presented in
experimental papers- has been derived from graphical interpretation because
of the limitations of the measuring equipment used. These data are
generally subject to unknown levels of uncertainty, due to both the
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measuring equipment and the subjective interpretation of graphs. In addition
one must note that the available numerical data are generally
unsubstantiated by direct comparison with experimental work in identical
conditions a These numerical data are only expected to indicat, possible
trendm but, because of the lack of any type of data, they must be included
in this survey.
2.9.1 THR REYIOLDS STRESS p
Iiyaaoto et al (45] undertook measurements, using- a one-component
Laser Doppler anemometer and a thermocouple, of the natural convection flow
of air on a constant heat fluxp heated. vertical plate. Profiles of iT,
and	 ' were preseuted
Jlyamote ct al (451 had to calculate &v 1 using graphical
interpretation because -'only a one-component ananoseter was available. In
order'' ta -do this the -wall shear stresses would have had to be estimated,
but no such dat& were 'reporteds 'The calculations indicated that iP' was
negati-e in a small region 'near' the 'wall up to JUV	 0.8-1.0 p after which
was positive for the remainder of the profile which peaked at It 	 10.
The Iiagniude of the negative peak was- approximately 6% of the positive
peat
lerakipiotie (421 also presented profiles of 	 derived from one-
mponent- Laser Doppler anemometer data, which again showed the negative
region extending up to- Iu * 1.1. The' 'positive peak occurred at u ' 17,
and the magnitude of the negative peak was eapproxisately 9% of the positive
one.
Visual observations of the large eddy structure of the natural
convection flow of water along ta constant heat flux wall were -made by
Kitamura et al 146]. They observed that high velocity fluid was ejected
outwards and that low 'velocity fivid flowed towards the wall to replace
that .ejeeted. At Jo	 .8O and 4.9- tbe deduced rthat' ii	 should be
positive, thus confirming the quality of the data at Ju	 4.9 of Ilyamoto
et -el 4451 and lerokipiotis (4Z}
The only other data available were presented by To and Humphrey
[47) who undertook -numerical calculations for the natural convection of air
along a vertical flat plate. They reported the existence of the negative
region but it's -peak was much higher than those of the previously decribed
experimental data4 -with the zero position at Jir# a 1.7. The high magnitude
of the peak invalidates the results as it is-' generally accepted that iV
must be very small in the near wall region, in addition they did comment
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that their scaling of mean velocity using the shear velocity produced
meaningless results which was surprising as lerokipiotis [42] had found
reasonable agreement using this scale. One can see the reason for this in
their Figure 8. It showed. the calculated velocity gradient as decreasing
very close to the wall. This is impossibleb and so all their near wall
results must be considered to be of little value, if any.
For positions far from the wall the numerical results of To and
Humphrey [47) for did exhibit the positive peak in approximately the
same position indicated by Miyamoto et al (45].
2.9.2 THE LATERAL AID VERT ICAL TURBULENCE HEAT FLUXES
Turning attention to VT, which is representative of the lateral
turbulence heat flux pCpT, one notes that the experimental work of
lerokipiotis (42 and Miyamoto et al 1453, and the numerical work of To and
Humphrey [47J, have all produced results- exhibiting the seine general
graphical trend, but with VY taking different magnitudes in each case. The
quantity 1TT was seen to be positive everywhere, peaking at lu,. - 2.4 (the
region of values extending to Nv 30).
Rather curiously ltiyamoto et al (45) and To and Humphrey 1471 both
presented the profile of 7rI (t) (the correlation coefficient)
instead of i'T (which Is representative of the vertical turbulence heat flux
pCpTT). Both sets of data agree well for lu > 3.5 where they are constant
at approximately 0.6. Close to the wall Ilyainoto et &l [45] reported
negative values out to lu'. 	0.4.-
2.9.3 THE TRANSITION REGION
The transition region was considered by Jaluria and Gebhart 20) who
presented plots of the normalised local maximum of u' and 1' across the
boundary layers. The velocity plot was found to exhibit two peaks and the
temperature plot one peak. This confirmed previous observations by other
researchers, The flattening of the graph towards the end of transition was
attributed to the Increase in eddy size which was damped by the external
low velocity flow.
Ilyamota at al (45) found differences between the transitional and
fully developed turbulent regions, which was to be expected. A profile of
was approximately constant at 2 for all Ju in the
transitional region. Whereas the turbulent region differed near to' the wall
(NUV ( 3) by showing a much larger value. For the turbulent region their
profiles of (iUT)0	 had a maximum peak at lUv 6 compared to 1.5
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for UIUMAX. This was in contrast to that of Giel and Schmidt (15] whose
water cavity data showed that the mean velocity and R.X.S. of velocity
fluctuations peaked at approximately the same position.
The ()/UMAx data of Jilyamoto et al (45) at three different
heights, in the fully developed turbulent region, collapsed reasonably well
peaking at JUv le.
Bill and Gebhart (48] reported on the development of turbulence
quantities during transition along a Vertical flat plate, using hot-wire
anemometers. Xiyamoto et al (45] and Ierokipiotis (42] have shown that data
from hot-wire anemometers are not reliable in natural convection flow, and
so only general trends from htrt-wire data are ueful. The data of Bill and
Gebhart (48] showed that during transition the non-dimensionalised peak
values of iPi, 'V', i'T' and 'T' all increased to a maximum at the end of
transition. The non-dimensionalising quantity in each case was the maximum
peak value in the- transition region.
2..4 TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY
For a water cavity operating at Ra	 6.3d0" Ozoe et al [33]
reported numerically predicted profiles of turbulence kinetic energy with
two peaks, which were most noticeable at mid-height. The agIiitude of the
inner peak compared to that of the outer one Varied with height. They
claimed the two-peak profile to be characteristic' of turbulent natural
convection, and stated further that Xiyamoto et al [45) alsO showed the two
peak phenomenon in a profile cf Examination of this data revealed that
there was a very small secondary peak on the waIl side of the main peak.
But, the	 data did not show such a peak and neither did the sum of Pi
and
To and Humphrey (47] looked at G, the production of turbulence kinetic
energy by buoyancy, -gi', and F, the production tf turbulence kinetic
energy by shear, -pdu/dy. It has already been noted that their Itear wall
results were invalid, just how this may have affected their outer region
results is unclear, but these results are worthy of commeflt for future
comparison. Bath buoyancy and shear production were positive at all
positions away fron the near wall region (Shear production zero at the mean
velocity peak). Buoyancy production was always less than that of shear.
Dissipation and convection were the major Sink mechanismS of the turbulence
kinetic energy.
Fraikin et al [49] numerically predicted G and P for an air cavity at
Rae., = 10 with a linear temperature gradient on both the floor and ceiling.
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For this case, where one expects most of the flow to be laminar with
turbulent regions only in the vicinity of the floor and ceiling (see Section
2.12) G was found to be negative everywhere except in the starting corners
and in the flow along the floor and ceiling, where It was of a comparable
magnitude to P. For an adiabatic floor and ceiling one would have expected
G to be negative rather than positive. As would be expected, the sum G + P
was found to be negative In the central region of the cavity.
The temperature spectra of Zial [ii were said to support the Idea that
in the core the dominant source/sink term, In the turbulence kinetic energy
equation, was the sInk term due to buoyancy effects. Whilst in the boundary
layer the shear stress term dominated that of the buoyancy term. This
agrees with the work of Fralkin et al (49].
2.10 TURBULENCE SPECTRA
COrrsin (50] considered the one and three-dimensional spectral
equations for a field of temperature fluctuations, In
stationary Isotropic turbulence. He predicted the dependence of the power
spectral density on wavenumber, for what he termed Intermediate and high
wavenumber ranges. He considered the intermediate wavenumber range to be
where all of the fluctuation "energy TM , entering such a range, passed through
the range with no appreciable dlsslpation" by molecular effects. This
"dissipationTM was meant to describe the smearing out of temperature
fluctuations by thermal conductivity. His postulates rendered his results
applicable only to the intermediate wavenumber range for temperature which
overlapped with that cf the velocity spectrum. The result was that the power
spectral density was proportional to wavenumber, and hence frequency, to
the power -5/3. He compared this to previous work on velocity spectra which
yielded the same result.
For a high wavenumber range, considered to be where molecular effects
were not negligible, the power spectral density was predicted by Correin
[50] to be proportional to wavenumber to the power -7 (the same as
previous predictions for velocity). He postulated the existence of a cut-off
wavenumber where viscous effects were dominant. The suggestion was that as
Pr goes to zero the temperature spectrum would cut-off at a lower value
than the velocity spectrum, with the opposite as Pr approached infinity. The
ratio of the thermal to velocity cut-off numbers was predicted to be Pr 0 .
For the case of air this would be 0.77,
Bolgiano (51) went a stage further and considered turbulent spectra in
a stably stratified atmosphere. The primary thought was that the buoyancy
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foroe would modify the turbulence spectra by removing kinetic energy from
the turbulent field at the driving scales, and also (because of the
anisotropie fluctuations caused by the stratification) to Nbleedu the
turbulence over- a wide range of scales. lie postulated that the -spectrum may
be divided intO three ranges. Firstly a buoyancy sub-range, associated with
lower wavenumbers, and cbaracterising the larger axlisotropic eddies
directly 4nflueticed by the stratification. Secondly, an inertial nub-range
where anisotropy had been erased, and thirdly & dissipation sub-range at
high wav5nuiibers where molecular ffect5 dominateth Correifl (503 had
already described the l5tter two ub-raflgee. The new power dependencies of
the wavenwaber for the buoyancy sub-range were 1i/5 for the velocity
spectrum and 1 /5 -for -the temperature spectrum.
Bolgiano (511 Went bfl to say that there were two limits which would
determine the existence of the buoyancy and inertial sub-ranges. Firstly,
and tot obviOus, is that under T neutral conditions the buoyancy sub-range
would' not exit. SecOndly above a given level ot stratification the flow
would be entirely anisotropic and the inertial sub-range -would not exist.
Perhaps of some interest is the iiote in the introduction of Bolgiano
(51 ) that the exponent in the inertial sub-range of the atmosphere had
been observed to be in the range -4 to -?, the exact value depending on the
RicbardOn number ot -the -atmcph9r1c layer (which is in turn dependent on
the temperatere 'gradient). From this- observation one might expect to see
the exponent in any inertial sub-range, found in cavitT flow, to vary across
th4 thermal boundary layer because 'bt the vari&tioti of the vertical
temperature gradient.
F number of researchers hayS presented turbulence spectra for a
natural convection flow along a vertical f 1st plate in a practically
isothermal environment. Bill and Gebhart 1481 using water presented velocity
and temperature spectra for different lateral positions at a height
ccrresponding' to Just dowstream of 'the completion of transition. The
frequency range covered was .00&I0Hz, the upper limit being determined by
their measuring equipment. At the lower frequencies substantial differences
were found between the spectra, Indicating that the energy vithin the
larger eddies changed across the boundary layer. At' higher frequencies
(f > S.SHz) th5 agreement between ep&tra was good and an exponent of -3
was found. Although they did not atteipt to fit an exponent tci the low
frequency data one can quite easily fit a -5/3 exponent to this data at the
near wall position.-
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Dastbaz {263 presented spectra for the latter stages of transition of
the natural convection of air along a vertical flat plate. He found that
three exponents existed. They were -5/3, -3 and -17/3, and were applicable
to low, intermediate and high frequencies (up to 25Hz) respectively. These
can be compared to those of -1, -5/3 and -5 found by Smith [273 In the
fully developed turbulent region using the same apparatus.
PapaI3ou and Lykoudis [523 presented temperature spectra for the
natural convection flow of mercury next to a heated wall in a cell. The
-5/3 range was not observed at lateral stations close to the wall and was
only present for a small, frequency range 4n data from the edge of the
boundary layer This indicated substantial anisotropy of the turbulence. At
all lateral stations a substantial -3. range was observed (where both r5/3
and -3 were observed the latter was at higher frequencies).
ZIai til was the first to present velocity and temperature spectra for
the transitional boundary layer regime in a cavity. His spectra indicated
wavenumber exponents of -5/3 and -3 for both velocity and temperature. The
-5/3 range existed at lower frequencies than did the -3 range for all the
fully developed, turbulent region, data. However, the reverse was true for
the data taken close to the bottom -of the heated wall where the flow was
speculated to have a Miaminar aspect.
One notes that whenever a --3 exponent has been observed the general
trend is for a -5/3 exponent to have existed at the lower frequencies. All
researchers have stated that the -3 exponent was predicted by Shur (53]
and Luniley [54). 8ut Shur (53) proposed the opposites with -3 at the lower
wavenumbers.
Shur [53) presented spectra of velocity measured in clear air
turbulence which exhibited a -3 exponent at low wave-numbers and one of
-5/3 at higher wave-numbers. Lumley [54] had proposed that this would
result if the transfer of energy, due to work done by buoyancy forces
against gravity, was small compared to the local spectraL density flux and
was indicative of the effects -of G (the production of turbulence kinetic
energy by buoyancy forces) upon the cascade of energy.
The reason why Ziai (I] observed the exponent characteristics proposed
by Shur [533 at the bottom of the heated wall and the top of the cooled
wall is not known.. Clearly one must attempt to investigate the local
temperature gradient and value of G (the production of turbulence kinetic
energy due to buoyancy) in all cases to see If increase in the
temperature gradient or decrease In G promotes such a result.
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As regards the dissipation sub-range proposed by Con-sin [50] no
evidence of the -7 exponent has been found. The only dissipation sub-ranges
to have been observed were those of Dastbaz (26] and Smith [271 of -17/3
and -5 respectively. The difference between the two may have been due to
different environmental conditions resulting in different local Richardson
numbers, whose effect has been noted by Bolgiano f513.
The buoyancy sub-range of Bolglano (511 has had limited support from
the work of Smith t273.
Regrettably most researchers have only presented their spectra based
on frequency instead of wavenuniber (wavenumber can be considered to be
2xf/u as proposed by Taylor, but, such a definition is not satisfactory for
all examples of turbulent flow). It is clear from the extensive work of Zial
[1] that the frequency ranges which are applicable to an exponent vary with
lateral position (and so local velocity> therefore it is quite possible that
the wavenumber ranges may be constant.
Temperature spectra were presented by Giel and Schmidt (15k for cavity
flow for the height at which transition commenced, and at a height where
turbulent flow conditions had been established. One can estimate from their
data that two exponent ranges existed. The exponents were -3.75 and --6.
211 VELOCITY. LEIGTH AN]) TEXPERATURE SCALES
Ostrach (55] 'commented on the lack of any standard in the scaling of
velocity, length and temperature, and rightly pointed out that this makes
the comparison of different sets of data difficult. He also noted the lack
of uncertainty estimations which increases the difficulty of appraising any
proposed scale when using existing data.
There have been only two attempts to analytically predict appropriate
scales. Those of George and Capp [56] and Cheesewright [57]. Both analyses
have been carried out for a vertical flat plate in an isothermal
environment. The main problem, which they both comment on, is that natural
convection flow is one of multiple scales, with different scales being
applicable in inner and outer regions. This viewpoint was confirmed by
Zhong et al (58].
Any attempt to derive velocity, length and temperature scales must
begin with the conservation equations of mass, momentum and. energy. For
different regions of the boundary layers one mayj by order of magnitude
arguments, reduce the equations to slightly different forms. The variables
left in the equations, and any relevant boundary conditions, must then for-rn
the set from which scales may be constructed.
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2.11.1 SCALES IN THE NEAR WALL REGION
Consider the region near the wall which Is normally considered to
extend to the velocity peak. This region can be sub-divided into an inner
one which Includes both the thermal and viscous sub-layers, and an outer
one. For the whole region, It can be shown that the inertia terms on the
left hand side of equations (1.5) and (1.6) are negligible so that one has
equations (2.21) and (2.22) representing the momentum and energy equations,
respectively. Note that the common representation of the buoyancy term Is
used in equation (2,21), rather than that used in equatIon (1.5).
o = gT(T-L,) + (ji/p)dii. - _____ 	 (2.21)
dy2	dy
0 = adI - d'T	 (2. 22)
dy	 dy
The boundary conditions at y = 0 are as follows.
(I) u = 0, (ii) jidu/dy = rw, (iii) T = Tw f (Iv) -kwdl/dy = Q"w
The work of George and Capp [56) has been superseded by the work of
Cheesewright [57) which has shown that a number of false assumptions were
made In the former. Cheesewright 157) identIfied three velocity, three
length and one temperature scale in the region under consideration.
Cheesewright Integrated the momentum and energy equations, once, and used
all the variables in the two equations for his dimensional analysis. In
doing this he also defined a number of quantities. The integrated equations
were:
u.,-	 = B 8 dy + (/p)thL -	 (2.23)
dy
- Q-r =	 - v'8'	 (2. 24)
dy
Where 8 = (T-T..)/(Tw'T,); B = g$i-(Tw-T...); Qi = Q"w/[pCp(TwTa.)]
2.11.1.1 TEMPERATURE SCALES
From equations (2.23) and (2.24) Cheesewright t57) wrote:
o = 8(Q-r,u,y,(p/p),u.1-,B) and u = u(Qir,cx,y,(j.i/p),u.1..,B)
From dimensional analysis Cheesewright [57) determined that:
o = 8(Nuv,Grv,y,Pr)
The above function shows the non-dimensional temperature as a
function of three non-dimensional lengths and the Prandtl number.
Cheesewrlght [57) showed that if the overall heat transfer relationship was
of the form Lix = Grx"3 f, (Pr) then Nu = Gry'3 fi (Pr) and that If the
wall shear stress relationship was of the form Tw/lpwBXl = Grx' ' f2 (Pr)
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then one- could write y" = Grv"3 f2 (Pr). Therefore each non-dimensional
length- could be represented as a function of another with the constant of
proportionality being a function of the Prandtl number
Iii etamifling the temperature profile in close detail £heesewright (57]
found that in the thermal sub-layer, where is negligible, equation
(2.24) could be Writtenas:
8*X	 LIV	 (225)
in the buter part of the near wall region Cheesewright (57] presented
arguments *o support the proposal that dB/dy is independent of (s/p) and a.
In addition he argued 'that as Gr. i the temperature profile- would only be
dependent on one non-dimensional length. 14e chose 1w and proposed that for
dO/dy -to te -fndependent of (jilp) and a then-
6	 C.lfl(Juy) + C(Pr)	 -(226)
Pram experimental data, for 3.0 < 1w < 3.0 k and 0.? ( Pr < 33
Cheesewrigbt [57 proposed that:
8	 0.28 - 0S8ln(1u")	 (2.27)
The non-dimensional temperature -6 was used sucessfully in conjunction
with 1w by iaroktpiotis (423 to collapse his full temperature profiles.
tbeesewright abd 'Ztai (59) used -'the mame scales for the temperature
profiles from an air cavity. They found excellent collapse ot profiles and
agreement with flat plate profiles out to Ju' 0.7. Beyond this position
the profiles from the fully developed turbulent 'region showed very good
agreement between 'themselves, but there was no agreement with the flat
plate data. This disagreement arose from 'the etratificeti-on present at the
cavity centre-line gtving rise to negative values of 8. Pram this
cbservation it was suggested that the -stratification introduced an
bddition&l -length scale in the outer region. however, it remains to be seen
if an impravement in agreement -between the flat plate and cavity profiles
can be achieved by using the maximum value Of (TwT), to which the heat
transfer 'irate responds; instead of Tw-'t.-).
Cheesewright and Zial '159)- had suggested 'that the thermal sub-layer
ended at Iuv 0.35 and that the region where the thermal transport was
dominated by turbulence effects began at 1w 2. The more rapid fall off
of the cavity temperature prbf 11* beyond th, point indicated to
Cbaesewright and ZIaf [59): that the turbulence levels in this region were
reduced a- compared to those for 'a vertical flat plate. This- must have been
due to the damping effect of the stratification. The stratification has also
been seen to delay transition which is characterised by amplification of
disturbances at the outer inflexion point of the boundary layer.
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Xost surprising of all was the disagreement of the temperature
profiles for the heated and cooled walls of Cheesewright and Zial [59].
Agreement out to the edge of the thermal sub-layer was reasonable but
otherwise poor. One notes from Zial LI] that ther. was some doubt as to the
validity of his heat transfer rates at both walls. His graph of local
Nusselt number against Grashof number showed a lower -heat transfer for the
cooled region. One would certainly not have expected this as his cooled
wall flow was initially more turbulent than his heated wall flow. Thus one
would have anticipated the reverse. It is therefore possible that some of
the disagreement between heated and cooled wall temperature profiles has
resulted from uncertainties in the data.
The [) . data of Cheesewright and Zial (591 collapsed reasonably
well and agreed with flat plate data 1 except at the outer edge of the
boundary layer, when using Ju and (Tw-T.․ ).
The dimensionless group 8 was used in conjunction with the length
scale [a2 /g$-r (TwT..)) 1 ' by George and Capp [56] who found their data to
collapse well. Subsequent work by lerokipiatis {423 did show some support
for these scales, as did Slebers et al (60] who included a multiplier in the
length scale to accoun1 for temperature dependent properties when they were
calculated at T.1. The multiplier was:
(k/k..) (Tw/Ti,,)'4
One must note that the data presented for these scales has been f or
air only. Siebers et al [603 did present water data but used a different
length scale. The scale they used was the integral with respect to y of 8.
They found the data to collapse very well claiming that the integral of
(T-T..) with respect to y was dynamically significant as it appears in the
x direction momentum equation when it is integrated with respect to y.
George and Gapp [561 had dismissed this -as not being significant.
Further support for the modified George and Capp (56) length scale
came from To and Humphrey [47] who found their numerical calculations for
air to collapse with the air data of Siebers et al (60].
2.11.1.2 VELOCITY SCALES
In the case of velocity Cbeesewright (57] found that any of three non-
dimensional velocities coulc be represented as a function of the- three non-
dimensional lengths and the Prandtl number. The velocity scales which he
Identified were:
(1) (rw/p)''2 = U,.	 (ii) [g$r(Tw-T..)(pIØ3113
(lii) QMwf(pCpwT1)3 = Qi.
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Alternatively, any of the non-dimensional velocities could be
represented as a function of the Prandtl number 1 a non-dimensional length
and two ratios of the velocity scales. lost notably Cheesewrlght [573
proposed:
__________ = f(Grv,	 u-	 ,	 01-	 ,Pr)
£B(i/p)-3 113 tB(u/p]'
In the region common to both the viscous and thermal sub-layers
Cheesewright (57] showed that the equation in this region could be written
as:
u	 -	 u.-2	 lu.,' - luv2 {1 - luv	 0-r	 Pr) (2.28>
	
(B(&/p))'"3	 [B(t/p)3 2 ' 3 	2 {	 3 [B(J/p))"'3 )
In attempting to derive an equation for the velocity profile in the
outer part of the near wall region Cheesewright £57] argued that du/dy was
not independent of a, but may be considered to be independent of ()A/p). He
proposed that:
______ = -C (u..-Qi-ln(Juv) - (Cr-2C)Juv + CeNuylnJuv)1 + C3 (2.29)
Ba/QTZ 0.92{ Ba	 )
One may comment on the probable applicability of the length scales in
relation to a stratified environment, as the scales in the near wall region
for an isothermal and stratified environment are expected to be the same.
Bergholz (21] and Jaluria and Gebhart [37] have shown that with increasing
stratification, for a constant temperature difference (TwT,.), the position
of the mean velocity peak moves towards the wall; the wall shear stress
decreases; and the wall heat flux increases. One clearly sees that any
attempt to use the buoyancy and wall shear stress length scales out to the
peak will not be acceptable, as they will not account for the movement of
the peak. Only the thermal length scale exhibits the potential to do this
by itself. If the thermal length scale were suitable then one notes that the
heat transfer coefficient would have to vary slightly to take into account
any movement of the peak away from the wall as x increases within a
cavity.
The change of the magnitude of the mean velocity peak with changing
stratification indicates that the thermal and buoyancy velocity scales
cannot be applicable themselves. However, virtually the same velocity scale
as the buoyancy one was proposed by George and Gapp (56] except they used
a instead of (pip). This, they claimed, collapsed the data available to them
In conjunction with (a/g$-r (Tw-T.)3"3 for length. The numerical data of To
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and Humphrey [471 and the L,D.A. data of Cheesewright and lerikipiotis (61)
and Myamoto et al [45) all lent support to the use of these scales for an
isothermal environment, but the resulting graphs using the data from these
researchers were different to that of George and Capp [56] who only had
hot-wire data to work from.
Turning back to the numerical work of Jaluria and Gebhart (37) for a
stratified environment, one notes that for a given local temperature drop
the heat transfer and mean velocity are dependent on the stratification.
This suggests that the shear velocity may be a suitable velocity scale, or
that any velocity scale should take Into account the heat transfer
coefficient and the temperature difference (the latter must be used as the
heat transfer coefficient is expected to be approximately constant with
height for specific boundary conditions).
The shear velocity was considered as a scale by George and Capp (56).
However, they were not happy with this choice as it could not be predicted,
and was not considered to be a fundamental parameter because the viscous
sub-layer was not one of constant shear stress. Cheesewrlght (57] has
dismissed their views on the non-importance of the wall shear stress, and
indeed, lerokiplotls [42] did find reasonable agreement between full
boundary layer profiles whilst using the shear velocity scale in conjunction
with the length non-dimensionalised as NUv.
Chen and Eichorn (38] performed observations in water using a dye
technique for the interesting case where at some height on a cylinder in a
stratified environment l, = T... For S < 1.4 the height at which the flow
spread horizontally was below that at which Tw = T.., which showed that for
those conditions the actions of shear forces were easily able to eliminate
the vertical motion before Tu = T..., For S > 1.4 the flow did not spread
horizontally until a height just above Iw = T..., which indicated that the
actions of shear forces were not able to overcome the flow's momentum at
= Ta,. These observations present a minor problem in determining a
velocity scale based on the heat transfer coefficient for small values of
(TT).
2.11.2 THE OUTER REGiON
In the outer region the inertia terms on the left hand side of
equations (1.5) and (1.6) are not negligible, but those Involving molecular
transport are. Therefore one can write equations (2.30) and (2.31) which are
the momentum and energy equations, respectively.
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Cheesewright (57] put forward velocity scales for the outer region,
they were:
(1) ('rw/pw)''2	 (ii) (g$T (TwT..)631 /2
(iii) (kg$r(Tw_T..)z/QNw]hI2
The second velocity scale contains 6 which was defined as the
boundary layer thickness. This was the only length scale proosed.
The first and third velocity scales are seen to show some promise.
lerokipiotis (42] has presented full profiles using the first in conjunction
with IUv which collapsed his data quite well. But it is the third which may
hold most promise as it incorporates the heat transfer coefficient and the
temperature difference in the correct manner to account for the effects of
stratification near the peak. However, in the region of reversed flow it
would not account for the effects of stratification and another scale, as
yet unknown, will be applicable in this region.
The current definition of 6 does present some problems when one takes
into account the boundary conditions of u = 0 and T = T.. at = 6. The
water data of Schmidt and Wang (14] show that at = 6 u = 0 and I < T.
However, sufficient data do not exist for any further comment to be made.
George and Capp (561 did discuss the outer region proposin the
velocity scale:
(g$,.6Mw/(pCp)]3
The length scale, 6, was quoted as being an uappropriateN outer length
scale and likely to be x dependent. The boundary layer thlckness was the
only offer of a measure of 6 put forward by George and Cap (563 who
claimed that it had been used as a scale, in conjunction with UMAX for
velocity, to collapse mean velocity profiles over the outer 90% of the
boundary layer. However, what they defined as a boundary layer thickness




From data available ta r them, George and Capp (56) found that the ratio
of to their outer scale Incorporatiag 'their version of 6 ranged from
8.3.9 to 8.73 which forms a range of ±3% from the average.
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Whilst the velocity scale proposed by George and Capp (56) for the
outer region may have been suitable for the case of an isothermal
environment 1 it does not necessarily follow that it would be applicable to
the case of a stratified environment.
Catton et al (62] showed, for the laminar boundary layer regime, that
as H/L increased for constant R&. the mid-height mass flow increased
together with the boundary layer thickness, and that the velocity peak
moved away from the wall. This indicated that scaling the entire velocity
profile using U/UMAX would prove difficult unless a suitable length scale,
such as the boundary layer thickness, could be found to account for the
movement of the peak.
2.12 FLOOR AID CEILING BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The thermal boundary conditions on the floor and ceilinghave been
shown to be of considerable importance to the levels of turbulence within a
cavity.
Bauman et al [6] investigated the flow in a cavity of aspect ratio 0.5
and found that for a range of RaH of 2.OxlOs to 6.75x10, the flow could be
either laminar or turbulent, depending on the specific temperature
distributions on the floor and ceiling.
Le Quere and Alziary de Roquefort [24] investigated numerically the
influence of adiabatic and linear temperature gradient boundary conditions.
Their study indicated that for aspect ratios in the range 1-10 the
different conditions affected the critical Rayleigh number for the onset of
unsteady motions. The linear temperature boundary condition lead to a
decrease in the critical number for any given aspect ratio. As a
consequence they pointed out the need to specify the boundary conditions of
experimental work, in order that the validity of numerical calculations may
be Judged properly.
Le Quere and Alziary de Roquefort [24] also found that the critical
Rayleigh number for linear temperature gradient boundary conditions
increased as aspect ratio increased, and approached that for adiabatic
conditions which was practically constant with changing aspect ratio. One
associates this with the level of heat transfer through the boundaries
which decreases with increasing aspect ratio. The aspect ratio was also
noted to have one other effect. For large cavities the instability mechanism
was hydrodynamtc whereas for aspect ratio less than 2 it was thermal.
Briggs and Jones t22] found the linear temperature gradient boundary
condition to be destabilizing. Heat transfer from the floor to the fluid
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lead to locally upward moving fluid, and heat transfer from the fluid to
the ceiling lead to locally downward moving fluid.
Eleherbiny et al (63) set out to study the effects of the floor and
ceiling thermal boundary conditions on the flow and heat transfer. They
stated that for- most of the previous air experiments the boundary
conditions will have probably beeir the linear temperature gradient type, as
adiabatic conditions require that the effective thermal conductivity of the
floor, or ceiling, and it's insulation be an order- of magnitude less than
that of the fluid. Having noted the importance of the floor and ceiling they
then wrongly dismissed the vertical side walls as having little influence.
For the case of a linear temperature gradient Elsherbiny et al (63]
expected ,heat transfer to the fluid at the floor and heat transfer from the
fluid at the ceiling. This was assuming that the temperature of most of the
fluid close to- the floor was at or very near to Tc and that at the ceiling
at or very near to T They also distinguished between boundary conditions
on the Inner and outer faces of *he finite walls which formed the floor and
ceiling, saying that one may have an initially linear temperature gradient
inner profile which would be Influenced by the outer condition which could
be a linear temperature gradient or constant temperature type. The extended
linear temperature profile (linear- temperature gradient at inner and outer
faces) gave rise to a lower heat transfer (through floor or ceiling) for air
at moderate to high Rayleigh number (Ran 1ø to lø') than the normal
case of inner linear temperature gradient and outer constant temperature.
Fraikin et al (4] undertook numerical calculations for a square
cavity at RaM = 1G, which they considered would give -rise to turbulent
flow. From Figure 2.2 tone sees that with their floor and ceiling conditions
of linear temperature gradient, most of the flow would have been laminar,
with only small localised regions of turbulence due to heat transfer
through the floor and ceiling. As previously stated, their model would have
had t approximate the laminar regions as regions of low turbulence
intensity and re-lamInarization could not have been predicted, therefore
strictly, the results were invalid.
However, -it is worth noting some general trends in the results of
Fraikin et al (49). The maximum turbulent iscoeity was predicted to be up
to four times larger than the molecular viscosity and occurred at the
starting corners (i.e.- bottom of heated wall and top of cooled wall). The
variation of turbulent viscosity confirmed that a laminar region should
have occupied most of the cavity. The maximum values of turbulent viscosity
were associated with the turbulent flow induced by heat transfer through
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the floor and ceiling. Hence the previous observations of the destabilizing
nature of the linear temperature gradient boundary condition are supported.
The only two reported distributions of temperature on the floor and
ceiling have come from Bliski et al [643, who showed temperature
distributions for Ideal adiabatic and experimental conditions from a square
air cavity, and Zial [13. Their data are reproduced as Figure 2.17, from
which it can be seen that the experimental conditions are approximately
that of a linear temperature gradient.
Catton et al [62] claimed the boundary conditions also affected the
boundary layer. Linear temperature gradient conditions were said to yield
higher peak velocities than adiabatic conditions, and flow reversals were
claimed to be larger for adiabatic conditions. The former observation was
substantiated by Kim and Viskanta [65], In a numerical study of laminar
natural convection within thick conducting wall air cavities. They showed
that heat transfer to the floor and ceiling increased as the ratio of the
thermal conductivities of the wall to the fluid increased. Horizontal and
vertical velocities also increased with increasing ratio of thermal
conductivities, which would make the floor and ceiling thermal boundary
conditions tend towards a linear temperature gradient type.
Ozoe et al [66] carried out an experimental investigation of laminar
flow at Rn,., = 1.5x1@e and observed that the flow up the heated wall was
two-dimensional, but that three-dimensional spiral streaklines developed
across the ceiling. The cause of these vortices was speculated as being
either centrifugal forces produced in the change frcmi vertical to horizontal
flow (giving rise to Gortler-type vortices) or heat transfer from the fluid
to the ceiling (giving rise to Benard-type vortices). The vortices
apparently persisted down the cooled wall and were then damped along the
floor. The width of the ceiling boundary layer was seen to increase
downstream.
)Lallinson [67] indicated that for a laminar boundary layer regime, a
three-dimensional double spiral was induced due to heat transfer through
the ceiling.
The velocity surveys of cavities operating in the transitional
boundary Layer regime have generally shown the velocity profiles not to be
anti-symmetric. More importantly, only one survey has definitely shown re-
laminarization along the cavity ceiling, whilst all surveys have shown re-
laminarization along the cavity floor, All the different observations can be
accounted for by two cavity characteristics. These are the thermal boundary
conditions on the floor and ceiling, and the cavity width.
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The thermal boundary conditions in practice, fall within the two
extremes of adiabatic and linear temperature gradient. In the case of
adiabatic boundary conditions the local temperature gradient never becomes
negative, whereas this can occur, at some positions, for all other boundary
conditions. Now, it is known that buoyancy forces, resulting from
stratification, influence the turbulence quantities. The effects of a stable
stratification have been 4nvestigated experimentally by Vebster t68 and
Lyre {C) and considered theoretically by- Gibson and Launder [703 and (713.
The conclusion of this work is that collapse of the turbulence will occur
at a critica} value of' the flux Richardson number.
The flux Richardson number Is the ratio of khe rate of turbulence
energy removal by buoyancy forces 'to the- rate of turbulence energy creation
by mean shear, and is defined in equation (2.33).
RF 	 ______	 (2.33)
dx
An alternative representation of the Richardson number is the gradient
Richardson numbere This' is the flux Richardson aumber multiplied by the





It is easier to see from this representation that the Richardson
number will only be positive when dT/dx is positive (i.e. when a stable
stratification exists).
The effect of a stable stratification is to extract energy directly
from the vertical component, so reducing iP and, as a consequence, iP.
The interaction of ti'' with the mean velocity gradient contributes directly
only to the v' component from where energy is redistributed to the u' and
w' components. Therefore one sees that all three fluctuating components of
velocity are reduced, and as temperature fluctuations are a result of
velocity fluctuations, T' is also reduced.
Gibson and Launder [70] reported that early simplified models yielded
a range of 0.15-0.5 for the critical flux Richardson number, but the models
only considered free shear flows thereby neglecting the influence of a wall.
It is now known that the presence of a wall substantially alters the
character of pressure fluctuations in it's vicinity which In turn affects
the turbulence stresses and heat fluxes. In addition, the presence of a
horizontal boundary will tend to reduce vertical fluctuations and so the
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critical value of RF. Gibson and Launder (70) stated that measured values of
critical RF, relating ta experiments in wall affected turbulence, put the
critical value at which turbulence collapsed as 0.07-0.2. In a later paper,
Gibson and Launder (71], the critical value of RF was put at 0.25 for the
atmospheric boundary layer.
One now sees that re-laminarization can occur on the floor or ceiling
of a cavity if a stable stratification is present which gives rise to a
value of RF above the critical value. One must now consider the effects of
RF < 0 which will arise near the cooled wall side of the ceiling, and the
heated wall side of the floor, when the boundary conditions depart from the
adiabatic case. Far the ceiling flow, one sees that as heat is last tram the
fluid the buoyancy force will result in immediate downward motion of the
fluid, thus promoting turbulence and so bring a halt to re-laminarizatian.
In the case of the flow along the floor, upward fluid motion will only occur
if the buoyancy force is able to overcome the weight of the fluid above,
just as in Rayleigh-Benard flow in horizontal cavities. Thus a value of RF
less than zero is no guarantee of upward fluid motion from the floor near
to the heated wall, and so re-laminarization may not be arrested.
The survey of Giel and Schmidt (15] would appear to be the only one
which had near adiabatic conditions at the floor and ceiling. This may be
deduced by noting the high level of insulation used, and the fact that the
working fluid was water which greatly eases the practical problems of
reducing heat transfer.
The consequence of non-adiabatic boundary conditions f or the survey of
Ziai (1] has been to prevent full re-lamlnarization along the ceiling, but
to allow it to happen along the floor. Re-laminarization along the floor was
also aided by the transition process at x/H 025 on the heated wall,
which reduced the mass flow in the boundary layer at the bottom of the
cooled wall. The temperature data of Ziai (1] have indicated that the flux
Richardson number, along the ceiling near the heated wall and along the
floor near the cooled wall, was positive and greater than 0.25, which was
the value of critical R proposed by Gibson and Launder (70] for the
collapse of turbulence. Certainly, collapse of the turbulence did occur at
the beginning of Zial's floor and ceiling boundary layers, but this collapse
was arrested as the local heat transfer reduced the local Richardson number
with distance along the ceiling.
One now turns to the effect of the cavity width on re-laminarization.
Launder (72] noted that in free stream turbulence the magnitude of T has
been found to decrease with the -1.5 power of distance, and that the
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magnitude of the turbulence kinetic energy has been found to decrease with
the -1.2 power of distance. This obviously shows that one expects
turbulence to be destroyed over a specific distance 1 which is dependent on
initial conditions, for both neutral and stably stratified flows. One may
now consider the survey of Renault and Doan-Kim-Son (30) which showed the
boundary layers meeting in the centre -of the cavity. Here the restriction of
the cavity width may very well have prevented full re-lamlnarization along
the floor resulting in the flow at the base of the heated wall exhibiting a
alamjn . aspect instead of true laminar characteristics.
2A3 VERTICAL SIDE WALL BOThDAkY CONDITiONS
The vertical side wall boundary conditions are Important In three
respects. Firstly, they can affect the heat transfer rates at each wall,
secondly, they can affect the flow pattern causing three-dimensional
effects, and thirdly, heat loss through the vertical side walls can reduce
the temperature at the vertical centre-line.
A number of researchers have automatically assumed that their cavity
flows have been perfectly two-dimensional, and as a consequence they have
presumed that the heat transfer from the heated waIl is identical to that
to the cooled wall. They then based the global Jusselt number on the heat
transfer data at the heated -wall.
ZIai (1] has shown that, for his air cavity with telatlu-ely poor
closing wall insulation, the average heat transfer rate at the centre-line
of each active wall is not identical. This discrepancy was accounted for as
a combination of heat transfer through the closing walls, and additional
heat transfer at the heated wall arising from a leakage flow from the
bottom probe access slot up to, and through, the top probe access slot.
Calculations indicated that the latter effect gave rise to only a very small
proportion of the heat transfer imbalance.
If all the closing- boundaries (especially the vertical side walls) of
Ziai"s 11] cavity had been Insulated so that adiabatic conditions had been
obtained, then the heat transfer at each active Wall would have been
identical. For this Ideal case, the heat transfer at the heated wall would
have been lower than that measured by Zial, and the heat transfer at the
cooled wall would have been higher than that measured by Ziai. This shows
that the use of the heated wall heat transfer data as a basis for the
Jusselt number can result in too high a value. This uncertainty is less
likely to arise with other frequently used fluids, such as Water, because of
their higher thermal conductivities. Air has a very low thermal conductivity
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and as a consequence adiabatic conditions on the closing boundaries are
very hard to obtain.
XacGregor and Emery [8] found a distinct lack of symmetry in their
temperature profiles this was attributed to the effect of temperature
dependent properties, however, the more likely explanation is one of heat
loss through the closing boundaries, causing a lowering of the fluid
temperature in the region of the cavity centre,
torrison and Tran 173) investigated the laminar boundary layer regime
for an air cavity at Rae-i = 6.25x10 s and B/L = 5. By increasing the
insulation on the vertical side walls the region exhibiting identical
lateral mean velocity profiles increased from zIB 0.2-0.8 to 0.1-0.9 There
was also a significant effect on the mean velocity profile. The heated wall
velocities decreased and the cooled wall velocities increased, resulting in
a decrease of volume flux imbalance at mid-height from 10% to 2%. As might
be expected the region at the bottom of the heated wall was virtually
unaffected with the flow at the top of the cooled wall reduced. L.D.A.
measurements also showed horizontal components towards the centre-line as
the flow went up the heated wall and horizontal components away from the
centre-line as the flow went down the cooled wall. This indicated that a
proportion of the flow up the heated wall travelled down each side wall.
Linthorst et al (74] also found that improving the vertical side wall
insulation led to an improved mass balance at mid-height.
2.14 HEAT TRANSFER CORRELATIONS
The provision of an overall heat transfer equation was not the purpose
of the research undertaken for this thesis. However, whilst reading through
the literature it became obvious that no equations exist which can reliably
predict the heat transfer for any given situation. Therefore it was decided
to include this Section which comments on overall heat transfer and the
dimensionless groups which are aportant in two and three-dimensional
cavity flow. Also included are the limited data on local heat transfer
equations within cavities, and a comment on the Importance of temperature
dependent properties used in overall and local heat transfer equations.
2.14.1 OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER CORRELAT IONS
The correlations used to-date, for both cavity and flat plate
scenarios, have made use of the non-dimensional groups resulting from
dimensional analysis. The first analytical approach by Batchelor (2] for the
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cavity problem proposed that JUL = IuL(RaL,Pr,HIL), For the boundary layer
regimes the characteristic length H now replaces L.
The form of the function has generally been that of a constant times
the non-dimensional groups each raised to a different power. There Is no
full analytical support for this method, but it remains the best avenue of
approach available, especially when one considers the potential levels of
uncertainty in data already available, and the poorly structured manner in
which research has been carried out, which has by no means fully accounted
for the three basic- variables, Ra- Pr and ilL. A typical example is the use
of constant height cavities which have not fully accounted for the
variation of ilL but only that of L.
Eleherbiny et al L9] have stated that for cavities the simple power
law is insuffucient to fully describe the heat transfer function. In
addition, the empirical analysis of vertical flat plate data by Churchill
and Chu ['75] has indicated that a power law function is too simple for this
case also.
Other researchers have indicated that the Wuseelt number for a cavity
is dependent on other non-dimensional groups which introduce three-
dimensional effects into the flow. Bleherbiny et al (63] considered the
parameters Influencing JU (in the general case of a tilted cavity) to be
RaN, Pr, HIL, B/b, angle of tilt, ratio- of wall to fluid thermal
conductivities, a radiation-conduction group, the emissivities of the heated
and cooled walls ceiling and floor and H/Tc. They correctly stated that all
researchers should strive to quote these values for all experimental
results. However, In the case of vertical cavities In the boundary layer
regimes, the ertissivitles, radiation-conduction group and the angle of tilt
have negligible influence.
Support for the inclusioa of B/b came from Eckert and Carison (4] and
those Investigating the influence of insulation on the vertical side walls.
The main argument was that this variable determines the two-dimensional
nature of the cavity flow. Viskanta et aL (76) in a numerical study reported
three-dimensional effects as being very important at low Pr. Both flow
pattern and heat transfer were affected
Support for the inclusion of the ratio of wall to fluid thermal
conduct4vities came from those investigating the effect of heat loss
through all closing boundaries
B/b and the thermal conductivity ratio may be combined in a variable
describing the heat loss from the cavity, which could be used to estimate
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the uncertainty in the heat transfer at either wall, so allowing the
uncertainty in NUR to be reduced.
Support for the inclusion of TH/Tc came from Siebers et al (60] who
undertook experiments with an isothermal vertical flat plate in air at very
large temperature differences. The noi-dimensiomal group Tw/T.D was included
in a power law function to compensate for temperature dependent properties
when they were all evaluated at the environmental temperature T.. The
exponent was -0.14. A similar group using (p/p)w/(p/p). was proposed by
George and Capp (56] with an exponent of -0.21. For air In the range TwIT...
= 1-1.3 with Ta, = 293.15K the two are related as:
= 2.533[TuIT.) 014 	 1.534	 (2.35)
If the group of Siebers et al [60] is considered correct then the
maximum uncertainy when using the George and Capp [56) group is 6.5% which
increases for TwIT., above 1.3.
The only new group which could feasibly be Introduced is TH/Tc, which
one would use to account for temperature dependent properties once they had
been evaluated at Tc, instead of using some other reference temperature.
The inclusion of the Gebhart number (g$-rH/Cp) was proposed by Fand
and Brucker (77), but this is only valid for conduction and aysmptotic flow
regimes.
By staying with the power law function one must attempt to comment on
the likely size of the power for each group. The powers proposed by Seki et
al (5] for R&H In the transitional and turbulent boundary layer regimes are
probably correct. One would expect 1/3 for the turbulent case where the
heat transfer coefficient remains essentially constant, with increasing Ra1-,
and heat transfer becomes independent of the characteristic length, and
less than this, but greater than 1/4 (the experimentally observed value for
the laminar boundary layer regime) for the transitional case.
As regards H/L one notes that as it increases the heat transfer rate
is likely to decrease, but would only be noticeable at aspect ratios of, say,
greater than 10. Therefore a value for the power of -1/9 proposed by Jakob
[78) would be a reasonable expectation.
The effect of Pr is that, as it decreases so the boundary layer
thickness Increases, hence the heat transfer rate would tend to decrease,
although the effect above Pr = 1 would be minimal. Therefore 5omething in
the region of 0.03 would be a likely power.
One other niatter complicates things, and that is the thermal boundary
conditions on the floor and ceiling. It is highly likely that the heat
transfer will be different (all other parameters being kept constant) for
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the extremes of adiabatic and linear temperature gradient boundary
conditions. This should be most notable at low values of ilL, where the
characteristics of the flow at the top of the cooled wall could be altered
significantly in the 'case of a linear temperature gradient.
2.14.2 LOCAL HEAT, TRAISFEB CORELATIO1S
Lccal heat transfer values were reported by Cowan et al (12] for water
and by Ziat i1} for air, but were not found to be consistent with one
another, thus indicating a Pr effect. Detailed comparison between these data
and those resulting from the present research is left until Chapter 7.
Eckert and Carlson (41 reported the local heat transfer for the
laminar boundary layer regime of an air cavity as JUX 0.23 lGrx . They
correctly stated that if the- centre'lins temperature could be predicted then
the local heat transfer could be calculated if a reliable function was
known.
2.15 RBSW(H
There now follows a resume of all the important points brought forth
by the Literature Survey.
Dimensional analysis shows that, ifor two-dimensional flow within a
cavity, Ru Ru (Gr,Pr,H/L) but for the range of Pr 'investigated to-date it
Is advantagous to replace Gr with Ba so that Ru = Ru (Ra,Pr,HIL).
The characteristic length to be used when considering Ru and Ra for
the boundary layer regimes is L
When attempting to predict the presence of turbulent fluctuations
within a cavity the dominant non-dimensional groups are Ra,.. and ilL. ilL
becomes irrelevant below a certain (as yet undetermined) value. A third
group, Pr, does have an effect by determining the boundary layer thickness,
but not enough data exist to attempt to incorporate it into a criterion for
the presence of turbulent fluctuations. Even th available data for RaH and
ilL are insufficient to provide anything other than a reasonable estimation.
There is a considerable need for a properly co-ordinated research
study which takes account of the variation of Ba,,, H/I and Pr. lost
research has only involved the variation of L, keeping B constant, therefore
making it difficult to determine the true influence of H/I.
The discrete frequencies of transition within cavities and -far vertical
flat plate flow have been in a range of 0.9-3.6Hz, These data originated
from experiments using air and water and there appears to be a common
factor, in each discrete frequency, of approximately 0.9Hz.
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The flow pattern in the transitional boundary layer regime has not
always been observed to be anti-symmetric, It's departure from this ideal
has been primarily due to heat transfer losses through all closing
boundaries. This has introduced three-dimensional effects, which coupled
with the influence of temperature dependent properties, has resulted in non-
symmetric mean velocity profiles and mass flow imbalance at mid-height.
Heat transfer through the ceiling has been responsible for negative
values of the local ichardson number between the cavity centre-line and
the cooled wall, preventing complete re-laminarization of the flow along
some cavity ceilings.
The core region of a cavity can be considered to be comprised of two
sub-regions when it is defined relative to the boundary layer. These are a
region of non-zero mean velocity (a reversed flow region) and a zero mean
velocity region.
The temperature stratification of the fluid at the cavity centre-line,
for the boundary layer regimes, has not been observed to be consistent.
Some of the discrepancy between different data (for the same fluid) can be
attributed to different levels of heat loss through the closing boundaries
which reduces, at all heights, the value of 0.
There appears to be an effect on the non-dimensional gradient of the
temperature stratification (for the same fluid) when L is reduced below a
critical value (with H kept constant). In such a case the gradient
decreases.
The stratification has not always been observed to be linear for all
x. There is an indication that the non-dimensional gradient Is different in
regions where the flow exhibits laininar aspects4 and where it is fully
turbulent.
Very little quantitative turbulence data exist. Those that do suggest
that there is a region, between the mean velocity peak and the wall, where
iP' Is negative. Far from the wall 	 is positive.
The only sub-range consistently found with a constant exponent on
frequency (or wavenumber) for both temperature and velocity fluctuation
spectra from cavities and flat plates, is an Inertial sub-range with an
exponent of -5/3. The dissipation sub-range has been shown to exhibit
exponents of -17/3 and -5.
Xean temperature profiles have been shown to scale reasonably well
with the non-dimensional group (T-L.)f(T-T..) in conjunction with the non-
dimensional group Nuv. Less success has been achieved with mean velocity
profiles.
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When considering overall heat transfer equations the use of the film
temperature ((TH-Tc)/2) is recommended in order to facilitate easy
comparison of different data sets.
2.16 OBJECTiVES OF ThE PRESENT STUDY ii RELATION
TO POINTS BROUGHT FORTH BY THE LITERATURE SURVEY
The major objectives of the present study have been set out in Chapter
1, the Introduction. This Section points out some minor objectives which
were set after the Literature Survey was undertaken.
The present study has concentrated on the charcteristics of the
velocity and temperature fields. Within the study itself, seven scenarios
have been studied which have involved the logical variation of H, L and
(TuTc). Xean values and R.X.S. of fluctuations for velocity and temperature
have been calculated which will be used to compare with those already
available and between different scenarios within the study.
The cavity height was varied as this has only been carried out in a
few studies. The variation of cavity width became Important in the
investigation of the effect of the width on the velocity and thermal
boundary layers for constant height and Rau.
An attempt has been made to provide direct measurements of 	 and
hence 1i	 (production of turbulence kinetic energy by buoyancy is -g)
and graphical interpretaion of data to provide profiles of and v'T',
These represent the first turbulence quantities to be presented for cavity
flow.
In addition, turbulence spectra are presented which investigate the
dominant frequencies of transition for both velocity and temperature fields,
and the effect of the variation of the vertical temperature gradient on the
frequency exponent.
Estimates of the wall shear stress have also been made and are
presented here for the first time. These were necessary to calculate
and have aided In estimating the thickness of the viscous sub-layer.
Xeasurements of local heat transfer have been made which have
provided a basis on which to attempt a correction for three-dimensional
effects brought about by heat loss through the closing boundaries. Included
in this process is a prediction of the stratification for a cavity with
adiabatic closing boundaries. The local heat transfer data also provide a
further estimate of the value of Rax at which transition may be considered
to occur in a cavity.
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Velocity, length and temperature scales are investigated together with
an attempt to provide a universal velocity profile near to the peak velocity
using the early research of Bayley [36). The limit at which u1- may be
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FIGURE 2.2
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KEY TO FIGURE 2.2
a	 Chenoweth and Paolucci (231, onset of instabilities
b	 Chenoweth and Paoluccl (23], onset of turbulence
c	 Le Quere and Alziary de Roquefort (24], lInear temperature
profile on floor and ceiling
d	 Le Quere and Alzlary de Roquefort (24], adiabatic conditions
on floor and ceiling
e	 Seki et al (5], transitional boundary layer regime
f	 Seki et al (5], turbulent boundary layer regime
g	 Elder (11], transitional boundary layer regime
h	 Briggs and Jones [22], onset of Instabilities
i,j	 Cowan et al (12], fIrst indications of turbulence
k,l,m	 Kutateladze et al (35], experImental data shows transitional
boundary layer regime
n,o	 XacGregor and Emery (83, first indications of turbulence
p	 GIel and Schmidt (15], experimental data shows transitional
boundary layer regime
q	 Schmidt and Yang (14], experimental data presumed by
authors to Indicate turbulent boundary layer regime
r	 Renault and Doan-KIm-Son (31], experimental data shows
transitional boundary layer regime
s	 Ralph et al (32], experimental data shows turbulent boundary
layer regime
t	 Cheesewright et al [85], experimental data shows
transitional boundary layer regime
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FIGURE 2.3
THE INFLUENCE OF STRATIFICATION
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VARIATION OF f1CQ° 5 WITH GrXQ*
}'IOrRE 10. Vo.riation of the dominant turbulent disturbance frequency, velocity and
temperature, with Q*• , velocity; ----, temperature; , q 67 B.Th.U./h ft2;
C, q = 120; •, q = 300; . q = 415; *, during locally laminar flow.
FIGURE 2.7	 FIGURE 2.8
VARIATION OF DOMINANT TRANSITION VARIATION OF DOMINANT TRANSITION
FREQUENCY WITH HEIGHT	 FREQUENCY WITH HEIGHT
FOR THE VELOCITY FIELD	 FOR THE TEMPERATURE FIELD
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FIGURE 11. Variation of the principal turbulent disturbance frequency with G/xL The
three points on the extreme left are for laminar flow. C. r = 15 in.; 0. x = 24 in.;
V.	 33 in.: , x = 42 in.: •, x = 48 in. (a) Velocity . (h) Temperature.
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REPRODUCED FROM JALURIA AND GEBHART [20]
FIGURE 2.9
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FIGURE 2.10
VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE PROFILES PROM A WATER
CAVITY OPERATING II TEE TRANSITIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER REGIXE
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REPRODUCED FROM GIEL AND SCHMIDT (15]
FIGURE 2.11
VELOCITY AND TE)IPERATURE PROFILES FROM A RELATIVELY NARROY
AIR CAVITY OPERATING II THE TRANSITIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER REGIME
FIG.2	 FI.3
Teerature profiles	 Velocity profiles
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REPRODUCED FROM RENAULT AND DOAN-KIN-SON (30]
FIGURE 2.12
OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER II TUB
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REPRODUCED FROM SCHMIDT AND WANG (14]
FIGURE 2.14
VARiATION OF REYNOLDS N1J]LBER AT THE
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CBAFER 3 - APPARATUS
3.1 THE APPARATUS AT QUEEN IARY COLLEGE
The description of the apparatus at Queen Itary College has been split
into four Sections dealing, repectively, with: the cavity the thermocouple
signal processing instrumentation; -the laser Doppler anemometry system; and
the data logging system.
During the series of experiments a number of modifications were made
to the original cavity to reduce heat transfer' through the closing
boundaries, and to eliminate a leakage through the entry and exit slots of
the thermocouple support rod.
The present study was the first at Q.I.C. to use a newly acquired
laser Doppler anemometry system. A considerable time was spent in setting
up the system and becoming familiar with it, a process which was not aided
b the poor quality of the documetitation provided y the manufacturer
(DAITEC).
To aid future users of the system a- comprehens1e alternative set of
documentation was written. This documeirtation is avail&ble as a separate
Appendix and so only a summary of the system is presented iii thie Chapter.
The data logging system was that used bl Ziai 11), but a number of
hew programs were written, both for the -collection and analysis of data.
3.1.1 THE CAVITY
'The cavity has been described previously by Ziai and Cheesewright (79]
&nd Ziai [1]. It is shown in sketch form ii Figure 3.1.
Only a brief summary is presented here, together with a description of
the alterations made' during the present study'.
The cavit tonsisted of eight major sub-assembliea.
(a) The base frame.
(b)The A-frame which incorporated probe mountings.
(c)The cooled wall.
(d)The heated wall.
Ce) twd vertical side walls.
(f)The ceiling.
(g)The floor.
.1.1.1 THE BAS! FRAIR
The base frame consisted of six rectangulaf steel tubes, welded
together to form a 3.4 x 1.85m rectangle, which rested on 20mm thick
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vibration damping material. Xounted on the top of the longer tubes, to one
end, were two stainless steel shafts upon which the A-frame could traverse.
3.1.1.2 THE A-FRAME
The A-frame was constructed from a number of rectangular steel tubes
which formed two triangular 'A' shaped structures Joined by three tubes, one
at each point of the triangle. A fourth tube was attached at the bottom
directly in line with the top one.
A vertical rod was attached between the top and bottom tubes, Along
this rod a probe carrier could traverse. It was connected, via a thin wire,
to an external block which was moved in order to adjust the position of the
probe carrier to within an uncertainty of ±3mm.
The A-frame was traversed by driving a 0.5m worm screw which located
in a tapped assembly attached to the underside of the A-frame. Drive to the
worm screw was provided by either an electric motor or manually through a
hand wheel, both linked to a 100:1 reduction gearbox.
The electric motor was used to move the k-frame through relatively
large distances, whilst the hand wheel was used for very small distances.
Displacement of the A-frame was determined using either a 300mm rule
and vernier attached to the base frame and A-frame respectively, or by
using a dial gauge attached to the base frame with It's plunger impinging
on the k-frame. The uncertainty of the rule and vernier arrangement was
±0.1mm, whereas that of the dial gauge was ±0.01mm.
Attached to the probe carrier was a probe block on which were mounted
two chromel-alumel thermocouples, two linear voltage displacement
transducers and two wall contact probes. The thermocouples were
manufactured by Omega Engineering Inc., U.S.A. and were of 25j.un diameter
with a butt-welded junction of less than 4Ojim diameter. Ziai UI had
calibrated the thermocouples against I.P.L. thermocouples aM had determined
the thermo-electric response to be:
0 = 26.1103V + 0.745V 2 - 0,2573V3	(3,1)
In equation (3.1) the units of 0 are C, and V is in millivolts.
The thermocouple probes were mounted on arms in order to position
them at the centre-line of the cavity as the vertical rod was offset 120mm
from the cavity centre-line.
The length of the thermocouple probes' prongs had been shown by Ziai
[1] not to lead to significant conduction losses. The thermocouple wires
were arranged in the shape of a 'V' so that the junction could be brought
close to the intersection of the laser beams.
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The thermocouple probes were oriented as vertically as possible so as
to minimise the uncertainties that could be introduced by the steep thermal
gradients near the walls.
An analysis of the frequency response of the 40pm diameter chromel-
alumel thermocouple junction was carried out by Ziai U] to justify it's use
in the measurement of turbulent fluctuations.
By assuming that the thermocouple junction was in still air, and by
using an unfavourable heat transfer coefficient in his calculations, Zial (1]
calculated the slowest frequency response to be 9Hz. As this value would
Increase substantially io turbulent flow, and because Smith £27] and Dastbaz
(26) had found there to be no significant power at frequencies above 20Hz
in their temperature spectra (using data for natural convection along a
vertical flat plate) ZIal (1] concluded that the thermocouples would be
suitable for use in the cavity flow. His temperature spectra confirmed this
by showing no significant power in frequencies above 20Hz.
The linear voltage displacement transducers were AC type Schaevitz
1OØXHR's. Each had a spring loaded armature which contained a magnetic
core. Displacement of the core produced a proportional change in the final
DC voltage generated by the associated circuitry. These transducers were
used to measure very small steps in distance in the first 2mm from each
wall. Each transducer was calibrated by Ziai (1] and the equations relating
voltage to distance were:
	
= @.3618V	 (heated wall) 	 (3.2)
	
Ay = ø.3426AV	 (cooled wall) 	 (3.3)
In equations (3.2) and (3.3) the units of y are mm, and LV Is in
volts.
bunted on (but electrically insulated from) each thermocouple probe
casing was a wall contact probe. Yhen this came into contact with a wall an
LED on the cavity control panel would light up. This indicated the
closeness of the thermocouple junction to the wall.
All probes on the probe block had to be aligned outside the cavity on
a small Jig. This jig iconsIsted of a mounting for the probe block, a screw
to advance/retract the probe block, and a plate representing the wall.
Vhen aligning the probes the jig was oriented so that the probe block
was in the position it would assume in the cavity. The first probe to be
aligned on each side was the thermocouple. It s junction was aligned with
two intersecting lines scored on the plate. These represented the vertical
centre-line of the cavity and the horizontal centre-line of the probe block.
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Jext the wall contact probe was set up. A separate multi-pin connector
was used to link the probe to the main control panel, and the plate was
earthed. A microscope was used to view the junction and a feeler gauge used
to estimate it's distance from the plate. The contact probe was set up to
touch the plate when the junction was approximately 0.25mm from it.
Finally the L.V.D.T. was positioned so that It registered a voltage
within the manufacturer's recommended range of ±8V when the junction was
between 0.25 and 2.0mm from the plate.
Unfortunately due to a twist In the vertical rod the settings made on
the jig did not always coincide with those found In practice. Generally
speaking, the difference in thermocouple junction position, relative to the
wall, was small when the probe block was in the top third of the cavity,
but the difference increased further down.
A further complication was an excessive clearance between the probe
carrier and the keyways in the central region of the rod. This allowed the
probe carrier to swing about It's nominal position. This could not be
corrected when the cavity was kept closed in the early experiments. Later
experiments required the cavity be opened before a run at a new height. In
these circumstances two Jubilee" clips were attached to the rod at the top
and bottom of the probe carrier. They were pushed against the carrier and
tightened so restricting the angular movement.
Thermocouple lead wires, and wires to the L.V,D,T.'s and wall contact
probes, were led through a slot In the floor of the cavity. All these wires
were greased to stop them being stretched within their guide tubes as the
A-frame was moved. Both the vertical rod and outer vertical beam were also
greased to allow easy movement of the probe carrier and external block.
In the latter experiments the vertical rod was lagged with 12mm thick
sponge to reduce heat transfer to It (and so conduction of heat to the A-
frame).
The A-frame had new structures added to it for the present study to
facilitate the use of a laser Doppler anemometer. Two vertically traversing
supports were added, one to carry the light transmitting optics and the
laser, and the other to carry the photomultiplier. Both were counter
balanced and were made as rigid as possible to reduce misalignment between
the measuring volume and the photoinultiplier when moving the A-frame. The
new structures are shown In Figure 3.1
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3.1.1.3 THE COOLED VALL
The cooled wall sub-assembly was the only one which was not mobile or
easily removed. This was due to the attachment of bulky ducting which
carried cooling air.
The wall consisted of a 3000 x 1000 x 8mm aluminium plate with a
steel plate located 11mm behind it. Seven, horizontal 1 right angle sections
divided the gap between the two plates into- six cooling channels.
The heights of the channels had previously been fixed by Ziai Li) to
allow approximately equal heat transfer through each channel. Any variation
in practice could be allowed for by varying the flow rate of the coolant
through the- channels
To reduce heat transfer from the steel plate, 30mm of fibre glass
wool, faced of f by 5mm of plywood, was fixed to it a external face.
The coolant, airy was drawn from an adjacent large. laboratory by a
two-stage axial-flow fan.. To prevent damage to the fan, or clogging of the
cooling channels, a large filter was fitted to *he air intake.
the air was directed along ducting, insulated with expanded
polystyrene and cardboard, until it entered convergent ducts which were
attached to flow gates. From there it passed through -divergent ducts to the
cooling channels.
On the exit side ottbe coolei wall, convergent ducts -directed the air
to ducting which carried It back out into the adjacent laboratory, to a
position well away from the intake.
Immediately downstream of the fan (some 6m upstream of the cooling
channels) was a 3kV heater. Some 4m downstream f this was a 1.5mm bead
thermistor which was connected via a -control circuit to the heater and a
control box.
The control circuit attempted to keep the temperature of the cooling
air entering the channels to within ±0.1K of that set at the control box.
Unfortunately the control box could not be marked with absolute
temperatures and -so it a setting was largely a matter of experience.
Fitted in the centre of each channel, on the back of the aluminium
plate, was a copper-constantan thermocouple. Each thermocouple could be
connected to a common cold junction via a- multiway thermocouple selector
switch. The cold junction was an ice-water mixture kept in a thermos flask
with a 30mm expanded polystyrene cover.
Ziai (1] claimed that the readings from these thermocouples would give
a reasonable indication of the temperature distribution over the vertical
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centre-line of the cooled wall, and so adjustments to the flow gates and
the control box were made using the readings from these thermocouples.
The copper-constantan thermocouple thermo-electric response was
quoted by Zial El] as:
8 = 25.599Vr - 0.05127V2 - 0.11685V3	(34)
In equation (3.4) the units of 8 are C, and V is in millivolts.
Information concerning rthe channel heights and thermocouple positions
for the cavity heights of 2.5 and 2.Om is given in Tables 3.1 and 32.
3.1.1,4 THE HEATED YALL 	 7
The heated wall was mounted on a platform which could be moved back
from the rest of the cavity in order to gain access to remove the probe
block, clean the inner walls, etc.
The wall was a 3000 x 1000 x 5.75mm aluminium plate which was
mounted in an aluminium frame. Bonded to the rear of the plate were twenty
Vatlow, silicone rubber based, heaters, all of which extended across the
full lii width of the plate. All but two of the heaters were of the same
height.
The heaters were connected in ten groups, each of which was supplied
with a constant voltage via a variac. The group connections were made so
that there were fewer beaters per variao in regions where the heat transfer
rate varied most rapidly with height.
To prevent overheating a trip, set at approximately 100C, was
attached to the plate under each heater group.
A relay switching arrangement allowed a Vattmeter to be connected to
each varj.ac, in turn, so that the power supply to each group could be
monitored.
The heater group arrangement used by Zial (11 had to be changed when
the cavity height was reduced, first to 2.5m and then to 2.Om, during the
course of the present study. In these instances heaters above and below the
false floor and ceiling were used as guard heaters. General information
concerning the beater connections is given in Table 3.3.
The heaters were insulated at the rear by a 115mm thick layer of
fibre glass wool which was faced off by l5am thick plywood.
Expanded polystyrene was already fixed around the edge of the
aluminium frame holding the heated wall, but more was added during the
present study -to reduce heat loss from the frame.
Rubber draught proofing strips were fixed to the outer edges of the
polystyrene to prevent leakage.
The heated wall was firmly butted to the rest of the cavity by two
large clamps, spanning the rear platform channel and a cross member on the
base frame, and by seven special screws passing through the frame and into
the vertical side walls.
Twenty copper-constantan thermocouples were installed in the wall, in
positions -corresponding to the centres of the heaters. Each thermocouple
was seated in a 1mm diameter, 5.5mm deep hole, which placed the
thermocouple junction approximately 0.25mm from the plate surface. As for
the cooled wall the thermocouples were connected to a common cold junction,
and were of the same type. Table 3.4 gives all the height information for
the thermocouples in the 2.5 and 2.Om cavities.
3.1.1.5 THE VERTICAL BIDE WALLS
The side walls were each originally constructed from a 15mm thick
plywood frame (3000 x 500 x 190mm) and three 6mm sheets of perspex
forming two cavities, one 84mm deep and the other 100mm deep. Ziai (1] had
calculated the heat loss through these walls (using the recommendations of
Jakob (78)) to be of an acceptable level.
Early experiments in the present study Indicated that the heat
transfer through- these walls was unacceptably high and in order to reduce
It the middle perspex sheet was removed and the whole 190mm gap was filled
with expanded polystyrene.
To provide optical access for the laser beams, sections were cut out
of the polystyrene at the heights of interest. Each access slot was 70mm
high on the beam output side, and 90mm high on the beam input side. Smaller
sectione of 50mm width had also to be taken out on the beam output side, to
allow for alignment of the laser beams with the thermocouple junctions.
These are shown in Figure 3.2 and Plate 3.1.
3.1.1.8 THE FLOOR AID CEILIIO
The original floor and ceiling were basically perspex boxes which were
completely filled with expanded polystyrene. Both had a 300 * 12,5mm slot
through which the vertical rod passed.
The decision to use laser Doppler anemometry in the present study
meant that a false floor and ceiling had to be installed. This was
necessary because the cavity structure did not allow the anemometer access
to the upper and lower extremities of the S.Om high cavity.
Initially the cavity height was reduced to 2.Sm with the new ceiling
and floor 205mm and 295mm, repectively, from the originals.
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At first a structure made from lengths of alumnium angle (with the
four vertical supports In the corners of the cavity) was used to support
perspex panels which formed the floor and ceiling. The gaps between the
panels and the original floor and ceiling were left unfilled.
The results from the first survey showed that this arrangement
allowed excessive leakage (and hence heat loss) through the floor and
ceiling.
A solution to these problems was found by removing the aluminium
frame and building up the floor and ceiling with expanded polystyrene
blocks.
For the ceiling, the blocks were cemented to the original ceiling and
faced off by hardboard which provided a smooth surface.
In the case of the floor the blocks were just placed in position and
the previously used perspex panels laid on top.
Extra sponge seals were installed in both the floor and ceiling slots
to reduce leakage.
As a further attempt to reduce leakage, expanded polystyrene blocks
were cemented to the cavity around the top and bottom beams of the A-frame
as shown in Figure 3.3.
Draught proofing strips and wads of cotton wool at the ends of the
polystyrene completed the seal.
When the cavity height was reduced to 2.Om, for the final
measurements, a further layer of blocks was added to those at the floor.
In all Series the seeding generator for the laser Doppler anemometer
system was housed in a cavity in the blocks supporting the false floor.
The seeding generator was connected to a compressed air supply which
was regulated by a needle valve.
The seeding particles were conveyed into the cavity via a polymer tube
which passed through the vertical rod access slot (at the position closest
to the cooled wall) and protruded approximately 10mm into the cavity.
3.1.2 THE THERMOCOUPLE SIGNAL PROCESSING IJSTRUXENTAT1O
The temperature range of interest within the cavity was 25-80C which
corresponded to an output of i.0-3.2mV for the chromel-alumel
thermocouples.
The data logging system had a range of 0-1OV. The thermocouple
signals were amplified and zero-shifted to make the best possible use of
that range.
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The signals were first amplified by DANA high gain DC amplifiers then
passed to DISA signal conditioning units which provided zero shift and
further amplification.
Previous surveys of natural convection temperature fields (Zial (1] and
Dastbaz 126]) had shown that the power at frequencies above 20Hz was
instgnificant Thus, a ainLmum sampling rate of 40Hz was required to
prevent aliasing in the power Bpectral analysis.
The clock in the data logging system did not permit sampling at less
than 100Hz and eo this was the- sampling rate-chosen.
To match the sampling rate, the low pass filters on the DISA signal
conditioning units were set to 50Hz1
3.1.3 THE LASER DOPPLER AJEXONETRY SYSTEI
Laser Doppler anemometry, in relation to natural convection flow, has
been reviewed in Chapter 1, the Introduction. The present author has also
produced internal reports King [80 and King 181] which respectively
described laser Doppler anemometry In general and the present anemometer
syste. in detail.
-Therefore It is only necessary to describe the most important details
of the system (In this Section) which is illustrated In Figure 3.4
The laser Doppler anemometry system was a standard 55X modular
optics system manufactured by DISA (now DAITEC) utilizing a l5mV, co-axial
He-Ne 3.aser and a frequency tracker, It was operated in the dual beam mode
with a Bragg cell to provide the frequency shift necessary for the
measurement of negative velocites.
A beam expander, mounted at the front of the transmission optics, was
incorporated to reduce the dimensions of the probe volume. & cardboard mask
was fixed to the beam expander. This was used to cut out the unwanted
beams generated by the Bragg cell. This made the alignment of the probe
volume with the thermocouple junctions easier, and Increased the signal to
noise ratio of the system.
A DISA seeding generator was used to provide particles of corn oil
(lazola corn oil!). The corn oil was not entirely satisfactory as It
deposited on the vertical side walls of the cavity necessitating frequent
cleaning of these walls.
At the suggestion of DISAj a 50-50 volume mixture of water and
glycerine was initially used but it proved to have too short a life within
th. cavity, showing a significant loss of signal after only five minutes
operation.
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As will be described later, olive oil was used as the seeding agent in
Poitiers. This is now considered to be preferable to corn oil.
The use of a frequency tracker rather than, say, a counter, was
dictated by availability of the equipment rather than by any technical
reason. This decision led to a requirement for a relatively high level of
seeding since the tracker needs an almost continuous Doppler signal.
The frequency tracker was able to monitor signals within discrete
frequency ranges which were switch selectable on the front panel. The
frequency range chosen was determined by the expected frequency range of
the signals, which in turn were determined by the expected velocity range.
Each of the selectable frequency ranges had a quoted accuracy of 1% of
the maximum in each range. This limited accuracy initially presented some
problems when measuring the relatively small velocities near to the cavity
centre, as it was not desirable to change the range during the measurement
of any profile.
Tests at the cavity centre showed that the tracker exhibited an
uncertainty of +0 .02m/s for the frequency range 33.3-333kHz. Further details
of the problems caused by the limited accuracy of the tracker were given in
a paper presented at the 1 Laser Doppler Users Conference held in
Manchester in December 1985 (Cheesewright and King (87]).
The solution to the accuracy problem proved to be the calibration of
the tracker against a frequency standard. This enabled the accuracy to be
improved to approximately 0,3% of the maximum of the 33.3-333kHz range.
This was the best one could expect as the accuracy was limited by the eight
bit resolution of a digital stage in the signal path within the tracker.
This tracker accuracy corresponded to a velocity resolution of
0 .009m/s when using the 33.3-333kHz range and the 750mm focal length lens.
The calibration graph for the tracker range of 33.3-333kHz is shown
in Figure 3. It was found to be repeatable from day to day.
Further details of the system parameters are included in Chapter 4,
the Experimental Procedure.
3.1.4 THE DATA LOGG 1MG SYSTEM
The data logging system was based on a Digital PDP 11-34/A computer
with 256k bytes of memory. The operating system used was RT-11 version 4.
The other modules of the system were: an analogue to digital
converter; an SE labs 8000 tape unit; a Vincheeter disc drive with 80Mb
storage capacity; a Datamedla Excel 12 VT100 terminal; and a Sanderø Media
12/7 printer.
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The twelve bit analogue to digital converter had previously been
designed and inanufacturered at the College. It was capable of accepting up
to nine inputs of which a maximum of four were used: two for the
thermocouple signals; one for the Tracker velocity signal; and one for the
Tracker lock detector signal.
Both the sampling frequency and the number of channels were set by
switches on the front panel of the AID converter.
Yhen the digital representation of a signal was transferred to the
computer it occupied the lower twelve bits of a sixteen bit word. The data
were stored on either magnetic tape or the Vinchester disc, with the former
being used whenever it was intended to process the data on the IGL 2988
mainframe computer.
The tapes were written with E.C.I.A.-13 standard labels (two header
standard YOU MDR1 HDR2 I DATA I EOF1 EOF2 * HDR1 etc. where * represents
a tape mark) with the byte order of the data arranged for direct reading on
the ICL 2988 maInframe.
A FORTRAJ program had previously been written to put the data and the
E.C.X.Li13 labels on the tape. The subroutines which wrote the labels to
the tape were rewritten to improve their readability and to bring them Into
line with the latest version of E.C.LA.-13.
The volume identifier of each tape was six characters in length, the
first two representing the month, and the second two representing the day,
on which the data were recorded. The final pair of characters represented
the non-dimensional height at which the data were from. An example is
JE1490 where data was recorded on June 14th at x/H 0.90.
lnitiat processing of the tape data was made using the PDP 11-34/A
and yielded the mean and R.X.S. of the fluctuating components. Some of the
early results, using the PDP, were subject to uncertainties in the RJL.S.
data. This was due to errors in tape reads. A later version of the basic
analysis program incorporated checks on the magnitude of the data (always
in the range 0-4095). This eliminated the tape read errors (which
incidentally did not affect the mean quantities).
The program which writes data to tape has been retained on the PDP
system under the name PTW3Y, and the basic analysis program under the
name PLATAI (this program Incorporates the tracker calibration
corrections). Xore detailed accounts of the programs are given In King (82].
Several analysis programs were written for the ICL 2988. These were
used to calculate 1iT, and power spectral densities, among other
quantities, and utilized ICL subroutines -which read the data at byte level.
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3.2 THE APPARATUS AT POIT1ERS
The apparatus at Poitlers (which has been described by Renault [32])
differed from that at Q.M.C. in the construction of the cavity, the method
of traversing the temperature probe and In some aspects of the laser
Doppler anemometry system.
The description is again split into Sections dealing with: the cavity;
the temperature measuring system: and the laser Doppler aneinometry system.
The final signal processing was performed by a Solartron 7065
microprocessor voltmeter for both the temperature and velocity measuring
systems, The in-built programs used in each case are described in the
relevant sections.
No alterations were made to the cavity (although If time had permitted
additional insulation would have been added to all closing boundaries) but
an alteration was made to the temperature measuring system which had been
used by Renault [321, because of a fault which developed in it.
3.2.1 THE CAViTY
In view of the decription by Renault [32), only a brief summary Is
presented here.
The cavity consisted of four major sub-assemblies.
(a)The cooled wall.
(b)The heated wall.
(c)Two vertical side walls walls.
(d)The floor and ceiling.
Views of the cavity heated and cooled walls can be seen In Plates 3.2
and 3.3 respectively. These also show associated instrumentation.
3.2.1.1 THE COOLED WALL
The cooled wall was a single plate, 2.Om high by 0.6m wide, which was
cooled by the circulation of Freon R502 refrigerant. The system consisted
of four separate units regulated by a flow gates.
Each unit occupied one quarter of the plate height and was comprised
of loops of copper tubing attached to the rear of the plate. The copper tube
was covered with insulation and four chromel-aluinel thermocouples were
attached to the rear of the plate, one in the middle of each cooling unit,
to monitor the plate temperature.
The motivation behin& the use of this type of cooling system was to
achieve a greater temperature difference across the cavity, and more
Importantly, to ensure that the average cavity temperature was close to the
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ambient 1 so reducing heat transfer through the vertical closing walls.
Unfortunately this lead to condensation on the cooled wall during the
commissioning experiments reported by Renault (32], and so the lowest
usable cooled wall temperature was dictated by the need to avoid
condensation and was usually 5-10C.
3.2.12 THE HEATED VALL
The heated plate was comprised of five 9.ayers The first was made
from five duralinox A63 plates each 0.4m high by 0.6m wide and 20mm thick.
These plates formed the inner face of the wall and were carefully fitted
together to ensure a plane surface. Each plate had a chromel-alumel
thermocouple installed in it (at 0.5mm from the surface) connected to a
common cold junction (of ice-water) via a selector switch.
The second layer was a 0.3mm sheet of samicanite which acted as an
electrical insulator to the third layerN which consisted of a carbon ribbon
heater, again in five sections corresponding to the five duralinox plates.
Each ribbon was connected to a variable current control supplied from
a stabilised power supply. Large variations in plate temperature were made
by adjusting the power supplyo with finer temperature -adjustments being
made with the variable -current control.
The fourth NlayerN was- a 12am kerlane -plate which acted both as a
thermal and an electrical insulatcr
The fifth -TMlayer" was a wall support structure.
The wooden frame which supported the duralinox plates extended
approximately lOam above and below the plates within the cavity, so that
the beated wal:k stood out from the frame. This meant that the heated wall
had what might be termed a uleading edge. This is illustrated in Figure
-aG.
The temperature øf the heated plate could be varied from room
temperature to a maximum of approximately 150 'C.
3.2.1.3 THE VEET ICAL SIDE VALLS
Unlike the Q.M.C. cavity, the Poitiers cavity was designed to be easily
dismantled to allow for changes to the vertical and horizontal walls to
alter the cavity width. All vertical walls were of the same construction.
They consisted of a wooden frame which housed two 10mm plates of
plexiglass separated by a 6mm air gap. A foam seal was incorporated to
prevent leakage.
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32.1.4 TIlE FLOOR AID CEILING
The floor and ceiling were both comprised of an outer construction
based on a 10mm plate of plexiglass and an inner construction consisting
of planks of unsanded wood. When condensation ran of f the cooled wall it
soaked into the wood.
3.2.2 THE TE1PERATURE XBASUR hG EQU IPXEJT
The temperature measuring equipment used by Renault (32) was based on
resistance thermometry. This system required calibration before use and was
found by the present author to be faulty. Many attempts to locate the
problem finally pointed to some problems in the power supply which could
not easily be rectified. Thus an alternative system was constructed using
25pm diameter chromel-alumel thermocouple wires of the type used in the
Q,X.C. cavity.
Use was made of the existing temperature probe holder and traversing
unit which was inserted into holes in the cooled wall. Once the main unit
was located the probe was traversed into the cavity. The probe was housed
in a thin walled tube and consisted of standard chromel-alumel thermocouple
lead wires which were separated into a 'V' at the end, to form two short
prongs which were bent downwards to make them vertical. The thermocouple
wires were soldered onto these in the form of anDther 'V (so that a
diamond pattern was formed) and were parallel with the prongs.
En order to measure close to the heated wall the prongs were bent
slightly forward so that the measuring Junction could touch the wall first.
The orientation of the measuring Junction at the heated wall was such that
it pointed upstream. In the case of the cooled wall the prongs were bent
back slightly so that the measuring junction could touch the wall first. The
main unit and probe holder were rotated 180, relative to the position used
for measurements at the heated wall, so that the junction again pointed
upstream (above the top of the access hole).
This new method of temperature measurement has allowed the heat
transfer to the cooled wall of this cavity to be estimated for the first
time,
The thermocouple was connected to a common cold junction and it s
signals fed to a &lartron 7065 microprocessor voltmeter, Two In-built
programs were utilized to analyse the incoming signals. Program 8 (devised
for all types of chromel-alumel thermocouples) was used to convert the
signal to temperature values in •C. Program 7 was used to calculate the
mean and the R.X.S. of the fluctuations.
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The sampling frequency of the , voltmeter was dependent on the number
of programs being run. When both programs 7 and 8 were being run the
sampling rate was approximately 4Hz. Previous researchers at Poitiers had
consIdered 3 mIns to be a sufficient sample time, but, having previously
analysed the Q.I.C. data, the author chose 4.5 mins. Justification for this
choice Is given In Chapter 6.
3.2.3 THE LASER DOPPLER ALEXOXETRY SYSTEX
The laser Doppler anemometry system was based on a 35mW Spectra
Physics He-Ne laser, with DISA light transmission, and collection, 55X
optical units. These included: a Bragg cell, to provide frequency shift to
enable the measurement of negative velocities; a photoinultiplier; but no
beam expander. The system could measure only one component of velocity at
a time, and operated in the dual beam mode.
The laser and light transmission optics were mounted on a milling
machine table which provided accurate traversing of the laser beams across
the cavity. The photomultiplier was mounted on a separate stand and had to
be re-aligned with the measuring volume each time the laser was moved.
Vertical movement of the laser was achieved by traverse of a large
vertical column on which the milling machine table was mounted. The
photomultipller could also be easily moved up and down a vertical shaft on
It e stand. However, the laser and transmission optics had to be moved to
another support for heights below x/H = 0.3. This support Is not shown In
Plates 3.2 and 3.3.
The signal processor was a DISA 55L96 Counter. This device Is
normally used when the density of seeding particles Is very low and
substantial dropout exists. In such a case a Counter is Interfaced with
other equipment (a buffer and a computer) which are required for
Intermittent signal analysIs.
However, a DISA 55L93 digital to analogue converter had been fitted
which provided continuous output to the Solartron 7065 voltmeter running
Program 7.
The high seeding density In the cavity meant that dropout was low,
and also resulted in a data rate far In excess of the frequencies expected
within natural convection (i.e. up to 20Hz). Chapter 6 presents results from
the re-sampling of the Q.X.C. data which confirms that the sampling rate of
4Hz yields accurate data.
An oscilloscope was used to monitor the Doppler bursts, this greatly
aided alignment of the measuring volume and photomultipller.
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The seeding agent was sunflower oil which was atomised in the same
manner as the corn oil of the QJLC. experiments. The particles were
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FIGURE 3.4
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TABLE 3.4
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CRAPTEI 4 - I(1i'KRIIAITAI. P]CRDURR
4.1 IITRODUCTIOI
Both the experinental procedures for the Q.I.C. and Poitiers cavities
are deecribed
Por theT twe stveys tf the Poitiers cavity (Series 6- and q the
expexinental procedur.s- were identical but the procedor. for the Q.X.C.
cavity varied slightly between Series 1, 2, 3 and 5
the-v procedures-i tar Series 3 and 4-were th eame there being only a
ditfrencei tin saipling time between the procedures tif Series 4 and 5.
The procedure followed in Series 3 was a refinement of that used for
Series 1, and-21
42 PROCEDURE FOR SERIES 1
Te -prcedur d.velped for Series 4ormed the basis for- al Series
on the Q . £c cavity. The- description has been subdivided 4nto e liumber of
topics,i naively ' probe preparation; laser Doppler anemometer preparation and
parameters; initial cavity preparation and ru prooedure1'
9	 9
42.1 PROBE. PREPARAT 101.
The probes 'on the probe blkwere set up' as previously described in
Chapter 8, the Apparatus., but beforehand thee thernacoupl wfree rhad to be
soldered onto their probe prongs. There were problems' a.ssoc-iated with this.
Firstly, it had to be carried out whilst looking through a microscope, and,
secondly, it was not ieaaj tc solder the ihrone1 *nd Alume). Witee onto their
prongs.
it has been. recommended, iby past resear'th.rs, that the process of
...soldering would. ibe teased by wiping the prongs with pJpsphorie acid then
c cleaniiig thea witb. water and acetone, but this did not significantly aid
soldering the beet method waa to wash cnd clean the prongs as deecibed
-ead then t- 'Biery then. After wiping the dust away with ttufl wool, this
provided e-f surface onto which th. wires could b. soldered 'with -relative
vease.
o check that the wires were attached 'oorrectly each thermocouple was
connecte& to the cain icoutrob pane]r by arlength of lead wire and dipped up
ta th. base -øf- it's prcmgs in a beaker cf ,waterc.r The position of the
thermocouple was maintained by mounting it in a laboratoryoclamp The water
bad previously been hilowed to Mand undisturbed 'inbthe laboratory, far
half an hour cto i-each a stable temperature; W was -easy to ascertain
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whether the wires bad been attached correctly, and whether the electrical
contact between the wires and prongs was good, by measuring the water
temperature with a thermometer and comparing this to the thermocouple
output signal.
During all such tests (accidental breakage meant that two
thermocouples were replaced) it was found that the readings from each
thermocouple were never different by more than 4.OG5mV which is
approximately equal to 0,13K.
Once the probe- block had beeE mounted on the probe arrier, and the
cavity closed, the settings of the and the wall contact probes
were checked.
Vithin the first 2mm from each wall previous researchers (Ziai 11),
Dastbaz (26) and Smith (27)) had shown that, for air, the R.LS. of the
fluctuating components of temperature is directly proportional to y..
By using the On-Line program POLDAB it was possible to quickly obtain
a value for T', A plot of this against y gave the wall position. If the
wall contact probes indicated contact at between 0.0-0.3mm from the wall
then their settings were considered acceptable.
The voltage output from the L.V.D.T.'s sometimes exceeded the ±8V range
quoted by the manufacturers. As resetting of these devicea was time
consuming, and insignificant uncertainty wa introduced Into- the value of y
beyond 3am from -the wall (where +8V would be exceeded) the practical range
of use was .xtendad. to +1L0Y.
42.2 LASR DOPPLER AIEIOXETRW PREPARAT 101 111) PARAJIRTERS
Before each experimental series the anemometer was set up in
accordance with the detailed procedure given by KIng (813. This inVolved:
checking the Bragg cell setting to ensure that the Intensities of the
shifted and now-shifted beams were approximately equal; checking that the
beams were parallel and measuring the distance between the two beams.
The distance between the beams was found by using -internal calipers
to measure the distance between the centres of the beams. Obviously the
accuracy of this measurement was dependent on the present author's ability
to judge the position of the centre of each beam (whilst they were
projected onto a vertical white card> and so the technique was checked.
The laser and optics were taken into a larger laboratory and a 750mm
focal length converging lens placed in front of then. The beams 'were
projected ease 5a down the laboratory onto a vertical surface. By measuring
the distance between the surf moe and -the lene and the distance between the
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two beam centres, the uncertainty in the multiplying parameter (used in. the
equation relating tracker output frequency to velocity) calculated 'using the
beam separatiou an& lens focal- iength,. was found to be 0.05%, i.e.
insignificant. However, this only represented a one-off measurement and a
more realistic uncertainty nay be found by considering an riincertainty of
±05*m 4zi the aeaureaent of the- "distance between -the' beams This would
resut in a ±0.6% uncertainty in the multLplyingipaameter, 2sii(0/2).
ftior to thew ocmmencement of some of the daily FUllS the laser was
inadyertenfly -kncckedEch tae this occurred the laser 'and optical units
were taken of their support.. and the peas settings checked. Every tine the
settings- were tnd to be'unaltered. Thiamflecta'-rthe robust nature of the
construction- and rfiXifl8S3 of -the'daser andioptical units.
1J pr 8eries 1 the anemometer parameters, were as follows.
A f32.8n	 2sin(e/2) 0.095Ô	 fs 100kHz
Tracker range 33-333kUz	 Tracker i1lter BY1
Prebe-volume: height sø284mn, width ø.284nm length 5.970mm
In 2ein'(912>, the multiplying- paraiieterr'ireferred to previously, 9 is
the angle between the beam. cWh&Ch are brought to intersection by a
converging lene. Puring call the Q.A.6 Series a ?SGmm focal length lens was
used this purpose, except when off-centre- measurements were made for
twtr4ijensioa.Uty checks, where a 600mm local length lens was used.
The tracker &xequeucy range and. the frequency shift were selected to
allow the measureient3 of velociti!.-. in the" range -ê.4 to I .3m/s. These
values were similar to the minimum and maximum found by lerokipiotis (42]
and Smith (27] from work on vertical flat plates, and ZIal. [1] from woz'k on
the	 high version f the present cavity# lusing hbtrwire anemometry.
the tracker low-pass filter '.waaq set to -it 'a lowest value, represented
by BV., of S9Hz which wa. isuitable as Sait* LVI] and Zial .111 had not
found sigaifjçant. power levels at frequenoles greater than 20Hz in velocity
-speotrah
The apprrpiiate theory regarding" the equation relating the velocity
,compoent. d ftnenometerr parameters is given by"King- ft80). fThus 'it is only
necessary quote bare 'the equation, incorporating frequency shift,
together with e description of the .anenomster oO-Qrdinate systems Figure
41 depivte the laeer beans as they crosaj with the initially uppermost
beam being -eub3sct tQ a -positive, frequency .-ehift. The component of velocity
t -,.be, measured. is perpendicular o- the bisector c the beans.
he equation, ielating trackerfrequency output- toveloclty is
fo	 ts-* 2sin(e/va/), 	 (4.1)
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4.2.3 INITIAL CAVITY PREPARATION
Before each run it was necessary to clean the inner side walls, using
acetone, at the appropriate height. This was to remove corn oil which had
deposited there from the previous run.
Each run took about l4hrs (minimum) and the flow was seeded thirty
times for approximately 5secs each time. This amount of oil, depositing bn
the vertical side walls, would have caused a reduction In the signal-to-
noise ratio of the photomultipller output. This in turn would have Increased
the dropout typically by 30% from the end of one run to another, The use of
so much oil also necessitated the topping up of the seeding generator.
During this preparation the cavity heating and cooling systems were
kept on. After closing the cavity at approximately 2pm the cavity had
nearly attained the required .-terpemture at each wall by 7am the next day.
Although the variac settings were always left unaltered after each run, the
wall temperatures were dependent on the time taken for the cavity to heat
up and the temperature of the cooling air in the adjacent laboratory.
The time between 7am and 9am was spent adjusting the wall
temperatures to bring them up or down to the required levels. To do this
the variac settings were altered by monitoring the heater power output via
a Wattaeter. Typically., the power output bad to be raised b less than 3%.
The first hour of wall temperature adjustment was taken up in reaching
the requ-ired temperatures, and the second hour in gradually reducing the
variac settings to achieve a stable temperature at each WaIl.
4.2.4 RUN PROCEDUJB
The run was split 1to two halves, each being completed on the same
day, During the first half the probes were brought up to the heated wall
and traversed to the cavity centre, and similarly, during the second half,
the probes were brought up to 'the cooled wall and traversed to the centre.
The maximum recommended warm up time of all the instruments used was
one hour. Typically the time allowed In practice was one and a half to two
hours. The instrusents requiring the longest warm up period were the DISA
signal conditioning units and, curIously the DISk frequency tracker,
Vhilst the cavity temperatures were being monitored for stability the
heated wall thermocouple junction was aligned With the intersection of the
laser beams. They had. to be as close as possible without oreati1g
significant "glare from the junction. The alignment could oflirbe made when
the cavity was seeded so making the beams visible. A Email telescope was
used to view the position of the junction, it incorporated a graticule which
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allowed the measurement of the separation of the junction and beams. (One
graticule- division being. equal to-I.3mm).
The- juactios iae pceitton$ within S5mmr-of the intersection on the
uptrea* sid Within ±25mmi in -the travers, direction, y end within
I.bmm is the epanwise direction z-. Alignment in the > traverse direction
was achieved by looking down onto the thermocouple and viewing it against
the background of the beams Care was taken ta ensuret that the beam width
see*r wa a siataua so reducing any uncertainty in. aliSnment. In the" cases
of the vertical and r'epanwiee alignments tthe A-'frame -iwas .moved so that -the
beams were directed into the cavity reev- ta the i.t of the
photoaultipliei rIn this position the beans could ict-' reflect from the
active weli1i into the- autho-'e eyes.a Vertical ecveaent was achieved by
moving the laser zand optics. This option rather thant moving the
therm000uple allowed *lcser controir cver the' vertical gap i*tween the
junction and intersection. To1rreduce uncertainty tn the 'spanwise alignment
the-angle of view was epb set near perpendicular to the plane-of the beams
as poeeiblei
Vith nthe Junotion and intersection, aligned, the thermocouple was
brought Ltawithin 5mm c,f 'the heated wath Mere the photomultilier was
aligned with, and focused on, the probe volume. To prevent misalignment,
4uring-.aovement the M'framei parts of the photomuitiplier connecting
leads were 'e11otaped'9 to the 4i-fremt Thi reveated & rpull being exerted
on th& photomultiplier iWbB via the tonnecting' eleade
Thr photomultiplierr had been supplied with a standax pinhola through
which the probe volume was viewedz -it e size eant that 'the area of
projection of the measuring volume was approximately twice that of the
probe volume.
After al.ignaent of the photomultiplier the probes were' oved further
towarda the heated wall, with i* imtchr being kept.. on the look detector
output to wake we -the- photosultipliw-' stayed ie- alignment with the probe
volume. Vhilst bringing the thermocouple close IntO the wall care was taken
sot fta- let itbe photomulttplier current exceed the manufacturers 'specified
Unit pf 100 jaAi Th1, was achieved by i'educiag- the supply voltage to the
photomultiplier when the cUrrent becamentoa -high.
venent of the probes withim 2ma f the wall was achieved by using
-the hand wheel.j- Relative position information wasw taken froet the I.V.D.T.
outputi and xtre- special care taken in bringing -th probes close to the
wall until ithe wal' contact LED came on The-i band wheel was then wound
backwards until the LED went off and the L.V.D.T. output- began tc change.
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Unfortunately, due to the construction of the cavity, the beams could
not be brought parallel to the walL Instead they arrived at an angle of
approximately 6. This caused substantial glare from the vail which swamped
the scattered light d entering the photomultiplier, which formed the -signal.
This was the case out to at least 0.6m* from the wall, beyond which
velocity measurements were possible.
Vith the thermocouple in position the next step was to calibrate the
thermocouple and the data logging systems. Using a 9V battery, connected to
resistance boxes, known millivolt siBnale were input in place -of the
thermocouple signals. Three values were input to each thermocouple system,
these provided enough data to calculate a linear relationship between the
thermocouple signair in millivolts, and the digital comUter aumber.
AU idata were recorded on magnetic tape using the data collection
program FTV3V. Back data block consisted of 4096 bytes which we. 2048
words. There were four channels of input (channe} 1 heated wall
thermocouple, channel 2 cooled wall thermocouple, channel 3 'tracker
frequency output, and channel 4 tracker lock detector output) thus each
block contained 512 samples from each channel. The sampling rate was
100Hz. Four blocks of -calibration -data were recorded for each djscrete
input.
To utilize the uximum range of 'the analogue to digital converter the
thermocouple signals were 'zero shifted by -different amounts. The amount
being decided upon by using the data of Zial 1.} to estimate the
temperature range which each thetmocouple had to cover. rpbrtunately the
tracker frequency output was -in the range of 1-1OY which coincided with the
A/D converter's range.
Channel 3 was calibrated using voltage outputs frøm a signal
conditioning unit, but it was not necessary to calibrate channel 4 as the
difference between the lock detector 'output of 0.1 end 5V was so large. In
the analysis program, PLATAI, a computer number over 2000 was considered
to be indicative of 'the 5V signal.
The reason for taking readings from both 'theraocoupies 'when only one
was really relevant, was to examine the change if any, of the cavity centre
temperature during a run. (Vhen one thermocouple -was at a waU the Other
wonid be in the cavity centre). Unfortunately one cf th. signal -conditioners
had a transient fault which meant 'that it's output 'Was not always reliable. -
Jaturallyj only the good unjt was used for the most relevant thermocouple
during' each half of the run,, the thermocouple in'puts being witchèd arøUnd
at the haLt-way peint.
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Once the calibration data had been rocorded the TMrun proper could
begin. The photomultiplier voltage was adjusted so that the anode current
meter need].e was i.z the lower third of it 0 soale,end the tracker gain
control adjusted a that it s indicator light just blinked.
in 'normal user away from ther wall-, the photomultiplier voltage would
be set to 1.75k?, and the gain control adjusted accordingly. The
recommended nominal voltage was 1 2kY but ther jwesent author found the
higher voltage; and lower gainrtmproved the-S.J.R. in such a case the anode
current meter needle would only be in the first tenth of It's scale.
The ea.pling program allowed'- the number aS rdata blks-to be changed
from the calibration requirement of four Wi ther experimental requirement of
one hundred (er duration of approximately eight and n half minutes -resulting
in 51 ,20 -samples from each chaflte1). Aftet the data' had been collected the
terminal bell would sound. and a new posltiorz would be mcw'e& to.
Data were recorded at 'thirty -'positions for each half of the run. The
ao*inal positions 'are given in Table 4.1 Seeding was undertaken at every
two positions.
The duratioi, of the seeding was a matter of experience, as was the
sett4ng Df the needle -valve controlling 'the compressed air supply. Data
Collectiow -was not.. resumed until fis minutes had passed after each
seeding. The look detector reading at thie time, as- seen an a multimeter,
was typically 4.8V, indicating a low dropout
For posittons out to- 20mm from the walk movement of the probes was
via the' hand 'wheel Th. relative position was Thad from the L.V.D.T output
for the first 2mm and then from a dial gauge out to 20mm. Data were
collected at eight positions within the first 2mm fl-uw the wall- to provide
a good i-estimate of the local wall heat transfer rat Progression after this
vaa im steps o lmmj' put to iøjim to allow't thei"acourate location of the
velocity peak.
Beyond '-2sir ichanges 4n probe -position, were- measured using a- rule and
vernier arrangement, and motiv power -was provided by the- "electric motor.
The alignment of the photomultiplier and probe volume was checked- for these
latter posit Ine as the mc*crt4ended 'to induce a Jerky" start to the A-
frame's motion.
At every position the temperatures of the wall thermocouples were
recorded. The range of millivolts centred around the meant value was kept at
±.10mV which represented- ±0.22K. Alterations were made to the heater
outputs- using the Vattmeter as previously described and to the 000led wall
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temperature by adjustments at the control box and, rarely, the flow gates.
For Series 1 the nominal wall thermocouple values were 3.l3OmV and 1.095mV.
Yhen the half-way point was reached the laser and optical units were
rotated through 18 80 that the velocity of the downward flow near the
cooled wall could be measured. The beams were then aligned with the cooled
wall thermocouple jinction as previously descibed for the heated wall
thermocouple, and the remaining procedure of the first half followed after
the thermocouple inputs to the signal conditioning units had been swapped
around.
This Section is completed by providing information on the records
which have been kept for each run.
Every run had a code allocated -to it which formed the Volume
Identifier in the E.G.I.A'-13 label VOL1. -Ihis comprised six characters: two
letters indicating the month; twa numbers indicating the day; and two
numbers indicating the non-dimensional height at which the data were
recorded. An example is JY1C9L This shows that the date was July 16T1, and
that the non-dimensional height was approximately 0.90.
A lab book was used to record all relevant information which included
the exact nan-dimensional heights the value of 2sin(9/2), the atmospheric
pressure during each half of-' the run, the relative positions, and the
calibration data. A separate file was used to record the readings from the
wall thermocouples and the readings of the L.V.D.T.'s and dial gauge.
The data collection program PITV3V also produced output which showed
the number of blocks on the tape and at which block position each reading
began.
The data analysis program PLATAI output the calibration values input
to it and the resulting linear relationships between: thermocouple millivolt
signal and computer number; and tracker voltage output (representing
frequency) and computer number.
Different analysis programs on the ICL 988 have utilized these values
instead of recalculating them. All such outputs were kept and stored in the
lab books or files.
As Series 1 was very much a pioneering 'survey, only three of the
original data tapes have been kept In storage for any future use.
4.3 PROCEDuRE FOR SRRIES 2
The readings taken for Series 2 were for- heat transfer calculations
only. The initial analysis :f Series I data had shown that the heat
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transfer through the cavity closing- boundaries was unacceptably high, and
so all closing boundaries were filled with expanded 'polystyrene.
The probes were prepared in the same manner as for Series 1, but the
cavity preparation was slightly diUerWt in that the.iaile did 'not need to
beleaned as the laser Doppler anemometer 'wae ant 4a be used. All the
polystyren.-dnsu1atiOn was left in the vertical sidewalas rand the cavity
clgeedi an& kepti loeed for the duration cat Series 2
Temperature dat& were 'rcarded over three days ato the same eleven
heights studied in Series 1. However, the only positions at which readings
were taken were those within 2mi of each wall and at the otyentre.
The- verticak -rod,, supporting th. probe carrier, ''was left anineulated,
as in Bert.. t. this allowqd the b.ight-of the 'probes -to adjusted from
outside the cavityq Care eras- taken toti ensure that -the probes were well away
from -either wail when the height was ehang*d thus preventing any damage
t( theai
egrettably the present 'aUthor made a- mistake when adjusting the
cavity wall temperatures. The heaters were set.i-eo -that the heated wall
thermocoup1es rread the sans ae for' rSeries ti &3mV ' but the cooled
wall 'thermocouples read Lkl5aY instead oL Q5mV This effectively reduced
the cooled -wall tt.mperaturei by approximatelr 4L
niyi thee resulting aeair itemperatur. and .X.S. o temperature
fluctuations have -been kept in the mtatborPs files1 th. original data being
over ritten duringu8eries' -
44 POCEDU1E FOR SERIES 3
in order-' -tot makii full use ef the results rDf Series c?, the heated and
cooled wall thermocouple readings were adjusted) -to. theeame -values of
13mV and 1ø15mY for Seriee 3. Therw werC only minor differences in
procedure from aSeries to Series .3 These arose 'froa the rneed tor remove
blocks vf poyet7reae from the eItic),aids walls; tthe izaUlatftig of the
vertical' -rod carrying 'the probe block; tha-rimpravements in sealing against
leakager and) ctff-csntrs seaeUremente
44A PROBE- PRE!ARAT 101
The probes were checked to ensure that they 'were Ia good condition
an&set-up as for Series 2. Mowever, theyt had-s-to be rreset when off-centre
aeesure*ents- i(toi check fort twe"dineeaicinality of the flaw) were made. The
supports, on which the thermocouples and) the LV .J)T's were mounted, were
increased by screwing on additional lengths. The additonal lengths were
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calculated to allow the thermocouples to be positioned 150mm off the cavity
centre. The wall contact probe connecting wires also had to be lengthened.
4.42 LASER DOPPLER AIB1OIETER PAEARTRIS
For all runs at the cavity centrrline (z/B = 0.5) the only parameter
different- from seriee I was 2sin (9/2) which was 0.09634 • -Three i'uns were
carried out 150mm from the centre-'line (z/ = 0.65) for which a converging
lens of 600mm focal length -was used. For these runs 2sin(O/2) was 0.12035.
4.4.3 11TIAL CAVITY PREPARATION
Before each run tie cavity was opened to allow- the cleaning of the
inner walls and to remove, and rep].aoe, appropriate polystyrene blocks to
allow epticaI access. fret of eli the outer sheet of perspex was removed
from each vertical wall. The blocks which had been previously removed were
replaced and different ones removed for the new height. This aided the
cleaning of the 4nner walls, in that 'the -area to be cleaned -could be
clearly seen and no guesswork was. involved.
This activitT bad taken a considerable time during Series- 1 as it was
inevitable that too large an area was cleaned each time. lie act of rubbing
the perspex generated a static charge con it, this -resulted tn small pieces
of polystyrene clinging to the outer surface nf the inner wall, This surface
was wiped with a damp cloth td remove the pieces after iirst taking away
some additional blocks to provide better access. Before replacing these
blocks the perspex was checked for smears and the blocks dusted down. They
were replaced with great care together with thin supports at either end
which took the place -of 'the main block which had: been removed. The outer
perspex sheet was cleaned and replaced carefully.
Attention was then focussed on the height of the thermocouples.
Insulation around the vertical rod was taken away and the probe carrier
roughly positioned at the new eight. f he laser and optics were remounted
and positioned so that the beams entered the cavity oentrally-cthrough the
access area. The probe carrier was then positioned so that the junction -of
the thermocouple impinged on the intersection of the beams. MJubilee clips
were then tightened above and below the probe carrier, to prevent movement
in both vertical and englar directions-.
The vertical rod was then' reinsulated and the heights, from the cavity
floor, of the' thermocouple junctions were nea5ured. Pinally the cavity seals
at the top and bottom were checked and the- cavity closed
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4.4.4 RUI PROCEDU
The run procedure was basically the same as for Series I but with the
notable excpt±tIn of th time between trseedtngs The .mprovsd seals meant
that the 011 particles is the cavity stayed 'there før a much longer time.
Typically reseeding was only required every six or eight readings, instead
of the previous two.
The seedl.mg times were also found ta be 9horter than far Series 1,
with the' seeding generator -only requiring one refill drtng the whole
erLes.
til -the data tapes for Series 3 have been kept ia store at Q.I.C. for
any future analysis that may be desired9
4.5 PROCEDURE FOR ERR IES 4
The procedure far Seriesr 4 was the same as- that for Series S • as were
the laser Doppler anemometer parameters. The only difference was 4nthe the
alues- at which the- wal] thermocoupis- outputs weret kept. Th• values were
2.555mV and I.O95aV. Yhilstt'-the thermaoouples in the -cooled wall were kept
at a higher value than for Series 3, the'-temperaturs o1 the cooled wall was
almost the same as that for Series 3. This setting had been determined by
trial and error.
4Fhe reason for having 'to inoreaee'the temperature of the -'coolant was
the decrease in th, heated wall temperature which inttiallT led to a
reduction in the cooled wall 'temperatus.
All the data tapes for Series 4 have been tept in etare.c
4 6 PROCEDURE FOR BR1E 5
The run procedure for Series 5 was basically the same as -for Series 3,
but there were some significant changes' The changes were those of: the
non-dimensional heights at which data were collected; the media on which
data were recorded; the number of data blocks recorded; and the parameter
2dm (8/2) which was ø.09432
The cavity height was reduced to 2.øm for this- Series where data were
collected at eight beights instead of elevea. The top 'tour mon-dimensional
heights were choees -'to atoh those 'which Renault £32) had used for his 2 .øm
high cavity which was to be used fo Series 6 and 7 The bottom four non-
dimensional heights were selected so that their dimensional heights matched
those at which data were collected for Series 3. The intention was that the
data collected at these heights would serve to show the effect of H on the
onset of transition and the velocity and mass flow profiles.
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The magnetic tape unit had developed a fault and the necessary repair
work was deemed too expensive, therefore data were stored in files on the
Winchester disc using a program which had been written by another
researcher. The block size was- 512 bytes, 256 words, one eigthth of that
for the magnetic tape.
To conserve space on the Winchester only three channels of data were
recorded. Channel 1 carried the relevant wall thermocouple output, 'channel 2
the tracker frequency output and channel 3 the tracker lock detector output.
An analysis of the Series 3 data had shown that by the time half of
the samples had been taken the mean values of temperature and velocity had
become reasonably stable. Therefore the number of samples was reduced for
this Series.
Twenty four blocks of data were recorded for each calibration value
and three hundred and four' iat each position. This resulted in 25,840
samples which is just in excess of 25,600, i.e. half of 51,200.
Only a few data files were- kept for subsequent power spectral
analysis. These selected files were at heights at which the transition
phenomenon was expected to be seen.
4.7 PROCEDURE FOR SERIES 6
Series 6 was the first Series undertaken on the Poitiers cavity. The
most outstanding difference between the facilties at Q.X.G. and Poitiers was
the lack, at the latter, of a data logging system which enabled recording of
each individual sample. Instead the R.A.S. of fluctuating components and the
mean were calcuated in real time by a microprocessor voltmeter. This
prevented the subsequent calculation of power spectral densities and the
turbulence quantities ii and as velocity and temperature measurements
could not be taken simultaneously
4.7.1 PROBE FREPARATIOH
The resistance thermometry system was found to be faulty and s was
replaced with one based on a chromel-alume) thermocouple, as previously
described. The only adjustment that had to be made 'to the probe, before
placing it in the cavity, was to slightly angle the thermocouple prongs so
that the junction would touch the relevant 'wall before any other part of
the probe.
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4.72 LASER DOPPLER AIEIOLETER PRBPARATIOI AID PARAXETERS
The laser Doppler anemometer had previously been et up by other
researchers at Poitiers. It s setting was checked and found to be correct.
Sunflower oil was used as the seeding agent end. 1t duration in the
oovity, and the effect this 'tad on the aenn velOølty reg'ia'tered by the
Ccunterp were 1.nveetigatet before tha Series coaeenced.
The -preeeflt authcr found that by opening the b1pressed aft' supply
valve ta the seeding' generator for apprdxiaatel7 one enough bil
particles would enter thá cavity to prov1daeliable dath fdf up o nine
minutes. (This, of course, was the time period after an initial five minutes
had elapsed which allowed for the. flow Mtd settle down 1ter Beed1ng)i. The
mean elooity registere& by 'th. anemometer tayad cn*tant' !dr'thtg period
(when -qariations of three andi -ftur minuta saThpIa 'tiaes "wer 1ied) but
started to increase after thie 'time. It was presumed !bbat kiter nine
minutes a bias--effect came into rbeing as the particle pøpulatim' deTesed.
the seeding' time tould have been' increased but tbere WCre tWb Very
good reasons for not doing this, both relating to' th. iaea,ailable for
the experiments. Firstly, am 	 ofc roillparticlea might haIe iecMSitated
'the cavity being opened 'ip, during a Series ta!clean th tfln alI, knd
.eecondyj more extensive initial trials 'wou1d have' beet' eufred1 to
aecertala when the aneiwmeter ,rn4d be Hkely" tow' registe1' a b1a5ed
velocity.
The counter waS a <IUSA 55L9ea type. The front panel incorporated four
modu1es: a 56L9? high' voltaga'euppy A 55L9t dat Xate in&ica1Wr; 55L93
dgital 'to analogue converker and a- 55L9O LD'.i. Cbuflterc 'TbV signal Output
was taken froa the D/A3 converter and wa different to that ftOI the
tracker at Q.X.Cj The 'output voltage from-'thElWA cbfl tex'WMiW'thk ane
+4 26V This output represetited a frequen4y, the exact value being
.dependent -on he gum' eet-mat the D/A converteil. The uatio rinting 1)/A
output to velocity was:
634(L1Y/2 -, fe)	 (4.2)
in 'equatiOn (4.2-) the multiplying constant was 4erived 'frb tbe angle
between the beams and. the wavelengt of the laser IIgltt/ p882 .8flmj Ywas the
D/A output in volts, A was representative tf the D/A gaim setting, and fs,
the frequency shift, was in XHZ. The value of Ar for nfl 2tuflC wa 10 (i.e.
tbe'48d3 and 12db buttons wredepressed)'
Based 'on irth, expected frsquenc rang's' of the phc1toau1tiplier' signal,
tbe counter high-pass filter was set to' 4kHz and 'ths' low-pass filter to
256XHz. The counter-mod...ot operation was fi'ed 5/8 frings' du'nt mode with
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a computational accuracy of 1.5%. In addition the threshold window was set
- to the maximum possible and the counter amplifier gain to 7db.
4.7.3 IIITIAL. CAVITY PREPARATIOI
The author did not need to prepare the cavity as this had been done
by staff at Poitiers who fully assembled it after cleaning the side walls.
Fortunately a -combination of the small amount of oil input to the cavity,
and it's relative unwtlliign.ss to deposit on the cavity side walls, meant
that the cavity remained closed for Series 6 and V.
4.7.4 RU! PROCEDURR FOR VFLOC IT! !EASUREIBITS
The cavity was seeded to make the beams visible and the laser and
optics traversed -so that the beams touched 'the heated wall at some point.
This position was, usually, at the wall edge furthest from the side through
which the beams entered. The laser and optics were then traversed s that
the beam intersection impinged- on the wall. This was- taken as the
approximate zero position of y.
The handle on the traversing mechanism was then turned back,
typically. by 5iva, so that the glare from the wall was reduced enough to
allow the -photamultipuer to be aligned with, and focussed on, the probe
volume. The -cavity was then seeded again and the flow allowed five minutes
to settle.
Data were tb1ea sampled and analysed for approximately four *inutes.
The data analysis program used in the voltmeter was number 7 which sampled
the data at approximately Hz, Records- ofi the 'wall thermocouple 'readings;
the data rate; nd the validation rate were made. The data rate from the
D/A -converter was always far greater- than the sampling rate.
After reeurdi.ng the values calculated. by the voltmeter, the laser and
optics were traverd to the mext position, 'the- photomultiplier realigned
and another reading taken.
The majority of positions at which data were sampled were common to
all runs. Mowever, close to the wall rthe start position did vary, as the
local surface cond1tions dictated the position at which the glare from the
wall was reduced sufficiently for -successful alignment i)f the
photomultiplier to take place.
It was known, from the work of Renault t32), that only a small
frequency shift would be required 'out to approximately 30mm from the wall
(the cavity width. being 200mm) Therefore a shift of 20kHz was used In this
region., For the regton 3-400*a a shift- of-50kBzwae-used.
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At- the half-way paint of the run the optics were rotated through 180
and, together with the laser, were traversed to the cooled wall. The initial
positioning- -of the beams relative to the wall was somewhat easier due to
the fact that- ithe cooled wall ms slightly convex The procedure for the
U.rst half wa then -repeated.
Typically, two heights were investigated in one day-i
4.7.5 RUI PROCEDURE FOR TEJPERATURH XEASUREXEIIS
In order to assimilate as much relevant -data as possible, in the time
available, *ost oL thea temperature 4ata were- taken from the regions close
to -each wall and the cavity centre. Only same temperature profiles were
investigated fully from the heated wall ta. the' centre in order -to determine
whether temperature inversions were present.
The non-dimensional heights at which temperature readings could be
taken were limited by the cavity construction. Of those available, six were
chosen which would yield the mast relevant data. The non-dimensional
heights at which full profiles were recorded were 0.22, 0.47, 0.66, 0.79 and
0.91. Each profile was from the heated wall to the cavity centre, except for
those at 0.22 and 0.66 which extended to within 10mm of the cooled wall.
The temperature difference between the two walls was close to that of
Series 5, i.e. 46K, but the absolute wall temperatures were not the sane.
The procedure was very simple. A plug was removed from a hole in the
cooled wall and the probe holder inserted. The probe was then pushed into
the cavity and positioned close to the relevant wall. Fifteen minutes were
then allowed to stabilize the temperature of the probe casing and to let
the flow settle. The probe was then carefully moved to as near to the wall
as possible. This action was helped by monitoring the R.X.S. of the
fluctuating components of temperature on the voltmeter.
Data were then sampled for approximately three and a half minutes by
the voltmeter with two programs running. These programs were number 8
which converted the thermocouple signal to temperature, and program 7 the
basic statistical analysis program. The combination of the two reduced the
sampling rate to approximately 4Hz. The sample time of three and a half
minutes had previously been determined by the present author to be quite
adequate for accurate temperature data.
Vhilst the data were being sampled all wall thermocouple outputs were
monitored and any necessary adjustments made.
Traverse of the thermocouple was achieved by a screw arrangement,
with the distance being read off from a dial gauge with an uncertainty of
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0.01mm. Due to the limited range of the screw, spacers had to be used to
move the thermocouple beyond 30mm from each wall.
Data from at least four heights, at one of the walls, were recorded in
one day. The capablity for controlling the wall temperatures from day to
day, was not as good as that at Q.X,C., but the variation in local wall
temperatures was kept within a range of ±0,5K.
4.8 PROCEDURE FOR SERIES 7
The procedure for Series 7 was exactly the same as that for Series 6,
except that no full temperature profiles were recorded. The only' other
difference between the two series was the wall temperatures. The difference
between the two walls for series 7 was approximately 62K, with the heated
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CHAPTER 5 - SU1tJAY OF TEE EIPEKIIBITAL SERIES
5.1 INTRODUCTIOI
This Chapter is split into several Sections. The first details the
overall data for the seven series of experiments which were undertaken. The
reade? thus appreciate how variables were -obanged so that their effect
on th. temperature and velocity fields could be studied.
52 RIPERIMEITAIa SERIES DESCR1PT 101
Seven series -Of experiments were carried out each one being
desigaate& by a Series numbers.
This Section details the basic data for each Series and describes the
differences between- each as regards levels of insulation, the quantities
measured, the cavity dimensions and the wall temperatures.
A graphical summary is presented in Figure 5.1 which shows more
clearly how each Series followed a logical progression of variable changes.
The wall temperatures which have been quoted are subject to
uncertaimtiee as the Mall temperatures at- different heights were recorded
on different days.i
The average wall temperatures were calculated by plotting a graph of
height versus temperature, integrating the area underneath -the curve and
dividing through by the cavity height
In calculating the average wall temperature in this manner a number of
sources of uncertainty arose. Firstly, the variation of wall temperature
during the day, and fror day toiday..
The maximum variation of wall temperature both during the day and
from day to day, was kept to within ±025K.
The largest, nd most important source of uncertainty, was the
variation of wall temperature with height. As will be seen the heated wall
temperature did vary slightly with height, whereas the cooled wall
temperature was significantly lower in temperature in it's lower region.
52.1 SERIES I
The first series carried out on the Q.X.C. cavity utilized a false floor
and ceiling supported by an aluminium framework. The vertical side walls



















The second series tarried out on the Q.LC. cavity utilized a false
floor and ceiling constructed from blocks of expanded polystyrene. The
vertical side walls were filled with expanded polystyrene.
This series was special In that only heat transfer measurements were
taken with na polystyrene sections taken out for optical access. The reason
behind this was to examine the effect of the removal of these blocks in
later series.
H 2.5ia	 L = 0.5m	 H/L
Ti-i = 77.8t	 Tc = 31.6C	 (TuTc) 462K
Ra = 4.49x10'	 Pr = 0.?	 6.41x10'
5.2.3 SERIES 3
The third series Involved the • surveying of both velocity and
temperature fields. Polystyrene blocks were removed for optical access.
H2.5m	 L=0.5m
1.-i = 7?.2C	 Tc = 31.4'C
	
(Ti.rTe)	 45.8K




The fourth series on the Q.X.C. cavity differed from Series 3 in the
use of a lower temperature difference.
H=2.Sm	 L0.5m	 HIL=5
= 64,9C	 Tc = 32.VC	 (Ti-rTc) 32.7K
Ra3-. 340x10 1	Pr = 0.7	 GTH = 4.86x101
5.2.5 SERIES 5
The fifth and final series on the Q.X.C. cavity reverted back to,





TH 7?.4C	 Tc 32.06
	
(Ti-eTc) = 45.41





This was the first series from the Poitiers cavity whose width was
smaller than that of the Q.X.C. cavity.
The temperature difference was chosen to match that of Series 3 and 5.
H = 2.Om	 L = 02m	 H/L = 10
IH = 51.9C	 Tc = 9.4C	 (TM-Tc) = 42.5K
= 2.99x10'	 Pr = 0.7	 GrH = 427x10'
5.2.7 SERIES 7
The seventh series was basically the same as the sixth series except
that the temperature difference was increased.
H2.Om	 L02m	 HIL1O
TM = 74.5C	 Ic = 13.2C	 (TuTc) = 61.3K
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ChAPTER 6 - UICERTAIITY	 IIATIOJS
6.1 INTRODUCTION
In order to be able to refine computer codee correctly one must have
access to reliable data. Vithin all data thera are uncertainties which must
be identified. and assigned a magnitude. This Chapter reports the results of
tests carried out 'tO 'estimate the level 'of uncertainties in the data which
will be presented in. Chapter .
The tests, which were carried out to determine the uncertainties in
the velocity and temperature data, mainly dealt with the repeatability of
data during a run and from day to day
Those tests which did not deal with repeatability of' data were
'concerned with the effect of -the presence of the thermocouple junction on
local velocity.
Sections 62-6.5 deal with the uncertainties in 'the 'Q.X.C. cavity data,
and Section 6.6 deals with the uncertainties in the Poitiers cavity data.
6.2. CONSECUTIVE REPEATABILITY OF DATA
This Section investigates the ability of the instrumentation to repeat
data 'readings within a short timescale of approximately 20ains
6.2.1 VELIXITY DATA
The ability to repeat readings of the mean velocity and the R.X.S, of
velocity fluctuations, at any position, was dependent on: the calibration
curve of the tracker and it e consistent applicability to a specific
frequency range; the stability of the frequency shiftj and the stationary
statistical nature of the flow.
As aentioned in Chapter 3 the calibrationi'of the 'tracker was found to
be essentially repeatable with negligible 'uncertainty
A 0.1% uncertainty in a shift of 100khz would have resulted in a
velocity difference of ø.00lir/s (to three 'significant' figures) for the
-present etudy DISk quoted th. uncertainty of the frequency ehift to be less
than 0.1%.
As for the statistical nature of the flow, this has always been
assumed to be stationary, with the tlmescale over which repeatable readings
can be achieved, being- considered to be-eight minutes for the case of a
vertical flat plate in air. However, the cavity data have shown that the
mean velocity becomes" reasonably stable after approximately four minutes.
The variation of the R.I.S. of velocity fluctuations and mean velocity, with
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time, is shown in Table 6.1 for different positions across the boundary
layer.
Table 6.2 shows velocity data which were recorded at the same
position in space for 4mins and 18 .4s In consecutive samples 1-5 (the
equivalent of Same and 38 .8s sample times are also shown). The samples
were taken at y/6 0.154 where the average of the mean velocities was
0.l0?mls. Using this value, the minimum and maximum uncertainties of the
4mm samples were 1.9 and 6.5% respectIvely (corresponding to 0.002 and
0.007m/s). For the 8mm samples the uncertainties were 0.9 and 1.9%
(corresponding to 0.001 and 0.@02m/s).
The average R.X.S, of velocity fluctuations (from Table 62) was
0.077m/s leading' to minimum and maximum uncertainties of 0 and 6.5% for
4mm samples (corresponding to 0 and 0 .005m/s) and 1.3 and 2.6% fort Sam
samples (corresponding to 0.001 and 0.002m/s).
From the data In Tables 8.1 and 6,2 it is clearly demonstrated that a
sample time of 8mins is better than that of 4mins, but that 4mins still
gives quite reasonable results.
Additional tests, for boundary layer positions with different mean
velocities, showed that the uncertainties quoted above were typical of all
readings, when considered in units of mfs This meant that there appeared
to be, on average, a constant absolute uncertainty in the readings.
Obviously, the uncertainty in percentage terms varied because of this.
6.2.2 TEMPERATURE DATA
Temperature data were recorded at the same time as the velocity data
presented in SectIon 6.2.1. They have been presented in Tables 6.3 and 8.4
in a similar manner to the velocity data of Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
The average of the mean temperatures was 46.46C. Using this value,
the minimum and maximum uncertainties of the 4mm samples were 0.03 and
0.3% respectively (corresponding to 0.01 and 0.16K). For the 8mm samples
the uncertainties were 0.0? and 0.14% (corresponding to 0.03 and 0.07K).
The average R.M.S. of temperature fluctuations was 2.0711 leading to
minimum and maximum uncertainties of 0.6 and 6.7% for 4mm samples
(corresponding to 0.013 and 0.1391) and 2.0 an& 3.0% for 8mm samples
(corresponding to 0.042 and 0.0621). However, one notes that the value of
T 'R .ii .s. for Sample 2 does appear to have distorted the average value
somewhat.
The temperature data again show that a sample time of 8mlne is better
than that of 4mlns, but that 4mins still gives quite reasonable results.
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A before, additional tests were carried, out which showed that the
data quoted in this Sectto exhibit the largest uncertainty levels found1
both in absolute and percentage terms.
6.3 DAY TO DAY REPEATABILITY OF DATA
The previous Section dealt with the repeatability of readings within a
tizespan of some 2ømins, during which the temperature and. velocity fields
would not thave altered. Jow one considers the abilityot th. present author
to reproduce the velocity and temperature fields from dayrtD day.
The reproduction of velixity and temperature fi.1ds from day to day
could -be chiaved by reproducing the sane 'wall temperature.; the same
leakage flow; and by allowing enough time, between closing the cavity and
taking 4readlngs, for the flow to etabilize
Velocity ant temperature profiles are presented for both the R.X.S of
fluctuations and mean quantities. The velocity data are 'presented in Figures
6.1-6.4, and the temperatwdats4n Figures 6.5-6.8.
'The temperatur profi	 have- also provided a chance to examine the
repeatability of the measurement of heat transfer rates at each wall.
Please note that tecausew of the thus iderable tine 'taken ta record data
for one full e rofile the data were restricted ta ena height and two
profiles.
8.3.1 VELOCITY PROFILES
The profiles which have been compared were those of 3B1490 and
JY2290, both taken from Series 3 at x/E &898, and. recorded
approximately 5 weeks apart.
The profiles, presented in Figures 6.t-6.4j have flat been corrected in
the manner to be described 'in Section 6.4, as such an exercise was not
necessary here.
liii nPiguree sIxw that the profiles 'ot thw R.LS -of velocity
lluctuatfonsv and mean "velocity were repeatable.
The mean 'velocity profiles, exhibited maximum differences of-i e .08m/s
on the wall side of the peak, ø.004m/s at the peak, and 0.00Cm/s beyond the
peak. rTyptcal dii ferenoea- at any position, compared weU with "the saximum
difference of 0.004n's between vonsecutive samples 'iaund ifl Section 62.1.
As forD the LL3. of velocity fluctuations, the two profiles were
generally in Fcloser agreement than those of the mean quantities. The
maximum difference, at any position, was 03n/e, -which compared very- well
to the 0.004m/s found in 62.1.
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Velocity data were also available from Series I runs, namely JB1995
and JE2595, taken at x/H 0.95 with a time delay of 6 days. The agreement
between these profiles was just as good as that between JY2290 and 3B1491.
The data from the Series 1 runs are not presented here as they would
essentially be repeating Figures 6.1-64.
6.32 TEIPERATUEB PROF 1LES
Temperature data from the same runs as the velocity data have been
compared. The profiles are presented in Figures 6.5-6.8.
The mean temperature profiles showed repeatability with the wall
temperatures being '1'? .861 'C and 32.978 'C for JY2290 and 77.434 C and
32.834'C for iE1490.
Whilst the differences between profiles were- generally greater than
that of the 0.13K found in 6.2.1., they -were- of an acceptabl. magnitude,
typically being less than 0.5K.
The data for the R.X.6. -of the temperature fluctuations were also
repeatable, with f-all differences between profiles again being less than
0.5K.
In the -case of the SerIes 1 data, the wall temperatures were 77.884 C
and 36.748'C for J1995 and 77.682C and 36.1e8'C for JB2595.
Both the velocity and temperature data have been shown to be
repeatable. This has validated the cavity preparation technique devised by
the present author.
6.3.3 WALL HEAT TRAISFEE RATES
The heat transfer rates for JY2290 were ?89W/m2 and -t09.5W/m2 , and
76.7W/a2 and -112.1W/a2 for JE1490.
For JE1995 the heat transfer rates were '19.0W/a2 and -
135 .9W/rn2, and 752W/a2 and -136.4W/rn2 for JE2595.
The heat transfer rates showed good repeatability with a minimum and
a maximum uncertainty of 0.2%- and 2.4% when compared to the average values.
These percentage -levels corresponded to- absolute uncertainties of 0.2 and
1 .9W/rn2.
Whilst the. values quoted in this Section show-good agreement, one must
note that in statistical terms not enough data were available to- yield
indisputable uncertainty levels. Therefore it Is recommended that future
researchers investigate th. repeatability of wall heat transfer rates in
more detail than time Ms allowed for' the present study.
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6.4 TilE EFFECT OF THE TBERXOCOUPLE 01 VELOCITY
During his work on the natural convection of air along a vertical flat
plate, Ieroklpiotis (433 presented an energy balance to within ±5%. This
discrepancy was quote4 as. being.. within experimental uncertainty. The
sources of this uncertainty could only have arisen In either the velocity or
temperature data, or the method of calculation.
lerokipiotis investigated the effect of the laser beams impinging on
the thermocouple junction and found there to be no detectable change in the
temperature, registered by the thermocouple, when the beams were directed
onto it. Therefore, providing that his thermocouple was registering a
correct absolute temperature, and that his experimental conditions were
constant, one is led to believe that the largest uncertainty must have
arisen in either the velocity data, or the method of calculation.
One is unable to comment on any uncertainties arising from the method
of calculation and so only uncertainties in the velocity data can be
considered.
lerokipIotis (43] took velocity readings using a counter based L.D.A.
system. He found that, for his experimental conditions, there was no bias in
the velocity data, which compared favourably with those from a tracker.
Regretably lerokipiotis (43] did not specify any sources of
uncertainty in his velocity data, and so one is led to speculate that either
he considered them to be present In the counter data when compared to
tracker data, or in repeatability of readings at any position.
There was no evidence of the latter being investigated, nor was there
an investigation of the effect of the nearness of the thermocouple junction,
to the probe volume, on the velocity recorded by the anemometer. Therefore,
for this study, both of these points were Investigated, the former having
already been dealt with.
The effect of the nearness of the thermocouple junction, to the probe
volume, was investigated In four ways.
A crude analytical approach was the first to be used, to attempt to
predict creeping flow around the thermocouple junction, and so determine the
field of influence it may have.
An equation for the prediction of two-dimensional creeping flow around
a sphere was taken from Schlicting (84]. This equation was applicable only
for an an approaching laminar flow. As far as the present author Is aware
no equivalent equation exists for an approaching turbulent, and so three-
dimensional, flow. Jo attempt to derive any such equation was made as such
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a task falls well outside the scope of the present study. The equation used
was:
u = u{3Rx2IR-l1 -
	 [3+	 +1)	 (6,1)
4r3 r2 	 .1	 4r	 r
Where r2 = x2 + y2 + z2 , u.. is the approach velocity, and R the radius
of the sphere. The co-ordinates x, y and z are defined in Figure 6.9.
Calculations were performed for three positions from the sphere
vertical centre-line, namely y = 0.0, 0.5 and 1.0mm.
The influence of the 40tm diameter Junction on the velocity field is
shown In Table 6.5 for the x direction only. One notes that the region of
significant influence is small.
If only the thermocouple Junction has an Influence on the flow, then
considering the typical vertical separation of the probe volume and junction
(of approximately 0.75mm) one would expect a correction of 1.017-1.04 to be
necessary in laminar flow (the correction being the multiplier applied to
the recorded data) . However, there may be an effect due to the presence of
the probe block and the analysis could very well be inadequate for the
actual situation.
The actual situation involves turbulent flow, the attachment of side
wires to the junction, the probability that the junction is not a true
sphere, and the variation of Junction size. Therfore experiments were
necessary to confirm the effect, if any, of the Junction.
The first experiment was concerned with taking measurements at one
position and gradually moving the junction further away from the probe
volume. This produced an unexpectedly large effect (as can be seen in Table
6.6).
Confirmation of these results was sought in different regions of the
boundary layer at a vertical separation used typically in the experiments.
The results are given In Table 6.7.
The inconsistency of the velocity data of Table 6.7 was speculated to
be due to either repeatability uncertainty or to position within the
boundary layer. Therefore a full traverse was carried out with, and without,
the thermocouple in position. The resulting velocity profiles are shown in
Figures 6.10-6.14, for the heated wall, and Figures 6.15-6.19, for the cooled
wall.
The results Indicated that the percentage difference between the
velocities measured with and without the thermocouple varied across the
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boundary layer, and with the horizontal separation between the probe volume
and the thermocouple (as would be expected).
Firstly one may consider the variation of the percentage difference
across the boundary layer and speculate that it is either the local
turbulence intensity or the local mean velocity gradient which has this
effect. As -the mean velocity gradient was relatively steep near the wall,
but the co rection in this Tegion smaller than' for y>2Omn, one may assume
that it was- probably the- former.
To check the effect of the local turbulence intensity, it, and the
correction necessary to convert the junction Influenced velocities to their
true values were plotted against each other in Figure 620. This Figure
shows- -some support for the proposal of oorrection dependence on turbulence
intensity.
A decision was taken to classify each part of the boundary layer with
a correcting factor, but this correction would be dependent on the
horizontal separation between the probe volume and the thermocouple.
It has been shown by the data in Table 6.5 that any velocity
correction would be dependent on the horizontal ee?aration of the probe
volume and the thermocouple4
The -horizontal separations- for the data with the thermocouple present
have bean calculated to be 0.53mm for the heated wall data and 1.41mm for
the cooled wall data. One may use this- -together with the data from Table
6.6 <taken with a horizontal separation of approximately zero) to
investigate the variation of correction with separation for y>2Omm (the
data in Table 6.6 were taken at y>2Omm).
The corrections at y>2Omm for the heated and cooled wall data have
been estimated to be 1.11 and 1.07, respectively. In plotting these in
Figure 6.21, together with the data- from Table 6.6 at a 'vertical separation
of ).75mm, one sees that an approximately linear relationship exists
between horizontal separation and CUI gCtiOfl
It will be shown (-in Chapter 7) that all the horizontal separations in
Series 3, 4 and 5 were centred around I 5 and 1.4mm, for the heated and
cooled walls respectively with a range about these average values of
*0.4mm, This means that m uncertainty in velocity correction of ±2% would
be expected if a standard -set of velocity -correction factors 'were selected
to cover all runs.
For the heated -wall a correction of 1.06 was applied to the measured
velocities in the region from the wall to the velocity peak A correction of
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1.07 was applied to the measured velocities In the region from the peak to
y = 20mm, and finally, a correction of 1.11 was applied to data for y>2Gmm.
For the cooled wall, a correction of 1.02 was applied to the region
from the wall to the velocity peak From the peak to y 20mm a correction
of 1.03 was applied, and for y>2Omm a correction of 1.07 was applied.
The selection of corrections for the viscous sub-layer regions was not
easy as it was critically dependent on locating the wall position correctly.
In all the velocity profiles presented in this thesis the wall position
was originally unknown because the probe volume could not be guaranteed to
stay In complete alignment with the thermocouple junction, due to angular
movement of the probe block on the vertical support rod.
The location of the wall was determined in the calculation of the wall
shear stress, which will be described In Chapter 7.
As the wall shear stress, velocity correction and wall position were
initially unknowns estimates of all three had to be made from manual
extrapolations of graphs. Through trial and error, the best velocity
correction was found to be 1.06 for the heated wall, which is in keeping
with the value predicted by Figure 6.20, and 1.02 for the cooled wall.
When the R.M.S. of the velocity fluctuations was examined, one saw that
a correction in a manner similar to that of the mean velocity was not
possible, Instead one notes that the effect of the thermocouple was to
reduce the RJI.S. value by a constant amount for y>lOmm and to have little
effect when y(lGmm. A suitable correction to the R.X.S. data for both the
heated and cooled wall boundary layers is +O.004m/s. By assuming an
uncertainty of ±0.002m/s, with this correction, virtually all differences
between the profiles in Figures 6.14 and 6.18 can be accounted for.
6.5 S1JMXARY OF UCERTAIITIES II THE Q.X.C. DATA
When considering the uncertainties one is concerned with two aspects.
Firstly the uncertainty of data in individual runs which will eventually be
scaled non-dimensionally and compared, and secondly, the uncertainty of the
data in relation to a specific set of cavity boundary conditions.
In the first case the Important points are the ability to repeat data
consecutively, the ability to measure the separation between the laser beams
correctly, and the ability to assign a suitable correction to the velocity
data (to account for the presence of the thermocouple).
In the second case 1 a fourth aspect Is introduced which is the ability
to repeat data from day to day
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The usual manner in which uncertainties are compounded to give an
overall value is by considering the' parameter in question as a function of
a number of variables. One may 4hen. write an equation linking a small
change An the parametert to. a function of- small changesi un the variables.
Rearrangement of the equation links a percentage uncertainty in the
parameter with percentage uncertainties. in the variables.
It is not easr to represent therijncertainties of the variables which
go kowrde the tinal velocity hand temperature data in percentage farm, as
the abeolute uncertainties appear to remain the same for different values
of the variables. Tberefore-zthe d1rectiom taken here Is. to present absolute
uncertainties in. the easured -data.r Only rin the tame of. velocity is there a
percentage uncertainty which 1* associated iwth -the correction (f or the
presence of the thermocoupi.) and the .valuation -t the parameter 2sin (0/2).
8.5.1 UICERTAIITIES II IIDIVIDUAL RUIS
Uncertainties are quoted for 4 and 8mm samples of temperature and
velocity.
In the ccase of mean teaperatursrthese are- *0161 and"±L071, for 4 and
8mm sample. respectively. Par the R.X. of temperatur, fluctuations the
uncertainties are -*0.141 andn*0.00K for-it catith 8mm sampleei respectively.
These values do not take into account any uncertainty i-nthe calibration of
the thermocouples by Ziak (U.
-Fox mean velocity the absolute uncertainties. -are *0.007 *I and
*e.Gea.Ie for 4 sand. 8mm samples. repectively. he uncertainty ii the
velocity -correction ae been quoted as' t2%i and in the calculation of the
parameter sin(8/2 (for the 1aser Doppl.r anemometer) th. maximum
uncertainty was ±0.8%. One may combine-the veloçity correction with this to
give an overall uncertainty- of *2.6%. As or the .IS. of velocity
fluctuations the uncertainties are ±0.007m/s and ±0.004m/s for 4 and 8mm
samples respectively.
I is -u5eful. to look cat these -uncertaint4ee in relation ta a typical
peak velocity 'of 03/. The overall uncertainty for this velocity would be
±4.6% for 4am samples and ±3.2% for 83i*ceampl.s.
There remains only two further points to comment on which concern the
resolution of the tracker and the AID conerter The rolution of the
tracker wae 1/256 o they full velocity rnge, which curreeponded to
0.0085m/s. That of the AID converter was 1/4096, which -corresponded to
• .0005m/e.
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As the sample size approaches infinity, so the uncertainty in the mean
velocity approaches zero for turbulent flow. In practical terms, both the
mean velocity and the R.LS. of the velocity fluctuations will have been
unaffected by the uncertainties in individual readings, a the typical
sample size was over 45000.
In order to confirm this the data were re-sampled at 3.125Hz and
6.25Hz th see if 'there was any change in the velocity data. If there was
little or no change then one could assume negligible uncertainty in the
velocity data, due to runcertaintiea in individual readings. Table 6.8 lists
the re-sampled data which showed little change "in the data re-sampiad at
3.125Hz and virtually nø bange in the data re-sampled at 6.25Hz
One must remember 'thAt when assessing any veloci'ty or temperature
scales there wilL be uncertainties within those scales r 'ther&toi' One would
not expect scaled velocities and temperatures to necessarily be within the
uncertainties quoted in this Section.
6.5.2 UNCERTAINTIES II RELATION TO SPECIFIC CAVITY CONDITIONS
The maximum uncertainties -for mean temperature are ±0.661 and ±0.57K
for 4 and 8mm samples, respectively. In the case of the R.N.S. of
temperature fluctuations the 'uncertainties are "*0.331 and ±0.251 for 4 and
8mm samples, respectively
In the case of mean velocity the maximum uncertainties are ±0.Ilim/s
for 4mm samples and 0.00Om/s for= 8mm samples. For the R.N.S. of velocity
fluctuations 'the maximum uncertainties are ±0 .009*/s fr 4mm samples nd
±0.006*/s for 8am samples. The percentage uncertainties associated with
the parameter 2stn(8/2) and the veloci'ty correction remain at *2.6%.
Yhen considering a typical peak 'velocity of 0.35*/s the uncertainties
are ±5.7% for 4mm samples and -±4.3% for 8mm samples.
6.6 UNCERTAINTIES II TIlE POITIERS CAVITY DATA
Table 6.9 shows four 'pairs of consecutive 3.5mm samples taken from
the Poitiers cavity at different positions. The repeatability of the mean
velocity was generally excellent with the maximum uncertainty being
±0.002*/s.
The accuracy of the- digital output from the counter was 1/258 of the
selected range. The settings used in all experiments covered a velocity
range Dt k.6m/e which means that.. the uncertainty of the digital output of
the Counter was 0.006*/s. In addition, the output resolution of the D/A
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module was 0.2% of the selected range which means that the uncertainty of
the output of the D/A was 0.003m/s.
It is known that these uncertainties will become negligible in the
final mean quantity as the number of samples tends towards infinity. It has
already been shown that by re-sampling the Q.J.C. data at 3.125Hz and
0.25Hz the change in mean velocity was generally very small, but one may
assign an uncertainty of ±0.001m/s to account for the low sampling rate
used in the Poitiers experiments.
Therefore, as no velocity correction was required in the Poitiers data,
the value of ±0.003m/s can be considered to be the maximum uncertainty in
the mean velocity.
The maximum uncertainty in the R.X.S. of the velocity fluctuations was
±0.003m/s. The re-sampled data in Table 6.8 indicate that uncertainties in
the R.XS. data, due to counter resolution, were negligible, therefore one can
consider the R.X.S. data to have a maximum uncertainty of ±0.003m/s.
Unfortunately time did not allow the author to carry out any
evaluation of the uncertainties of the Poitiers data in relation to specific
cavity conditions. One must therefore assume the same uncertainty levels
found in the 4mm sample Q.X.C. data apply to the Poitlers data. These are
±0.011mfs for mean velocity and ±0.OI7m/s for the R.X.S. of velocity
fluctuations.
As the type of thermocouple in each cavity was the same, one may
consider the 4mm sample uncertainties in the Q.I.C. data to apply to the
Poitiers data. These were ±0.161 and ±0,141 for the mean temperature and
the R.JI.S. of temperature fluctuations, respectively, in individual runs, and
±0.661 and ±0.33k for the mean temperature and the R.X.S. of temperature
fluctuations, respectively, for specific cavity conditions.
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VARIAT 101 OF LEAN VELOCITY













U '	 U M -
rn/s	 rn/s	 rn/s	 rn/s
0.223	 0.064	 0.215	 0.082
0.222	 0.060	 0.220	 0.080
0.224	 0.061	 0.217	 0.081
0.222	 0.062	 0.221	 0.079
0.221	 0.062	 0.220	 0.079
0.222	 0.063	 0.222	 0.079
0.221	 0.063	 0.222	 0.079
0.221	 0.063	 0.223	 0.079
0.220	 0.063	 0.221	 0.079

























REPEATABILITY OP LEAN Y!LOCIT!.AID 2.LS.
OF VELOCITY FLUCTUATIONS FOR THE O.I.C. CAVITY
SAIPLE	 ..JL..	 i. a SAMPLE	 u
	
ale	 rn/s	 rn/s	 a/s
1	 0.110	 0.078
2	 0.101	 0b072	 1+2)	 0108	 3.075
3	 0.114	 0.079
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VARIATIOI. OF VELOCITY CORRECTIOI
YJIR UPSTREAM DISTAICE z FOR LAILINAR FLOW
TABLE 6.6
EXPERIE1TALLY DETERIILED EFFECT




















VELOCITY NEASUREIEITS WITH AID WiTHOUT A
THERMOCOUPLE II BOTH WALL BOUNDARY LAYERS
6.5])!]!	 18.51!!!!
.izZ	 ...u..	 CORRECT ION ji.	 .iL.	 CORRECTION
Ill/S	 ID/S	 rn/s	 rn/s







yc 15.0mm	 yc 27.0mm
_aL	 jL	 CORRECT ION .jii	 .j.	 CORRECTION
rn/s	 rn/s	 rn/s	 rn/s
0.161 0.178	 1.106 0.116 0.131	 1.129
TABLE 6.8
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CHkrr 7 - RESULTS AID DISGUSSIOI
7.1 IITRODUCTIOI
In the present study the- 'two major subject.-. of investigation were the
temperature and velocity fielded Vithin the study there Were many sub-
topics, e.g the local heat transfer, the local 'wall shear stress and the
turbulence quantities. Jot all of the sub-topics could be classified as
being applicable to either of the two major subjects, as in the case of the
two component turbulence quantities iP, and . '-where both velocity
and 'temperature data wuw qutilizeth This has lead to the present author
choosing to- present the resulte iii more than two major Sections.
The Sections in which 'the-. reswlts are to be presented-'deal with the
-temperature €fteld, the velocity fleld the turbulence quantities (involving
both velocity and temperature data) and, finally, the PS.D calculations.
The- P8.D. calculations have been included in a separate- Section
'because they 'were undertaken on the initiative 'tof the- present auth It has
been noted in Chapter 2 that there is very little inforaattoxr, either
theoretical icr experizwatal, which -oovers this subjectand, as the present
-author found the- subject intaresting a decision was made to carry out
'extensive P.S .D^- calculatione.
The results are not presented in Series order, but rather 4n' Sections
dealing with specific sub-topics which incorporate the results of all
Series. The most basjoj result, (j.e aea and. standardi deviattofl data) are
presented. firstj followed by quantitlee- which were calculated directly from
'tbe basic data- (e.g. heat rtransfar' ratee) Pinally those iquantities which
have been calculated by graphical interpretation (e.gL the turbulence
cqUantity') or by other manipulation of the basic data, are presented4
It i. worthwhile to inform the reader, now, 'cf 'a few of the 'general
-characteristics' of "th. cavity flow which should be box-ne in 'sind when
reviewing the results. lost important of all is that the turbulence
underwent rnIai' total collapse in 'the flow over the floor Of- each cavity, but
only partial collapse in the fiow-ver the ceilings. This 'gave rise to a
fully -recognisable transition process' in -the heated-wall boundary layer, but
only a limited transition process, in the neax wail flsldi! in the -cooled
-wall boundary layer
As 'a consequence of the difference 4n the extent of the collapse of
th. turbulence in the flow over the -floor and ceilingc th. flow at the
c-heated wall became dominant"r-over that at the -Cooled wall, leading to a
departure of the cooled wall thermal and velocity boundary layer
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characteristics frail those of true natural convection. The term adominantu
is used in the context where fluid flows from one boundary layer to another
to accommodate a transition process in the latter.
Another important feature was the lisitation of the lateral extent of
the thermal and velocity boundary layers brought about by the cavity width.
In the Poitiers cavity the boundary layers on each wall met at the cavity
centre. This was not the case 1n the Q.X.C. cavity.
7.2 THE TB1PERATURE FIELD
A full set of temperature profiles are presented in non-dimensional
form for Series 3 and 6 J(one Series each for the Q.I,C. and Foitiers
cavities) • These profiles use (TH-To-) as -the temperature scale and I. for the
length scale. The profiles are of mean temperature and root 'mean square of
fluctuating components of temperature.
Also, several local profiles of mean temperature are presented in two
non-dimensional forms, using different local temperature- drops as the
temperature scale and a local Nusselt number as the non-dimensional length.
The quantities- -which have been calculated directly from the
temperature data are the wall heat transfer rates, the heat transfer
coefficients, the vertical centre-line temperature distributions and the
local Jusselt and Grashof numbers.
7.2.1 THE IBAI AIl) FLUCTUATIIG COXPOIENTS OP TBXPERATURE
The temperature data from Series 1 were important because they showed
the effect on the temperature field of significant heat transfer through the
vertical side walls when they were compared to the data of Series 2. In
this respect only the total heat transfer and vertical centre-line
temperature data from Series 1. are presented in later Secttcms, as the full
temperature profiles from Series 5, 4, 5 and 6 are quite sufficient for the
present analysis.
The mean. temperature data are tabulated in Appendix- A which lists all
relevant data recorded during the present study.
The form of presentation in this Section is of y/L against non-
dimensional temperature = (T-Tc)/(TH-Te).
Consider the mean temperature distribution for Series 3 presented in
Figure 71. where the centre-line 'temperatures have been corrected in the
manner to be described in Section 7.2.4 • One notes that the general
characteristics of the Series S mean temperature field were the same as
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those found by Zial (11 for the 3m high version of the Q.X.C. cavity, with a
similar wall temperature difference.
At the heated wall those profiles below xfH 0.360 showed that the
thermal boundary layer was much thinner than that further up the wall. A
similar characteristic was seen at the top of the cooled wall. Such
observations are normally linked with an intially laminar flow which
arndergaee transition to-a turbulent one.
It was expected that the majority of the boundary- layer flow would be
turbulent and that a region of flow, exhibiting laminar characteristics,
WOUldr t leastj be observed at the bottom (of the heated wall This
prediction was based on. the graphical summary of previous work which was
presented in Figure 22.
However, the observations of the thickness of the thermal boundary
layep do not, by themselves, indicate that the flow had a laminar nature in
the upstream region of each wall. Confirmation has to be sought from the
distributions of u'ii.a mean velocity, and most importantly, from
power spectral densitTealculations.
1* (what will be seen to be) the fully developed turbulence regions of
Series 8 4above x/li = 0.360 for the heated wall and below x/H 0.630 for
ths cooled wall) all rmean temperature profiles exhibited a horizontal
inversion which will, be seen later to coincide with regions of velocity
reversal
There were horizontal Inversions in the' cooled -wall thermal boundary
layer ebove x/H ' 0.630 but these were not as large ae those below x/H =
I .63%..dn all cases inversions occurred when turbulent flow was present.
The mean temperature -distributions of Series 4 and 5 were very
aimilar in nature &o those of Series 3 and, therefore, are not presented in
graphical form; However, th. change in cavity width from S.Sm -to 0 2m
(Q.LC cavity to Poitiers cavity) resulted in, some significant differences
La the temperature field between Series 5 and 6.
The. mean temperature profiles of Series 6 are shown in Figure 72 from
which it was clearly seen that for x/li = 0.47, and above, the mean
temperature profiles did nt show a horizontal inversion.
The lateral position of maximum Inversion in Series 3 was 100mm from
each wall,. which, for Series 6, was the position of the cavity centre-line.
Thus, the first point to be note& i that there was Insufficient lateral
space tn Series 6 to acconodate the inversion seen in Series 3, providing
that the thermal boundary layer developed In a similar manner in both
Series 3 and 6.
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One also notes that a reduction in the cavity width will lead to a
reduction in the cavity "core. As the core normally exerts a damping effect
on the turbulence, a reduction In the core size would be expected to lead to
a lateral extension of the region of influence of tha turbulence. Increased
turbulence in the region of the cavity centre would tend to smear out N any
horizontal temperature inversion.
Below x/H = 0.47 one sees that there were horizontal temperature
inversions in Series 6. The velocity field will show, later, that in this
region the boundary layers did not meet as they did for x/H = 0.47 and
above. Whilst a Ncorew may be considered to have occurred in this lower
region It will also be seen that velocity reversal took place at the two
heights studied. As previously stated, velocity reversals are associated
with temperature Inversions.
One of the reasons for recording the data of Series 5 and 6 was to
see how the temperature field changed with changing cavity width, at
constant wall temperature difference. Unfortunately, a direct comparison of
temperature profiles, at Identical heights, was not possible as the heat
transfer through the vertical side walls was of each cavity was
considerably dAfferent, resulting in different centre-line values of
(TTc)/ (TH-TC), But t comparison of the non-dimensional mean temperature
profiles, using the 9 - Nu', presentation, will be made later. Before this is
done the distributions of T 1RPIS. In Series 3-6 will be considered.
Figure 7.3 shows the distribution of T'R.m.9. for Series 3. It was
noted that the peak values of 1R ,M .9.. at the bottom of the heated wall,
initially decreased with height up to i/H = 0,096. This must bare been due
to the effect of the wall ii damping fluctuations.
The fluctuations must have resulted from disturbances Introduced Into
the flow as It turned through the corner region between the wall and the
floor, and also from any turbulence in the floor boundary layer that did
not totally collapse. The reduction of peak T'R .,. .., with height, was seen
more clearly In the SerIes 4 T' .e. data which continued to decrease up to
x/H = 0.14g.
The trends In the I'. .M .. data at the top of the cooled wall were
similar, but the absolute values were quite different. Initially, the peak
value of T'1 ii . was quite considerable, it being greater at x/H 0.949
than at any other height, for either wall. This -was due to both the flow
turning the corner and the failure of the turbulence to collapse to anywhere
near the extent that it did in the flow across the floor. However, there was
a reduction in peak T 1R .9. down to x/H = 0.849 in both SerIes 3 and 4.
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The T .., data of Series 3 indicated that a transition process
started to occur in the heated wall thermal- boundary layer at approximately
i/B 0229 4Qrt 4.46l, and Rax = 3.l2x10!). It rwas at this height, and
that of z/li 0360 (Grx w 1.52xl0 and- Raxi l.06x10') at which the
-maximum peak value of T' ,.. .t occurred -in Seriee 3¼ This was accompanied
-by an increase in the width of -the thermal boundary layer
A transition process also occurred in the heated wall boundary layer
-of Ser4es. 4 but because the wall temperature difference was lower, the
process rae- -seSn to occ*. at-s greater absolute height than Series 3 This
was-shows by the maximum peak i 	 occurring-atx/H = 0.360 (Grx
L27x109 -snd Ra* -L9lpiiO').
Mith the reduction in cavity height in Series & one seee that the
maximum peak in T'iim	 was at i/B- = 0.283 (Grx	 42?x10' and Rax =
2.9940) with that at i/H - 0.482 (Gtx	 175xi0' and Rax	 122x10)
being almost the sane.
Tbe absolute heights in Series 5correeponding to -u/li -w 0283 and
0.482 were 0.56Cm and 0.964m, respectively, -In Series 3 the absolute heights
corresponding ko i/H 0229 and ø36ø were 0.5?3m and 0.9m With a
'reduction n cavity height, but constant wall temperature difference, it was
expected rthat the absoluteo -height at which the transition process would
'occurv -would 1ncreaee -Thi. assumption wasbased primarily on the fact that
the local Grashof number "would be lpwer4n Series 5 at ther name absolute
height but also -ow the idea that the total heat transfer to the f low would
have been lower (it has been proposed by-'Gcdeaux and ebhart tt that the
thermal energy input -to the flow has an effect on the start of the
transition process) a The results did not disprove this, but they were
insufficient to confirm itt
In the Poitiers cavity a transition process was also -seen in the
heated wall boundary layers Figure 74 shows the profiles of T '* .M ,*. for
Series 0, ,hers the maximum peak in !'Rr	 at the heated wall, was seen
-at x/H 1w) I22 (Or* -w 280x10 and Ra* 1.96xi0')Regrettably,A the interval
between heights was too large to. comment properly on even the approximate
position at which the transition process could he said -to have started or
finished;
10 T't... data were available or the Poitiers cavity cooled wall,
except those within 1mm of the wall whichi came from the heat "transfer
'measurenentat Therefore one cannot comment on any possible transition
process in -the -fluid close to the -cooled wall, with regard to the
temperature field.
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Turning now to the T'R .M .. data associated with the lim1tedM
transition process in the cooled wall thermal boundary layer of Series 3,
one notes that the peak value of T'R . ,s. intreased when going from x/H =
0.849 (Grx	 1.59x10 and Rax = t.11xlOs) to 0.765 (GP	 6.01x10 and Ra
= 421x10). low while this is indicative of a transition process, it does
not mean that the flow was exactly similar to that at the bottom of the
heated wall.
in the case of the heated wall the values of T .. increased over
the whole of the thermal boundary layer, but this did not happen in the
cooled wall thermal boundary layer. Only those data close to the peak in
. .s. showed a significant change. This leads one- to consider the
possibility that, with the outer flow essentially already turbulent, a
transition process only occurred In the near wal]. fluid
In Series 4 the values of T' .M .. peaked in the cooled wall flow at
xfH = 0.765 (Grx = 4.22x10e and Rax = 2.95x1@).
As for Series 5'?, there were insuffIcient data to establish the
position where T' .M .. peaked in the cooled wall flow.
The observations on the transition process at the heated wall have
indicated that for the range Ra*.4 = 2283x10 4.486x10", the position at
which the thermal fluctuation data indicate that it starts is not easily
determined. A separate investigation dealing specifically with the
transition process would be necessary but from the present T'R .11 .. results
one can quote a range of Grx and Rax over which one might expect a
transition prs to ha'e started. For the heated wall this was 2.8x10 <
Grx < 1 .Ybxi0 and I .96x10 ( Rax ( 1 22x10 and for the cooled wall this
was 159x10 ( Gr* < 6.01x10 and 1.11x10 < Rax 4 421x10e.
With the available temperature data it could easily be considered that
the non-dimensional height at which- transition occurred at the heated wall,
in all Series, was 0.25. This was the value quoted by Seki et ar t5] when
they employed manual observation techniques to determine the onset of
transition. As previously stated, there is no reaSon why transition should
occur at a. constant non-dimensional height.
This study, and that of Seki et al [5], have shown that if one wants
to identify the position at which a transition process starts, then data
must be collected at several heights with relatively small, and preferably
constant, separations. Furthermore, manual observation cannot be considered
to be a suitabie method, neither can the variation cf the root mean square
quantities as will be shown later by power spectral density calculations.
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There were further interesting variations of T', .M .. in Series 3 which
appear to have been associated with either regions of mean velocity
reversal or regions of cross-flow between the boundary layers -(or both).
In the cooledr waU thermal boundary layer- one notes a second peak in
T R t .e -at approximately y 400mm for a]i. heights except x/H 0.630,
0.898 and 0.949. Those heights below x/R = 0.630 exhibited regions of mean
velocity re,ersals, and since the heated wall -boundary layer was undergoing
a transition process between x/H = 0.229 and 0.497, there must have been
cross-flow there as well, as one would expect the increase in mass flow
within the heated wall boundary layer to be accommodated y the loss of
fluid from the cooled wall boundary layer.
The heated wall data did not show a secondary peak in T'R . .. at any
height. This indicated that the secondary peak could be independent of mean
velocity reversal. As there was only a relatively minor transition process
at the cooled wall one would not have expected as much cross-flow at x/H =
0.765 as one would have at x/H = 0.229, but some would have been expected.
If then, one is to conclude that, because the heated wall data did not
show a secondary peak in T'R MS., there was no connection between the
aeconday peak the aoled wall thermal boundary layer and mean velocity
reversal, one is left with only the link to cross-flow4 If the proposed link
is correct, then the really interesting aspect concerns the secondary peaks
at x/H = 0.765 and 0.849. Whilst there were small mean velocity reversals
in this region, the magnitude of the secondary T'R .I, .. peak did not
correspond with them in the manner in which it did below xfH = 0.630. One
may speculate that there was some cross-flow at x/H = 0.765 and 0.849
which contributed to the magnitude of the secondary peak. All these
speculations, as regards cross-flow, will be checked with the graphical
calculations of the lateral mean velocity, v, the results of which are
presented in Section 7.3.9.
72.2 TILE lEA! TEXPERATURE II 0 AID Iuv FORIAT
In this Section the presentation of mean temperature data is of Nuv
against 0 = (T-TREF)/(Tw-TREF) where TREF has been taken to be either the
centre-line temperature or TMXN (TM IN is the temperature In either boundary
layer, between the wall and the centre-line, where the modulus of (TW-TMIN)
is a ma.%imu]I). For an isothermal environment the centre-line temperature =
xw, but In some cavities the latter reference temperature (the result of a
horizontal temperature inversion) becomes important as it is this
temperature on which the wall heat transfer rate depends.
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The evaluation of Iuv is very important. Xost researchers have failed
to properly identify the temperature at which the thermal conductivity has
been evaluated, and indeed, there have been some manipulations of JUY which
have subtly altered it from the standard representation of Q Nwy/tkT]. The
evaluation of IUV for this thesis is based on the work of Cheesewright (57]
which is now clarified.
Consider the energy equation as described in equation (1.6), and which
is repeated below.
udi + vdl. =	 - dT	 (7. 1)
dx	 dy	 dy3 dy
In the thermal sub-layer the turbulence quantity v'T' can be considered
to be negligible, as can the inertia terms on the L.H.S. of equation (7.1).
Row, as the thermal diffusivity is considered constant (a mormally varies
with temperature but is evaluated at a reference temperature in the
Boussinesq approximation) the equation may be Integrated twice to yield:
aRT = aRTW CtQwy	 (7.2)
One may now subtract the product of a reference temperature and UR
from each side of equation (7.2) and divide through by c &nd (Tw-TcEF) to
give:
	
(TTw) = 1 - __________	 (7.3)
(TW-TREF)	 kw (TWTREF)
Equation (7.3) may be represented as 8 = 1 - NUv which is exactly the
same as proposed by- Cheesewriht (57] in equation (225) but here one sees
how Nuv should be evaluated. Incidentally, this equation also confirms the
linear distribution of temperature in the thermal sub-layer, which was not
a precondition in the evaluation of equation (7.2).
As Cheesewright (571 has shown significant success in the collapse of
full temperature profiles using 8 and JUV, it is logical to use these two
groups in the presentation of the full cavity temperature profiles.
Consider now Figures 7.5-7.14 which depict Juv against 0 for the
heated and cooled walls of Series 3, 4, 5 and 6.
The first point to consider is which reference temperature provides a
better basis for the comparison of profiles. One sees from Figures 7.6 and
7.8 (heated wall Series 3 and 4) that the agreement between profiles was
reasonable when TE was used. Rowever, the agreement between profiles was
better when IM IN was used, as shown by Figures 7.5 and 7.7 (the heated wall
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Series 3 and 4). The latter observation -was not unexpected as T. was only
estimated (the recorded value in each case being Unreliable) whereas TM IN
was reliable Therefore one must consider other scenarios in which one of
the temperatures may be.4 expected to provide a better basis for comparison,
since the current results -are inconclusive.
Coneidez the oase where (thei vertical centre-line teaperatur gradient
is much larger tham that of either Series 3 or 44 As a result, the
horizontal temperature9 inversion would also be much largerc In such
circumstances the minimum value of would be lower rthan 'rtha ainiaium in
-eitherSeries 3 or 4., Thus the mnge of Values that B. could assume is seen
to be variable if 1. were used, but constant. if TM IN were tueed It is this
variation in 8 which shows -that zany comparison of nefl temperature
profiles would be made easier by using TM xt especially when considering
proilee where-i 1	 T8
It is important tar note that 'the-choice of ,i-ifor 'the comparison of
-meant temperature profiles does not mean that To is abandoned in all other
analyses. Indeed, it is used far morecoften than ,mir (a.g in 'local heat
transfer caIoulations fo Gr*- and' Lix )ir
Prom Figures ? 1.? afld one notes that agreement between the
profi:kes at various heights within 'the. turbulent boundary layer tf each
Series was vsry gooth Figure 7411. shows that th. agreement rbetween the
heated wail profiles ct diffea'ent Serie i.c3, 4 and 5) was alsa very
good.
Attention i nowc turaethier themean temperatur, profiles at the cooled
walL Figures 7412 and 7413 show relevant profiles from Series 3- and 4
respectively. One notes that the agreement between. th. profiles of each
graph is markedly less than. -that of rTthe heated wall profiles. Profiles
based -on T were alsor calculated-end showed even less agreement than those
of igures 7.42- and -7.139 These graphs- have &not been presented as the use
of TMIN has already been justified.
Yhen heated and cooled wall profiles (from the -turbulent downstream
flow) 'were compared in Figure 71* & difference between the 'thermal
boundary layers-at zeach wall became evident.
The general lack of agreement between the he&ted and cooled wall non-
dimensionalised profiles was most probably duewto the characteristics of
the flow down the cooled wall being significantly altered from natural
convection flow (foP n/H < 0.360) by the loss of cooled wall boundary layer
fluid to the heated wall boundary layer, where a transition process was
starting at approximately n/H = 0.229.
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Those cooled wall prof lies which most closely matched those from the
heated wall were at x^'ll 0.630- 0.497 and 0.360 In Series 3 and 0.630 and
0.497 in Series 4, all in the central vertical region. This 1 as would be
expected if the absolute value of the derivative with respect to height of
the mass flow, in both boundary layers, was relatively small in the central
region thus indicating a relatively email net cross flow between the
boundary layers Such a situation has been reported ii many research papers
and evidence to support this will be presented in Section 7.3.9.
loving on from the Q.I.C. Series data to that of the Poitiers Series,
one sees from Figure 710 that the heated wall temperature profiles from
Series 6 were the most interesting. The Figure shows that the profiles at
xIll = 0.68, 0079 and 0.91 were all, identical, but different from those of
Series 35. Only the profile at xIH 0.47 was the same as those from
Series 3-5. It is clear that the difference between the- Pc!ltiers and Q1.C.
profiles must have been due to-the reduced cavity width preventing the same
lateral development of the thermal boundary layer downstream from x/H =
0.47, as was seen in the Q.I.G. Series.
The final comments on the temperature profiles are connected -with the
work of Cheeswrlght (5?) and Sibere et al [60] where lfl(JUy) was plotted
against 9. Both of these works used temperature data from vertical flat
plates, and so Ti z was the best choice of reference temperature for
comparison between their data and the present. This view was re'-lnforoed
when considering the presentation by Cheesewrlght and Ziai (59], of a
comparison of cavity and flat plate mean temperature data using T as the
reference temperature in both casesi- The difference between the profiles
from each scenario was significant.
Cheesewright (571 found a linear relationship between ln(Ju') and 0,
of 8 = 028 - 0.08 in (Iuv) for in {JUV) ranging from 0.8 to 3.1. The data
presented by Siebers et al (60) also- showed a linear relationship between 8
and a range of the natural log of a variation of Juv
Figures 7.15 and 7.16 show the present data in the format of
Cheesewright £5?]. One notes that when in (lu') was positive there were
three ranges where a linear relationship could be considered to exist, and
one range when in (JUdi was negative. The ranges of in (Juv) and the
equatione for each range were as follows:
For -'-L3	 ln(Juy) 'C 0	 8	 0.33 0.311n(luy)	 (7.4>
For	 0 ( lnuy) < 0.6	 0 = 0.34 - .24ln(Ju,')	 (7.5)
For 0.6 ( ln(Ju) < 12	 0 = 0.29 0.161i(Iuv) 	 (7.6)
For 1.2 ( in(Juy) < 2,2 	 9	 0.21 - 0.09ln(Juv 	 (7.?)
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The last range had a gradient of approximately -0.09 which was very
close to that found by Cheesewright (57]. However, the y intercept was
considerably different at 0.21. This underlines the difference between the
present cavity flow and that for a Vertical flat plate.
Th. near wall profile presented in Figure 7.15 was in good agreement
with that of Ziai (1) who had shown that the thermal sub'layer (for air) in
both avity and flat plate flows is very 'similar. The T'I* .M .e. data indicated
that in -the present stx1y the thickness of the thet*al sub-layer was 1 6mm
which was very close to the !.6-2.Oam put forward b7 Zial-Ili.
?2 .3 THE VERTICAL CEITRB-IIH TEXPERATURK DISTRIBUT 101
The non-dimensional vertical centre-line temperature distributions are
Sbbwn in Figur 7.17 for Series 1-4, and Figure 7I8 for Series 5-V. In all
but Serted Z there were- 'two cen-tre-l1ne temperatures which 'could be used to
Calculate 6 1hese tWO temperatures were always different
by at leaSt 0.3K indicatilig '-that either' the wall temperatures had changed
slightly froi ons half of the -run 'to the bther, of. 'that the thermocouples
were not reading the same absolute value. To Compensate f or either of these
effects a compromise aa made ii -alulatint the tOfl-di*ensiOflal Value, 8.
The formula used to -calculate 8 at the centre-line -wasf
OCL= _____________	 (7.8)
(1 + iTC/TH>
Yhere IH is the difference between the heated wall temperature and
that of the centre-line fluid for the first half of the run, and tTc the
difference between the teJn)erature of the cooled wall and the centre-line
fluid for the second half of the run.
From Figure 7.17 one notes the substantial difference in centre-line
temperature between Series 1 and 2, the temperature of the centre-line fluid
being higher in the latter Series at all heights. This shows conclusively
that the effect of an increase in heat transfer throup the vertical side
walls is a reduction in the temrrature of the fluid at the centre-line,
The centre-line temperatures for Series 3 have been corrected for an
effect which became apparent in the calculation of the turbulence quantity
The corrected values showed good agreement with the data of Series 2,
but were generally higher. This was not expected as the local removal of
blocks of polystyrene should have led to a small reduction in the non-
dimensional temperatures of Series 3 compared to those of Series 2.
However, one can easily explain the observation.
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Figure 7.19 compares the non-dimensional centre-line temperature for
Series 3 (before and after the corrections were applied) to those of Series
2 and 5. One sees that the corrected data were generally higher than the
uncorrected data. If one could apply the same correction to the Series 2
data then they would increase. One would then expect to see little
difference between the Series 2 and 3 data.
The non-dimensional temperature data of Series 4 were lower than
those of Series 3 which were for a higher wall temperature difference. This
trend was reversed in the comparison between Series 6 and 7 where the
latter, with the higher wall temperature difference, showed a lower non-
dimensional centre-line temperature than the former, The reason for the
reversed trends is not clear.
The two main factors which would be expected to influence the non-
dimensional centre-line temperature are the difference between the ambient
temperature and the average of the wall temperatures, and, the extent (and
characteristics) of the flow down the vertical side walls which is
determined by the difference in wall temperatures and the effectiveness of
the insulation on the side walls.
One may Mve expected the non-dimensional temperature data of those
cavities with the higher wall temperature differences to have exhibited
lower non-dimensional centre-line temperatures due to an Increase in the
heat transfer coefficient at the vertical side walls. This would have arisen
because the local temperature drop between the external ambient temperature
and the average of the wall temperatures would be higher (the local heat
transfer coefficient being expected to increase with increasing local
temperature drop). Such a variation of heat transfer coefficient with
temperature drop is also linked to the trend necessary for Ru',. to be a
constant at the velocity peak within a cavity.
As has been shown in Tables 7.1-7,4, the heat transfer coefficient Is
dependent on the characteristics of the flow (i.e. Is the flow laminar or
turbulent). When the flow has a "laminar aspect" to It the beat transfer
coefficient is lower. A flow down the vertical side walls which exhibits a
laminar aspect would be more likely at lower wall temperature differences
and so higher non-dimensional centre-line temperatures would be expected In
such cases.
Both of the effects which have been mentioned only support the
observations of the non-dimensional centre-line temperatures of Series 6
and 7. The observations from SerIes 3 and 4 still remain unexplained. One
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can only speculate that it 1. something to do with the cavity structure
which has -led. to the unexpected results.
There were .dlfferences' between the Q.X.C. and Poitiers cavity
structures, most. notably Jim the inclusion of the vertiomi rod and probe
blook in the former and a higher breadth tø width ratio '(B/IJ- in the
latter.
The ratio of breadth to width has been- shown by Xorr1son and Iran
1733 to .ffect rithe extent of the central region in the cavity which exhibits
uniform profiles' of velocity and temperatur, in the z co-ordinate
directions They recommended a ratio of 5 be used in any cavity
construction. This is larger than the ratios of 2 an&'3 employed in the
Q.LC and Poitiers -cavities.respectivel.
Generally1 there cwas goad agreement betweea the data of Series 3 and 5
which, showed thatthe 'rdecrease in height from 2b to 2.Om did 'not have a
significant effect on the non-dimensional cemtre-4ine 'temperature.
Turning 'now to the equation which describes the non-dimensional
centre-lineT temperature distj'ibuHtions, one notes that ii all the Q.1.C.
Seriea<the distributions can ber approximated as linear. Strictly speaking
this was., not the case for the .Poitiers& data but they have been approximated
as linear for the sake of a complete, consistent, set of data Theresulting
equations are given belowr
Series I	 8 x 0.449xIR) + 0,t31	 (1.9)
Series 2	 -e z S.495(xIIU) + 0.&58	 (?10
Series 3	 8 z-0-.4634z/H) -4 . 179 	 (7. 11)
Serie&-8	 &# •,473'(iIH)c+ 0.180	 (7.12)
Series 4	 8 = 0.464(x/H) + •.153	 47.13)
Series 5	 8 = 0.469(x/H) + 8.109	 ?.14)
Series 0	 0 = 0.411(x/H) + 8.184	 (7.15)
'Series q	 8 L443"(xJH) 48.137	 (7.16)
* oriinaluncorrectad data
Ziai (13 reported the gradient and intercept to be 8.50 and 0.19,
respectively. The closest agreemeat, 4n terms of the gradient, comes from
the data of Series 2. One would have expected a closer agreement to have
'cone from the Series 1 '3, 4 cand 5 data, where the local levels of
insulation were closer 4o that used" by Ziai. It may be that Zini (1)' did not
take-a1 his data dnto aocount when forming his equation, but if one selects
only the lully turbulent data In Serie# 1 'mmd S the 'agreement becomes
worse
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It appears that Ziai (1] imposed a line with 0.5 gradient on his data,
as this was the value that his Literature Survey found to be the most
common. Certainly, one can tell by visual inspection, that -if all his data
had been taken into account a different line would have resulted.
As the differences between the data for Series 3 and 5 are not
significant, one would have expected little difference between the data of
Ziai [1] and those for Series 3, as there was only a difference of height
(3.Om for Zlai [11 and 2.5mm for Series 3) between the two cavities. Ziai
[1] did have one triple -glazed vertical side wall which would have been
expected to reduce the non-dimensional centre-line temperature but there is
no indication of this happening.
From these observations one is faced with twc explanations as to why
there was a- difference between the data of Ziat 411 and those o:f Series 1-5.
The first is that the differenca- may be attributed to experimental
uncertainty. This is 'unlikely as the equipment used by Ziai was identical to
that used in the present study. The second reason is that the technique
used by Zial to calculate the non-dimensional values was not accurate
enough (i.e. It did not take into account the variation of wall temperatures
during the experiment). Such a mistake- is easily made and must not be made
by future researchers.
In Chapter 2 a trend was noted of decreasing non-dimensional
temperature gradient with increasing aspect ratio. This is again seen when
comparing the data from Series 3 and 4 (ilL = 5) and Series 6 and 7 (H/L =
10). This trend is most strikingly seen when one considers only the data
for xhH ) 0.47 from Series 5, 6 and 7. The equations for this region were:
Series 5	 8 = 0.404(x/H) + •.219	 (7.17)
Series 6	 8 = 0.389(x/H) + 0.200	 (7.18)
Series 7	 8 = 0.355(x/B) + •.203	 (7.19)
The data from Series 6 and 7 were best represented by twa regions,
those above and below x/B = 0.47. The equations for the lower regions were:
Series 5	 8 =0.3?2(x/H) 1 0.180	 (7.20)
Series 6	 e 0.4?4(xIli) +0.175	 (?.-21)
Series 7	 9 0.484(x/li) + 0.124	 (7.22)
1w the work of Renault 32] the lower region was said to exhibit a
laminar aspect".. This, together with other work reviewed in the Literature
Survey has indicated that (in the transitional boundary layer regime)L the
region exhibiting a "laminar aspectTM displays a slightly different non-
dimensional temperature gradient than that found in the fully developed
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turbulent flow region. The same trend has been shown to occur in all
Series, but there were differences between them.
In. Series 1-5 the non-dimensional temperature gradient in the lower
region was smaller than that in the lully developed turbulence region. This
was reversed.. in Serjes 6 and 7, which reflected the temperature
distri1,utioefound by Renault 132].
It.., is possible that the derivative of mass flow with height is
associated with the non-dimensional temperature gradients if this were the
case then in all Series the lower region would be expected to show a
inilar gradiez B$ in the fully developed flow regions nf Series 6 and 7
(where tbe derivative f mass flow was expected to be quite small In
comparison with eries i51 one would expect some difference in the
grdient to that sound n Series 1-5.
7.2.4THR. BBAt S.TRAISFRR COEFFICIEITS
1ie beat transfer ooefliclents for Series 1-7 ars presented -in Tables
7J-7,4, These data provide information which give some limited help In
determn$.ng the position of the transition process at the heated wall, and
the. height at which the flow can -be considered to be fully developed.. They
also show up differences between the flow characteristics of the heated and
coole waU boundary 'ayers.
-Consider first the data for Series - 2 and 3. One iamediatelT notes
that the tgoefficjents for the heated walls at x/Ii 0.050- -.wers 'much higher
than thpse at x/H - 0.i0y Ibis was due to the fluctuations in the flow
(Introduced when the flow turned the corner enhancing the heat transfer.
Beyond IH 0.050 -the heat transfer coefficient decreased up to and
incUud.ing xJ = •.150 This was representative of a dasping of fluctuations
y the wll. The coefficient, then increased with height as a transition
process took place and was approximat&y 'constant from x/H = 0.366
upwards, One nay therefore sume thab the flow above x/H a 0.366 was fully
develaped
The trend of the heat transfer coefficient for '-the cooled wall flow
was the same a that for the heated, wall flow. An initially high value at
= 0.950 decreasad with- ii.istance downstream until xIH = 0.850 after which
it increased to an approximately constant value from x/}I = 0.766 downwards.
The Indication from. the heat transfer ccefficiet is that- a transition
process started at approximately xfH = 0233 and finished at approximately
x/U = 0.366 for the heated wall -o.nd similarly at- xI	 0.850 and 0.766 for
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the cooled wall. These observations do not quite coincide with those of the
.M .. data, but are very similar.
The fully developed regions of both wall boundary layers exhibited
approximately the same value for the heat transfer oeffici.ent. Therefore
the coefficient did not show up any significant difference between the flow
characteristics of the heated and cooled wall flows. Jeither was there any
indication of a trend of decreasing coefficient with increasing height, as
would be expected if the position of the peak mean velocity was
characterised by a constant value of Nuv.
The data from Series 5 were very similar in magnitude to those of
Series 1-3, whereas those from Series 4 were smafler than those from Series
1-3. This showed that the coefficient was generally dependent on the wall
temperature difference, an observation which was confirmed b the data from
Series 6 and 7.
However, the data from Series 6 (whIch had th same wall temperature
difference as Series 5) were significantly larger than those Of Series 5,
thus showing that the reduction in cavity width had an effect on the heat
transfer. The difference in heat transfer coefficient must have been linked
to an increase In the turbulence level brought about by the elimination of
the core.
The data from Series 6 and '7 were also different in that the heat
transfer coefficients for the cooled wall flow were significantly lower than
those for the heated wall. The only reasonable explanation for this is the
relatively poor side wall insulation of the Poitiers cavity. This would have
promoted a substantial flow down the vertical side walls thus causing a
signi.ficant difference between the flows down each waIl. Such an effect
would have been less noticeable tfl the Q.X.C. Series as the side wall
Insulation was considerably more effective, although one might ha'e
expected to have seen this in the Series 1 data.
The effects of the insulation on the vertical side walls will be shown
in later Sections with regard to overall heat transfer, and mass flow at
the cavity mid-height.
In respect of the difference between the mean temperature profile of 9
against luv for Series at xfH 0.47 and those for the heights beyond
this, one notes that there was no indiaiion from the heat transfer
coefficient that the flow was different at xfH = 0.47 from that at the
other three heights.
Some expected trends in the heat transfer coefficient have not been
observed (e.g. reduction in coefficient with height). There are two
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expalanations for thi, either- the accuracy of the heat transfer
coefficients was poor or the expected trends Were not present. The former
exp1antion Is %ei'tainly' possible as a uncertaint of only 3% would be
s1fir th latgeat dfference between expected and öxperimental
ctf2 5 T11E LIXIL REAr 'TR&ISF!R
The local beat transfer-> elatiOnS]kip between luc an5 4rx Oi Jux and
Rax, will vary with the stratification at the cavity centre-line for any
local temperature drop. However, since the variation in the centre-line
temperature stratification was reasonably small over all Series one would
expect the relationships for Series 2 3 and 4 to be ver similar, and that
for Series 5, 6 and 7 to be similar also (providin that in the latter two
Series no substantial effect was broujht about by the relatively small
cavity width).
Local Lix, Grx and Rax have been calculated and are presented in
Tables 7.5-7.10. The choice of the reference temRerature at which the three
numbers were calculated was very important. Such a choice has been
commented uon b Zhong et al (58) and Siebers et al [60).
Zhong et al (58] merely pointed out that the use of different
reference temperatures makes comparison of experimental dta difficult, and
that there appeared to be no concensus on whic? temperature to use. Siebers
et al [60] went further b trying to introduce a correction to air data
when they were all evaluated at the environmental temperature (1..).
It appears that most researchers have failed to take into account the
fact that the equations which describe natural convection flow are subject
to the Boussinesq approximation, and it is these equations which yield the
commonly accepted relationshij JUx = Lix (GTx ,Pr) for a ver-ical flat plate
(this is the relationshi7 which is of interest in the local heat transfer
within the cavitp. It should b relembere4 that i the Boussinesq
approximation fails in an particular scenario then the relationship Lix =
Lix (GrxPr) would also be expected to fail as this is derived as a result of
the approximation, In this resect, work by Gray and Giorgini (8] has
indicated that the approximation is acceptable for a cav.t when (TH-Tc)/Tc
< 0.2. This was the case for all Series and, in terms of local heat
transfer, the ratio (TwT.)/1. was always less than 0.1 for all Series.
low, the term (Tw-T.) in the Grashof number comes from the quotient
-(pw-p.)/pJF. Previously, in SectIon 7.2.2, it was shown that a suitable
temperature at which to calculate the thermal conductivity in the Jusselt
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number was the wall temperature. To ensure a consistent approach to the
problem it 16 best to use the wall temperature as the reference temperature
in the density quotient. The quotient results directly from the Bousinesq
approximatton and so it should .be manipulated in the most accurate manner
possible. This means using the formula for an ideal gas to convert the
density quotient to the desired temperature quotient. This results in the
coefficient of thermal expansion in Grx as being the xectprocal of the
environmental, temperature. So the expression used br Grx was:
Grx = gBT(T.a-T..)x3 	 where $r	 1/Ti.	 (7.23)
By using the wall temperature as a reference temperature, and so
deriving $T as the reciprocal of the environmental temperature, one can
expect to see some minor differences between any existing air data, from a
stratified environment, and the present data. The difference will be least
when comparing data which were calculated by evaluating both $r and (pip)
at the film temperature.
The local heat transfer data are presented graphically in Figures
7.20-7.23 for the heated and cooled walls. It is seen that the data from
Series 2, 3, 4 and 5 were grouped very closely, as were the data from
Series 6 and 7. However, the heated wall data from Series 5 and series 6
were different at the lower values of Grx. The increase of ux for a given
value of Grx (from Series to was lndicat?ve of the higher levels of
turbulence at the bottom of the heated wall in the Poitiers cavity.
The relationship between lux and Grx has been calculated for two
regions at each wall. The first is associated with the flow displaying a
laminar aspect, whilst the second is the region associated with the fully
turbulent flow. The demarcation, in terms of Grx, between each region has
been chosen arbitrarily as Insufficient data exist to fix it absolutely. The
local heat transfer relationships for Series 2, 3, 4 and 5 were:
JtJ	 = 0.30Grx0 . 2	Grx < ,35xlØ	 heated wall	 (7.24)
Jux = ø.ø30Grx 39 Grx ) 2.35x1ø	 heated wall	 (7.25)
lux = 0.635Grx, 3e Grx < 5.05x10e	cooled wall	 (7.26)
Lix = 0.ø06Grx 47' Grx > 5.05xl0	 cooled wall	 (7.27)
The local heat transfer relationships for Series 6 and 7 were:
Lix = ø.196Grx 4 Grx < 3.60x10	 heated wall	 (7.27)
Jux = ø.ø50Grx 76 Grx > 3.6GxlOe heated wall	 (7.28)
Lix = ø.144Grx 32 Grx < i.0øxl0	 cooled wall	 (7.29)
lux = ø.l2øGrxe.36 Grx > l.øøløe cooled wall	 (7.30)
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There was no distinct trend in the relationships for each individual
Series, indicating that the local heat transfer relationship was not
significantly affected by the range of dl/dx at the centre-lines of the
cavities.- For hatural convection ifl an -isothermal environment the powers on
the Gra5hof number for laminar and turbulent flow are generally accepted as
0.25 and 0.333, respectively. In all of t-the relationships shown above, the
powers were greater than those for an isothermal environment.
The only other local heat transfer data available are those of Cowan
st al [12) from the heated wall of a water cavity Their data are shown in
Figure 7.24 together with lines representing the current data. The agreement
between the air and w&ter data was poor, with the water cavity data
exhibiting the larger Value of lu at all experimental values of Grx.
It was thought that the use of Rax might improve the agreement
between the water and air data, and s Figure 7.25 was produced. This
Figure shows the local heat transfer data from the present Study together
with those frol Cowan .t al t121 using Rax instead of Grx. In this case it
Was the air data which exbil5tted- the larger aluee of lU at all
experimental %'alues of Rag , a reverse of the situation in Figure 724.
Therefore, the data -in Figures T.24 and 725 further demonstrate that there
is a Prandtl number dependency in the Idcal heat tranefer function.
The present local heat transfer data can be used in an attempt to
predict the centre-Tine temperature distribution f or the theoretical case of
ZerO heat transfer through th vertical s1de walls. This would mean equal
heat transfer t each acti?e wall bitb litti. change in the heat ttansfer
through the floor and ceiling.
To predict the centre-line temperature distributiofl one must first
select an appropriata gradient. For the Q.I.C. cavity this was 0.495, the
gradient from the Series 2 data which matches closely the gradient most
frequently found by Ziai (1) in his Literature Survey. The resulting
distribution w&s3
o	 •.495(x/H) 4 0.21	 (7.31)
The gradient chosen for the Poitiers cavity was 0.411 (from Series 6)
which was very close to that found by Renault (32].
	
d •.411(x/R) + 0.2&	 (7.32)
The tWO eqTiatians above predict( O at xfH = 0.5 to be 0.46 and 0.48
respectively, which compare favourablT to 0 0.46, at mid-height, reported
by Schmidt and Yang (14) and e = 0.44 by Gier fld Schmidt (15), for a
reasonably well insulated water cavity. HoweVer, when all closing boundaries
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are adiabatic the arguments presented in Section 2.8 predIcted 8 > 0.5 at
mid-height.
1either equation (7.31) or (7.32) come close to the reported centre-
line temperature distribution In the well Insulated water cavity of Cowan et
al (12], but equation (7.31) is similar to the reported distribution in the
ethyl-alcohol cavity of Kutateladze et al (35].
7.2.6 OVERALL HEAT TRAISFER
The overall heat transfer rates at each wall for Series 1-7 are given
in Table 7.11.
It is seen that the improvement in the vertical side wall Insulation
from Series 1 to 2 resulted in a reduction in heat transfer through these
walls, such that the percentage loss dropped from 37.4% to 22.8% (this was
for wall temperature differences of approximately 42.5K for Series 1 and
46.2K for Series 2).
In order to validate the quantitative nature of the overall heat
transfer data one must be able to adequately account for AQ'w in all Series,
and, most especially, for the dissimilar trends in percentage loss between
SerIes 3 and 4 and Series 6 and 7. (It will be seen that Q'w can be
accounted for by heat transfer to the cavity structure and through all
closing walls).
Most striking is the rise in percentage loss from Series 3 to Series
4. This may be explained in two ways, either the heat transfer to the
cavity structure in both Series was approximately constant, or that the
heat transfer through the vertical side walls in both Series was
approximately constant.
One may attempt to examine the first explanation by estimating the
heat transfer through the closing walls, By consideriiig the outer wall
temperature to be approximately 20 C and the average temperature of the
inner walls to be that of the centre-line fluid at x/H = 0.497, it was
estimated that the heat transfer through the closing walls would account
for 40-45W/rn in Series 3 and 33-37W/rn In Series 4, of Q'w. This left
deficits of 27.4-32.4W/rn and 29.7-33.7W/m in Series 3 and 4, respectIvely,
which are approximately equal. (It is recognized that the deficit for Series
4, as calculated here is higher than that for Series 3, but as temperature
measurements of the Internal and external closing wall temperatures were
not maae, the calculations presented here can only be considered to be
valid to approximately ±20% at best).
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In further support of the first explanation is the fact that the
vertical probe support rod passed through the Q.X.C4 cavity. This would have
provided a ready patk for heat transfer to the remainder cf the cavity
structure,
Jow,t one may compare the var1ntion in Q'iii between Series-? and 6, to
that between Series 3 and 4. [n Series 3 and 4 the value oft AQ', only
dropped from 7a.4V/a to S617Vfla, whereas in Series 7 and it dropped from
198.1W/i to 118.lVfm. In the Poitiers cavity there was no internal structure
which could provide a path to the bulk of the cavity structure and so the
ratio of Q'w between Series 6 and 7 would be expecte&to be close to that
of the ratio of 'the heat transfer through the closing walls in both Series.
The ratio of AQ\. from Series rô to' that ot Series ? was approx1mately 0.6,
and the 'ratio of the heat tran5fe through the closing walls (assuming' an
external wa1l temperature of 16 '(i) was -calculated -to be 05.' The closeness
of these two ratios definitely suggests that the heat tra'ns:fer to the
cavity etructure was approximately-the sasei in Series 3 and 4.
Going back tc the second explanation one sees that if it were to be
valid then the difference between the inneri and outer side wall
temperatures would have had to b apptoximately equal in both Series 3 and
4 This would have been unlikely given the values of Q't. in Series 6 and 7.
If one accepts the reasoning that the first explanation is probably
correct, then the observation of the variation in non-dimensional centre-
line temperature between Series 3 and 4 (Section' ?.a.41 may be accounted
for. The non-dimensional centre-line temperatures of Series 4 were lower
than those of Series r which coul& have been brought about by the
disproportionate heat tkansferi in -Series 4, to the cavity'structure.'
Of course, cthe heat transfer rate where the- measurCments were taken
nee& aot bave been constant over the" entire breadth of the active walls.
Prot measuremeat.e tkn at & 150mm offset from wall centre-lines the heat
transfer rates were seen to be the same as those at the wall centre-line,
but the remaining 70% of the wall area was not investigated.
Ziai Li I undertook -experiments' which gave an estimate of the heat
transfer 1roia each active wall as a percentage' of the heat transfer at the
wall centre-lines. This estimate was 90%. Therefore it Ic possible 'that the
true values spf oQV for Series 3 and 4 were 052Y/a and 60.OV/m, thus
reducing the deficits by 7.2W/i and 6.7Va respectively.
h attempting to explicitly account- for u tn- Series 3, one may
estimate a. best and worst case of 7% and 14% of AQ'w being' attributed to
heat transfer to the cavity structure.
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low, the object of these calculations was to verify the validity of the
beat transfer rates calculated from the near wall mean temperature data.
This was necessary as Zial (11 had expressed some doubts as to the
validity of his heat transfer rates calculated from data gathered using the
same equipment used in the present etudy. Vith a range of ?-14% of the
total heat transfer from the heated wall being attributed to beat transfer
to the cavity structure, the present heat transfer data would appear to be
validated.
7.2.7 TVO-DIXBIS1ONAL CHECKS
In both Series and 4 a number of runs were made at an offset of
150mm from the wall centre-lines (z 650mm) These checks at x/R z 0.229,
0.497 and 0.949, showed the mean temperature profiles to be identical to
those at the wall centre-lines (z = SGOmm). All differences between profiles
fell within the range of uncertainties estimated' in Chapter 6.
This means -that the central 30% of the cavity (at least) exhibited a
uniform mean temperature distribution, and consequently, uniform wall beat
flux. This resulted from a breadth ta width ratio of 2, which was
significantly less than the ratio of 5 proposed by lorrison and Tran (73],
to ensure uniform profiles of velocity and temperature- in the central cavity
region.
7.2.8 SUIHRY D TilE FILDIIGS
FROX THE THXPERATURE RESULTS
Rorizontal temperature inversions were seen, -as in other previously
presented data, but were found to be associated with regions of turbulent
flow. Howeverr the existence -of turbulent flow was no guarantee of a
horizontal inversion as the cavity width also had a considerable influence.
The effects of a smaller 'cavity -width tended to eliminate the horizontal
inversion.
The distribution of I .. was a reasonable indicator of the onset of
transition within the boundary layers at each -wall. For the range Ra1- =
2.263x10' - 4.486x10, the 'range of Grx and Rax at which the onset of
transition was seen was 2.8@xl0 -.( Gr < 1.75x10 and liQCxlOe -C Ra,i <
1.22x10 for the heated wall, and 1.59x108 ( Grx ( .01x108 and l.11x10 <
Rax ( 4.21x105 for the cooled wall,
In order to compare mean temperature profiles from different scenarios
the presentation of 6 against uy should be made using the thermal
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conductivity evaluated at the wall temperature and TMIN as the outer
temperature.
Using 8 against NUV has shown that the dooled wall thermal boundary
layer did not develop in the same manner as the heated wall thermal
boundary- layef it was proposed that the substantial crose-flow induced by
the transition process at the heated wall was responsible frn' this.
The 8 egaihet JUv ptesentatiofl hae also shOwn that the development of
the heated wall thermal boundary layer diffeted between Series 3 and 6, the
difference being promoted by the chatge i cavity width.
The heat transfer coefflient indicated which regions in the cavity
were applicable to fully developed flow, as in these regions it was
approximately i1stait it also hoIed the effect Of change -in cavity
width for constant RaH. A decrease in oavity width increased the heat
transfer coefficient.
The non-dimensional vertical temperature gradient varied within the
cavities depending on whethef the loa1 region featured a flow with
'lam1nar spets, or fully developed turbulence. it also varied with the
aspect ratio, decreaeing as H/L mci-eased.
The vertical centre-line temperature was alsd affected b the level of
insulation on the vertioal Side WaflS. The centre-line temperature increased
as the side wall insulation increased, with all other parameters constant.
The local heat tranefer calculationS showed that the power on the
Grashof number, in both the 'laminar aspect' and fully' ieveloped turbulence
regions, wa greater than that previously found in flat plate flow.
The thickness Of the thermal sub4 layerr in the present study tas been
found to be 1.6mm which compares very favourably with that found by
-pre'ioua Teaearchefa.
7.3 ThB VELCXTrY FIRLD
A full Set Of velooity pbfiles are presented -in dimeneiOna] form for
series 3r and C (cue SerieS each for the Q.N.C. and PoitierS ca'itiesY.
The veloclt cbrrectidns proposed in thapter 6 háv been applied to
all the Q.X.C. data presented in this Chapter. However, Appendix A contains
the original, uncorrected, data.
Local wall shear streeses have been calculated directly from the data,
and subsequently used in the calculations of th distributiOns of
across the velocity boundary layers. From these distributions of 	 an
estimate of the thickness of the viscous sub-layet became possible,
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A discussion of the various velocity scales proposed by other
researchers has been undertaken. This has been supplemented by an attempt
by the present author to derive a suitable scale for the near wall region.
!ass flow data have been calculated which show the effects of the
dominant transition process at the heated wall, and. of heat loss through
the vertical side walls.
An attempt has been made to estimate the velocity profiles of Series 3
for adiabatic vertical side walls. This attempt was based an predicting
local Grx for such a condition, when given a predicted centre-line
temperature distribution, and extrapolating profiles from Series 3 and 4 at
values close to the predicted Grx.
Lateral mean velocities have also been calculated graphically. They are
compared to those measured by another Q,LC. researcher.
7.3.1 THE XEAI AID FLUCTUATIIG COIPONEITS OF VELOCITY
Consider the mean velocity profiles of Series 3, presented in Figure
7.26. The profiles were similar to those of Ziai 113 apart from the central
cavity region, where he could not satisfactorily measure the fluid velocity
using hot-wire anemometry.
The development of the flow, starting at the bottom of the heated
wall, will now be discussed.
The thickness of the velocity boundary layer was at it's smallest at
the bottom of the heated wall, only increasing in thickness by a relatively
small amount when going froi* x/H 0.046 to 0.143. In contrast the peak
mean velocity increased significantly over this height from 0.205 to
0 .340m/s.
The most noticeable aspect of the boundary layer, at the bottom of the -
heated wall, was at the outer edge of the boundary layer at x/H = 0.046.
Here, there was a significant region of upward flow which was not present
at the two heights immediately above. This upward flow could have arisen in
two ways. Firstly, it could have occurred as a result of the flow turning
the corner, or secondly, it could have been due to heat transfer to the
fluid, from the floor, resulting ii a local upward flow.
A significant change in the boundary layer oocurred at xIll = 0229
where the thickness increased substantially and the peak mean velocity
reached a maximum of 0.364m/s. The development of the boundary layer up to
this height was very similar to that observed in a laminar boundary layer
which then starts to undergo transition.
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The peak mean velocity dropped when going from i/H = 0.229 to 0.360,
but rose again to •.352ii/e at x/H 0.497, the thickness increasing at each
height
Contrary to the previous- obeervatiose of Schmidt and Wang [14] and
Gie]. and Schmidt t13, the maximum peak velocity was not observed at- mid-
height but at x/H = 0.229, where a transition process 'is predicted to have
Just .tarted.. Indeed aBimilar state of affairs existed 4n- c8eries 4 where
the maximum peak 'velocity- of 0.33'F*/s was--at i/H 0.229, wIth the peak
velocity at x/U 0.49? being -1295m/s, and SerIes'-5 with the maximum of
0.363m/s at i/H = 0283 and the peak velocity at i/H - 0.634 being
0.305m/s.
Tb. present authQr appreciates that a. 'more detailed survey would be
necessary to- locate the position of the maximum -peak velocity, but also
notes that there is no guarantee that it would be close to mid-height
rather than chse ta the height where transition has started.
VitbT respect to the last point of -the possibility of the maximum peak
mean veLocity being -eesooiated with the regIon.-vhere transition oocurs, one
notes that such a trend was preseo.t rL -the numerical calculation. of Ozoe
al 33r]
It was at *111 = 0,229 that the first 'velocity reversal wa seen at the
edge rof the heated wall boundary layer. This -was associated with a
substantial increase h mass fiow- coup le& with' the onset of transition (the
jass cflDW 4s discussed ii more deta.t in Sect ion q .3 .8-.
The magnitud. of the peak -reversed. velocity increased until i/H =
0.849 after which it decreased slightly.
rThe peak mean velocity decreased with height- after 'i-/B a 0.497.
Associated witb this was a gradual 'f lattening of the' peak velocity region,
and an increase in r.th5 value -tof y at hicb the flret -position of zero
velocity was noted. For i/B 0.497 ta'-0.949 the first lateral position of
-zero 'eJocd.ty varied trom-y 1125 to 134,5mm..
The position of the peak jean v.locity, at all heights above i/H =
0.30, was difficult to establish.-. Therefore the- observation of Kutateladze
et al (35], of the increase of lateral positióf the peak mean velocity
with height .could not be -confirmed.
blowing the flow aci-osa the ceiling to the top of the cooled wall
one notes. t)iat the mean -velocity profil, at x/H -' i949 was quit. different
from that diagonally opposite-at th.bottom. of the heated wall.
he boundary layer ati ithe top -of the cooled wall-,rwas -much thicker
than that already described at the bottom- of the heated wall. The
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difference can be attributed to a number of factors resulting from the
failure of the turbulence within the flow across the ceiling to collapse to
anywhere near the extent that it did within the flow across the floor.
The collapse of the turbulence within the flow along the floor of the
cavity meant -that an almost full transition process could occur within the
heated wall boundary layer.
Associated with the transition process at the heated wall, will have
been a cross-flow to the heated wall boundary layer within the bottom third
of the cavity (to accomadate the increase in mass flow brought about by the
transition process).
However, with less collapse of the turbulence within the flow across
the ceiling, a much less prominent transition would be expected, which
would not be associated with such a large increase in mass flow as that
at the heated wall.
The reduced cross-flow in the upper third of the cavity 1 as compared
to that in the lower third, meant that the mass flow at the top of the
cooled wall was much greater than that at the bottom of the heated wall,
thus resulting in a much thicker boundary layer.
One does note that the mean velocity profile at the top of the cooled
wall was not as smooth. as any at the heated wall, there being a well
defined kink" 4n the profile. It appears that fluid close to the wall was
behaving in a similar manner to the fluid at the bottom of the heated wall.
One could extrapolate the near wall mean velocity profile to show a much
thinner boundary layer, although still thicker than that at the bottom of
the heated wall.
The sante phenomenon was evident at x/H = 0.898, only more pronounced.
It seems that the near wall fluid was affected by the wall so that it
behaved in a manner similar to the 'lantinar—like flow at the bottom of the
heated wall..1he effect was still present at t/H = 0.849 and 0.765. Only at
x/H = 0.630 did the mean velocity profile become smooth again, thus
indicating that a transition process may have occurred in the near wall
fluid, causing the boundary layer to became turbulent acrosa it'E entire
width.
Jo velocity reversal was found at the outer edge of the cooled wall
boundary layer at xIli = 0.949, 0.165 or 0.630, although such a reversal was
present at all other heights.. Ihe reversal was at a maximum at x/R ' '0.229.
Because of the difference between the extent of collapse of the
turbulence "in the floor and ceiling boundary layers, nd the predicted
result in difference between cn3ss-flow, there- was a subatantlal difference
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in the overall development of the cooled wall boundary layer compared to
that of the heated wall boundary layer.
The peak mean velocity in the cooled wall boundary layer increased
with distance downstream until, at x/H 3.849, it was •.258m/s. The peak
mean velocity then decreased at i/H 0.765, but then increas.d again to a
maximum of 027Cm/s at x/IJ = 3.497. Thus the maximum peak mean velocity,
of the cooled wall- boundAry layer, was observed at *id-height. (The
stations at which the maximum peak mean velocity occurred in Series 4 and
5 were mill = 0.631 and. G.482.-respectively).-
The peak mean velocity decreased with distance downstream after x/}I =
0.497. Associated with thie- were- a decrease in mass flow an& a decrease in
the first lateral position of the zero mean velocity, from y = 121.5 to
66r.5mmi
Consider now the mean velocity distribution of Series Cr- shown in
Figure 7.27,
Starting again at the bottom of the heated wal] one immediately notes
that the boundary layer was at it e thinnestat mill = o,ia.
The boundary layer thickness increased withr distance downstream with
a substantial increase-occurring when going from mill- 025 to 0.50, At the
same time the peak mean velocity increased- reaching ' maximum -of .351m/s
at x/H = 0.50.
The description of the development of the heated wall boundary layer
so far Is very similar to- that -in -$eries 3, a:Lthough a more meaningful
direct comparison may be made between Series C and 6 as the cavity heights
were identIcal and the wall temperature differences almost -the same.
Yhen comparing the Series and 6 mean velocity data at mill 0.12 in
Series 6 and x/H 0.118 ii Series -5 one notes that the thickness of each
boundary layer was almost the same, but the peak mean velocity was
greatest in $eries 6-. ThIs was -not surprising as the- relatively poor level
of insulation.-.-t- the Foitiers cavity was expected to result in higher peak
velocities In the heated wall boundary 1ayer of the Poitiere cavity, when
both cavities were subject to the same- wall temperatures.
Jow ' although the- wall temperature difference in Series 5 and 6 was
almost the same, the absolute wall- temperatures were not. The wall
temperatures in Series were lower than in Series 5 Vith the same level
of insulation 4or both cavities one might have expected -a lower peak mean
velocity in Series 6 because the local density would have been lower, and
so tQ keep mase fJ.ow consfiant the mean velocity across a profile would
have to have been lower. Therefore the occurrence of the greater peak mean
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velocity in Series 6 underlines the difference in effectiveness between the
insulation used in each cavity.
Returning to the development of the heated wall boundary layer in
Series 6 one sees that the boundary layer had not fully developed by i/H =
0.50, as the profile changed significantly when going from x/H = 0.50 to
0.65. At the latter height the profile from the peak to the cavity centre
was more like a straight line, as compared to the definite curve at i/H =
0.50.
One other very important feature was noted at x/H = 0.50. This was the
meeting of the heated and cooled wall boundary layers in the centre of the
cavity. This aspect was also noted at all heights above mid-height.
The peak mean velocity decreased with height after x/ll = 0.50, as did
the mass flow, These decreases in peak mean velocity and mass flow, which
were also seen in Series 7, did not support the previous observation of
Renault and Doan-Kim-Son (30] who claimed that each mean velocity profile
was similar, and so exhibited "self-preservation".
So far no mention has been made of any region, at the outer edge of
the heated wall boundary layer, where regions of reversed velocity were
seen. This is because none were seen for the heated wall boundary layer.
This was one of the major differences between the Q.X.C. and Poitlers cavity
data.
It has already been mentioned previously, that the reduction in cavity
width prevented a horizontal temperature inversion. It would also seem that
the reduction in cavity width has prevented any occurence of a region of
reversed velocity at the edge of the heated wall boundary layer.
The data from Series 5 showed an increase in the first position of
zero velocity from y 86mm at x/H = 0.482, to y 100mm at i/H 0.634
and 0.784, and y a 130mm at x/H 0.931.
The position of the first zero velocity showed that there was
insufficient lateral distance to allow a region of reversed 'velocity to
exist, providing that the heated wall boundary layer of Series 6 developed
in a similar manner to that of Series 5, One must also remember that with
a less effective level of insulation, the resulting increase of boundary
layer thickness of Series 6 (as compared to Series 5) would have
contributed to the non-existence of a region of reversed velocity.
One other point arising from the boundary layer thickness of Series 5
is it's increase between the heights of x/H -' 0.482 and 0.634. This <-
indicated that the boundary layer wa not fully developed at x/H = 0.482.
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The development of the cooled wall boundary layer will now be
examined.
At 'the 'top 'of the cooled wall (x/N 0.95) the mean eloolty' profile
was very similar to those in' ths fully developed 'Thgion of the heated wall,
but further down 'the wair at x/B 0.80 the prof tie Showed a distinct
difference in the near wall fluid. This was similar to that found in Series
3 wherez it was' proposed that'-the influence of 'the waIl promoted- a reduction
in the turbulence ot the fluid close to it, but left- the fluid further out
unaffected £
11th increas1g distance downstream the peak mean velocity continued
to increase until a maximuw of 0289m/s ywas reached at i/li s ,.5e. Below
i/H = 0.50 the peak mean velocity decreased as tn Series 3.
The most interesting aspect Dfi Series 6 and 7 ,vae the presence of
regions of reversed velocity at the edge of the cooled wail boundary layer
at the two lowest heightr of rIM = 0.25- and *.12i These 'regions merged with
the heated icall boundary layer si that a position of zero velocity did not
occ betweeir the theated wall and the cavity eentr&
in Series it was noted that regions of reversed 'velocity *iere -found
ithen the boundary' layer was turbulent. The merging of' the reversed -velocity
region with the heated cwalL boundary layer would therefore be" expected to
have an effect on the heated 'wall boundary- layer.
Renault and Doan-Kim'-Son L30] reported that the heated wall boundary layer
at the bottom of' the heated wall- displayed a laminar' aspect, If the
boundary layer at the bottom of the 'heated- wall in the r'Q.X .C. Series was
laminar 4n nature then the reduction in cavity width, in the Poitiers
cavity? hash L.d to an inrease n turbulence in the region at the bottom of
the heated wall.
'f,onsider Figure V.28. which shows the profi)ea of u from Series
3. Starting at the bottom of the heated wall one sees' that the 'peak value
of u'.i. 4ncreased downstream -to a mazimum at x/ = 0.$98.
Unlike the 'temperature LX S. data there was no reduction iii the peak
value of u', when moving from x/H 0.046 to .098, howesr thO Series
4 data 4M show that the peak values o'i,,,a. at i/H * 0.096 and 0.145
were the same, indicating that"the wall 'had -all influenc8 which resulted in
the damping of fluctuations.
Most striking was -'the lack of a local maziau in peak 0R A .. to
indicate transition proosssv however, Series 4 and 5 did exbfbit different
characteristics.
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In Series 4 the peak value of U'R .9. decreased going from x/H = 0.360
to 0.496, but then Increased to a maximum at xfU = 0.849. In Series 5 the
m&xinium in peak u !R .,. . was at x/H 0.283, By taking the data from Series
3, 4 and 5 one 19 able- to propose that a maximum in peak U 'Ft ii.9. does exist
somewhere in the transitional region, but that it's- location can only be
determined by detailed study.
In the cooled wall boundary layer the peak -value -of u' .I't .. increased
downstream from z/H = 0.949 to e.765 after which it decreased, although the
difference between the peak values of u'R ,. for the heights x/H = 0.630 to
0.360 was minimal. Exactly the same trend was shown by the Series 4 data,
and a similar trend was shown by the Series 5 data where the maximum peak
value of U ' t .M .9. ccutred at xIB 0.634
Hence, there was no indication of transition in the near wall fluid (of
the cooled wall boundary layer) from the trend of the peak values of
U R ri ,s .1 but there was from the lateral distribution of u', .t...
The near wall profiles of u'v .e. at x/H 0.949 and 0.896 were not a
smooth curve as would be expected, but were essentially a straight line, the
value being constant. Only at x/}I = 0.849 and beyond were the profiles
again smooth, showing a well defined peak. Had the outer profile been
extrapolated at either x/H 0.949 or 0.898, then a higher value of U'R .s .S.
would have been observed. This indicates that the flow was not fully
turbulent across the entire width of the coaled wall boundary layer.
Presumably, a limited transition process took place in the near wall fluid
to result In a smooth distribution -of z'u .M .e, across the boundary layer.
Unlike the downstream trend of increasing u'i* .,i .. In the heated wall
boundary layer, the decrease In U'R is .e. beyond x/H = 0.360 was associated
with substantially decreasing mass flow.
The two extreme heights are worthy -of further mention with regards to
the distribution of U'pt.M .9..
At xfH = 0.046 one notes that U'FI.M . decreased as the flow went
towards the heated wall until y/L = 0.6, after which it remained Constant
(at approximately 0.009m/s-) until y/L = 0.12. A small increase in
then occurred which must have been linked to the upward flow seen in the
mean velocity profile. The trend in the Series 4 data was- the same except
that the reduction continued to y/L = 0.5.
At /}J 0.949 the value of u 'p ,p . . dcreased until y/i = 0 5 (the
minumum being 0.024m1s> after which it -increased slightly until y/L 0.68
when it became constant, except for a significant increase near to the wall.
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The same trend was observed in Series 4 except that u 'R ,N .. reached a
minimum at y/L = 0.4.
The	 .. data at the two extreme heights gave a good indication of
what happened to the turbulenOe in the floor and eiling boundary layers.
It is apparent that the turbulence within the floor and ceiling
boundary layers underwent collapse which was then arrested. The point to
which the turbulence collapsed being greater in the floor boundary layer.
The difference in the point to which the turbulence collapsed in the
floor and ceiling boundary layers Was due mainly to the khermal boundary
conditions on the floor nd ceiling, but was alSo influenced by the mass
flow In eah of the boundaty layers. This was important because one Would
expect the thermal boundary conditions td have only a ±inite region of
influence on the turbulence, nd so the thidker ceiling boundary layer would
impose fluctuations on the flow nearer to the ceiling whose turbulence was
being reduced.
Xovin on, one may now consider Figure 7:^9 which Shows the
distribution bf U',c,,.,.s. for Series 6.
Starting with the heated wall boundary lñTyer one sees that initially
the peak value of u'R.I .6. increased when going from x/H = 0.12 to 0,25.
After this height the value remained the same at x/! 0.50 but increased
slightly at x/H = 0.65. The peak value at x/H 0.80 was the same as that
at nil = 0.65, bu1 It dropped slightl at x/Il = 0.9 to the alue seen at
x/Ii = 0.50. One therefore sees that the range of th5 peak value Was only
0.075-0 .085m/s.
The Peason or the relatively- mll range of peak U'R .M .6. was due to
the fact that olily six heights ould be examined because of the limitations
of the Poitiers cavity. If heights below n/H = 0.12 coold have been examined
tien it is certain that smaller peak value of UR .t .6. Would have been
recorded. This proposal Is supported by the U'R .t .6. from the Cooled wall
boundary layer.
n ¶he cooled wall boundary player the lowest peak value of &R .. was
noted at nil Ø.9, it waS 0.03?mis. This was the lowest peak value
recorded in series 6. Obviously one would expect a lower value, at a
diagonally imi1ar hefghf cff n/H 0.5, at the heated wall.
Tracing the development of the peak in U'R a. in the cooled wall
boundary la$r, one sees that it Increased when going from n/H = 0.95 to
x/H = 0.80, after which it remained approximately constant until it
decreased chen going ro1i n/H = 0.25 to xfH = 0.12.
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The distribution of U' M .. within the cavity for Series 7 was very
similar, there being no height at which a local maximum in the peak value
of u'R .M .6. indicated the presence of a transition process at either wall.
In general, the profiles of U'R .I, .. in Sexi.es 7 exhibited larger values
than the profiles from Serie? 6, although the profiles at x/H = 0.12 in both
Series were almost identical, indicating that the conditions at this height
were similar in both Series.
Aost interesting is the comparison of the distribution of U'R.M .s.
Series 6 with that from Series 5. At x/H 0.50, and above, the profiles of
U 'R .I1 .s. in Series 5 exhibited larger values of U'R .M .8. than those from
Series 6. This must mean that the reduction in cavity width had a damping
effect on the turbulence in the boundary layers of Series 6 for x/H 0.50,
and above. However, at the lowest two heights the reverse was triae, thus
indicating that the reduction in cavity width had increased the turbulence
level in the boundary layers at the lowest heights. This evidence supports
the proposal made in Chapter 2 that the non-existence of a steady laminar
region in the cavity of Ralph et al [31] was due to the influence of
surrounding turbulent regions.
7.3.2 COXIEITS ARIS1IG OUT OF THE
USE OP TILE LASER DOPPLER ANEXONETER
The circumstances in which the laser Doppler anemometer was used were
not ideal, but nonetheless good results were obtained.
The signal-to--noise ratio observed on the oscilloscope was quite poor
when compared to that seen when using the same anemometer on a flat plate
rig. The reasons for this were: the reduction i; laser power brought about
by reflection from optical surfaces (the mirror, lens and perspex walls);
the attenuation of the signal by particles within the cavity and the
perspex walls; and the relatively long optical paths.
In order for the beam waist to coincide with the point of focus of the
converging lens, the distance from the laser to the lens should be the same
as the focal length of the lens. The focal length of the lens was 0.75m, but
due to the restrictions of the cavity structure, the distance from the laser
to the lens was only approximately 0 ,35n. This meant that the beam waist
occurred approximately 7mm before the point of focus of the converging
lens. The difference in radius between the two positions was only
0.00035mm.
The number of fringes within the probe volume was approximately 42
which was enough to yield reasonable signals.
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Xost of the calculations regarding uncertainty have been presented in
Chapter 6. However, as one of the important features of the current research
has been 'the tise of laser'D0ppler anemO1ietex, It was !elt 'that a separate
discussion de4oted to uncertaintiee brought about by the ane*ometer, should
be inc1d!ed within thd'tert desotfbfng the Velocity resulta.
Uncertainties were possible In both the mean velocity and the RIB. of
the velocity fIuctuatfons.
It was possible for the fliean velocity to Wbe tffected by th mean
velocity gradient dthiñ the probe volume.
Giel and Schmidt (15) presented two equations which described the
corrected mean Velocity afld the undertalnty i the R.X.S. of the fluctuating
ompotient of velocity. These equatiOtis were- ImpIified Version of other
eseaFhers u work. The assuptions 'they iade to arrive at the Muations
'4iere that the following' quantIties sihofild be uniform WithIn the probe
volume: the number of particles per unit Vol. ; the fluid density; and the v
and w oniponents of velOcity. 111 these aseu*ption were reasonable in the
present circumstances.
By assuming a maximum mean velocity gradient of l?Os', the present
author calculated that the difference between the arithaetIc mean (already
a1cülaed fo the present study) atkd the corrected mean velocity
(Indiated brthe equation bf iel and Schmidt 415)) WaS negrigmiL
As ftrtthek hèck a program' ws witten to simulate the sampling of
velocity readings from a probe volume across which there existed a mean
velcity gradieñt I thia case th. particle denSity was also assumed
constant.
The 'ogra eined the probe voiWiB to see If any particles were in
t, an I! so thétIthmetfc mean of the velocity of those partIIes present
was taken to be the sample value. The -resultS of this program tobfirmed the
prevIous baIcIatThn, 'Indfcating that the eafl veloolty gradients
-encoun€ered wtthI the cavity were not stifffient to affect the arithmetic
lean.
There re a ñumber' of soure ássoø fated with a rftequeny tracker
4,hich can give 'riee t afi incrase in the value df the of the
velocity fluctuations. However, in the present study Ptheee Were all
lnSIgnIficant when compared to the uncertainties which OOuld be Introduced
b7 thd' prEsence of a mean velocfity gradient.
Uing' the apropriate equatidi from GiP nd Schmidt (15] the
undertalnty in thE valu& at u', .e. has been 'tabulated -at -several heights
and lateral positions. The results of these calculations showed that the
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uncertainties due to the mean velocity gradient were negligible for y >
6mm.
The uncertainties for y 6mm were at a maximum close to the wall and
were typically .øG5m/s at y = 1mm; ø,003a/s at y = 3mm; and ø.øOlm/s t y
= 6mm. In percentage terms, the uncertainties, were only significant for y (
3mm
In order for a frequency tracker to function efficiently the percentage
dropout should be as low as possible. During Series 3, 4 and 5 the dropout
was typically less than 8%, although it was a little higher very close to
the walls.
Data from Series 5 were used to construct a graph of dropout
against time. The data presented in Figure 7.30, show bow the dropout
increased gradually aver the time period required for four readings The
apparent steps in % dropout were due to adjustment of the tracker between
readings.
The Series 5 data in Figure 7.30 represent a uworet caseN whereby the
% dropout increased from 6 to 12% over four readings.
7.3.3 THE WALL SHEAR STRESS
One of the velocity scales which has been proposed for the near wall
region is that of the shear velocity. Therefore before presenting any data
regardiiig velocity scales it is first necessary to present the calculations
for the wall shear stresses,
Calculation of the wall shear stresses was made difficult because the
absolute position of the probe volume from each cavity wall was unknown
and, furthermore, the probe volume and the thermocouple junction could not
be considered to be at the same lateral position, because angular movement
of the probe block occurred when the L.V.D.T.'s impinged on the walls.
The present authur faced two choices when estimating the zero
poeition Firstly one -ould use a curve fitting routine, as lerokipiotis £43]
had done, or, by assuming that the turbulence quantity was negligible
very close to the wall, a trial and error routine could be used to find the
best combtnation c velocity gradient at the wall, and zero position, using
the sub-layer equation.
The sub-layer equation is derived by integrating equation (1.2X &fter
assuming that the terms on the j.1.Ji.S.. .re negligible and consl4ering p/p to
be constant and evaluated at a suitable reference temperature in, keeping
with the Bouesinesq approximattQn. The sub-layer equation is given below?
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u = L4. - gBT(TI.-T...)y2 + 	 BrQ"uV	 (7.33)
2(L/p)R
The second option was selected after intial trials were carried out, to
see how well the predicted velocities agreed with the experimental values.
These trials showed that the agreement between- the predioted and
experimental velocities was excellent, provided that two practices were
&dhere&'ti.
Firstly, the local temperature was used to calculate the kinematic
viscosity instead of assuming a constant reference temperature to be
applicable to the entire sub-layer. Secondly, the full -equation resulting
from -the integration of equation (1.2) was -rueed- This introduced the
integrals of the terms on the LJI.S. of equation (12> which had been
calculated from graphical interpretation primarily for the estimation of the
turbulence quantity	 .
Examples of the agreement between predicted and experimental
velocities are given in Table 7.12. Note that the technique was only valid
out to y 4mm, beyond which ii was not negligible.
The trial and error technique looked for the smallest sum of the
differences between the predicted and experimental veloctties, both in terms
of th. sum of the moduli of the differences, and ithe sum of the absolute
differences.
Vhere different combinations of the wall shear stress -and zero
position were given -for the -minimum -of each sum, the predicted and
experimental data were inspected visually and an appropriate Judgement
made.
Of course, all -experimental data -were corrected for' the presence of
the thermocouple junction before estimation of the shear stress and the
zero positicn
Figure ? .31 shows the near wall velocity profile from Series 3 at x/H
= 0.765, together with the predicted data which have been supplemented at
various positions to show the full -near wall curve.
The values of the wall shear stresses and the squares of the shear
velocities are given in Tables 1.13'-7.1?. Also included are the corrections
to the thermocouple positions (for Series 3, 4 and 5) which locate the
lateral position of the probe volume, rand the corrections to the relative
positions of -the probe volume for Series 6 and 7. The corrections at the
heated and cooled walls were consistent for Series 5 and 4 which gives
some confidence iii the technique used to determine them.
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7.3.3.1 T}[E WALL SHEAR STRESS AT THE HEATED WALL
The variations of wall shear stress with absolute and non-dimensional
height, are shown in Figures 7.32 and 7.33 which compare Series 3, 4 and 5,
and Series 5, 6 and 7, respectively. There was an almost linear variation of
wall shear stress with height in the turbulent regions.-
One sees that the flow at the bottom of the heated wall, which
exhibited "laminar aspects", showed an increase of wall shear stress with
height. This was as expected.
A drop in wall shear stress occurred when the flow underwent a
transition process. As the wall temperature difference of SerIes 3 was
greater than that of Series 4, one would have expected the former to
undergo a transition process at a lower absolute height. This expectation
does have support from the shear stress data which appears to peak at a
greater height In Series 4.
Surprisingly, the wall shear stresses of SerIes 3 and 5 (Identical
wall temperature differences) are very similar at heights up to ø.9m, i.e.
before full transition. One would not have expected this as the reduction in
cavity height should have reduced the mass flow at any dimensional height,
so reducing the wall shear stress. However, the differences in the wall
shear stresses, between Series 3 and 5, are as expected in the turbulent
region.
The wall shear stress data in Series 5 and 6 were different, even
though the wall temperature differences were very similar. This was due to
heat transfer through the vertical side walls which reduced the centre-line
temperature in Series 6 below that of SerIes 5, and so increased the mass
flow and wall shear stress along the heated wall in Series 6.
The most interesting difference between Series 5 and 6 was the
magnitude of the wall shear stresses at the base of the heated wall. The
Incresed level of disturbance in the heated wall boundary layer of Series 6
was shown up by a lower value of the wall shear stress.
The general trend of the wall shear stress, with height, was the same
for Series 6 and 7. A transition process was expected at a lower height for
Series 7, but insufficient data prevented any confirmation of this.
7.3.3.2 THE WALL SHEAR STRESS AT THE COOLED WALL
Figures 7.32 -and 7.33 show the coolel wall shear stress data for
Series 3, 4 and '5 and Series 5, 6 and ? respectively. The cooled -wall shear
stress data for SerIes 3, 4 and 5 exhibIted the same treads as those for
the heated wall.
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There was an initial increase in wall shear stress at the top of the
cooled wall which was associated with a ul& jnar aspectN to the flow near
to the walls (it must be emphasised -that it is only the near wall flow
which exhibited this laminar aspect).
The fluid beyond 20mm frau the wall was turbulent. This was shown by
a marked deviation from a smOoth- mean velocity prof ii. at i/H 0.949,
0.898 and 0.849.
The near wall fluid underwent a transition process in thec region of
i/B = •i'65 after which the wall shear %tress decreased with distance down
the wall. Jo difference in4 teight could be seen-, between Series 3 and 4,
regarding-fl-the onset - this tranBitian process.
Even in- the cases. of the poorly insulated cavities of Series 6 md ? a
transition process 'in the near wall cfluid was indicated by the wall shear
stresses at the cooled wall. Series 6 and 7 data again exhibited the same
general trends as- those of Series 3 4 and 5.
?.3S.3 REPEATABILITY. VKLCC1TY CORRECTION AID UNCERTAINTY
ESTIMATION WITH EEGARD T(- THE VALI SHEAR STRESS
In- Table 4M3 there is one example rd the repeatabilty bf wall øhear
stress data and one of the accuracr-of the velocity correctioff. At x/H
0.898 the uncertainty ef the walL nhear stresses was a- aaximwi of ±1.2%,
and- at xIH e 0.49? the maximum uncertainty dueta velocity Correction was
±0.6%.
Several calculations of the cooled wall shear stresses at' different
heights were made using velocity correctim multipliers tf 1.06 and 1.02.
The maximum uncertainty introduced by the use of the largerT inCorrect,
'multiplier was 2L
Taking into account the excellent 'agreement of predicted and
experimental. velocity profiles (which 4ndlcates ver email uncertainty in
•th. velocity data and validation of the tehnique to detariae thelateral
zero position and wall velocity gradient) one may'consider the will shear
streea data to exhibit a maximum uncertaifltT of ±2.8% '(this IS &- Very high
degree of accuracy and is dependent on the author's assessment of the




The three velocity scales which have been proposed for the near wall
region (normally taken to be from the wall to the peak in mean velocity)
are:
(i) ('rw/pw)'"2	 (ii) (gWrAT(p/p))''	 (iii) Q/(pCpAT)
The mean velocity data from Series 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 have all been
plotted in non-dimensional form using each of these scales, in conjunction
with NUV as- the non-dimensional length.
Fir-st consider Figures 7.34-7.38 which show the mean velocity non-
dimensianalised with respect- to group (.1), the shear velocity Ur.
The agreement between the profiles of each Series was generally very
good with the variation being within ±4.7% at the peak (typically much
better than this). When considering all Series the agreement was quite good
with the variation being within ±6%. This compares very favourably with the
estimated uncertainty range of ±2.6% (zero velocity) to ±4.3% (0.35m/s peak
velocity) determined in Chapter 6.
The limits which have been quoted do not account for all the profiles
which have been presented. Those profiles which are not considered to be in
a region of fully developed flow have -been ignored. Typically these were the
profiles at xiR •.95, -and in the case of Series 5, tIE = 0.482.
It was previously suggested that the flow at xIH = 0.482 in Series 5
was not fully developed and the profiles in Figure 7.36 certainly support
this.
Figures 7,34-7.38 definitely suggest that shear velocity is a suitable
velocity scale, nd that Juv is a suitable non-dimensional length to be
used in conjunction with it,
loving on to the buoyancy velocity scale, group (ii) one sees from
Figures 7.39-7.43 that there was reasonable agreement between the profiles
within each Series, although there was a slightly larger variation at ±6.3%
or better. The same variation of ±6.3% also applied to all Series, this was
virtually the same as for the shear velocity scale.
Whilst the buoyancy velocity scale has provided as good an overall
collapse of the data as has the shear velocity, it must be remembered that
only a small range of stratification has occurred within the cavities. The
problem associated with the variation of stratification has been discussed
In Chapter 2 and can be summarised by saying that difterent velocity
profiles would be expected when the stratification varies but AT remains
the same. Therefore one would not expect the buoyancy velocity scale to be
applicable to data over a large range of stratification.
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Before finishing the discussion of the buoyancy velocity scale, it is
worth especially noting the data from Series 5 in Figure 7.41. Here the
profile at x/H 0.482 matched those at z/H = 0.634 and 0.764, this was
unexpected and again indicates that this velocity scale is nt valid by
itself.
The poorest collapse of data was provided by the thermal velocity
scale, group (iii> This con be seen from Figures 7.44-7.48.
The variation within the data of each Series was ±7.7% or better, and
the variation overaU was ±13%. Clearly the thermal velocity scale cannot be
applicable by itself
The argument for -the inapplicablity -of the thermal velocity scale is
the same as that for-' the buoyancy velocity scale.
Note also that- the profile at x/H -. 0.482 from Series 5 -agrees with
the other profiles below x/H 0.931, which as for the buoyancy velocity
scale was not expected-.
The fourth, and final, velocity scale proposed by Cheesewright (571 for
the near wall region was for the outer part of this region. Here he argued
that du/dy was' -not independent of -ok but could be independent of (pip). The
velocity scale he proposed was.(g$-rT) (pCpAT)2/QI uZi This has been plotted
against the natural log' -of Jv as this represewtation o tie non-
dimensional length comes directly from equation (2.29)..
Figures 7(4g and 7.50 show th. fourth non-dimensionalisej velocity
against lnCMUy) for Series 3 and 4. The profiles appeai to follow two
distinct curves, which between them show a variation of ±10%. at the peak
which is clearly unacceptable in the light of the z'eaeonable agreement
shown by alternative velocity scale.
Bayley (363 proposed the following mean velocity profile.
u = ui(y/6)'' 7fl-y/6) 4 	 (7.34)
The quotient UvAx/U1 was said to be 0.53?, i.e. Ui varied depending on
the individual profile.
Substitution of the present data into equation (7.34) showed that it
was not applicable to the mean velocity profiles from any Series.
Three velocity scales have been proposed for the entire boundary layer
by Cheesewright (57]. These were:
(1) (iwipw)''2 	 (ii) [gAT63 1 '2	(iii) (kg$-rAT2/QwP'2
In association with these scales the length scale was proposed as the
boundary layer length which has been taken to be the lateral distance to
the first position of zero velocity.
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Figures 7.51-7.54 show the entire boundary layer scaled using 6 and
group (1), the shear velocity. The data from all Series (including Series 5
which is not shown) showed good agreement between prof lies in all the fully
developed regions, thus Indicating that the shear velocity and the boundary
layer length are potentially valid velocity and length scales for the entire
boundary layer (the word potentially has been used because data from fluids
of different Pr are required to verify the universal applicability of the
scales).
In all Series a change in the curvature of the graph was seen between
y/ = 0.5 to 0.6. In the case of Series 3, 4 and 5 this occurred
approximately 20mm beyond the position at which the local temperature first
matched that at the cavity centre-line. As a horlonta1 temperature
inversion did not arise in the Series 6 and 7 data one is not left with an
obvious explanation for this change in curvature. However, it is likely that
the change may have been associated with a change from a predominantly
buoyancy induced flow to a flow predominantly Induced by shearing action.
Figures 7.57-7.58 also show that group (ii) was a good choice f or the
scaling of the present mean velocity data in the outer region. However, one
notes that at the peak the agreement between profiles was generally poor.
The sa'e observations alCO applied to the mean velocity data when they
were scaled with group (lii), as can be seen In Figures 7.59-7,62.
From the preceeding work on velocity scales, for both the Inner and
outer regions of the boundary layer, one can select a suitable velocity and
length scale with which to compare the cooled wall velocity profiles to
those from the heated wall.
For both the inner and outer regions the best velocity scale was the
shear velocity. This may be used in conjunction with Ju as the
dimensionless length in the inner (near wall) region, and with 6 as the
length scale for the outer region of the boundary layer.
As a difference between heated and cooled wall mean temperature
profiles has been previously noted in Section 7.1, It Is wise to compare
only selected mean velocity profiles from the cooled wall to those of the
heated wall. Those cooled wall velocity profiles which were expected to
most closely matsh those of the heated wall were at x/H = 0.360 and 0.497
from SerIes 3 and 4, and at nH = 0.50 from Series 6 and 7.
Figure 7.63 shows the near wall scaled velocity profiles at the cooled
wall from Series 3, 4, 6 and 7. The closest match with the heated wall
profiles was provided by those profiles of Series 6 and 7 at n/H = 0.50.
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They matched the lower curves found at x/H	 0.898 and 0.949 shown in
Figures 7.34 and 7.35.
The scatter over th. cooled wall profiles of Series 3 and 4 in Figure
7.63 was reasonable at -±5.4%, but the profile, were quit. removed from
-those of the heated walk -in Figures 7 .34 and 7-35. The average peak value of
-'the cooled wall profiles were at -13% from 'the average peak value of the
heated wall profiles.
Such a difference between -the heated and coaled wall scaled velocities
could not be considered to be a result of the different corrections applied
to the velocitiee. (1.11 and 1.06 to the heated. wall profiles and 1.07 and
1.02 to the cooled 'wall profiles rin the vicinitiee of the peak and the wall
respectively). One is therefore forced to conclude that the difference must
have been 'due to different' characteristics in the heated and -coaled wall
flows bought about by the thermal boundary conditione on the floor and
ceiling.
Xost interesting was the reasonable agreement between the heated and
-cooled wall profiles of Series- 6 and 7. -One might initially think that
because there was no thermocouple present, then the Series 3 -and 4
currections were wrong, but. this has been disproved as not being '-feasible.
Therefore, some other characteristic of the Poitiere cavity must be
responsible for the similarity between the fully developed heated and
-cooled wall 'profiles at-mid'height. The most- obvious factor was the smaller
-cavity width which eliminated thø core and allowed 'substantial turbulent
mixing- of the fluid. This sight -have promoted.c a similari flow' development
down each wall.
A sialilar state of affairs applied to the whole boundary layer
profiles shownr in Figure 7.64i The øooled walk profiles of Series 6 and 7
wera similar to those ot the cheated wal4 at the two uppermost.  heights in
Series 3 and 4 wish the cooled wall profiles ot Series 3- and 4 being lower
than any observed at- the heated icall.
r7..3.5 PVOBAILITY DISTRIBUTIOIS OF VELOCITY
This -Section is-concerned with a brief description of the probability
distributions of velocity and how these change with lateral position within
the boundary layer. A brief mention is also made of minimum and maximum
-velocity envelopes
The heights chosen to- show the probability distributions of velocity
at 'selected aateral. positions were x/H = 0.229 and 0.497 both of which were
from Serlee 3,
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The group width selected was 0.025m/s and the velocity range covered
was -0.2 to 0.7m/s. This meant that there were 36 groups, with groups 8 and
9 being immediately either side of zero. If values of velocity were to be
plotted on the x axle the presentation would be confusing, therefore the
group numbers have been used. The position of each group number on the
plots represents the centre of each group. (The groups and their associated
velocity ranges are given in Table 7.18).
Firstly consider the three distributions from xfM 0229 at positions
of y = 4.977, p.961 and 70mm shown in Figure 7.65. The first plot at y =
4.977mm shows a distribution <of the Gaussian type) skewed towards the
higher velocities. This lateral position coincided with the position of peak
velocity.
The second plot at y 9.961mm showed an approximately even
distribution (of the 'normal type) with just a little skew towards the lower
velocities. This lateral position coincided with the peak in U'p .p,
The third plot -at r 70mm was mostly resticted to two groups which
was as expected because this position was approximately 20mm beyond the
edge of the boundary layer.
The relatively larger thickness of the boundary layer at x/H = 0.497
has allowed a more detailed study of the frequency distributions across the
boundary layer.
Consider Figure 7.60 which shows the frequency distributions at y =
0.7, 2.611. 6.825 and 17.157mm. The range of velocities at y = 0.7mm was
restricted to a narrow band with an approximately normal distribution The
distributions at the other three lateral positions (which included the
position of peak mean velocity at y = 6.625mm and peak u'R.M .. at y
17.157mm> were almost perfect normal distributions of velocity.
Further out in the boundary layer the distributions changed, Figure
7.67 shows the frequency distributions -at y =- 493, 99.?, 149.7 a-nd 249.7mm.
The distributions at y = 49.7 and 99.7mm were skewed towards the lower
velocities which is to be expected close to the edge of a boundary layer.
The two distributions at y = 149.7 and 249.7mm in the region of reversed
velocity were restricted to a very narrow range of velocities as one would
expect.
The frequency distributions from both heights have mhown that towards
the edge of the boundary layer there is a skew towards the lower
velocities. The distributions at the peak in mean velocity -were -different in
that a normal distribution was seen at z/li = 0.49? and a skewed
distribution (towards the higher velocities) was seen at x/H 0.229. The
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lack of a position close to the heated wall (at x/H = 0.497) with a
noticeable skew towards the higher velocities was interesting and
unexpected, as was the considerable range over which the frequency
distributions were of a normal type.
This Section Is completed by an examination ot the minimum and
maximum velocity envelopes at x/H 0.497 from Series 3. The profiles are
shown in Figure- 7.68 and show the velocity range at each lateral position
much more clearly than the frequency distributions.
Whilst the generals shape of the three profiles (minimum, mean and
maximum) are the same, one does notcthat there was more scatter in the
maximum velocity profile in the region where the velocity profile has been
noted to change it's curvature.
The range of the velocities in the outer part of the boundary layer
was approximately constant. This range was dependent on the resolution of
the laser Doppler anemometer which accounted for approximately half of the
range shown.
7.3.6 THE RATIO U M IV Pt J. R
With the v a. data supplied by hr. A. Bowles it -was possible to
calculate the ratio UR . jv' ,* .-. and so examine where the flow 1as
isotropic and where it was anisotropic.
Figure 7.69- -shows. the data at all heights for which the V'R i .s. data
existed for Series 3. One notes that for the- region y 100-400mm -the ratio
was approximately one and -so the flow can be considered -to have been
isotropic In this region. However., for most of the width of the boundary
layers the flow was quite clearly anisotropic, with the ratio decreasing
with distance away from each wall.
One may explain the- trend towards isotropy with- distance from each
wall as follows. The vertical stratification generally increased with
distance away from -the wall thus helping -to reduce the value of U'R .11 ..
which will have also been reduced by a decrease in buoyancy force.
This explanation shows why the flow became less anisotropic with
distance from each- -wall , but does not explain whT the flow was anisotroplc
near the walls. The anisotropy must arise because of the buoyancy force
promoting the fluctuations in the vertical direction.
The variation -of the anisotropto. nature of the flow was not as
predicted by Bolgiano [51] who had proposed that stratification would
increase anisotropy.
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7.3.7 lASS FLOW CALCULATIONS
The mass flow has been calculated for Series 1, 3 and 4 where the
velocity and temperature were measured simultaneously. As temperature was
not measured simultaneously with velocity in Series 6, it was only possible
to estimate the mass flow, and so calcutotions were not carried out. The
data for Series 1, 3 and 4 are tabulated in Tables 7.19, 7.20 and 7.21.
The method used to calculate the mass flow was to plot the profiles of
pu and then to planlmeter the areas under the curves which were drawn by
hand. For each area six readings were taken and the average calculated. As
a check, a plot whose axes lengths were increased by a magnitude of ten,
was used to calculate the areas under the curves. This revealed an
uncertainty in planimeter results of only 0.5-0.7%.
It has been proposed that as the flow traversed the ceiling, some of
the fluid flowed down the vertical side walls, thus creating a mass
Imbalance at mid-height. One may attempt to link the mass imbalance at
mid-height to that at x/H 0.95. In Series 1 the mass imbalance at x/H =
0.50 was 3.0kg/n.e (16.4% with reference to the heated wall mass flow) and
at xfH = 0.95 It was 2.2kg/n.e. In Series 3 the mass imbalance at mill =
0.497 was 1.91kg/n.e (12.8%) and at x/H = 0.949 it was l.92kg/m.s. In Series
4 the mass imbalance at mill = 0.496 was 1.872kg/n.e (14.7%) and at x/H =
0.947 it was l.677kg/m.s.
One notes that the mass imbalance at the two heights concerned in
each Series were of the same magnitude, although the difference between the
two values did vary. For SerIes 1 the difference was 27%, for SerIes 3 it
was negligible, and for SerIes 4 It was 10%.
The relatively high difference between the mass Imbalance at x/H =
0.50 and 0.95 in Series 1 can be explained by the existence of a leakage
flow which was substantially reduced for Series 3 and 4 as described in
Chapter 3.
The larger difference between mass imbalance at x/ll 0.50 and 0,95
for Series 4, as compared to that of Series 3 could not have arisen due to
uncertainties arising in the calculation of mass flow, but it may have
arisen from uncertainties in the velocity data (see Chapter 6)..
The mass flow Imbalance at mid-height has also shown the effects of
heat transfer through the vertical side walls and via the remainder of the
cavity structure. The large difference in mass Imbalance at mid-height
between Series 1 and 3 was due to both a leakage current and the difference
in heat transfer through the vertical side walls. Vhereas the large
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difference between the mass imbalance at mid-height in Series 3 and 4
showed the effect of heat transfer via the cavity structure.
The general variation of mass flow was as expected in the lower half
of the cavityL with a..... substantial increase in the mass Jlow at the heated
walL associated with the transition process taking place there, and a
consequent decrease in the mass slow at the cooled walk
the mass flow at. the heated wall ccntinuec to increase from x/I1
• .497 te 0.633 in each of he three Series thus indicating that the maximum
peak mean velocity was located somewhere between. these two, heights, or just
above i/H * 0.630.
Beyond i/	 063G the as flow decreased at the heated wall as was
expected, but then increased when going from x/W 0.849 to 9.949 • A
complementary trend In the mass flow at the coqled Mall was also noted,
such- that J,t appears that in the upper region of the cavity there was a
cross-flow from the cooled wall t the heated wall. This is confirmed by
the calculations for the lateral mean veloc4ty discussed. inSection ?.3.10.
7.3.8- (p!PAg) O JPOFIS A,Sl1I14R Ra
Schmidt and Yang (14} have suggested that .prcfiles of mean velocity
in a water .oavity are similar at similar values of Ra.x, IL this is so, then
by using the dataof $eries a ad. 4 one should bq able t q predict the mean
velocity profiles for ..the nominal Series -pavi%y conit1ona,piben there is
equal heat transfer at each wall (zero heat transfer through the vertical
side walls) but still heat transfer through the floor and ceiling.
The centre-line temperature for such condit1ns has already been
calculated as equation (7,31) prom this equaion and that cL3*he local heat
transfer the ,looal values of Raw were c&lcuate4. By using the values at Rax
for each oL, the velocity profJee qf eries- 3 and 4 iew profiles can be
extrapolated.
Such an extrapolation was performed for all the heights in Series 3.
Perhaps the most interesting result was the prediction of the mass flow at
mid-height where the imbalance was seen to reduce to 3%, with more mass
flow down than up.
An attempt at the same procedure on Series 6 data resulted in a new
mass imbalance of 12.5% which was a considerable improvement on the
original estimated value. The value of 12.2 is very large but it does not
au1omatically Invalidate the technique, proposed to eliminate the effects of
beat transfer through the vertical side walls, because of the difficulties
in calculating mass flow in Series 6.
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The estimation of mass flow in Series 6 was made difficult by the
fact that the temperature and velocity fields were not measured
simultaneously. Instead they were measured on different days, with slightly
differin3 wall temperatures and at slightly different heights. Significant
uncertainties must have been introduced into the data by the need to
estimate the temperature profiles for both Series 6 and 7 at the correct
heights, using the wall thermocouple readings as a guide to the wall
temperature. The present author also had to assume that the temperature
profiles for the heated and cooled wall sides were the saiie.
Calculations have indicated that for the prediction of the mass flow
at mid-height iii Series 6, the level of uncertainty introduced into the
calculation of the local Rayleigh number was ±7%, and for the local density
it was ±1%. If then, an undertainty of ±8% is assumed then the existing
12.5% mass flow imbalance ctjuld be reduced to 4.5% which compares
favourably with the 3% predicted for the Series 3 data.
This Section is completed with a look at the proposal made in Section
2.7 that horizontal temperature inversions may be associated with dm/dx. In
the regions of fully developed turbulence of Series 3 the present data have
indicated that this might be so. At x/H 0.630 and 0.765 dii/dx and the
horizontal inversion were both constant, whereas as the horizontal
temperature inersion was zero at xIH = 0,849 where dm/dx was also close
to zero. However, much more research would be needed to investigate the
link.
7.3.9 TIlE LATERAL IFAI VELOCITY
The lateral velocity, v', Was calculated primarily for use in the
estimation of the Reynolds stress, for Series 3. It was calculated,
using graphical interpretation, from an integrated form of the differential
equation describing the conservation of mass, namely equation (1.1) repeated
below.




By integrating once and rearanging, equation (7.35) becomes:
v	 1 d lu dy	 (7.36)
dx j
0
In having aplted the Boussinesq approximation, whereby density is
considered a constant, equation 7 .36) is seen to be quite valid. However, it
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is best if one considers the variable density form of equation (7.36) which
is:
(7.37)d(pu) + d(pv) = 0
dx	 dy
This may be integrated to give:
ri
v	 J.. _ Ipu dy
p dx J0
(7.38)
• more- usual,. representation is more accurate and so has been used
to calculate- v. The uncertainties in the values of v maybe quite significant
in statistical terms, as the-. graphical interpretwtion was very much
dependent on the authors ability -to accurately take gradient data from the
relevant graphs. It was very di-fficult to assess the- uncertainties so an
overall one of ±10% Ms been assumeth When one considers that a typical
value of v was 0.OIOm/s the absolute uncertainty is- seen to -be quite small.
One must bear in mind that, when considering only- v it is the trends
in the velocity distribution which are of more importance than the absolute
values, although the absolute values obviously become important when
calculating- pu'v
The values of v are presented in Tables 7.63-? .73 where a positive
value of v is towards the -cooled wall. The distribution of v gives
important informatioff on cross'Tflow within the cavity which has been
previously- speculated as being linked to a secondary peak in T'i p1.6..
The data from the lower half of the cavity showed that the lateral
velocity was towards the heated wall at all heights with the largest
velocities occurring- at x/H 0.360.- As there was a lateral velocity towards
the heated wall at xJI = 0.497 one may- assume that the heated wall
boundary layer was still growing at this height and so the peak values of u
and mass flow, at the heated wall, can be said to have occurred somewhere
between x111 = 0.49? and 0.630. Previous researchers have claimed that the
peak value of u has occurred at mid-height.
For x/H 0.497-0.765 the lateral velocity was towards the cooled wall
for the entire cavity width, but this changed for the remaining' three
heights. Ooing from y = 0 to 500mm, the lateral velocity was initially
towards the cooled 'wall but changed direction towards the heated wall at y
= 150mm and then back again towards the cooled wall at y 450mm. This
was quite unexpected. It indicated that there was a vortex in the central
region of the- cavity, between x/H = 0.630 and 0.949, which rotated towards
the heated wall in it's lower region, and towards the cooled wall in It's
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upper region. The flow is now seen to have departed even further from the
ideal anti-symmetric flow expected in a cavity with adiabatic closing
boundaries.
Confirmation of the trends exhibited by the calculated data have come
from measurements of v undertaken by ltr. A. Bowles (research student) from
the QJLC. cavity with conditions similar to those of Series 3. As his data
will form part of his thesis only four of the most relevant profiles are
presented here In Figure 7.70.
For the majority of the cavity width the sign and magnitude of the
calculated and measured velocities were In agreement. When measuring the
velocities in the region of agreement, the laser beams were input 'to the
cavity so that the direction of measurement was perpendicular to the active
cavity walls. In the regions close to the walls, where differences between
the two sets of data were considerable, the laser beams had to be input at
an angle of approximately 15. It may be that this introduced additional
uncertainties into the measured data, even after they were corrected.
There is a remarkably small amount of data available concerning the
lateral velocity, none of which can support either the calculated or
measured velocities in the regions close to each wall. Those data which are
available mostly concern L.D.A. measurements at the vertical centre-line of
the cavity (which have not shown the vortex present in the upper half of
the Q.X.C. cavity) or come from hot-wire measurements. leroklpiotis (42) did
attempt measurements of v for the case of a vertical flat plate but they
were considered to be unrelaible in the region of interest.
The data presented in Figure 7.70 for x/H = 0.229 and 0,765 are at the
two heights were the transition process on each wall may be considered to
have just started. In both profiles one notes an increase in v at y 60mm
from the relevant wall where the transition process was taking place (i.e
very close to the edge of the boundary layers). The peaks show the
entrainment of fluid caused by the transition processes.
)Eeasurements of v were taken in the central region of the Poitiers
cavity during Series '/. The results are presented In Tables 7.22-? .24, The
magnitude of the velocities were similar to those calculated for Series 3.
For the heights x/H = 0.65 and 0.60 the velocities were always towards the
cooled walL The v velocities at ic/B = 0.50 were close to zero, as In the
Q.X.C. cavity.
This Section is ended by referring back to Section 72.1 which
proposed that there may have been a link between cross-flow and a
secondary peak in the T 'RM .. profiles at the cooled wall. As cross-flow of
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a similar magnitude has been seen to exist at all heights above mid-height
this link would not seem to exist. Thus, the reason for the existence of a
Secondary peak in 1',.,., .. remains unknown.
7.3.11 COIPARISON V ITH. HOT V 12K
1)ATA 01 A OUALITATIV BASIS
One may take the- Series 3 3 4. and. 5 data and non-dimensionalise the
mean velocity profile at mid-height with respect.. to the peak velocity and
plot them with the data produced by Ziai LU when be used hot-wire
anemometry. This will ShOWr whether -or uot he was able t produce data
which are correct from a qualitative point of view.
The data have been non-d4mensianalised and. are presented in Figure
7.71. This Figure shows that the data of Ziai (1] were qualitative and that,
if necessary,.. one .may use appropriately calibrated hot-wires within a
cavity to gain an indication of the velocity profile.
73.11 HEATED CEILIIG
In order to attempt to control the thermal boundary conditions on the
cavity eiling,, it -was covered with- heter elements normally used to heat
the rear windw of -cars. The idea was to prevent. beat transfer -through the
ceiling- and -so yield a local Richardson number high enough to promote re-
laminarization along the ceiling.-
The increases in ceiling temperature <monitored by 4wo. centrally
positioned thermocouples) which were achieved were 0.95 and 2.28K. The
resulting cooled wall profiles of mean velocity and U 'RJ.0 .e are presented in
Figures 7.72 and 7.73 respectively.
In -Figure ..?2 it can be seen that there was very little change in the
mean veiccity profile.1. What change there was, was ot consi.tnt with each
increase in-ceiling temperature,.
The resulting U'n .*- data shown in Figure 713r did indicate some
change in the level 'of U'sji.a, but only in the region y = 250-400mm. In
this- region the level of uji... did decrease as AT increased, thus
indicating that the increase in ceiling temperature did have acme effect.
Cleazly a higher increase in temperature would be needed to yield the
appropriate -value pf the local Richardson number which would result in a
similar collapse -of the fl-ow along the ceiling as occurred for that across
the floor. However, this would have required beater elements of a much
higher Wattage to be installed. Unfortunately time and money did not allow
this line of investigation to continue further.
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7.3,12 FLOW VISUALISATION
An attempt was made to visualise the flow at the centre-line of the
cavity. This was to be achieved by generating a sheet of laser light and
injecting incense smoke into the cavity.
The sheet of laser light was generated by a rotating mirror onto
which the laser beam from a 35mW laser was impinging. The beam reached the
rotating mirror after reflection from two static mirrots and passage
through three perspex walls. Two of the perspex walls formed one of the
vertical side walls of the cavity, and the third was part of the housing
separating the rotating mirror from the rest of the cavity.
The motor on which the mirror was mounted was connected to a variable
power supply so that slow and fast scans of the cavity centre-line could be
made.
Unfortunately the arrangement did not -work very well because of
reflections from the prspex walls and the mirrors reducing the intensity
of the laser light which eventually formed the sheet. Only marginal success
was achieved within a radius of 50cm from the rotating mirror when it was
rotating slowly.
Improvements to the arrangements used could have been brought about
by the use of a more powerfu1 laser, or the application of an .nti-reI1ective
coating to all relevant perspex and mirror surfaces, Unfortunately a more
powerful laser was not available, and the anti-reflective coating would have
required mare finance than was available.
7.3.13 SU!ARY OP TRE
FINDINGS FROX THE VELOCITY RESULTS
In all Series the velocity profiles were seen to be anti-symmetric.
This was caused by the non-adiabatic thermal boundary conditions on the
floor and ceiling. The boundary conditions at the floor promoted an almost
total collapse of the turbulence within the floor boundary layer, but those
at the ceiling only promoted a partial collapse Of the turbulence within the
ceiling boundary layer. As a direct consequence of this an easily
identifiable transition process took place at the heated wall, whilst only a
very limited transition process occurred at the cooled wall (restricted to
the region of fluid between the peak and the waIl). The associated local
variations of mass flow emphasised the anti-symmetric nature of the flow.
The velocity profiles in the Q.LC. and Poitiers cavities differed at
the edge of the boundary layers because of the difference in cavity width.
in the region above mid-height the profiles in the Q.I.C. cavity generally
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showed regions of reversed velocity at the edge of the boundary layers
which merged at the cavity centre. In the case of the Poitiers cavity there
were no regions of reversed flow above mid-height as the two boundary
layers merged at the cavity centre.
In the Q.K.C. SerieS, the regions of reversed velocity were noted at
the edge of the heated wall &nd cooled wall boundary layers where the local
flow was turbulent. The only exceptions to this were in the region of x/H =
0.765 where no velocity reversal, was noted at the edge of the cooled wall
boundary layer. This was associated with a large 'vortex which was shown to
exist by the calculated lateral mean velocity. The general rotation of the
vortex was such that -it promoted the region Of reversed velocity on the
heated wall side, butt negated the region of reversed velocity on the cooled
wall side.
ReglCIns of reversed velocity did occur below mid-height in the
Poitiers cavity, but only at the edge of the cooled wall boundary layer.
This was possible because the teated wall boundary layer thickness in this
lower region was comparatively small. The regions of reversed velocity were
alsO seefl to -coincide with- regions of' horizontal temperature inversion, this
was also seefl in the QJ!C. Series.
Tbe general development of the Velocity profile with regard to the
peak in mean 'veTocity laS similar in all Series. The maximum peak velocity
in the heated wall boundary- layer was not noted at mid-height, but in the
region where transition was just starting (the maximum in U'R .14 .. was also
deduced as occurring at the start Of transition) With an increase in height
the pear meai velocity teduced and the region at the peak flattened out
thus making the determination of the position of the peak diff1cult
Th development of the heated wall boundary layer width in all the
Q,LC.. Series was similar, with the boundary layer width increasing with
height.
Comparisos of Series 5 and 6 results showed that the velocity profiles
were affected by the effectiveness of the insulation on the vertical side
walIe The effect of decreasing the level of insulation (with all other
parameters ons'tant) is to increase the velocity profile and so the mass
flow, at any height in the regions of fully developed turbulence. The Series
5 and 6 tesults also showed that in the region of fully developed
turbulence the reduced cavity width affected the lever of the velocity
fluctuations. In the region of fully developed turbulence the effect was to
reduce the velocity fluctuations, but in the lower -region of the cavity the
level of the velocity fluctuations was increased.
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The laser Doppler anemometer yielded valid mean velocity data which
were not subject to significant uncertainty in the regions of high mean
velocity gradient. The mean velocity gradient only had a significant effect
on the U'p .M .s. data in the region y 3mm.
Whilst calculating the wall shear stress it was found that was
negligible out to y = 4mm. One may therefore consider the viscous sub-layer
to be 4mm thick.
The trend of the wall shear stress with distance downstream was
similar in both the heated and cooled wall boundary layers. At first the
wall shear stress increased with distance downstream, but then decreased
with distance downstream after the transition process took place.
All velocity scales proposed to-date were used to scale the heated
wall profiles, both in ihe near wall region and across the full boundary
layer. It was seen that the shear velocity was a good velocity scale for
both the near wall region and the entire boundary layer width.. It was used
successfully in conjunction with JUV in the near wall region, and with y/6
f or the entire boundary layer width.
The other velocity scales which were investigated were shown to be
less suitable for the present data. Arguements were put forward which
showed that the near wall velocity scales would be even less suitable for
data with a much greater range of environmental stratification. The
investigation of velocity scales also Included that proposed by Bayley [36].
This was shown to be quite inappropriate,
Using the shear velocity the mean velocity profiles from the cooled
wall were seen to be different from those of the heated wall, thus
indicating differences in flow characteristics.
In the fully developed turbulence region of Series 3 at x/}I = 0.497
the probability distributions of velocity indicated that the distributions
were of a normal type out to the position where U'R.M .. was a maximum.
Beyond this position the distributions became skewed towards the lower
velocities.
Within the boundary layers the flow was seen to be anisotropic,
whereas in the central region it was isotropic. Thus the suggestion of
Bolgiano [51] that stratification Introduced anisotropy was not supported,
The mass flow imbalance at mid-height was seen to be approximately
the same as that at x/li 0.95 f or both Series 3 and 4. Extrapolation of
mean velocity profiles was used to- predict those profiles which would exist
for equal heat transfer at each active wall. The resulting mass flow
Imbalance at mid-height was significantly reduced.
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In an attempt to control the collapse of turbulence in the ceiling
boundary layer a heated ceiling was used with a maximum temperature
increase of 2.8L This was insufficient to provide the control which was
desired, Heaters able to provide a higher temperature difference would be
required.
7.4 TURBULBICB gU&ITITLES
The -data from- Series 3 have been used to calculate a number of
turbu}.encs quantities which are based upon itwo component correlations.
Th. whole process of calculaticn' for each two component correlation
was very time consuming and so only one complete set of each was produced
for Series 3. lo two. component correlation Were calcrlate& for the Pa it iers
cavity as tha data were not sufficient to produce meaningful results.
Those correlations which were calculated directly from the data were
PT and However, these correlations are subject to uncertainties due to
the separation -(ranging from L5 \'t 1.5mm)- between the thermocouple and the
probe volume which inevitably occurred in practice.
The two component correlations which were calculated graphically -were
i*d these correlations wUl have been subject to uncertainties
arising from the subjective interpretation of the numerous graphs -which
were necessary for their calculation,
Vbilet one 'ust bear in mind that the quanttative nature of the data
presented in this Section cannot be assessed properly, one icau nevertheless
derive cueefu nfarmat1cn from the qualitative nature of the data.
As well as calculating the two component correlations, two quantities
based on	 and i were alsc 'caloulated These were 0 the production of
turbulence kinetio- energy -due to buoyancy, and P- the- production of
turbulence kinetic energy due to shear
The two component correlation 	 i has also been used to calculate one
other quantityc ther total -shear stress at aiiy lateral positions
7.4.1 THR VBRTICAL TUEBULEICE KEAT FLUX
The vertical turbulence heat flux pCpT (the turbulent transport of
heat downstream) can be examined by looking -at the trend of the two
component correlation iP'P.
Firstly consider Figure 7S4 which- shows the distribution of PT
within the Q.X.C. -cavity for Series 3. The corresponding data are tabulated
in Tables ?.25-7.35
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Starting with the data at x/H = 0.046 one notes that, by taking the
boundary layers as a whole, the lowest values of PT occurred at this
height. This was not surprising as the flow down the cooled wall had
transferred most of it's thermal energy to the cooled wall, and the flow at
the bottom of the heated wall would not have received much thermal energy.
Using the data of ZIal [1] one may estimate that the sign of the
vertical temperature gradient close to the floor changed at yfL 0.7, with
a stable gradient near to the cooled wall. The heat transfer to the flow,
resulting from the unstable temperature gradient near to the heated wall,
will have been partially responsible for the relatively higher level of u'T'
In the heated wall boundary layer.
Generally the value of iPT at this, and other heights, was positive,
with regions of negative i In the -central region of the cavity. This
means that within both boundary layers most of the turbulent transport of
heat was in the positive vertical direction.
Negative values of were mostly confined to regions of reversed
velocity, Indicating that the motion In these regions was not purely due to
buoyancy forces.
At all heights the moduli of the peak negative values were higher in
the cooled wall boundary layer.
Itoving up In height to x/H = 0.143 did not show any reduction in the
level of ui' at the heated wall, instead it increased. Thus no evidence of a
wall damping effect was seen, as was the case in the T' p, p, .s. and U'R Ji .s.
data. This obviously Implies that the T correlation coefficient changes at
this height.
low, the convection of thermal energy downstream is the sum of pcpuT
and pCpiiT integrated across the boundary layer. Therefore -any reduction in
u near the wall during transition can be compensated by either an Increase
in the boundary layer width or an increase in iP'F.
A four fold increase of 1T' occurred at the heated wall when moving
from x/H = 0.143 to 0.229 where the maximum peak velocity occurred.
However, the values of tT' across the boundary layer dropped when going
from xf}i = 0.229 to 0.360 thus indicating that the corresponding reduction
in peak velocity was offset by the increase in the width of the boundary
layer.
The peak value of ?T1 decreased from x/B 0.360 upwards, as did the
values across the boundary layer, thus Indicating that the vertical
convection of thermal energy was not constant with height.
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Before examining the data for the cooled wall boundary layer it is
interesting to look at a typical distribution of the. correlation coefficient
for PT' across the heated wall boundary layer. One expects the correlation
coefficient to be higher nearer the wall so denoting a coupling of the
temperature and velocity fields through buoyancy.
Figure 7.75 shows the correlation coefficient across the heated wall
boundary layer for x/H = 0.497. It is seen that the correlation coefficient
reaches a maximum at y 15mm, with a small range of values over the range
y 7-40mm. The lateral position of 40mm was approximately the position at
which the local temperature matched that at the cavity centre, for most
heights.
To and Humphrey (47) and Iiyamoto et al (45) reported the correlation
coefficient to be approximately constant at 0.6 for Juv > 3.5. In the
example shown in Figure 7.75 the maximum was Just under 0.8. However, the
value of Uy at which the plateau of values started was approximately 1.5,
considerably less than that observed previously.
When comparing the correlation coefficient of Ii'TT between flat plate
and cavity flow, one must remember that there was a separation of
approxiinatley 0.5mm between the thermocouple Junction and the probe volume
in the heated wall flow of the present study, although this would not be
expected to show a significant effect.
The increase in correlation coefficient at the cavity centre was also
a feature at other heights, the reason for this is 'unknown. Such a
phenomenon does not occur in vertical flat plate natural convection.
Looking now at the data for x/H = 0.949 one sees that the values of
were much higher than they were at xfH = 0.046, with the cooled wall
boundary layer exhibiting a higher peak value than the heated wall boundary
layer.
Along the ceiling the data of Ziai (1) indicated that the sign of the
vertical temperature gradient changed sign at y/L 0.54 with an unstable
temperature gradient close to the cooled wall which will have been
partially responsible for the higher peak values.
The values of 'TT increased across the cooled wall boundary layer
with distance downstream until x/H = 0.765 after which they decreased.
7.4.2 TILE LATERAL TURBULEHCE HEAT FLUX
The ]teral turbulence heat flux pCpTT (the turbulent transport of
heat from the inner to the outer region) can be examined by looking at the
two component correlation VT.
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By integrating equation (1.6) one obtains equation (7.39) given below.
rv
v'T' = aRJL + aRQ!j,L - ludI dy	 IvdI dy	 (7.39)
dy	 kw	 Jdx	 Jdy
0	 o
The choice of reference temperature for the evaluation of a is
important, one can argue that it ought to be a constant value for all
lateral positions across the boundary layer, or that it ought to be
evaluated at the local temperature for each lateral position.
By evaluating a at the local temperature, the centre-line values
(evaluated from both walls) at most heights showed a substantial
disagreement, only when aR = aw was used at all heights was the agreement
between centre-line values improved.
Unfortunately, the agreement between the centre-line values at x/H =
0.229 and 0.360 was still extremely poor thus rendering a graphical
presentation very confusing, therefore only the tabulated data in Tables
7.36-7.46 will be considered.
The major reason for the discrepancy between the centre-line values at
xfH = 0.229 and 0.360 was the relatively large variation of dT/dx at these
heights. The estimates of dT/dx made from the data were clearly incorrect,
but insufficient data were available to even attempt a correction procedure.
Apart from the two previously mentioned heights, agreement between the
centre-line values was generally reasonable considering the uncertainties
that the data were subject to. However, a check on expected values of v'T'
at the centre-line, assuming a correlation coefficient of one,
showed that most of the data could not be considered to be quantitative,
therefore the present data can only be considered from a qualitative point
of view.
In order to establish the validity of the present data for a
qualitative analysis one may compare them with the data produced by Mr. A.
Bowles [89 using the 2.5m high Q.M,C. cavity. Figure 7.76 shows examples from
four heights: x/H = 0.046, 0.497, 0.765 and 0.949.
The qualitative nature of the calculated values of v'T' was seen to be
proved by the comparison, although the calculated data for x/H = 0.046
showed a large, but constant, offset from the experimental data in the
central cavity region, In all cases the peak values of calculated VT' were
larger than those found by experimentation.
The general observations resulting from the present	 data are that
within the main part of each boundary layer the sign of 'Y' is always
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positive, i.e. turbulent heat transport occurs from the heated wall and to
the cooled wall as would be expected.
A eubstantial increase in v'T' was seen to occur In -the region of the
heated wall at i/H 0229 and 0.360 where a trausition prooees was taking
place. Such an increase, although on a smaller scale, took place at the
cooled wall, at x/H = 0.765
The experimental data indicated little turbulent transport of heat
within the boundary layer along the floorç whereas there was some within
the boundary layer along the ceiling. This was as expected.
The data available from To and Humphrey (47), lerokipiotis (42] and
Iiyaiioto et al (45] showed a peak in 'T' at Ju,	 2.4, whereas in the
present study it was Ju	 1.3.
th. final point of interest was the existence of regions of negative
''P -in the central region of the cavity, associated with regions of
reversed velocity and entrainment.. These were more prominent in the
calculated data.
7.4.3 THB REYJOLDS STRESS pP
The turbulence quantity ii was not measured directly but -calculated




= (ii) diL -	 + fgs-r(T-T	 dy - çudu. dy - lvdu. dy (7.40)
(p)Rdy	 (p)Rw j	 jdx	 jdy
A - -B 4	 C	 -	 -
The calculation of the wall shear stress, in term B, has been
described previously in Section 7.3.3. The same equation used in those
calculations was used to determine du/dy for y 4mm. Otherwise, all other
quantities and integrals were calculated from graphical interpretation.
In order to provide a consistent approach to the calculation of two
component correlations (p/p)w was chosen as (p/p).
The values of i for Series 3 are given in Tables 7.47-7.57. The five
groups on the R.H.S, of equation (7.40) have each been assigned an
identification letter which has acted as a column head in Tables 7.47-7.57.
In this way the presentation is clearer and one is able to see the
contribution of each group. Jote that the cooled wall values were calculated
using local co-ordinates and the final values of	 T are converted to the
heated wall (overall) co-ordinates in the final column.
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The calculation of	 was hampered by an apparent error in the
centre-line temperature at all heights4 Initial calculations indicated
extremely high discrepancies between the two calculated values of at
the cavity centre-line for most heights. Even when there was good agreement
the centre-line values were far too high, as the correlation coefficient
derived from these centre-line values was of the order of ten whereas it is
Impossible for it to go above one.
Using the experimental data, and the turbulence energy equation, the
likely values of ii at the centre-line were calculated. These are presented
In Table 7.58.
From Table 7.58 one sees that the values at x113 = 0.046 and I .096 were
virtually zero, as would be expected in a flow which is re-laminarizing. The
values at mill = 0229 and $.765 were associated with the regions of
greatest cross-flow from one boundary layer to the other. The high value at
xfH = 0.949 was not unexpected, as the horizontal flow' here was not re-
laminarizing, and was also being disturbed by the downf low of fluid which
had lost thermal energy through the ceiling.
Further evidence for the magnitude of u'v', at the centre-line, comes
from the correlation coefficient (non-dimenslorialisatlon of u'v' with
respect to U'RJ .. and V'R . ..) when assuming a possible maximum of one.
These data are given In Table 7.59.
It can be seen that the values of u'v' in Tables 7.58 and 7.59 match
quite well.
In order to correct the profiles so that the centre-line values
matched the order of magnitude given by the turbulence kinetic energy
equation, one could only feasibly alter group C, the integral of (T-L,) with
respect to y. This was achieved by changing the centre-line temperature. In
doing this the present author assumed that all the remaining terms In the
equation for tj had been correctly calculated (all the terms involving
velocity had been corrected to allow for the presence of the thermocouple,
and there were relatively low levels of uncertainty In the values of the
wall shear stress and term B).
ow consider an example of a correction in the centre-line
temperature. The example height is x/H = 0.765, which was thought to be one
of the more accurate profiles as regards temperature. The centre-line
temperature measured from the heated wall was 56.39G and from the cooled
wall 57.14 C. These had to be altered to 56.65 C and 56.91 'C, respectively.
The values of	 resulting from the temperature correction at mill =
0.765 are presented, together with the previous values In Table 7.60. The
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centre-line value of ti was reduced from an average of 1.70 to 0.07. This
was achieved with corrections to the centre-line temperatures of 0.26K and
0.23K for the heated and cooled wall values respectively <0.5% of the
temperature in Celsius).
All centre-line temperatures were adjusted to yield the centre-line
values of indicated by the turbulence kinetic energy equation. The new
centre-line temperatures are presented in Table 7.61. By changing the
centre-line temperature it was assumed that all other temperatures were
correct, although some changes were required at y 200mm at three heights.
The new temperatures were used ti recalculate the wall shear stresses.
The difference between the previous wall shear stresses and the new ones
were minimal in the majority of cases. A recalculation of the non-
dimensional centre-line temperature showed little change, although the non-
dimensional gradient changed slightly, increasing from 0.463 to 0.473.
An- interesting observation ha arisen from the temperature correction.
it was found that the difference between the Centre-line temperatures was
generally smaller than before. In addition It was noted that a velocity
reversal did not occur unless it was accompanied by a temperature reversal,
and that the ratio of velocity reversal to temperature inversion was
approximately constant (see Table 7.62).
It is not enough to state that a centre-line temperature correction
was necessary, without an attempt to provide an explanation as to why the
error may have occurred.
The error could have been due to the relatively large distance
travelled by the probes in the cavity centre. This movement may have
disturbed the flow, requiring some time for it to re-establish. Jo specific
time was allowed for any disturbance of the flow Ifl the central region to
subside. The only time in which the flow could settle was the delay between
readings. This was approximately 1mm. The sample time WaS 8mlns and so
one would expect the temperature to have settled during- this time. But it
appears that it did not. This may be associated with the low level of
turbulence in the cavity centre4
The turbulence Ia the only mechanism by which externally imposed
variations of mean temperature can be Nironed Out. Certainly, for the
positions where the horizontal movement was quite small, and the turbulence
intensity high, a very smooth mean temperature curve resulted.
One other possibilty is that both of the theiliocouple connections
could have been loose. Any influence of a loose connection may be
accentuated by the larger movements in the cavity centre, so resulting in
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the last three readings being in error. The last three readings started
from y = 100mm, where the trough in the mean temperature profile occurred.
Disruption of the flow due to seeding Is highly unlikely as the final
seeding took place approximately six positions before the end of each half
of a run.
Looking back at the work of Zial (1] one notes that his mean
temperature profiles exhibited the same error. As an error due to faulty
thermocouple connections is unlikely in both thermocouples, and in both
Zial's and the present work, one is forced to conclude that it must be the
disturbance of the flow in the cavity centre, by the probe block, which has
resulted in false centre-line temperatures.
Having established the values of	 one can now comment on the
distribution of	 within the cavity and, in particular, in the near wall
region.
Firstly, consider the near wall profile at the heated and cooled walls.
The works of )tlyamoto et al t45) and leroklpiotis (42] have shown regions
of negative up to Nu 0.8-1.1, This has not generally been found in
the data calculated for Series 3.
The equation used to calculate the wall shear stress was derived by
assuming that the values of iP were negligible in the near wall region
(over which experimental velocities were used to determine du/dy at the
wall). One therefore expected the calculated values of over this region
to be either zero or very close to it, especially as the agreement between
the experimental and theoretically predicted velocities was excellent. Thus
the non-existence of a negative region of	 was not unexpected from the
present calculations.
If a similar situation to that found by )Iiyamoto et al [45) and
lerokipiotis [42] were to have existed in the cavity, then the position at
which t	 changed sign (Nu., 	 0.8-1.1) would have been ,just before, or at,
the position of peak velocity (y 5.5-8.5mm). For to have been near to
zero for the range of NUV being considered, then there would have to have
been either: a 12% increase In term B; a 12% decrease in term C; or some
combination of an increase in term B and decrease in term C.
A change in term B of 12% would not appear to be a feasible
proposition as the profiles generated by the near wall sub-layer equation
matched the experimental profiles very closely, and any such change would
require a relocation of the wall position leading to an unrealistic mean
velocity profile very close to the wall (i.e. within 0.5mm of the wall).
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U Is- acknowledged that the lack of an initial precise location of the
wall will have introduced a level of uncertainty into the calculated wall
shear stress, but not enough to change term B to bring about the difference
in distribution of ii between the present data and those of Ilyamoto et al
[45) ant lerokiplotis [421.
Similarly a change to term C of 12% would not be considered feasible
as there 'is no- variable within the term which may be suhject to a high
enough level of uncertainty which could result in such a change
If a region of negative did exist- then the' only possibility
remaining is the combination of uncertainties in both terms. However, given
the excellent agreement betwee predicted and experimental mean Velocities,
and the reliability of the temperature data, one' cannot comment on this
further except to explain why one rmight expect to- see a region of negative
IL-uv
If one considers the equation' for turbulence kinetic energy in a near
wall forced flow situation, one csees thab the production of turbulence
kInetic energy 'is- due tb the term - Tdu,dyc This is known as P the
production of turbulence '-kinetic energy due tu shear As- ±t is the only term
which Is responsible for the input of energy 'to the turbulence, it must be
positive in sign. low as du/dy is positive close to the wall, then iP must
be negative for the production term 'to be positive.
Whilst local regions of positive 1P' may occur on the sa1l -side of the
peak mean velocity mr forced flows they cannot occupy the majority of this
region as the 'turbulence could not be maintalne& IIowaver this need not
necessarily be true for a system whick icomprises other turbulence kinetic
energy generating terms such 'as- a buoyancy terar in this respect the
production of turbulence kinetic energy due 'ta buoyancy G, has been
calculated and is compared to P in Section ?.4.5..
Obviously, the only way to resolve 'the problem of the sign of iP in
the near wall region is to measure	 directly.
With respect to the heated wall data, the position of peak TiVT
occurred at JUV 5.7-7 S which. was less than that' reported by Ilyamoto et
a]. t45] and lerokiplotis (421 '(10 and 17 respectively). This ehaws that
there is a significant difference In the distribution of PL within cavity
and flat plate boundary layers.
Jow'consider the overall 'distribution of 	 within the cavity, shown
in Figure Y.7?.
Starting at x/W 0.46, 'one sees that the value of ii• was non-zero
across- the entire profile.
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As one follows the development of the flow up the heated wall the
level of u's" remained relatively small until x/H = 0.229 where a
substantial increase occurred. The peak value of u'v' then increased with x
for all heights.
As the flow progressed along the ceiling iP changed sign, such that
the change was noted at y/L	 0.82 at x/H = 0.949. This height exhibited
the largest region where was negative. Such regions did exist at the
outer edge of the cooled wall boundary layer where velocity reversals took
place, but they were much smaller.
The -peak value of jT within the cooled wall boundary layer increased
with distance downstream inti1 i/il 0.765, after which it was constant
until it started to idecrease again at x/R 0.229.
Jaw the- 4istribution of ii 	 is important not only in being able to
determine F, but also in being able to determine the local shear stress. As
represents a transfer of momentum so -pi' describes a turbulence shear
stress. This quantity is looked at in the next Section.
The final point to be raised concerning i is the distribution of
it's correlation coefficient at the two extreme heights of x/ll = 0.040 and
0.949. The correlation coefficient is of interest in these regions because
of it's bebaviQur in other systems where re-laminarizatian takes place.
In the present system re-laminarization is promoted by a stable
temperature gradient. But there are other examples where re-laminarization
might occur,, promoted by a favourable pressure gradient or by a change in
geometry such as a diverging channel. In the latter case it has been found
that the correlation coefficient of decreases during re-laminarization
as the structure of the turbulence changes. Therefore a study of the
correlation coefficient may show up a similar state of affairs.
The correlation coeffiecient has been calculated for three heights: x/H
= 0.046, 0.497 and 0.949. The second height has been included as a reference
for the other two. The results are shown in Figure 7.78.
Jo trends were visible in the data of Figure 7.78 at x/Il = 0.046, so
suggesting that the structure of the turbulence In the region of re-
lam inarizatlon at xfli = 0.046 was not the same as has been observed In
diverging channel flow.
The only point of note from Figure 7.8 was that the correlation
coefficients at x/H = 0,497 and 0.949 were generally one or less, whilst
those at i/H = 0.046 were considerably higher. This Indicates either some
difference In the turbulence structure- between the flow at i/H = 0.046 and
the rest of the cavity, or that the available v ',,,.a. data at- i/li = 0.046
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were subject to high levels of uncertainty. A combination of the two is the
most likely.
7.4.4 TilE TOTAL SHEAR STRESS
The total shear stress = pdu/dy - p' has been calculated for
Series 3 at all heights The resulting data are tabulated in Tables 7.63-
7.73 and sample graphs at fU = 0.046, 0.497 and e,949 are presented in
Figure 7.79.
The general shape of the graphs in Figure 7.79 applied to all heights.
Working from the heated to the cooled wall one notes that there was an
initially large positive shear stress which then dropped sharply to a
negative value, the change of sign occurring between y 5-6mm at most
heights in the regions of fully developed flow. This position was between
the wall and the position of peak velocity, occurring at approximately two
thirds of this distance.
A minimum in i' occurred between y = 40-60mm (approximately
coinciding with the first latex-al position at which T = T.1) after which the
value rose to become positive at y 300mm it's sign then reversing again
to become negative, then increasing sharply close to the cooled wall to a
relatively high positive value.
The point at which the total shear stress changed sign close to the
cooled wafl, was similar (ju relation to the position of local peak velocity)
to that near the heated wall, as was the position of the near wall trough
in relation to the first lateral position where T =
From the description of the distribution of r one immediately notes
that there was no region of constant stress as one finds in forced flows.
This baa been known for some time in respect of vertical, flat plate natural
convection and. is now confirmed for cavity natural convection.
7.45 TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY
The two quantities 4iscussed in this Section are the production of
turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy G = -giP, and that due to shear,
P = -ti''du/dy The former has been calculated directly from the data,
whilst the latter term has been calculated by graphical interpretation.
The present experimental data are the first to be published, all other
data of this type have come from numerical calculations.
The values of P and G are respectively tabulated in Tables 7.63-7.73
and 725-7.35, and are graphically presented for all heights in Figures 7.80
and 7.81. Data at sample heights are also shown in Figures 7.82 and 7.83,
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the former showing full profiles and the latter near wall profiles. In all
cases a positive value of either P or G indicates the production of
turbulence kinetic energy, and obviously a negative value indicates a
destruction.
Consider the tabulated data for x/H = 0.046 and the graph in Figure
7.62. Except for the near wall region at the cooled wall the sign of P was
positive, with P generally being larger than G. In the central cavity region
P was mostly negligible whilst G was small but negative. At all other
positions 0 was positive, A similar profile was seen at x/H = 0.096 and
0.143.
There was a reduction in the peak values of P and 0 at the heated
wall when going from x/H = 0.046 to 0.096 thus showing the influence of
heat transfer from the floor at the lower height.
The peak values of P and G at the heated wall increased from x/B =
0.096 to 0.143 after which there was a substantial increase at x/H = 0.229
where both reached a maximum.
Above x/H = 0.229 the value of P in the near wall region at the heated
wall became negative thus indicating a destruction of the turbulence due to
shearing action. In the same region 0 was positive and represented the
production of turbulence kinetic energy.
The near wall regions are shown In detail in Figure 7.83 for x/H =
0.497 and 0.765. At both walls P was negative and 0 positive, with the sum
of P and 0 being positive. One therefore notes that confidence in the
current calculated values of u'v' in the near wall region is increased,
because the near wall turbulence could have been sustained by the
production of turbulence kinetic energy due to buoyancy. This observation
applied to all near wall regions when fully developed flow was present.
As for the whole profile of P and G, the graphs at xfH = 0.497 and
0.765 In Figure 7.82 show that for most of the profile P was larger than G,
except in the near wall and central cavity regions (in the central cavity
region they were approximately equal and negative).
The peak value of G at the heated wall decreased with height up to,
and including, x/H = 0.949, whereas that of P was approximately constant.
At xfH = 0.949 G was mostly positive, except for localized regions at
the outer edge of each boundary layer. But P was negative for most of the
cooled wall boundary layer.
The development of the profiles of P and G down the cooled wall was
similar to that up the heated wall, with the peak values reaching a maximum
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at x/H	 .765, although P was only positive in the near wall region of the
cooled wall at x/H = 0.849.
In genera' on. can say that destruction of turbulence kinetic energy
by both shear and buoyancy took place in the central cavity region, most
notably in the regions of reversed velocity. Production of turbulence
kinetic energy due to shear and-' buoyancy took place in the main part of
each boundary layer, with the near wall regions a special case, the sign of
G being positive and -the sign ot P being negative in regions of fully
developed flow.
The only' numerical data which can be compared tO the present results
are those of To and Humprey [4L They alsa found P to be larger than ( for
the main part of the boundary layer. rThey also found that dissipation and
convection were the aJar sink tetis of the turbulence kinetic energy. This
was also the case iii the cavity.
7.4.0 SUI1(AT OF THE FIIDINGS
FROX TIlE TURBULBICK QUAITITIES RRZULTS
Detailed Iata have been presented fdt a number' of turbulence
quantities which are based oti two component correlations. All of these have
varied with lateral pcsitio1r and in reltion to the tr&nition process at
the heated walls
The value of within the boundary layers was always positive,
therefore all turbulent transport of heat -was in the positive vertical
direction.. The totak amount of thermal energy convected in the vertical
direction was not constant- with height..
It was seen that the maximum correlation coefficient of TT matched
that reported by other researchers.
The calculated values of have bees shown to be uiitative in
nature. The value of 9 was always pitive ifl the main part of each
boundary layer, thus showing' 'that heat transfer 'was from the heated wall
and to the cooled wall.
A substantial increase in T was associated with the transition
process at the heated walI.
During the calculation of ii 	 it was bated that sinor corrections to
the centre-line temperatures wer. required.
Unlike the results from flat plate flow presented by other
researchers there was no general region of neg&tive uv' -close to either
wall
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One other significant difference in the distribution of iP was found
between flat plate and cavity natural convection in relation to the value of
Uv at which the peak of	 was found. For cavity natural convection the
value of NUY was significantly lower.
Unlike the two component correlation8 associated with the turbulent
transport of heat, the value of ii increased with height along the heated
wall.
The distribution of the total shear stress, r, was presented for the
first time for cavity natural convection. Xaxima occurred at each wall, and
minima occurred, at each position from either wall, where the local
temperature first reached that at the centre-line.
Experimentally derived values of P and G were presented for the first
time. These two quantities are important, both by themselves and combined
together. Each varied across the cavity exhibiting different characteristics
in different lateral regions.
Close to each wall P was seen to be negative, thus causing a
destruction of turbulence kinetic energy. However, G was positive and large
enough such that the sum of P and G was positive in the near wall region.
Therefore it was seen that the turbulence could be sustained.
Beyond the near wall region and up to the edge of the boundary
layers, the value of P was positive and larger than the value of G which
was also positive.
In the central cavity region, beyond the edge of each boundary layer,
the value of P was negligible whilst G was small but negative, thus showing
destruction of the turbulence kinetic energy by bucyancy forces.
7.5 POWER SPECTRAL DEISITY CALCULATIONS
Power spectral density (P.S.]).) distributions calculated from time
series of either velocity or temperature samples can be considered to be
part of a full desoription of any natural convection flow.
For the present study P.S.D. distributions were useful for three
reasons.
Firstly, to help establish the nature of the flow at the bottom of the
heated wall, and at the top of the cooled wall. Such an investigation was
necessary to find out whether or not a transitional boundary layer regime
was present and, if so, what effect the boundary conditions on the floor
and ceiling had on the collapse of turbulence within the flow along them.
Secondly, to determine the dominant frequencies in any transition
process and to investigate whether the equation, currently available, for
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predicting the dominant frequency of transition of natural convection flow
along a vertical flat plate, could be used for cavity flow.
Thirdly, to see how the turbulence was affected by stratification in
respect of the power law relationship between P.S.D. and frequency (or
alternatively wavenumber).
When commenting on the effect of the stratification on the power law
relating frequency to PS.D., previous researchers (e.g Bolgiano (51]) have
considered the stratification to have introduced anisotropy into the
turbulence thus altering the power within one or more sub-ranges. One must
be very careful when using the term anisotropy for one could automatically
take it's use to mean that without stratification the turbulence would be
isotropic (i.e. the R.X.S. of the fluctuating velocity components would be
equal in all three co-ordinate directions, for three and two-
dimensional flow)-.
Xiyamoto et al (453 have presented experimental data for the ratio of
u'R .?1 .. to V'R .. across a turbulent boundary layer flow, for a uniform
heat flux vertical wall in an Isothermal environment. The ratio was always
greater than one with a peak close to the wall, of between six and nine
depending on -Grx, decreasing to approximately two further out.
iyamoto et al (45] also presented data from another paper which
reported experimental data from natural convection flow along an isothermal
wall, in an isothermal environment. These data showed the ratio of U'p .,i .s.
to V'p ii .8. to be between one and two across the boundary layer.
The data of Figure 7.69 show that in the cavity boundary layers the
ratio decreased from approximately five, at either wall, to one at the
cavity centre.
Jo other experimental data exist which are able to shed more light on
the ratio of u' .PI .8. to V'R ., .s., but one notes that there is no guarantee
that it will be one when there is no stratification (i.e. that the turbulence
is isotropic). Indeed it has been proposed that the sink terms in the
turbulence equations show that scales differ in each co-ordinate direction.
Whilst commenting on the power law relationship between P.S.D. and
frequency, wavenumbers (as defined by Taylor for isotropic turbulence) will
be quoted for the m1nmum and maximum frequencies of any sub-range. The
reason for doing this was to see if any variation in frequency sub-range
limits resulted in constant ranges of wavenumber.
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7.5.1 THE )tATIIEXATICAL TECHN IQUE
There are several mathematical techniques which can be used to
calculate P.S.D. The selection of an appropriate technique Is dependent on
the manner In which data is sampled (random sampling or sampling at
discrete time intervals) and the sample time In relation to the sampling
frequency.
The cavity data. were sampled at constant time intervals for a
relatively long time. As the data were stored on magnetic tape in 100
blocks of 2048 words, the most obvious choice of analysis was one based on
individual block calculations, culminating in an averaging over the 100
blocks. Each data set in one block contained 512 samples, so leading to a
frequency resolution of 0.195Hz In the output.
This, then, was the approach taken in conjunction with the proposals
of Otnes and Enochson 186] for such data sets. The general theory is now
outlined.
During the calculation of P.S.D, the time history has firstly to be
altered to remove the mean value so that one deals only with the
fluctuating components. In doing this one also calculates the variance (mean
square value) of the data which is commonly used to non-dimensionalise the
values of P,S.D.
Once the data have been "mean corrected" then, for a single time
history, x(t), a raw estimate of the P.S.D. at any frequency, f, is given by:




Where I = Nh, N = total no. of samples, h = time between samples and
N_I
X(f,T) = h E xwexp(j2dnh)	 (7.42)
0
One should note that only an estimate of the P.S.D. can ever be
calculated from experimental data 1 as calculation of the true P.S.D. would
require an infinite data series.
Now one can manipulate equation (7.42) by putting f = k/[Jh) where k =
0,1 ......N-i to give:
N-I
X(f,T) = h £ xNexp(-j2w(kn/N))
0
Now, by putting XK = X(f,T)/h one can write:





The representation of Gx (f). in equation (7.43) is useful as it allows
an easy comparison between it and the output of the fast Fourier transform
algorithm which has been used to calculate the Fourier transform.
The algoritiwi used in practice was taken from the JAG library on the
Q,X.C.1GL 2988 computer. The name of the routine was CO6EAF and it's output
was Ld1 . Therefore by squaring the output and mutiplying by 2h one
obtained Gx(f).
low, GLt) is only a raw estimate which is subject to uncertainties.
To compensate for this a window has to be applied to the -data, either
before or after the application of the transform (the transform essentially
integrates between *. and-. -so the window has the effect of making the time
history appear as part of an infinite one)
It is jnuc,j easier to: apply a data window after the transform has been
carried out, and for this purpose many windowe have been proposed. Previous
researchers at Q.I.C. have used what is termed the GEO spectral window, but
if one is to calculate P.S.D.'s for individual blocks, and then to average
the results, a more appropriate window, especially designed for such a use,
is the Goodman spectral window.
The Goodman window is applied to the values of Xc, -such that:
XK(k) = X,<(k) + E B(i)(L<(k-1) + L(k+1))	 (7.45)
YbereJU.)	 -0.35, B(> = -00875,- B(3) w -0.0625
At the begining, and the end of the X sequence, one considers the
sequence as a continuous loop when select ing Lc (ku )...
When the values of Gx Ct) have been calculated they must be multiplied
by the Goodman factor which is 1267.
In summary the technique used by the present author was to subtract
the mean value ot the data in one block to give z(t) based on fluctuating
components -only The mod.if led time history was then fast Fourier
transformed to give L</J . These values were then subjected to the
Lioodman window, after which they- were squared, scaled and multiplied by 2h.
This was repeated or the remaining 99 -blacks and the resultant values at
each frequency averaged over the 100 blocks. Jo further manipulation of the
data was undertaken, although some researchers employ a "smoothing"
operation which was considere4 unnecessary for the present calculations.
The programs used for the P.S.]). calculations were VELPSD and TEXPPSD
both in •SRG of, the present 'author's filespace under the username :UGEX117
o the Q.LC. ICL 2988 The subroutine used by both programs was named GOOD
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which was stored in compiled form in IOMP, and in original form on
magnetic tape PT1214 under group lEVi.
In preparation for the P.S.D. calculations, checks on the magnitude of
the temperature and velocity data were incorporated into the programs to
guard against false tape readings. The velocity data did require some extra
preparation as dropout In the L.D.A. meant that some readings were not
correct.
Each tape was examined using the program DROPOUT, to see which blocks
contained sequences of mare than 10 consecutive Ndropoutw readings. These
blocks were discarded during the analysis, and, where acceptable" dropout
did occur, the program replaced the incorrect dat& using a linear
interpolation between valid readings, so farming a continuous data sequence.
For the- vast majority of the data, It was found that when dropout
occurred the number of consecutive samples which were affected was either
one or two. Occurrences of five or more consecutive sampleS affected by
dropout were rare.
All the results from DROPOUT, VELPSD and TEMPPSI) have been kept on
magnetic tape PT1214.
The P.S.D. programs were tested using data derived from simple cosine
functions utilizing frequencies of 10 and 20Hz. Yhen the results of these
tests were plotted, with normal decimal numbers at each axis, sharp peaks
were seen at the two relevant frequencies, and the area under the curve
agreed with the mean square value of the data to within 2%. The analysis
programs were therefore considered correct.
In most instance8 P.S.D. data are presented in a log-log format.
Indeed, the data from Series 3 and 4 will be presented 1n log-log format.
But, such a representalon of the data can lead to a reduction in the visual
sharpnessw of any peaks in a curve of P.S.D. against frequency. This is
illustrated quite well by Figure 7,84 which shows the results from cosine
test data at a frequency -of 10Hz.
P.S.D.'s were also calculated from the data of SerIes § which were
stored an the PDP system. In order to be able to do this the fast Fourier
transform given in Otnes and Bnochson [863 wa proposed for use in these
calculations.
Test data identical to that used to test the ICL F.S.D. ptograms, were
used to check the programs on the IDP. A number of errors in the original
program listing were shown up, but the eventual results agreed excellently
with the ICL calculations when plotted in decimal (or linear) format.
However, when plotted in log-log format there were considerable differences
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in the results from the PDP and ICL programs which are shown in Figure
7.84.
The differences shown up by Figure 7.84 proved to be significant, so
much so that little reliable information could be 8leaned froa the Series 5
plots of P.S.D. against frequency, especially in relation to estimating the
start of transition. It is thought that the smaller word length of the PDP
computer was responsible for the differences, and not the algorithmn.
7.5.2 VELOCITY TINE HISTORIES
The flow at the bottom of the heated wall is considered in relation to
-t1m histories which were produced from the data recorded on the tapes.
It has previously been -noted that the flow at the bottom of the heated
wall was predicted to be of a laminar nature for the values of RaN tud1ed.
Therefore one would expect the Mlaminar reg-lon to be more extensive in
SerIes 4 than in Series 3, as the value of RaN was lower and any transition
process would be expected to have started at a greater absolute height in
Series 4 than in Series 3.
The onset of transition is shown up best by the time histories from
Series 4, at x/H = 0.046-0.229. Those from Series 3 are omitted to conserve
space.
Consider Figures 7.85-7.88 which are velocity time histories from
SerIes 4 at x/H = 0.046, 0.095, 0.143 and 0.229 with y 3mm (the y
position corresponds to the peak in mean velocity). These plots can be
compared to Figure 7.89 which depicts the time history, at the mean
velocity- peak, from Series 3 . at i/H = 0.497 where the flow was fully
turbulent. The difference between the time histories in Figures 7.85-7.87,
and that in Figure 7,89, was quite considerable.
In Figures ?.85-?.88 one sees that when the velocity changed it did so
relatively slowly and smoothly. Certainly, the nature of the flow at the
bottom of the heated wall was quite different from that of the fully
developed turbulent flow, it being very close to that of laminar flow,
although not strictly so as variations in velocity did occur,
The time segment shown in each Figure is 10.24s out of a total sample
time of 512s. Obviously, other sub-samples would show slightly different
patterns but one can see that, in general, there were fewest changes in
velocity at i/B = 0.096 which reflected the reduction in U'i .i'i .. brought
about by the damping effect of the wall.
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At x(H = 0.096 one also notes that the vertical scatter in the plot
decreased to a minimum. This would appear to Indicate a lower level of
disturbance at this height than at any of the other three.
The minuinum scatter at xfH = 0.096 was approximately 0.008m/s which
was the resolution of the tracker for the frequency range used.
To check whether the scatter at x/H = 0.096 was purely due to
anemometer resolution an investigation was carried out during Series 5.
Data were taken at x/H = 0.118 (similar absolute height to x/H = 0.096 of
Series 4) for two tracker frequency ranges, namely 33-333kHz and 10-100kHz.
The resultant time histories, shown in Figures 7.90 and 7.91, showed that
the scatter reduced by one third with a decrease in the frequency range.
This is exactly what was expected if the scatter had been due to the
anemometer resolution.
The final time history to be examined Is that at x/H = 0.229 from
Series 4 (Figure 788). Here one sees that there were regular sinusoidal
variations of velocity, which is a characteristic associated with the
initial stages of transition. This time history was the only one, from
either Series 3 or 4, to show this feature clearly.
7,5.3 VELOCITY P.S.D. DISTRIBUTIONS
Having examined the time histories one may now turn to the P.S.D.
distributions from both Series 3 and 4.
The P.S.D. distributions at all relevant positions within the cavity
are discussed.
The discussion begins with the starting corner at the bottom of the
heated wall. This is a logical progression from the comments made about the
velocity time histories in this region. One then progesses to the other
starting corner at the top of the cooled wall to look f or any similarities
and differences between the characteristics of the two regions.
Following on from this one discusses the P.S.D. distributions at the
bottom of the cooled wall and then those of the equivalent region at the
top of the heated wall,
Finally, the P.S.D, distributions at mid-height close to the heated wall
are discussed
In Figure 7.92 the P.S.D. distributions from Series 3 at x/H = 0.046
and 0.096 (at y 3.7mm corresponding to the peak in mean velocity) show
that there was negligible power in the spectrum above 5Hz. The general
shape of the curves were as expected with the largest values of P.S.D. at
the lower frequencies.
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There was only one identifiable region in Figure 7.92 where a constant
power law relation between frequency and P.S.D. could be considered to
exist. This was for f 1-4Hz (wavenumber, n, = 40-144) where the exponent
was -5. With an increase in height to x/H = 0.143, a significant increase of
P.S.D. occurred in the range 1-10Hz, with peaks at 2.4 and 4.9Hz. So, the
transition process in Series 3 Is seen to have started by x/H	 0,143,
although a very small peak at 2.4Hz was seen In the graph at x/H = 0.096.
For the same heights, but at y 7.7mm, corresponding to the peak In
U'R M .., the P.S.D. distributions were slightly different as shown In Figure
7.93. The absolute P.S.D. increased with height at all frequencies, with an
additional peak at 7.6Hz shown at x/lI = 0.143.
All three frequencies which have been identified so far are multiples
of a base frequency. This base frequency is approximately 2.5Hz.
The P.S.D. distribution for x/H = 0.229 from Series 3 at y = 3.95mm
(Figure 7.94) shows that the spectral characteristics of the data were
those of a nearly fully developed turbulent flow, with only two small peaks
at 2.3 and 4.0Hz, and a distinct dissipation sub-range with an exponent of
-4.6 (n = 97- a') relating frequency to P.S.D. (the upper wavenumber limit of
is used merely to show that there was no other sub-range at higher
wavenumbers).
At heights above x/H = 0.229 the flow became fully developed with
three distinct frequency sub-ranges exhibiting different power law
relationships between frequency and P.S.D. (these are discussed later). It
was expected that an increase In the base frequency might have occurred as
the height increased, as has been observed in vertical flat plate flow, but
this has not been observed.
One may compare the P.S.D. distributions of Series 3 and 4 at x/H =
0.229, to show the effect on the start of transition brought about by the
reduction in wall temperature difference.
Figure 7.95 shows that, in Series 4 at x/H = 0.229, there were four
distinct peaks at 1.9, 3.5, 7.1 and 8.5Hz. These frequencies can be
considered to be multiples of a base frequency of 1.8Hz. The differences
between Figures 7.94 and 7.95 clearly show that transition started at a
greater height in Series 4 than in SerIes 3. Jot only that, but a change in
base frequency, from 2.5Hz to 1.8Hz, occurred.
Using equation (2.5) from Gebhart and lahajan [25] the predicted
dominant frequencies for Series 3 at x/H = 0.096 and 0.143 were 2.22 and
2.17Hz, respectively. For Series 4, the frequencies predicted at 0.096, 0.143
and 0.229 were 1.82, 1.78 and 1.72Hz, respectively.
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In Series 3 the first small peak in the P.S.D. distributions was seen
at x/H = 0.096 with the base frequency being 2.5Hz. This compares
favourably with the value of 222Hz predicted for this height. In the case
of Series 4, the base frequency of 1.8Hz agreed excellently with the
predicted frequency of 1.78Hz at x/H = 0.143.
With such reasonable agreement between theory and experimental base
frequencies, one sees that, in the stratified cavity flow, there is a
decrease in base frequency with decrease in wall temperature difference. In
addition one notes that the base frequency remains practically constant
with height.
From Chapter 2 one notes that the previously reported dominant
frequencies in transition, for the natural convection of air along a
vertical flat plate in an isothermal environment, were consistently higher
at 3.2-3.6Hz. One is tempted to say that the stratification is responsible
for the difference between these and the frequencies found In the cavity
flow, but no data are available for flow with a stratified environment, and
so it's direct influence on the transition frequency Is unknown. One must
therefore examine equation (2.5) to see if there is any other possible
explanation.
It is seen that the height, x, cancels out overall in equation (2.5)
and so it is the wall to environment temperature drop which contributes
most significantly to the predicted dominant transition frequency. A lower
temperature drop means a lower predicted frequency, a characteristic which
has been confirmed in the cavity. Thus the differences between the flat
plate and cavity transition frequencies are not so unexpected, as the former
frequencies have been noted at higher temperature drops.
Having dealt with the flow at the bottom of the heated wall attention
Is now turned to the flow at the top of the cooled wall, where the P.S.D.
distributions of Series 3 at x/H = 0.849, 0.898 and 0.949 (Figures 7.96 and
7.97) were quite different to those at equivalent heights relating to the
flow at the bottom of the heated wall.
At the top of the cooled wall the P.S.D. distributions were essentially
those of a turbulent flow (although the absolute values increased slightly
with distance down the wall) and small peaks were seen at 2.0, 4.0 and
5.0Hz for x/H = 0.849.
Figures 7.96 and 7.9? show that there were three distinct power law
relations between frequency and P.S.D., where the exponents in each
relationship varied with distance from the wall, The exponents were -1.3 (n
22-65), -2.9 (ii = 65-160) and -4.8 (n = l60-) at y 	 4.9mm and -1 (n =
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16-48), -2.3 (n = 48-183) and -4.5 (n = 183-w) at y 7.9mm, the smaller
exponents being applicable to the higher frequencies. The slight change in
the power relationship was presumably associated with the change in the
vertical temperature gradient, which Increased with distance from the wall.
Turning now to the turbulent regions at the top of the heated wall and
the bottom of the cooled wall, where the boundary layers were losing fluid,
one notes that the power spectra appeared similar.
Consider first the spectra at y 6.2mm at the bottom of the cooled
wall. These spectra consistently showed a relationship with an exponent of
-4.6 between frequency and P.S.D. at the higher frequencies. There were two
other power relationships discernible (see Figure 7.98) although these did
alter with height. At x/H = 0.143 they were -1.8 (n = 35-88) and -2,8 (n =
92-207) and at x/H = 0.046 they were -2.1 (n = 36-120) and -3.4 (n = 126-
293).
Further from the wall at y 11.7mm (Figure 7.99) the exponent
applicable to the higher frequencies was -4.0. This was constant for all
heights, but at lower frequencies there was only one other clearly
discernible sub-range where the exponent decreased, changing from -2.4 (11 =
56-209) to -2.8 (n 71-247) with a decrease in height.
From Figures 7.98 and 7.99 one notes two Interesting facts. Firstly, at
the lower frequencies the exponent decreased with decreasing height, and
secondly, that the exponent of all sub-ranges in the cooled wall flow
increased with Increasing distance from the wall (this Is based on data at
the top and bottom of the cooled wall).
The most obvious characteristic which changes with distance from the
wall is the vertical temperature gradient, which Is zero at the wall,
increasing to a maximum somewhere between y = 20 and 50mm from either
wall at most heights. It Is likely that the increase in stratification
contributed significantly to the increase of the exponent of the dissipative
sub-range. However, it Is unlikely that the exponent Is purely a function of
the stratification as one expects the exponent to be a function of a
dimensionless quantity.
This point can be considered by examining the P.S.D. distributions at
the cavity centre for x/H = 0.849, 0.898 and 0.949. These heights were most
interesting as the local stratification at the cavity centre was lower than
those of the near cooled wall positions already studied.
in the case of Series 3, at x/H = 0.849 and 0.898, the P.S.D.
distributions at the cavity centre (Figure 7.100) showed that there was
negligible power in the spectrum above 2Hz, and that the exponent relating
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frequency to ?.S.D, below 2Hz was -3.8. This solitary sub-range must have
been a dissipative one. Jow the exponent of -3.8 is the highest that has
been reported so far. This means that the trend of increasing exponent with
increasing stratification was not confirmed.
Further Investigation of the variation of exponent with stratification
is required to expand on the results at the three top heights. This has
been done by bringing together all the available cavity data for velocity
P.S.D. distributions and is presented in Section 7.5.4. This investigation
deals with the variation of the exponents In all the sub-ranges with the
vertical temperature gradient and two forms of the Richardson number.
Staying with Figure 7.100, one notes that the power spectrum at x/H =
0.949 was different at the cavity centre to those at the two lower heights.
There were two sub-ranges, as compared to one for the other two heights,
with exponents of -2.5 and -3.9 relating frequency to P.S.D. It is presumed
that the difference arose because the data at x/H = 0.949 were taken close
to the edge of the ceiling boundary layer.
Interestingly two peaks were seen in Figure 7.100 at 2.4Hz and 5.1Hz
for xfH = 0.949. These were the dominant frequencies first noted in the
heated wall boundary layer at the start of the transition process. The
reason for the existence of these peaks is not clear. One may only
speculate that by the time the ceiling boundary layer flow had reached the
cavity centre-line, heat transfer from the fluid to the ceiling was taking
place. This would have caused a downf low of fluid which might have
undergone some process which resulted in the two observed peaks.
Ziai [1] showed that heat transfer from the fluid to the ceiling
started after the flow had travelled to y/L 0.57. As the insulation at the
ceiling of the present cavity was better than that used by Zial [1), it was
quite possible that heat transfer from the fluid to the ceiling took place
before y/L 0,57. (Whilst the insulation was improved, heat transfer still
took place through the ceiling, but the increase in the near ceiling fluid
temperature would have meant that heat transfer from the fluid was more
likely before the flow reached y/L = 0.57). This gives some limited support
to the proposal that there was some downf low of fluid at y/L = 0.5.
Returning to the variation of the exponent with height in the two
lower frequency ranges at the bottom of the cooled wall, one may speculate
that the decrease in the exponent might be associated with a local
variation In a (yet to be properly determined) dimensionless quantity. Such
a change would not be unlikely as the flow neared the floor of the cavity.
However, one must also seek to explain why the exponent of the dissipative
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sub-range did not change. One can only speculate that in this region, the
local variation of the dimensionless quantity, whilst significant enough to
alter the buoyancy and Inertial sub-range exponents, was not significant
enough to alter the exponent of the dissipative sub-range.
One point to consider Is the effect of potential variables (within any
dimensionless quantityY on any sub-range.
The dissipative sub-range is associated with the smallest scale
turbulent eddies, which are expected to be less anisotropic than those
eddies at the larger scales associated with the lower frequencies.
Therefore, any change in stratification could be expected to have less
effect on the dissipative sub-range than any other. Indeed, for each lateral
position referred to at the bottom of the cooled wall, the local
stratification was constant with height (although different at each lateral
position).
As the higher frequency sub-range is associated with dissipation, then
with a decrease of turbulence intensity with height one might expect this
range to become more dominant. This appears to have been the case as the
lower frequency limit decreased with decreasing height.
In contrast to the flow at the bottom of the cooled wall, the
equivalent heights at the top of the heated wall (x/H = 0.849, 0.898 and
0.949 in Figures 7.101 and 7.102) all basically showed consistently similar
P.S.D. distributions, with the absolute values being almost identical at each
height, although the exponent of each sub-range again changed with distance
from the wall. At y 8.8mm the exponents of the sub-ranges were -1.5 (n =
20-68), -2.3 (n = 68-161) and -4 (n = 161- a), whereas at y 16.4mm the
exponents were -1.8 (n = 22-93), -2.8 (n = 93-252) and -4.4 (n = 252-a).
The trend of the exponents, with distance from the wall, was opposite to
that which occurred in the cooled wall flow. This evidence gives further
support to the idea that the expofient of a sub-range is not dependent on
just the local stratification, but also on other local parameters.
Checks made at x/H = 0.497 (Figures 7.103 and 7.104) showed that at y
= 2.61mm the exponents were -0.9 (n 13-70), -2.7 (n = 74-213) and -4.4
(n = 213-a) whereas at y 6.63mm the exponents were -0.7 (n = 8-39), -2.1
(n = 40-164) and -4.1 (ii = 178-). Here, the previously observed trend from
the cooled wall data was seen again. Thus, the trends in the data at the
top of the heated wall would appear to be due to a local effect.
The most obvious difference between the data at the top of the heated
wall and the rest, is that they were taken from a region where a
Nsubstantial flow was turning through a corner (by using the term
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'substantial one seeks to emphasize the differences between this flow and
that at the bottom of the cooled wall where the mass flow, heat transfer
and boundary layer thickness were all much smaller compared to those at
the top of the heated wall). One might therefore expect a region at the top
of the heated wall to promote a substantial increase in the lateral mean
velocity and '', as well as some decrease in ii'T. These quantities have
been investigated in earlier Sections which show the expected trends.
7.5.4 CO1PARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICALLY
PREDICTED SUB-RANGE EXPONENTS FOR VELOCITY P.S.D. DISTRIBUTIONS
The results regarding the exponents of the sub-ranges identified In
the velocity data must now be compared to those predicted in the work
reviewed in Chapter 2.
The dissipative sub-range, at the higher frequencies, is the easiest to
deal with first. The exponent for this sub-range ranged from -3.8 to -5
with a probable dependence on the local stratification being evident in
some cases. For an unstratified flow Corrsin [50] had predicted an exponent
of -7 for the dissipative sub-range in a temperature field, (This prediction
was unchallenged by the work of Bolgiano [51] for a stratified environment
in respect of both temperature and velocity fields). This has been shown to
be inapplicable to the present cavity flow.
As regards experimental data, the exponents of the dissipative sub-
range observed in natural convection flows with an isothermal environment
have been -17/3 by Dastbaz [26] and -5 by Smith [27]. As the environment
was nominally isothermal in these two works, one would expect these
exponents to form the upper limit for the dissipative sub-range in the
natural convection of air, thus casting further doubt on the applicablity of
the prediction of Corrsln [50) to velocity data.
Next, one may consider the buoyancy sub-range (at the lowest
frequencies) which was predicted by Bolglano [51] to have an exponent of
-11/5. This sub-range was considered to result from the stratification
causing anisotropic turbulence, however, the evidence from Figure 7.69 has
indicated a trend towards isotropic turbulence (within the cavity) with
distance from the wall which was generally associated with an increase in
stratification.
As regards the exponent of the buoyancy sub-range, it has varied from
-1 to -2,1 in the present study. Typically, previous experimental results
have yielded a power of -5/3 for the buoyancy sub-range, which Is
approximately in the middle of the results of the present study. In relation
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to this it must be noted that many researchers have deliberately fitted
their data with the -5/3 range, rather than using a Nline of best fit",
although this does not apply to the results of Smith (27] who found an
exponent of -1 to be applicable to the lowest frequencies.
It is pertinent to mention here that the present author produced lines
of best fit through his data after initially fixing the range of frequencies
over which any line would apply. Such objective decisions were not difficult
as the data easily lent themselves to such an approach.
One would expect to see any buoyancy sub-range become more prominent
further away from either wall as the stratification Increased. Such a trend
was not seen at any height with respect to either frequency or wavenuniber.
Finally, there Is the inertial sub-range, existing at Intermediate
frequencies. Bolgiano (51] predicted a power of -5/3 for this sub-range, but
most experimental evidence points to a power of -3. Only Smith [27) found a
power of -5/3 at intermediate frequencies. The present study has shown up a
range of powers from -2.4 to -2.8 for the inertial sub-range, which
certainly does not support the proposed existence of an inertial sub-range
with a power of -5/3.
The final point to be considered in this Section is the variation of
exponent (from any range) with stratification and suitable dimensionless
groups. In selecting a suitable dimensionless group one must consider those
parameters which, from the results presented, may be linked to the
variation of the exponents.
The results have indicated that the parameters dT/dx, v, 	 and
may be major contributors to any dimensionless group. One may take the
comments of Bolgiano [51] as a starting point. He stated that some
measurements of the exponent of the dissipative sub-range (in the
atmosphere) Indicated that It varied with the Richardson number. (A
negative correlation between exponent and Richardson number).
low, the two forms of the Richardson number which were mentioned In
Chapter 2 were RF and Ro. Both of these feature dv/dx In their
denominators, v being one of the parameters which the author has proposed
as influencing the exponent of a sub-range.
Other proposed parameters are also present In both Richardson
numbers, dT/dx being present in Ra and the two turbulence quantities t
and u'T' being present in R.
All available data for the three sub-ranges have been plotted. The
nature of the plots have been exponent against dT/dx, Ra and RF. The graphs
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are shown in Figures 7.105, 7.106, and 7.107 for the buoyancy, inertial and
dissipative sub-ranges, respectively.
First consider Figure 7.105 which depicts the graphs for the buoyancy
sub-range. Both the graphs featuring dTfdx and RG showed considerable
scatter, only the graph featuring R showed an indication of increasing
exponent with increasing RF. The correlation coefficient for the latter
graph was 0.52. It is obvious from the graph that much more data would be
required to provide a better indication of any trend.
One must also bear in mind that in all the quantities dT/dx, RG and
R,r, manual interpretation has been used extensively to arrive at the final
values. Therefore all values are subject to uncertainties, especially the
values of dv/dx.
Substantial improvements in the determination of a trend of exponent
with either of dT/dx, RG or R, could be made in two ways. Firstly, by the
calculation of a large number of P.S.D. distributions from existing tape
data, and secondly, by a separate investigation which would measure not
only the lateral velocity, v, directly but also the local value of dT/dx with
a vertical array of thermocouples, as well as the other parameters measured
in the present study.
Pressing on with the variation of exponents with dT/dx, RG and RF one
can now consider the inertial sub-range using Figure 7.106. None of the
graphs showed any trend, which is not unexpected, as the inertial sub-range
has been expected to universally exist in stratified and unstratified flows,
and so zero correlation would be expected.
Moving on to the dissipative sub-range in Figure 7.107 one notes a
possible variation of decreasing exponent with increasing dT/dx or RF. The
correlation coefficients of both these graphs were approximatly the same,
at -0,58 and -0.54 respectively. (This is the trend reported by Bolgiano
151)). But, there are two points to bear In mind. Firstly, the removal of a
few points on either graph could seriously reduce the modulus of the
correlation coefficient, and secondly, the large scatter in the R graph
shows the effect of uncertainties In dv/dx as this parameter Is the major
factor in the difference between the graphs using dT/dx and RG.
Again, it can only be repeated that an In-depth study is required to
determine proper trends In the variation of exponents with the Richardson
numbers. One must also take note of the fact that a different dimensionless
group may affect the exponents, Indeed the degree of anisotropy of the flow
may have some effect.
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7,5.5 TEAPERATURE P.S.D. DISTRIBUT lOIS
The sequence of regions discussed in this Section is different from
that of Section 7.5.3. The first region discussed is that at the bottom of
the heated wall, but then progress Is made up the heated wall and then over
to the cooled wall.
Consider Figure 7.108 which shows the temperature P.S.D. distribution
at the heated wall for Series 3 at x/H = 0.096 for y = 4.24 and 8.24mm. For
both lateral positions one can clearly see that there were two distinct
frequency sub-ranges. The sub-range at the lower frequencies exhibited an
exponent of -2 for both lateral positions, whereas the exponent of the sub-
range at the higher frequencies was different at each lateral position. At
y 3.7mm the exponent was -8.6 and at y 7.7mm it was -6.9.
The sub-ranges with the exponents of -8.6 and -6.9 were clearly
dissipative sub-ranges, as for the other sub-ranges with an exponent of -2,
it Is assumed that these were buoyancy sub-ranges.
From Figure 7.108 one notes that for a given sub-range the increase of
the exponent with increasing lateral distance was the same trend as that
observed In the velocity P.S.D. distributions at the same height. In addition
it is seen that the exponents of the temperature P.S.D. distributions were
significantly lower than those of the velocity data.
low, at the same height and lateral positions of Figure 7.108, the
velocity P.S.D. distributions showed a peak at the base transition frequency.
Such a peak was not shown in the temperature P.S.D. at y = 4.24mm, but
there was a very small peak at 2.4Hz for y = 8.24mm. This is exactly the
same frequency as shown in the velocity data.
The lack of a discernible inertial sub-range in Figure 7.108 may
possibly be explained by a slight modification of the curve in the region
of f = 2.4Hz. As it could be argued that the small peak seen at this
frequency (for y = 8.24mm) was due to experimental uncertainty, this
explanation does give some support to the proposal that the beginning of
the temperature field transition process was seen at x/H = 0.096.
loving up to x/H = 0.143, for y = 3.99 and 8.03mm, one sees from
Figure 7.109 that several peaks were present, these peaks being more
prominent than those in the velocity data. The peaks were at 2.3, 4.8, 8.6
and 12.1Hz and can be considered to be multiples of 2.4Hz (compared to
2.5Hz for the velocity field) except for that at 8.6Hz which was
approximately 3.6 times the base frequency.
There were substantial peaks in Figure 7.108 at 14.7Hz. These peaks
may have been due to a transient fault in the power supply of the signal
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conditioning units. Ziai [1] had previously observed peaks at relatively
high frequencies which he attributed to an effect of the PD? 11134A power
supply unit. It is unlikely that the same problem arose in the present
study, especially as no such peaks were observed in the velocity data.
It may be that the peak in Figure 7.108 at 8.6Hz may also have been
due to the same transient fault in the signal conditioning units. Certainly,
the present author did have problems with the stability of the output from
the signal conditioning units at different times during the study.
The temperature and velocity P.S.D. distributions from Series 3 at x/H
= 0.096 and 0.143 have not conclusively shown that transition occurs first
in the velocity boundary layer. There Is only an indication from Figures
7.92 and 7.108 that this may be so.
Consider Figure 7,110 which depicts P.S.D. data from Series 4 at x/H =
0.229 and y = 4.26 and 826mm, with the latter lateral position
corresponding to the peak in T'R.M.s. One notes that there were several
peaks located at 1.7, 3.5, 5.2, 6.8, 10.6, 12.0, 13.8 and 18.2Hz. These are all
multiples of a base frequency of approximately 1.7Hz. This base frequency is
very close to that observed In the equivalent velocity P.S.D. distribution
although it is slightly lower.
As regards the dominant frequencies during transition for both Series
3 and 4, there was excellent agreement between those present in the
temperature and velocity data, although in both Series the base frequency In
the temperature data was slightly lower than that in the velocity data by
0.1Hz.
Both Series 3 and 4 P.S.D. distributions have shown that there were no
dominant frequencies in the turbulence beyond the height of x/H = 0.229, the
distributions at x/H = 0.360 being those of a turbulent flow (see Figure
7.111 for Series 4 temperature P.S.D. distribution at x/H = 0.360).
From Figure 7.111 one notes that there were three distinct frequency
sub-ranges In each of the three P.S.D. distributions at y = 4.02, 8.02 and
60mm.
For the dissipative sub-ranges in Figure 7.111 the exponent increased
with increasing lateral distance from -6.7 to -5.9 to -5. In the case of the
other two sub-ranges there was little difference between the exponents at
the two smallest y positions, but there was an increase in exponent at y =
60mm, This observation does not correspond to the proposal in Section 7.5.3
that any change in local stratification may be expected to have less effect
on the dissipative sub-range of the velocity data. One may consider the
difference to be explained by the fact that the transition process was not
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finished at x/H = 0.360, and so some local effect may have been
responsible, or that the behaviour of the exponents of the temperature data
are basically different from those of the velocity data.
lEast interesting was the increase in the range of frequencies
applicable to the first sub-ranges (assumed to be buoyancy sub-ranges) of
Figure 7.111, which was accompanied by a decrease in the range of
frequencies applicable to the intermediate sub-range.
As in the velocity P.S.D. distributions, the range in wavenuinbers for
the temperature P.S.D. distributions also changed, there being no correlation
between wavenumber limits and sub-ranges when using the Taylor definition
of wavenumber.
The increase of the exponent with increasing lateral distance was
again shown for SerIes 3 at x/H = 0.497 (see Figure 7.112) at the heated
wall. However, here one sees that it was possible to draw in a fourth sub-
range. Such a fourth sub-range was also seen in Figures 7.113 and 7.114
which, respectively, show the P.S.D. distributions at constant lateral
positions for x/H = 0.849, 0.898 and 0.949 at the heated and cooled walls.
The exponents of the sub-ranges in Figure 7.112 were -1.1, -2.8, -4.6
and -6.1 at y = 4.16mm and -1.1, -2.7, -4.4 and -5.4 at y = 8.15mm. The
presence of these four sub-ranges raises the question of which sub-range is
which? Clearly the dissipative sub-range must be the one with the lowest
exponent at each lateral position. The values of these exponents were
similar to those found In Figure 7.111. If one assumes that a relevant local
dimensionless quantity was approximately the same at corresponding lateral
positions for the data from Figures 7.111 and 7.112, then one would be 1e4.
to consider that the difference between Figures 7.111 and 7.112, in terms of
the sub-ranges, would be an additional sub-range at the lowest frequencies.
The suggestion of a neww sub-range occurring at the lowest
frequencies does not fit in with the expectation that it is the buoyancy
sub-range which occurs at the lowest frequencies. One is therefore faced
with the possibility that a buoyancy sub-range was not discernible in the
previously presented temperature P.S.D. distributions, and so the new" sub-
range is that occurring when the exponent is -4.5. Further discussion of
this point Is taken up In Section 7.5.6 when all the temperature data have
been presented.
Figure 7.113 shows the P.S.D. distributions at y 3.5mm from the
heated wall, for x/H = 0.849, 0.898 and 0.949. The distributions were
virtually the same for each height and showed four sub-ranges with
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exponents of -0.9, -3, -4.7 and -6.9. These values were similar to those
found in Figure 7.112.
In Figure 7.114 the lateral position was y 3.4mm from the cooled
wall (again for x/H = 0.849, 0,898 and 0.949) and the exponents of the first
three sub-ranges were constant at -1.8, -4.6 and -6.7 for each height. The
fourth sub-range differed in that the exponent was -7 at x/H = 0.849 and
0.898 and -8.5 at 0.949. The exponents of the two extreme sub-ranges were
similar to those at x/}I = 0.095 at the heated wall, whilst the middle two
were similar to those of the latter two sub-ranges in Figures 7.112 and
7.113.
7.5.6 COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICALLY
PREDICTED S1JB-RANGE EXPONENTS FOR TEMPERATURE P.S.D. DISTRIBUTiONS
Only three sub-ranges were anticipated for the temperature data. A
dissipative sub-range with an exponent of -7 predicted by Corrsin 150), a
buoyancy sub-range with an exponent of -7/5 predicted by Bolgiano 151] and
an intermediate inertial sub-range with an exponent of either -5/3
predicted by Corrsin 150) or -3 which has been observed by previous
researchers.
The present results are unique in showing four sub-ranges in regions
of fully developed turbulent flow.
Each of these four sub-ranges were distinct and did not arise because
of visual misinterpretation.
Looking firstly at the dissipative sub-range one notes that the
exponent for this has ranged from -8.6 to -5.9 close to the walls to -5
further from the walls.
The exponents applicable to the near wall regions were in reasonable
agreement with the -7 power predicted by Corrsin 150] for a non-stratified
environment, although the minimum value was less than -7. This exponent,
predicted by Corrsin 150), was not challenged by the work of Bolgiano (51]
for a stratified environment.
The predicted buoyancy sub-range with an exponent of -7/5 compared
favourably with the first sub-range found in the fully developed flow along
the heated wall at x/H = 0.497, 0.849, 0.898 and 0.949, as well as that at
x/H = 0.849, 0.898 and 0.949 near to the cooled wall. The exponent was
found to vary from -0.9 to -1.8. As in the velocity data the predicted
exponent was approximately in the middle of the observed exponent range.
An inertial sub-range with an exponent of -3 has consistently been
presented for temperature data which is reflected in the presently
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identified sub-range showing exponents varying from -2.5 to -3 in near wall
regions, except for the flow very close to the top of the cooled wall were
it was -4.6.
The final sub-range which has been Identified has exhibited exponents
varying from -4.3 to -4.7 for the majority of near wall regions, except for
the flow very close to the top of the cooled wall where it was -6.7. No
explanation for the existence of a fourth sub-range is presently available.
A comparison of the exponents from the velocity and temperature data
would be useful In attempting to determine whether or not the present
author has designated the sub-ranges correctly.
The exponents of the dissipative sub-range for the temperature data
were consistently lower than those for the velocity data. If the same trend
were to continue for the buoyancy and Inertial sub-ranges then the
currently designated sub-ranges would appear to be incorrect, with the
"new" sub-range existing at the lowest frequencies. But, such a proposition
is countered by the reasonable agreement between predicted values of the
exponent and the experimental values. One also has to consider the fact
that the buoyancy sub-range is expected to exist at the lowest frequencies.
By assuming that the current designation Is correct, one may look at
the possibility of the last two sub-ranges at the higher frequencies (where
four occur) of being connected in some way. Whilst each of the two sub-
ranges are easily identified one may also draw a reasonable straight line
through both. In this respect the term reasonable is used to indicate
comparison with the data presented by other author-s which have not been as
detailed as those of the present study. Thus it may be that the
dissipative sub-range of the temperature field can be sub-divided Into two'E-
sub-ranges with an influence of the thermal conductivity being evident.
Assuming then that the first sub-range identified is the buoyancy sub-
range, the second the inertial sub-range and the last the dissipative sub-
range then the same exercise of plotting exponent against dT/dx, RG and RF
yields Figures 7.115-7.118, where Figure 7.11? is that of the "new" sub-
range. Note that the Series 4 data at x/H = 0.360 are not presented as Ra
and RF could not be calculated for Series 4.
The buoyancy sub-range data of Figure 7.115 showed a negative
correlation for all three graphs, the strongest being for the graphs
utilizing dTfdx and Re. This is opposite to that found for the velocity data
in the expanent/RF graph of Figure 7.115.
The inertial sub-range graphs of Figure 7.116 were similar to those of
the velocity data in showing little or no correlation.
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The 'new" sub-range graphs of Figure 7.117 were very similar to those
of Figure 7.116 in that there was little or no correlation.
One notes that Bolgiano [51] reported that the magnitude of the
exponent exhibited a strong positive correlation with the Richardson
number. This means that the exponent would be expected to decrease with
increasing Richardson number. The graphs of Figure 7.118 indicate that such
a trend may be present in the current data for the dissipative sub-range
with respect to dT/dx and RG, A similar trend was seen in the velocity data
of Figure 7.117.
7.5.7 FREQUENCY AID VAVENUXBER
RANGES IN RELATION TO THE SUB-RANGES
There was no consistency in either frequency or wavenumber for the
limits of any sub-range as the lateral position varied, for either velocity
or temperature data.
It was expected that the sub-ranges would be limited by specific
wavenumbers. This may be accounted for in two ways. Either the definition
of wavenumber used in this study is not applicable, or the results
presented here have been incorrect.
The present author is unable to directly comment on the applicability
of the wavenumber definition and so must resort to proving the quantitative
and qualitative nature of his P.S.D. calculations. This is very important
especially in view of the fact that the temperature P.S.D. distributions of
the present study are not the same as those of Zial 11) which were
calculated from data gathered using the same equipment.
7.5.8 JUSTIFICATION OF THE
VALIDITY OF THE P.S.D. CALCULATIONS
One can argue that the present P,S.D, results are valid in two ways.
Firstly, in comparison with the manner in which the P.S.D. distributions of
Ziai [1] were analysized, amd secondly in comparison with the results of
Giel and Schmidt [15].
As previously stated Ziai 11] did not fit ulines of best fit" to his
data, instead he merely superimposed lines with gradients of -5/3 and -3 on
his graphs, and, because there was reasonable agreement between these and
the experimental data, claimed that the sub-range powers were confirmed.
One may also question the program which was used by Ziai to calculate
his P.S.D.'s. The program was an adaptation of one which was written by
Dastbaz [26]. As far as the author is aware no test data were utilized by
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Zial to confirm the validity of the program. The only tests carried out on
the program appear to be those of Dastbaz [26) who only used a random
"white noise" signal to test it.
In contrast, the present author has presented proof of the validity of
the present program in accurately detecting a test frequency, and in
calculating correct absolute values. It is acknowledged that the output from
both the present and past programs would be different in the sense that
the spectral "window" in each case was different, but, it Is not anticipated
that this could cause such differences between the present data and that of
Zlai (1].
The second argument for the validity of the present temperature P.S.D.
distributions comes from the comparison of the present data with that of
Glel and Schmidt [15]. It has been estimated that they found sub-ranges
with powers of -3.75 and -6, which agree reasonably with two of the sub-
ranges in the present data. In addition, one notes that their experimentally
determined dominant transition frequencies were in very close agreement
with those predicted by Gebliart and Mahajan [25], as is the case for the
present cavity data. In this respect It is interesting to note that Zial El]
did not comment on any transition frequencies.
Without other cavity, or flat plate, data to compare the present
results with, one cannot comment further. But, the present author feels that
the present results are quite valid and awaits their confirmation In future
publications.
7.5.9 SUMMARY OP THE FINDINGS
FROM THE P.S.D. CALCULATIONS
The flow at the bottom of the heated wall In the Q.M.C. Series has
been shown to be predominantly laminar. This means that for the values of
R&H studied in Series 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 the regime type was transitional
boundary layer.
The flow at the top of the cooled wall was turbulent, and so the flow
within the cavity was not antisymmetric. This must have been due to
different thermal boundary conditions on the floor and ceiling resulting in
a near total collapse of the turbulence along the floor but not along the
ceiling.
The base frequencies during transition were 2.5 and 2.4Hz for the
velocity and temperature fields, respectively, for Series 3 and 1.8 and
1.7Hz for the velocity and temperature fields of Series 4.
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The experimental frequencies agreed well with those predicted using
equation (2.5). The differences between the dominant frequencies of each
Series being applicable to different local temperature drops.
The exponent relating P.S.D. to frequency in any sub-range has been
shown to vary. It is proposed that the variation of stratification with
lateral distance is partially responsible for this.
Three sub-ranges were found in the velocity data whilst four were
found in the temperature data. The exponents for each corresponding
buoyancy and inertial sub-range of the velocity and temperature data were
in general, similar, whereas those of the dissipative sub-range for the
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SERIES 6 XEAJ VELOCITY SCALED WITH THE THERMAL SCALE
IN TIlE NEAR WALL REGION WITH NUv AS THE DIAENSIONLESS LENGTB
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SERIES 7 XEAN VELOCITY SCALED WITH THE THERXAL SCALE
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SERiES 3 XEAN VELOCITY SCALED FOR THE OUTER PART OF THE





























































SERIES 4 LEAN VELOCITY SCALED FOR THE OUTER PART OF THE
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SERIES 8 EAJ VELOCITY SCALED WITH
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SERIES 7 XEAJ VELOCITY SCALED WITH






































SERIES 3, 4 AND 6 lEAN VELOCITY SCALED WITH SHEAR VELOCITY
















































SERIES 3, 4 AND 6 MEAN VELOCITY SCALED
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VELOCITY FOR SERIES 3 AT x/H = 0.229
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VELOCITY FOR SERIES 3 AT x/R = 0.497
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EAJ VELOCITY PROFILES FOR SERIES 3 AT x/ll = 0.949
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PROFILES OF P FOR SERIES 3





PROFILES OF G FOR SERIES 3

















CONPARISON OF FULL PROFILES OF P AND G FOR SERIES 3
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CO)IPARISON OF NEAR VALL PROFILES OF P AND G FOR SERIES 3
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VELOCITY BUOYANCY SUB-RANGE
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1.240 * 10 10 8.880*10'
1.329x10'° 9.303x10'
1.462x10 1 ° 1.023x10"
TABLE 7.6






















1.594 * 10 10 1.116 * 10 10 24.84
1.440x10'° 1.008*1010 40.12
1.281x10'° 8.827*10'	 52.08




















































































4.957 * 10 6	3.470*106
3.638x10	 2.547x10








1.010 * 10 18 7.070x10'
TABLE 7.8























































LOCAL VALUES OF Nu. Gr AND Ra FROI SERIES 6
HEATED WALL	 COOLED WALL
NUx	 Grx	 Rax	 NUx	 Grx	 Rax
H
	0.91 300.92	 1.106x10	 7.742x10'	 34.77	 2.306x1O	 1.C14x10
	
0.79 278.46	 8.420x10	 5.894x10	 74.02	 2.536x10e	1.775x10e
	
0.66 246.42	 5.401x10	 3.781x10	 123.72	 1.029x10'	 7.203x10e
	
0.47 164.72	 2.286x10	 1.600xl0	 189.42	 3.351xl0	 2.346x10
	
0.22	 76.21	 2.?96x10e	 1.957x109 253.45	 7.698x10	 5.389x10
	
0.03	 12.59	 7.867x105	5.5O7xlO	 291.38	 1.023x1010 7.l61xl0
TABLE 7.10
LOCAL VALUES OF Nu Gr AND Ra FRON SERIES 7
HEATED WALL	 COOLED WALL
Nux	 Grx	 R&x	 Nux	 Grx	 Rax
H
	0.91 316.45	 1.270x10° 8.890x10'	 34.64	 2.741x10	 1.919x10
	
0.79 278.07	 9.562x10	 6.693x10	 77.67	 3.146x10e	 2.202x10e
	
0.66 232.50	 6.013x10	 4,209x10	 140.72	 1.253x10'	 8,771x10e
	
0.47 170.91	 2.489x10	 1.742x10' 208.20	 4.2O9x10	 2.946x10
	
0.22	 70.92	 3.174x10°	 2.222x10e 301.05	 8.496x10'	 5.947x10
	






































OVERALL HEAT TRAISFER SERIES 1-7






EXIANPLES OF THE AGREEEIT BETWEEN
PREDICTED AID EXPERIXENTAL VELOCITIES





































_u	 -	 -	 _il
rn/s	 rn/s	 mm	 rn/s	 rn/s
	
0.042	 0.045	 1.768	 -0.119 -0.118
	
0.063	 0.063	 2.749	 -0.160 -0.163
	



















































































































PB - Run without probe block	 R - Repeat
408
TABLE 714


























































































































































































































WALL SHEAR STRESS DATA FOR SERIES 6
TABLE 7.17





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY 9' AND G. THE PRODUCTION OF










































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY t'i AID G, THE PRODUCTION OF
TURBULENCE KIIETIC ENERGY BY BUOYANCY FOR /H = 0.096
	




































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY PT AND G, THE PRODUCTION OF
























































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY	 AID G. THE PRODUCTION OF

































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY 7T AND G. THE PRODUCTION OF









































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY	 AID G. THE.PRODUCTIOI OF














































































































































THE TURBULENCE OIJANTITY ti'I' AND G. THE PRODUCTION OF
TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY BUOYANCY FOR x/H = 0.630










































































































































THE TUEBULEICE QUAITITY rrT AID G. TRE PRODUCTIOI
























































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY i' AND G. THE PRODUCTION OF
TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY BUOYANCY FOR x/H = 0.849
	
u'T' x103	 -gu' p' x103
mm







































































































































TEE TURBULENCE QUANTITY	 AID G. THE PRODUCTION OF









































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY TTT AND G. THE PRODUCTION OF


























































































































































































THE TURBULEICE QUAITITY vT'
















































THE TURBULENCE QUAITITY vITS








































































































































































THE TURBULEICE QUAITITY VT


























































































































































FOR x/H = 0.229
THE HEATED WALL
	



































































































































































































































































































































THE TURBULEIGE QUAITITY v'T'























































































































































































































































THE TURBULEICE QUAITITY v'T'












































































































































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUA!T I TY v' T'











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE TURBULEHCE QUAITITY	 FOR x/H = 0.046
THE HEATED YALL
	
y. Ax103 	 Bx10'	 Cx10
	








y. Ax103	 Bx103 	 Cx102



































































































































































































































_.y	 Ax103 Bx103 	Cx102





















































































Ex103	 U' V' xlØ3
































































































































































































































































































































































































THE TURBULEICE QUAIT ITT i' 	 FOR x/ll = 0. 143
THE HEATED WALL
y. Ax103 	Bx102 Cxl@3













































































































































































































































































































































THE TURBULEICE QUkITITY i5 FOR x/H = 0.229
THE HEATED WALL
Ax103 Bx103 Cx103























































































































































mm	 iri2/s	 1112/62	 122/82
	
1
	 -1.00	 -1. 35	 -0.36
	
2	 -0.70	 -1.35	 -0.65
	
3	 -0.44	 -1. 35	 -0.88
	
4	 -0.26	 -1.35	 -1.07
	
5	 -0. 16	 -1.35	 -1.26
	





































































































































































































































THE TURBULEICE QUAITITY iP 	 FOR x/H = 0.360
THE HEATED WALL
y Ax10	 Bx10	 Cx103
























































































.y	 Ax10	 Bx103 CxlO3
































































































































































































































































































































4 Ax103 Bx103 Cx103

































































2	 -1.01	 -2.00	 -0.98
	
3
	 -0.65	 -2.00	 -1.35
	4
	 -0.36	 -2.00	 -1.66
	











































































































































































































































THE TURB1JLECE QUAITITY	 FOR x/H = 0.630
THE HEATED WALL
....y	 Ax103 	 Bx103 	Cx103
























































































Ax10 3 Bx103 Cx103

















































































































































































































IRE TURBULEICE QUAITITY	 FOR x/H = 0.765
THE HEATED WALL
_y Ax103 Bx103 Cx103























































































y. Ax103 Bx103 CxlO3



































































































































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY iV FOR x/H = 0.849
THE HEATED WALL





mm m/s	 rn/s	 in/s	 nI2 / s2
	













































































































mm m/s	 rn/s	 m/s2









































































































































































































































































THE TURBULENCE OUAITITY ii 	 FOR x/H = 0.898
THE HEATED WALL
..y..	 Ax103	 Bx103 	Cx103
















































































































Ex103 -u' y ' x103 u'v'x103

















































































































































































































THE TURBULENCE QUAIT1TY	 FOR x/H = 0.949
THE HEATED WALL
_y Ax10	 Bx103 Cx103




















































































































































































































































































VALUES OF iP AT THE CAVITY CENTRE LINE CALCULATED
FROX EXPERI!ENTAL DATA USING THE TURBULENCE ENERGY EQUATION
L
	 U' V' x103
H






























VALUES OF i'V AT THE CAVITY CENTRE LINE CALCULATED



































AFFECT OF CORRECTiON TO CENTRE LINE
TEXPERATURE ON VALUES OF THE TURBULENCE QUANTITY
THE HEATED WALL



















































































































































































































































EXPERIENTAL & CORRECTED CENTRE-LINE TENPERATURES
ORIGINAL	 CORRECTED
I	 T-ict_c	 T1	 Ti_ic._r	 Tcea_c




































































FLOW REVERSALS AID TEJIPERATURE INVERSION
HEATED WALL	 COOLED WALL
x.	 _..Au.	 Al	 tu/tT	 Al	 thu/AT
H	 rn/s	 K	 ]IJs.K	 rn/s	 K	 rn/s.K
	
0.046 0.004 0.108	 0.037	 0.008 0.631	 0.013
	
0.096 0.000 0.177	 0.000	 0.013 0.783	 0.017
	
0.143 0.001 0.004 	 0.250	 0.016 1.284	 0.012
	
0.229 0.005 0.000	 0.000	 0.026 1.931	 0.013
	
0.360 0.009 0.000	 0.000	 0.020 1.772	 0.011
	
0.497 0.010 0.000 	 0.000	 0.006 1.065	 0.006
	0.630 0.017 0.792	 0.021	 0.000 0.457	 0.000
	
0.765 0.017 0.787	 0.022	 0.000 0.403	 0.000
	
0.849 0.023 0.000	 0.000	 0.005 0.605 0.008
	
0.898 0.016 0.159	 0,101	 0.006 0.749	 0.008
	


























































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS	 TOTAL SHEAR STRESS
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY SHEAR AID















































































































































































































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS pT5. TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY SHEAR AID























































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS piPV. TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY SHEAR All)

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS piP. TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KILETIC ENERGY BY SHEAR AID















































































































































































































































































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS	 TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY SHEAR AID


























































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS pu'v'. TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETiC EIERGY BY SHEAR AND






















































































































































































































































































































































































DEIS1TL REYIOLDS STRESS pti'V. TOTAL SHEAR STRESS,
PRODUCTIOI OF TURBULEICE KIJETIC EIERGY BY SHEAR AID

















































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS	 TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETIC EIERGY BY SHEAR AID
















































































































































































































































































































































































DENSITY 1 REYNOLDS STRESS pi'. TOTLA SHEAR STRESS,
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETiC ENERGY BY SHEAR AID








































































































































































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS pii'. TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY SHEAR AID








































































































































































































































































DENSITY. REYNOLDS STRESS pii'. TOTAL SHEAR STRESS.
PRODUCTION OF TURBULENCE KINETIC ENERGY BY SHEAR AID















































































































The regime that existed in all Series was the transitional boundary
layer regime. This was established for the Q.I.C. Series by visual
inspection of the velocity profiles and confirmed by P.S.D. calculations. The
Q.X.C. results allowed deductions to be made which inferred that the regime
for the Poitiers Series was also transitional boundary layer.
The thermal boundary conditions on all closing boundaries were seen to
affect both the temperature and velocity fields.
As the level of insulation on the vertical side walls increased, with
all other parameters constant, the non-dimensional temperature at the
vertical cavity centre-line increased. This lead to a decrease In the
velocities	 at the heated wall, and an increase in the velocitt
at the cooled wall.
The increase in vertical side wall insulation also had another effect,
this was to reduce the mass flow down the vertical side walls which
originated from the flow across the ceiling.
The thermal boundary conditions at the floor were such that the
turbulence in the floor boundary layer almost totally collapsed, whereas the
thermal boundary conditions on the ceiling were such that the turbulence in
the ceiling boundary layer only underwent partial collapse. This difference
In the collapse of the turbulence in the floor and ceiling boundary layers
resulted in velocity profiles which- were not antisymmetric.
The collapse of the turbulence In the floor boundary layer meant that
a fully discernible transition process occurred at the heated wall in all
Series. The base frequencies of transition, detected by P.S.D. calculations
using the Q.X.C. data, were in good agreement with those predicted using
equation (2.5) from Gebhart and Xahajan t25). The most important variable
in their equation was the local temperature difference.
The data from the Q.X.C. Series also indicated that a very limited
transition process took place in the near wall fluid at the cooled wall. The
existence of transition processes at each wall was supported by the trends
in T'R .6. U' .M .s., lw, mass flow and the local heat transfer coefficient.
The maximum in peak mean velocity was also seen to be associated with
transition at the heated wall and did not occur at mid-height.
The non antisymmetric nature of the flow was emphasised by the
comparison of temperature and velocity profiles from the heated and cooled
walls. These were different thus showing that the flow characteristics in
the fully developed regions of each boundary layer were different.
462
The non ant isymmetric nature of the flow was again shown by the
calculations for lateral velocity. These calculations showed the existence
of a vortex in the central region of the upper third of the cavity. A
complementary vortex was not found in the lower third of the cavity.
Horizontal temperature inversions were seen in regions of fully
developed turbulence. These were associated with regions of velocity
reversal. This observation was most striking in the Poitiers Series.
Excellent collapse of the mean temperature profiles from the Q.M.C.
Series was found when using 0 against JUY where 8 E (T - Tr.IXN)/(Tw - TMIN)
and Nuv was evaluated at the wall temperature. The wall temperature was
also found to be a suitable reference temperature for the calculations of
local heat transfer and two component correlations.
Whilst this temperature representation again produced excellent
collapse of the Poitlers data, the curve onto which they collapsed showed
that the development of the temperature profiles in the two cavities were
different. This was brought about by the reduction in cavity width, which
also had other effects. In the fully developed turbulence regions of the
Poitlers cavity the mean velocity profiles met at the cavity centre-line
without there being any regions of reversed velocity as were seen in the
Q.M.C. Series. The values of U'p .M .s. were also seen to be affected, as they
were lower in the region of fully developed turbulence, and higher in the
lower cavity region, for the Poitiers cavity, when both the Poitiers and
QJ(.G. cavities were subject to a similar wall temperature difference with H
being constant.
The non-dimensional centre-line temperature could be approximated to a
straight line for the entire cavity height, but a better representation was
of two straight lines, one applicable to the lower region where a flow with
"laminar aspects" was present at the heated wall, and the other applicable
to the rest of the cavity.
The equation for local heat transfer could also be divided into two
regions, before and after transition, at each wall. For the regions of fully
developed flow the power on Grx was always greater than the value of 1/3
which is considered applicable to vertical flat plate flow.
Of all the velocity scales proposed to-date, only the shear velocity
was seen to be suitable for the present data when it was used in
conjunction with NUy in the near wall region, and y/6 for the entire
boundary layer width.
For all Series the thermal sub-layer was found to be 1.ômm thick,
whereas the viscous sub-layer was deduced as being 4mm thick.
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The vertical turbulent transport of heat was seen to be in the
positive x direction in both boundary layers, and the lateral turbulent
transport of heat was found to be In the positive y direction at each wall.
The production of turbulence kinetic energy In the near wall region
was found to be due to buoyancy, as no general region of negative i was
found to exist.
The distribution of total shear stress, i, confirmed that there was no
region of constant shear stress.
There was no consistency in either frequency or wavenumber for the
limits of any sub-range found in the velocity or temperature P.S.D.
distributions.
The exponent relating P.S.D, to frequency in any sub-range has been
shown to vary. The variation of stratification with lateral position was
only partially responsible for this.
Three sub-ranges were found within the velocity P.S.D. distributions,
whilst four were found for the temperature data. The exponents for each
corresponding buoyancy and inertial sub-range of the velocity and
temperature data were generally similar, whereas those of the dissipative
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LFFKIDII A
In order to save space, the entire set of raw data from all the
experimental Series are not presented here. Instead a list of all the
references containing the raw data are listed, together with contact
addresses should the reader wish to contact the author to obtain a copy of
the data.
The data from Series 1 have been published in King (82], and have been
kept in the author's experimental results files.
The data from Series 2, 3 and 4 have been published In Cheesewright
and King (88], and have been kept In the author's experimental results
files.
The data from Series 5, § and 7 have been kept in the author's
experimental results files.
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